City

Adel

Adel

Ainsworth

Ainsworth

Ainsworth

Ainsworth

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

My life has
been
Bookkeeping
impacted a
little
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Insurance
impacted
somewhat

Education

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Healthy individuals should be encouraged in
best hygiene and be extremely careful
around people with compromised immune
That Iowa won't systems. Our hospitals have handled the
lift restrictions virus here in Iowa. More people have
quickly enough suffered because of loss of employment and
depression and anxiety. It is going to take a
long time for the economy to recover so we
need to start now.

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions Concerned on government overreach
has remained situation is
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same about the same
Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

That we've reopened too soon and we'll
have a second wave and be right back where
we were in March/April.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I'm worried that people are going to
disregard social distancing guidelines and we
will have a 2nd wave.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

All I can say is what dollar figure can we put
on one human life? The Governor is trying to
please the president and forgetting about
Iowans my financials havenâ€™t been
impacted much but my husband is an
essential worker and I still continue to get
paid

I've lost some
work

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot
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City

Ainsworth

Ainsworth

Alexander

Algona

Allison

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Sheriffs
impacted
dispatcher
somewhat
My life has
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa
The response
My financial
has been too
I've lost some situation is
aggressive in
worse than
work
Iowa
before

That Iowa won't
Just open everything back up. Too many
lift restrictions
small businesses are going under.
quickly enough
That Iowa won't
No state tax for business for 2020 and open
lift restrictions
up now!!
quickly enough

Attorney at law.
We locked the
doors and split
the staff, each
now working
only 2.5 days
per week.
Attorneys are
able to work
from home
now, but had
limited ability
before. Things
are a little quiet,
but weâ€™re
fine.

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I abhor the idea that our Governor was
seduced into making this a political process.
Otherâ€™s died showing how this virus must
be handled. Shut down. Use the time to
instruct the population and build up
resources to deal with eventual outbreaks.
Reopen gradually and only after new
infection rates decline MATERIALLY and
widespread testing AND tracing capability is
in hand. Then and only then should people
be made to feel they can choose to return to
normal association.

Child Care

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That I will not be able to continue to do
childcare any longer due to financial strain.
We had 16 children enrolled and we
currently have 5 enrolled now.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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City

Allison

Altoona

Altoona

Altoona

Altoona

Altoona

Altoona

Your job

Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Construction
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Transportation
impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Construction
impacted a
lot

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before
My financial
I've lost some situation is
worse than
work
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

My workload
has remained
about the same

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My financial
I have become situation is
unemployed
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Why are we not following recommendations
of the CDC? I am not opposed to slowly
reopening, but we have yet to meet the
guidelines of the CDC in this regard. I am
concerned that people have not and still do
not take this virus seriously. The gov. does
not help with her flippant comments like
wear a mask if you want. What?! Her
modeling of behavior post possible exposure
is horrendous.
PLEASE DO NOT LET REYNOLDS OPEN THIS
EARLY WE ARE LITERALLY BEGGING
Be a lot more deaths I donâ€™t think
anything should open until it has leveled out
for about 3 weeks.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
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Small businesses should never be forced to
That Iowa won't
close! Churches should never be banned
lift restrictions
from gathering. These are totally
quickly enough
unconstitutional orders.

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

City

Altoona

Impact on
Impact on
Your job
life
workload
My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

Altoona

Altoona

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
finances
response
restrictions
The response
My financial
That Iowa won't I cannot believe the unconstitutional orders
has been too
situation is
lift restrictions that iowans have allowed! Freedom over
aggressive in
worse than
quickly enough fear people!
Iowa
before

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

My concerns are 1. Economic and financially
That Iowa won't o donâ€™t believe the virus has the numbers
lift restrictions to warrant it. 2. Our constitution and
quickly enough liberties are being crumpled.. 3. Mask are
not helpful and are dangerous

Theme park

My life has
I have become
been
impacted unemployed
somewhat

Altoona

Retired

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
better than
impacted a
about the same
before
little

Altoona

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted work
somewhat

Altoona

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Iâ€™m extremely concerned for my families
health & others, especially since we are at
high risk. Itâ€™s ridiculous to have opened
up so soon, without getting a handle on the
virus. With the numbers still going up & not
flattening out. My friends have lost 6 loved
ones here in Iowa. This virus ðŸ¦ is not a
joke. People need to take it seriously!! ðŸ˜¥

It is a fluid situation that critics play armchair
The pandemic
That Iowa won't quarterback with. Thankfully Iowa is doing
has been
lift restrictions well.
handled well in
quickly enough Instead of criticizing, this is a time for each of
Iowa
us to encourage one another.
How does school safely and successfully
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
reopen in the fall? The current
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
recommendations by the cdc arenâ€™t
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
realistic.
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City

Amana

Amana

Amana

Amana

Ames

Ames

Ames

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Your job
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
human services impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
The pandemic
My workload
has been
Retired
has remained
handled well in
about the same
Iowa

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

Construction

Manufacturing

Retired!

Education

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The response
My financial
has been too
I am busier
situation is
aggressive in
than before
about the same
Iowa
The response
My financial
has been too
I have become situation is
aggressive in
worse than
unemployed
Iowa
before

Comments
I am worried about a second wave of
COVID19 until we get a vaccine, more testing
and testing for antibodies
I beieve we may be opening up the state too
soon.
I worry constantly about family members
who have lost jobs due to the virus. One is
self employed and didnâ€™t qualify for any
stimulus, others were furloughed and may
not get jobs back, prices have skyrocketed
for groceries, we support small area
businesses, but it may not be enough to save
small start ups.

That Iowa won't Lasting impact on small business and
lift restrictions farmers. Continuing the limitations of
quickly enough personal freedoms.
That Iowa won't
lift restrictions Economic collapse
quickly enough

My life has
My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
been
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
impacted
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly
somewhat
My life has
My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
been
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
impacted
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly
somewhat
5 of 675

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

Concerned that Kimmy is at least two labor
grades above her competence level! She is
opening too quickly and does not have
proper data too open!
As I said in a comment would love too see
you run for Governor!
This is a pandemic that is killing people. It
has killed more people than the flu in the
states. How are businesses more important
than people's lives?

City

Your job

Ames

Retired

Ames

Education

Ames

Ames

Ames

Ames

Retired

Education

Education

ISU Extension

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My biggest concern is for meat processing
employees and those who live and work in
congregate care facilities.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Thereâ€™s too much conflicting information.
People donâ€™t know what to do. We are
going back to â€œnormalâ€ too fast and we
will have a big impact in the future. Why can
we work and not see family? Why isnâ€™t
the government taking care of itâ€™s
people? Governor Reynolds is trying not to
pay unemployment benefits, but itâ€™s
going to backfire. She should not be counting
on us to â€œresponsibleâ€ when she
canâ€™t even tell us what that should look
like.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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People are not taking precautions seriously.
Testing has been done poorly and not
consistently. More tests need to be made

City

Your job

Ames

Impact on
Impact on
life
workload
My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat
My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Ames

Education

Ames

My life has
Green Party
I have become
been
neighborhoods
impacted unemployed
canvassing
somewhat

Ames

Ames

Anamosa

Ankeny

My life has
been
Retired
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Restaurant or been
impacted a
hospitality
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
Fundraising for been
impacted a
nonprofits
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
too quickly
in Iowa
before
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
My financial
situation is
I am busier
worse than
than before
before
My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I am very fearful that our governor is
ignoring the data and opening up too soon.
Sheâ€™s putting lives at risk, and lying about
the real impact of this pandemic and the still
present danger.
Demand declassification of ALL biowars
documents ....I AM a Veteran and Fort
Detrick was closed at the same time
politicians were selling stocks before the
crash....greed and war crimes must be
exposed Julian Assange given Iowa Highest
Medal and demand the Queen pardon him
Knight him as a hero to humanity
I feel that information should be available to
all people in the state.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

People will fail to social distance, wear
masks and risk children and elders because
of their lack of concern

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly

Not being told the truth and that politics not
human lives is what is driving all these
decisions

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
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Lack of leadership for our state. Mixed
messages. Lack of transparency and logic.
Dishonesty about following the data.

City

Ankeny

Ankeny

Ankeny

Ankeny

Ankeny

Ankeny

Your job

IT

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

There's
I am busier
been no
impact on than before
my life

My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Retired
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa

My financial
I've lost some situation is
worse than
work
before
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

She is opening up too soon. We're going to
lose more Iowans than necessary, and
spread the virus.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa

My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Marketing
impacted
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before
My financial
situation is
worse than
before

I've lost some
work

Comments

The laws in the Iowa Code that she
references in the proclamations that
apparently give her the authoritity to shut
That Iowa won't
things down MUST be rolled back.
lift restrictions
Government can close government offices
quickly enough
and parks, etc, but should NOT be allowed to
dictate the opening and closing of private
business!

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

I've lost some
work

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

I am very concerned about the excess
printing of money to bail out business and
the economic impact. I am concerned about
the loss of freedoms for a virus with a 98%
That Iowa won't
recovery rate. We must focus on the
lift restrictions
economy in a healthy way and let doctors
quickly enough
treat this with the malaria drugs that work. I
am very concerned about contact tracing and
mandatory vaccines and their implications
for constitutional rights and freedoms.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly
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Really concerned about greater outbreaks of
the virus when businesses have been opened
up and the infection numbers have not
dropped yet.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Ankeny

Education

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Ankeny

I run a small
business. My
fiancÃ© is a
welder.
Weâ€™ve been
out of work for
months

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

Ankeny

Ankeny

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I just want the best for the health of Iowans.
Thank you to the governor and her staff as
they have led the past couple months. I am
sorry to see so much hatred and anger in
social media comments.
Would like to see availability to antibody
tests

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

How far in debt we will become after
exhausting our savings just to pay our
normal bills. And if we will have jobs when
things get back to normal. We worked so
hard to get a house that now we risk losing.

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
little

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Not enough businesses will be responsible.
Brass Armadillo Des Moines caters to older
crowd not one word about cutting # of
people in store, not a mention social
distance or masks or gloves just want people
to come buy. Kim spins the numbers have
zero trust she cares about real hard working
Iowans. She will do whatever Trump tells her
to do.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Ankeny

Live
Entertainment

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Ankeny

Financial
Services

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Ankeny

Ankeny

My life has
been
State Employee
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a
little

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I'm concerned the unique nature of the live
event industry and the catastrophic losses
we're incurring are being completely
overlooked. We were the first industry to be
shutdown and we'll be last to open, yet
we're not even a category listed on your
form? There has to be more financial
resources made available for the seasonal
live event businesses that are facing a year
The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa won't of ABSOLUTELY NO REVENUE as a result of
has been
I have become situation is
lift restrictions the restrictions that have been set. Once
handled well in
worse than
unemployed
quickly enough restrictions are lifted, we will not bounce
Iowa
before
back like other businesses, because our
calendars are already bare due to
cancelations. From March 10 through today,
we've had 73 event cancelations,
representing 88% of our income for the year.
Why are companies like mine being
completely overlooked? What will it take to
bring the spotlight to the dire outlook for our
industry?
Iâ€™m concerned the governor is doing
Trumpâ€™s bidding vs what is right for the
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
people of our state. In lifting restrictions
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
before the peak she has caused confusion,
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
worry and appears to be not listening to
Iowans.
The pandemic
My financial
has been
I am busier
If people act responsibly it will be fine
situation is
handled well in
than before
about the same
Iowa
The pandemic
My workload My financial
That Iowa won't Letâ€™s get on with life....too many
has been
has remained situation is
lift restrictions freedoms and liberties are being taken away.
handled well in
about the same about the same
quickly enough Open Iowa up
Iowa
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City

Ankeny

Ankeny

Ankeny

Ankeny

Ankeny

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Education and
small business
owner

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Construction

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
little

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

My life has
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Restaurant or
hospitality

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
The response
My workload My financial
has been too
has remained situation is
aggressive in
about the same about the same
Iowa

I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
In other states such as Oregon, whose cases
are 10 times lower than Iowa's current rate
because of their aggressive approach to
social distancing, they are seeing single digit
cases per week while we are climbing to the
upper hundreds because of our lack of swift
action and lack of closures for the
appropriate amount of time. Lifting
restrictions with the conditions currently
present in Iowa will be detrimental to
Iowans and families.
The uncertainity of life in general is taking a
toll on so many of my friends and family.
They are financially stressed and need a
strong leader to make statements that will
give them some direction. Thank you for
asking.

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions This entire situation was a complete scam.
quickly enough
That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough

Businesses were kept closed for too long.
The data does not support this being a
pandemic and restrictions should have eased
The pandemic
My life has
That Iowa won't
My financial
sooner. Iâ€™m an independent and if there
has been
I have become
been
lift restrictions
situation is
is a push to keep things closed longer I will
handled well in
impacted a unemployed
quickly enough
about the same
not vote for the Party that does that. I am
Iowa
little
also a business owner and the closures have
made my life miserable.
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City

Ankeny

Ankeny

Ankeny

Ankeny

Ankeny

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a than before
little

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Retired

Stay at home
parent

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Technology

Technology‐IT

Comments

Only one main concern. My family and I still
plan on social distancing as a precaution
through the next 2‐3 months. As school
returns, and I have a Junior High student in
The pandemic
That Iowa won't my household, what are our school systems
My financial
has been
lift restrictions doing to help our students? I believe social
situation is
handled well in
quickly enough interaction is just as important as the
about the same
Iowa
educational material students are required
to learn. I am interested in hearing the plans
of our communities as we navigate through
this next chapter of Covid‐19.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
little

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before
My financial
I am busier
situation is
worse than
than before
before

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly

Much stronger language regarding wearing
masks. Much better preparedness by the
city/counties. More info from the county/city
emergency Management's to better reflect
what they need/want from the state. Not
interested in hearing what the governor
thinks as much as those who deal with the
issues daily.
I think our testing rate has failed to quickly,
and *early* discover where the virus was
active so people could be isolated and
community spread minimized. It seems like
we're reacting instead of being proactive.
Don't open too early. Medical professionals
have warned against this and yet we are
opening the state.

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
Economic disaster worse than Great
has been
lift restrictions
Depression
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
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City

Ankeny

Your job

Education

Impact on
Impact on
life
workload
My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
The response
My financial
That Iowa won't
has been too
situation is
lift restrictions
aggressive in
better than
quickly enough
Iowa
before

Ankeny

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
human services impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Ankeny

Retired

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Ankeny

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

Ankeny

Hairstylist

My life has
been
I have become
impacted a unemployed
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Not take away unemployment for those
afraid to go back to work or are high risk.
Support the medical professionals as there
will be an increase in cases. Back telehealth
services so mental health professionals can
be reimbursed for their services.
Testing. My grandson has been in contact
with a friend who has tested positive. It
seems he can't be tested until he has self
quarantined for 14 days or until he has
symptoms. Very concerned about him and
my daughter's family.
The stateâ€™s mental health crisis is going to
increase significantly. Prevention and
preparing to treat it through funding is
important or there will be a mental health
death toll. As a trauma and addiction
specialist, I am seriously concerned about
the mental health aftermath of COVID 19.
I feel the Governor hasn't listened to the
experts about opening up to much to fast.
She's more worried about the all mighty
dollar.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Ankeny

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Ankeny

My life has
I have become
Health care or been
human services impacted a unemployed
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
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That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I had Covid‐19 in February via community
spread. I kept being told I did not because it
wasn't in Iowa until March. I was bounced
between 211 and my doctor's office only to
be told to call the other to inquire about
being tested. I was not able to get tested. So,
I had an antibody test which proved positive
for antibodies. Testing needs to be
expanded, treatment free, and people who
have survived it need the most recent
information regarding its effect on the body.
I continue to struggle with fatigue 3 months
after infection. I also feel financial help is
needed as it takes a person a significant
amount of time to recover. I have never
been this sick before and I had a mild case.

City

Ankeny

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I have become
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a unemployed
lot

Ankeny

Secretarial

Ankeny

Emergency
management

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
little

I've lost some
work

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My financial
More should
That Iowa will
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same in Iowa
too quickly

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I am concerned that we as citizens do not
have authentic and truthful information. The
information given to the public is misleading
this giving a false sense of security. In my
humble opinion doing do further endangers
Iowans. There is a lack of urgency. People
don't seem to be taking this seriously and I
fear we will be heading down a very
dangerous path. It will be as if we never
took steps at all. Masks should be REQUIRED
in public places for the safety and well being
of all. This virus is not going away.
Therefore we DO need to educate the public
on how very important it is to act
responsibly. Yes, I agree we need to get
businesses open. However, the messages
from ALL OF OUR LEADERS, at the state and
local levels need to be consistent. We need
to be talking about how WE AS IOWANS
should act to protect and serve one another
during this time. IOWA IS BETTER THAN
THIS!!!! IOWANS ANRE SUPPOSED TO CARE
ABOUT IOWANS!!!! Do we want a repeat?
Why do we have to lose more lives
Vote by mail in November
Begin school asap after danger
declines...even if it is in the summer
Legislative oversight

City

Ankeny

Aplington

Aredale

Asbury

Impact on
Impact on
Your job
life
workload
My life has
I have become
Health care or been
human services impacted a unemployed
lot

Finicial

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Casino. Where it
been
always too
impacted
much smoke
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
too quickly
in Iowa
before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before
My financial
I have become situation is
unemployed
better than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Tested negative but every health person I
have seen says I have the virus. Cant get
covid benifits becuase of a false negative
test. Iowa wont retest and thats a joke. I
have 95% of symptoms and I am really sick.
Have to use all of mt vacation pay instead of
getting covid pay. That is a joke! Also
retesting needs to be available to those who
have what doctors think are false negative
results! If you care please do something so
people can get retested that need it. Tests
are not 100 % accurate! Every doctor I have
met with says you have to have this virus and
can't believe the negative result!

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Return of virus due to opening too soon

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

It wonâ€™t go away quick enough
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City

Asbury

Asbury

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My husband and
I crop farm over
5,000 acres. We
are busy with
planting season.
We hope we
stay in good
health, so the
My life has
crops get
I am busier
been
planted. We
impacted a than before
also hope there
lot
isn't a
supply/demand
issue later this
year.
In addition to
farming, I work
full time in sales
at a

Retired.

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

One concern is if we lift restrictions too
quickly we may cause outbreaks that we
don't have the resources to manage. Not
only will lives be lost, but the economy will
suffer even more than it already has.
A second concern is that we don't know
enough about this virus. We are now seeing
younger children being effected by
something related to COVID‐19. We have a 3
year old, so this hits home for us.
I have a lot of frustration with all the noise
that is out there. There seems to be so many
conflicting approaches to handling this
problem at hand. Our President says one
thing, Governors are saying another thing,
and companies seem to be playing by a
whole different set of rules. The confusion it
is causing is deadly.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Since we are both retired with multiple pre‐
existing conditions, we are fearful of
contracting it. We think the federal
administration has botched the whole thing.
Not much better on the state level. We
worry a lot.

My financial
situation is
worse than
before
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City

Asbury

Your job

Education

Atalissa

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

Asbury

Atalissa

Impact on
life

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Pandemic has showed us how vulnerable we
are economically to a pandemic. There is no
economic safety net for many in a pandemic.
We should have something‐not sure what
but we should have something. There seems
to be no plan or plans patched together with
no thought about what stays open, what
stays closed, how schools will deal with a
closing.... Also, we need to trust the experts,
not politicians to navigate pandemics.

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

I realize the economy needs to be restarted,
but I feel it isn't a one size fits all. The virus
is still spreading in some counties and hardly
affected others. I think it should have been a
slower opening in those counties. If the
virus continues to spread will we be told to
shutdown again? I wonder how far will it
have to go before the governor steps back in.

Symphony
Musician

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Not enough testing. People not taking the
pandemic seriously‐ not wearing masks and
not safe distancing. Thinking that urban
centers are at risk but not rural areas. Not
listening to our health specialists, making
ignorant statements and bringing politics
into the equation. Ignoring the science. This
is a scary time to be a senior citizen!

Education

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
been
I have become
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
impacted a unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot

As a nurse in the school systems, I am not
"working" but still being paid. I am keeping
up on COVID and the recommendations and
guidelines we will need to follow.

My financial
situation is
worse than
before
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Atlantic

Local
government

Badger

My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
little

Bedford

Construction

Bellevue

Restaurant or
hospitality

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I realize that trying to boost our economy
while still trying to keep Iowans safe is a
delicate balance but I believe that there are
My financial
That Iowa will too many in political power that are more
More should
situation is
I am busier
have been done lift restrictions interested in lining their pockets. I donâ€™t
worse than
than before
feel safe nor have I ever during this
too quickly
in Iowa
before
pandemic. I donâ€™t think our legislators
give a whit about the people of Iowa
especially the middle class.
What will happen with the school systems?
That Iowa will How to deal with long term care facilities in
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions the longer term. Keeping residents isolated
has remained situation is
to their rooms is severely damaging their
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
mental heath.
I think we stayed home because it was in
The response
My financial
That Iowa won't
New York. We don't have it here. If it comes
has been too
I've lost some situation is
lift restrictions
here, or peaks in August or later, we will
aggressive in
worse than
work
quickly enough
have been restricted for too long.
Iowa
before

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Opening too quickly, others not continuing to
take precautions.

City

Bennett

Bennett

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

Manufacturing

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Being a widow and a mother of a senior in
high school and a senior in college it has
been a financial struggle. Rent still needs to
be paid by my college student and she lost
both her part time jobs. While I understand
the stimulus money can't benefit all involved
I still have a senior in high school who
doesn't qualify due to being over the age of
16. She is home full time and it probably
costs more to have her home but yet, I don't
qualify for extra stimulus money. I feel
fortunate as I have been able to work full
time and consider myself as having a
respectable job. Helping my college student
out has been a priority but also has put a
significant dent in my savings which is
frightening as I won't have a backup. Please
don't get me wrong, I do appreciate all that I
have and the help that has been offered. I do
get a little bitter as I assist people daily and
see some individuals who choose not to
work getting assistance beyond what I make.
Employers not heeding CDC guidelines and
not keeping their employees safe. Some
employers are not requiring masks and other
safety measures like temperature checks and
distancing measures.
Easy access to testing. The requirements to
get tested are too stringent, even if your sick
you may not be able to have a test. Also, the
reliability of testing.

City

Bettendorf

Your job

Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Concerns: Not being safe for my children to
attend school in the fall. There is no vaccine
and no adequate testing or contact tracing.
That decisions on the Gov. level are driven
by $ and not by "metrics". The TestIowa for
$26m on the recommendation of an actor is
absurd. Will make our family decisions
based on science and the advice of the
medical community. Not by politicians who
are making $ during a global health care
crisis. "Acceptable Loss" is pretty acceptable
when it doesn't include your socio‐ecamonic
class or family...it's immoral and unjust.
Ideas: Now is the perfect time to reimagine
public education. The old system doesn't
work anymore. Crowded classes, 10mins to
eat lunch, everything calculated down to
curriculum minutes. Mental health for
students at an all time low.
More $ for workers to stay home and not
take Tylenol to pass the temperature check
because they are afraid of losing their jobs if
sick.

Bettendorf

Bettendorf

My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Retired
impacted a
lot

I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly
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A cure/vaccine

City

Your job

Impact on
life

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Bettendorf

Construction

Bettendorf

My life has
been
Retail or grocery
impacted
somewhat

Bettendorf

Retired

Bettendorf

Daycare

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That our taxes will be raised to cover bills the
state canâ€™t afford now due to loss in tax
revenue. You guys shut it all down. We
were told it was to flatten the curve, it
wasnâ€™t for that. Now you need to cut
spending and not raise taxes on people or
businesses. If we are in the together,
The response
My financial
That Iowa won't
government better cut spending across the
has been too
I've lost some situation is
lift restrictions
board. You guys created this economic
aggressive in
worse than
work
quickly enough
impact. People are out of work. You shut
Iowa
before
this down with your over reaction. Yes you
over reacted. We lost less people from covid
than we did the flu last year. This is on you
and your party. You made this hysteria.
People are out of work for a long time
because you made political points.
I would prefer to err on the side of caution. I
work in state government and am working
from home and although it has a few
That Iowa will drawbacks, I would like to see it continue.
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions We deal with the public and although we've
has remained situation is
had to find different ways of doing that‐‐and
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
sometimes it's problematic‐‐being back in
the office too soon is a concern for me
personally.
The pandemic
My workload My financial
That Iowa won't
has been
has remained situation is
lift restrictions
handled well in
about the same about the same
quickly enough
Iowa

My life has
been
impacted a
little
My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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City

Your job

Bettendorf

Education

Bloomfield

Had been doing
part time
bookkeeping for
my former
doctor boss. Her
practice closed
during
pandemic.

Bondurant

Boone

Boone

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Produce farming
impacted
somewhat

Ministry and
health care

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I continue to be appalled at the attitude of
the Gov and some Iowans about the folks
working in meat processing. They are
considered less than real people and their
health is less important than the product
they provide.

I am immune compromised and Kim
Reynolds doesnâ€™t give a shit

Getting sick as a self employed person with
no sick pay.
We have a chance to make our society serve
all people and support workers (eg
guaranteed income) and tax the wealthy to
pay for it. I am concerned that it is being
used to suppress basic civil rights such as
voting and to circumvent such things as
environmental protection. I do think things
are "changed forever" as a result of this. I
also think the president and our governor
are both incompetent and are costing lives.

City

Boone

Boone

Boone

Bradford

Brighton

Brighton

Brighton

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
human services impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
The governor is in over her head and she
only listens to the Ass in the Oval Office
when she needs to be listening to the
medical experts. She is just a fool... being
led around by her nose and trying to please
only her GOP cronies and big business. She
has NO idea what she's doing and does NOT
care about Iowans becoming ill and/or dying.
All she care about is MONEY and POWER.

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions Loss of liberty.
Construction
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
Masks being required if a person leaves their
My life has
That Iowa will home should have been mandatory unless
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions for health reasons. All shopping centers and
has remained situation is
Retail or grocery
impacted
businesses should also require masks to be
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
worn by all who enter.
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Education
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
Education
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
The pandemic
There's
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
has been
been no
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Construction
handled well in
impact on
quickly enough
about the same about the same
Iowa
my life
My life has
Working in a nursing home I feel we should
My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
Health care or been
receive some kind of hazard pay. Others
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
human services impacted a
have been staying home getting paid more
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly
little
on unemployment then what we make!!!
My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before
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City

Brighton

Brighton

Brighton

Brighton

Bristow

Your job

Education

Education

Retired

Retired

Retired

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
impacted a unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
little
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

This showed the vulnerable populations
working in the packing plants and for smaller
is better including getting rid of CAFOs! I lost
my helpers for blueberry season. They
arrived early due to Covid and then a freak
tire incident on the highway in from of our
house totaled their camper/home. This will
cost me in labor.
Schools

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

More folks should be wearing masks when
going in businesses, church was open the
whole time and social distancing could be
stronger.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

The governor is following what the president
wants and not what is best for Iowa
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I'm concerned that when I'm recalled to a
very busy hotel‐destination complex a huge
influx of people will cause the virus to spread
needlessly. In summer we regularly see
hundreds of people a day in our facility. The
idea is terrifying during a pandemi

Burlington

Restaurant or
hospitality

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

My financial
situation is
better than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I'm concerned that a simple extra $600 made
my financial life so much less stressful. Now
is the time to start raising minimum wage.
The impact is huge! I feel like I'm single
handedly keeping local businesses afloat
with my new found spending power.
Imagine if this were all the time? That I
wouldn't be worrying whether it was the
power or the water shut off this time. My
spending power is good for the economy.
I'm deeply concerned about kids and
schools. We have to find a way to give them
the social play aspects children need while
balancing limited education (it's impossible
to fully learn online as a 2nd grader) and
everyone's safety. What are the guidelines
and what is mandatory for school districts for
the fall regarding safety?

Burlington

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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The Governor has done a horrible job with
this. Our numbers continue to rise people
arenâ€™t taking it seriously because we have
zero leadership.

City

Burlington

Burlington

Burlington

Burlington

Your job

Restaurant or
hospitality

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

Community
development

Retired‐ nurse

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Public Health needs to be better funded.
They also need to be the voice leading this
fight as they can remain politically neutral
and have a better chance of having more
people buy into the measures we the public
need to take to make a difference in fighting
this virus. Had that been the case at the
beginning I believe more people would have
taken this seriously. Now Iâ€™m afraid
people have lost faith/belief in the one
agency we have that can help protect us

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Testing is limited to specific age
demographics. Why?
State information and metrics conflict with
federal. Why?
Federal guidelines were to ease restrictions
only after covid cases show consistent
declines for 14 days. Why are Iowans less
than worthy? Why does the govenment in
Iowa lower the standards for its citizens?
Why is Iowa contracted with the Utah
company based on Ashton Kutchers
recommendations. Does he have experience
or knowledge of epidemiology or medical
engineering?

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same about the same
Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
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City

Burlington

Burlington

Burlington

Burlington

Burlington

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
Your job
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
The response
My financial
My life has
That Iowa won't
My workload
has been too
situation is
been
lift restrictions it was a hoax.
has remained
Farming
aggressive in
worse than
impacted
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa
before
somewhat
Short term concern focuses on avoiding a
second or third wave of contagion. Longer
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
term concerns have to do with both
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Education
economic health and changes that will need
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
to be made if we are truly to, as the governor
somewhat
put it, live with this virus.
inaccessibility of tests. Initially had to be
almost dead before granted testing. Wrong
numbers of cases reported. Morticians find
bodies during embalming process that died
of Covid, yet cause of death reported as
My financial
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
something else. Inconsistent language used
I've lost some situation is
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
from Fed Gov leaving people more anxious,
worse than
human services impacted work
too quickly
in Iowa
less reassured. The goal should be to "look as
before
somewhat
if we over‐reacted." The key to solving the
economic crisis? Reduce people's fears that
one will get Covid if they return to work,
worship or school.
I may have already done this survey.
Testing, lack of some businesses and many
My life has
That Iowa will persons in my community not respecting the
More should
My financial
I am busier
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions 6 ft distance, especially major stores with
situation is
human services impacted a than before
headquarters bragging about masks and 6ft
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot
rule. Its gonna be a while before i go out to
those places again.
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I just feel that it wasnâ€™t handled Proactive
I am busier
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
Corrections
and was more reactive.
impacted a than before
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot
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City

Burlington

Calmar

Carlisle

Carlisle

Carlisle

Carlisle

Cascade

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Government
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Financial
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Manufacturing
impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

What will school look like in the fall? How
will educators be protected from obstinate
people who believe this is a "hoax"?

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Keep people who are at high risk home, were
being forced back to work when alot of these
companies could be allowing us to continue
to work from home.

That Iowa won't people could not live without technology
More should
have been done lift restrictions these days this generation probably could
quickly enough not have mentally handled it back in the 80s
in Iowa

My financial
More should
That Iowa will
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same in Iowa
too quickly
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I realize we need to get back to a somewhat
normal, but I think its too soon. Businesses
and individuals are not following the
guidelines. There needs to be consequences
for these individuals, not just a slap on the
hand!

City

Cascade

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Your job

Education

Education

Student/ food
service

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
The Governor is counting on Iowans to make
safe decisions. We have already seen people
packed into bars and other establishments as
other states re‐opened. She is expecting
owners to be the "safety police." They will
likely not enforce rules for 50% capacity and
social distancing because they don't want to
upset patrons or lose business.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Real estate

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

self employed

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

Education

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
little

Increase contact tracing efficiency to help
stop the spread. A phone app could be
helpful or calling those positive with the
virus
The state of Iowa has repeatedly undercut
funding for education. It is certainly
showing now that districts are required to do
distance learning. We have not done
enough to protect the elderly population.
Also a question about state sales tax and
online ordering, is Iowa still collecting the
taxes?

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly

My financial
More should
That Iowa will
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same in Iowa
too quickly
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I worry about the reopening of businesses
and the impact that will have on our case
numbers. I also worry about funding for
public entities ‐ like schools, medic aid,
IPERS, etc.

City

Your job

Cedar Falls

Education

Cedar Falls

Retired.

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Restaurant or
hospitality

Arts (music)
education

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload
I've lost some
work

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

I wish she would mandate everyone wear a
mask when in public.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Restrictions didnâ€™t go far enough. Are
being lifted too soon. Not enough people
taking this seriously and are not wearing
masks, social distancing. Concerned about
what the school year will look like for my
child. Worried about my childâ€™s safety if
in person classes resume in the fall. Not
enough testing.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
My biggest concern is children becoming ill,
both my children and the children I care for.

Cedar Falls

Registered
Childcare
provider

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My next worry is me becoming ill. Even
though my income has been much less than
normal since mid March some income is
better than none and none would be
financially devastating for my family.
Unemployment didn't provide much help for
the weeks I had to close because IWD based
my unemployment on the income of a
second job I held for four months in 2019
and quit in January of 2020. The job was
extremely part time and my income from
self employment during all of 2019 and 2020
is much more than the small amount I made
from the second job.
My third concern is how long it will take for
the enrollment at my home daycare to
return to sustainable levels. I currently only
have a few children enrolled and my income
is less than 1/3 of normal. Additionally, the
cost of providing care is higher and I work
longer hours. If more help isnâ€™t provided
I will have to close permanently.

Cedar Falls

Education

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
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I'm concerned about racial disparities,
especially when it comes to access to
healthcare and PPE as well as the economic
impact being more severe for Black families
and families of color.

City

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Your job

student; part‐
time teller in
finance

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

My life has
been
Education
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My life has
I am busier
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a than before
lot

My financial
situation is
better than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
The decisions the governor has made do not
make sense and more people will die as we
reopen the state. The state is not doing
enough to protect workers in essential fields
nor is it demonstrating an understanding of
the long term severity the pandemic will
have on our lives and economy.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Public is not following the social distancing.
And my employer knew 4 hours in advance
to the Governor's press release about lifting
restrictions on Wednesday last week. Which
was 3 hours before our County and Mayor in
Cedar Falls knew. I'm very disappointed that
she isn't going to follow the 14 days of peak
to reopen. Also the numbers for our county
are over 200 people infected compared to
her metrics.

City

Cedar Falls

Your job

homemaker

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

My main concern is that we have lost sight of
the original intent of the "stay at home"
stuff. It was to flatten the curve and buy time
for hospitals to get ready. That messaging
from many areas has changed to "until we
can beat this" or sort of a general "to prevent
people from getting sick at all." We are going
My life has
That Iowa won't to, nearly all of us, get this virus. It is
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions unreasonable to keep "two more weeks"‐ing
has remained situation is
impacted a
quickly enough this. If the curve has essentially stayed low‐
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
ish and the hospitals and clinics are not
completely overwhelmed I am concerned
that we will continue this stay at home
behavior and hurt ourselves in other ways...
not just the economy. Mentally.
Psychologically. Socially. Other health issues
not being addressed. That sort of thing.
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City

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Your job

Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

My life has
I've lost some
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The pandemic has made current inequalities
worse. By the state's own data, minorities
have suffered over three times as many
Covid‐19 infections as their proportion of our
population would indicate. This seems to
come from their jobs in meat processing
plants, so the state needs to enforce safe
working conditions. This is also critical to
maintaining a market for Iowa's hog and
beef farmers. In education, inequalities are
being exposed: the lack of broadband in rural
areas and in low‐income homes means that
those students will fall further behind.
We've talked for years about expanding
broadband, let's do it. We will need smaller
class sizes, and summer school, to help
students catch up in the coming 4‐5 years.
The students who will fall behind will hurt
our economy too. Iowa's public health
program needs strengthening; the same for
mental health because of stress caused by
the pandemic. We need to restore the
ombudsman program overseeing nursing
homes. Help rural hospitals.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

How do we address people who have not
been fired or furloughed‐ people who have
illnesses/asthma/preexisting conditions who
are still employed but haven't worked in
months due to self isolation (because they
can't afford to get sick and die) ‐ I haven't
been payed since the stimulus check went
out.
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City

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Your job
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Retail or grocery
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
My life has
I am busier
been
Union
Representative impacted a than before
lot
My life has
been
AmeriCorps
impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Police
impacted
Dispatcher
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Radio
impacted
broadcasting
somewhat

I've lost some
work

Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I think it would have been better controlled
if the Governor would have mandated
certain procedures right away in order to be
open. Also have surprise inspections done
and fine those that didn't follow proper
procedures. 2nd offense, close the business
for 30‐60 days.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That the restrictions in Iowa have not been
enough and things will only get worse if we
reopen to soon for the "economy".

My financial
situation is
worse than
before
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before
My financial
I've lost some situation is
work
better than
before

I am busier
than before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
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I think Gov. Reynolds is making a huge
mistake by not shutting down the state and
lifting restrictions too quickly.
Opening the state now as cases are still
climbing in the hot spots is going to cause
many to get sick and more deaths
unnecessarily.

City

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Your job
retired teacher
work as poll
worker and 4‐H
fair judge

Education

Education

Construction

Retired

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
little

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Concerned school will open and there will be
a surge. Concerned travel will bring more
cases. I think if people were successful
working from home that they should
continue to do so for the foreseeable future.
Note: I feel the government responded
appropriately until we reached the peak. It
appears as though there is a misconception
about that the "peak" means. This does not
mean we're in the clear, but that we will now
begin to see a decrease in cases/deaths over
the course of SEVERAL weeks. I feel that we
have re‐opened too quickly and fear that we
will have wasted the progress that was
made.
Many institutions were not prepared. Online
learning at public schools were late,
confussing and studets were not given a
consistent message of expectations.

The pandemic
That Iowa won't Losing certain liberties and freedoms as well
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions as businesses that have been impacted
has remained situation is
handled well in
quickly enough negatively.
about the same about the same
Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
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I am concerned that the greed of the wealthy
is being put before the lives of many of us. I
do not trust any of the information given to
us by state or federal government.

City

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Your job

PR and
marketing

Impact on
life

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Construction
impacted a
lot
My life has
Art Center (City been
impacted
employee)
somewhat
My life has
Restaurant or been
impacted
hospitality
somewhat
Grout Museum
District, Small
Business
Photographer

Retired.

Impact on
workload

I've lost some
work

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Science before reopen. Cases, desths going
up...not down for 14 consistent days. Testing
and tracing not in order. Health systems now
will have bigget 2nd wave and no longer able
to handle it. Econ. Shuts down again. Equity
and access to HC and tests. Low wage
workers with underlying conditions not
gotc3d to work or lose unemployment.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

City budget cuts and the financial stability of
my community/fragility of my job. Also‐ the
lives that are yet to be lost to the virus after
reopening

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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I am really concerned that the Data is at least
a week behind Blackhawk county. They
consistently show numbers that are 200 ‐
300 below what our County officials are
reporting. It makes me wonder if this is
happening with other Counties data and if it
is intentional and why it is happening. The
only rationale I can see is they are
manipulating the data to show
improvements that are not there.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

Cedar Falls

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa

Cedar Falls

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
human services impacted unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Cedar Falls

Education

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
impacted a unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot

Cedar Falls

House wife and
spouse took a
separation from
work earlier this
year
(noncovid19)
and enjoying
some time off.
May impact
ability to get a
job in months
ahead

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Education

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Cedar Falls

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I think keeping some of the regulatory
reforms in place and continuing to look for
additional opportunities to reduce economic
barriers will help with the recovery.
Those who were between college and
looking for employment just before covin19
can't find jobs and many don't qualify for any
of the stimulus money. Don't know if
anything can help this situation. It's my
experience right now, I probably am not
alone.

National health care insurance is needed.
More should be even across the state...no
travel, not just no travel in impacted
counties.
Teens and young adults congregating
together should be told to disburse and go
home.

Funding for Universities and getting my job
restored to full‐time.

City

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Your job

Education

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
impacted a unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
little

Religious

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

IT

My life has
I have become
been
impacted unemployed
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Clerical

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

My partner has to work at Target so we can
continue paying our rent and affording
things, while I can work from home. I'm
terrified when everyone will pack Target on
Friday, and am worried he could possibly get
COVID. We are opening things up too fast,
and science backs that up. I'm scared people
will listen to Kim Reynolds when that's really
the last thing they should do.
I am concerned that more people will
become ill as a result of opening up business.
It is a choice to go out to a restaurant to eat,
the restaurant employee, for example, does
not have that choice.

City

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa

Education

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Staff at higher
ed

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Cedar Falls

Skill trades at
John Deere

Cedar Falls

My life has
I am busier
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a than before
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Cedar Falls

My life has
I am busier
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a than before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I thought the State of Iowa Government
handled the crisis well. Unfortunately, some
employers did not handle the crisis in a
respectful manner, and suddenly Black Hawk
County has some of the worst numbers in
the state. The government needs to
investigate the Tyson plant, determine what
went wrong, and hold them accountable.
Tyson's negligence has a profound impact on
the entire community, including public
schools and UNI. Their actions or inactions
may keep schools from resuming face to face
in the fall. Huge problem for working
parents.

I feel some employers are taking advantage
of that tax funded clinics. I also wonder how
a person working part time making $80 per
week before pandemic, but when
unemployment they are pulling in $700 per
week?
I am concerned as a new teacher how lifting
restrictions too early will impact the school
system. We are already 10 weeks behind,
what will happen if we have a second wave
of the virus?
What the rest of the year for school will look
like based off various different
consequences.

City

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Your job

Education

Lawyer

Cedar Falls

Impact on
Impact on
life
workload
My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Just donâ€™t want to open too quickly only
to be shut down again.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Not enough people have been wearing
masks. The governor should have mandated
their use. Menardscrequires everyone to
wear a mask ‐ that is the only place that I
know of that does.

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I don't feel confident that others will take
necessary precautions.

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Itâ€™s felt good to slow down, in this world
on â€œsteroidsâ€. I was totally unprepared
for our Gov. Reynolds to close my business!
Iâ€™ve been self‐employed for 29 years! I
donâ€™t know what could have been done
differently.... other than a heads up on what
was coming!

Cedar Falls

My life has
Massage
I have become
been
therapy/YOGAa
impacted a unemployed
ah
lot

Cedar Falls

Health
insurance

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
Business closures and unemployment and
has been
lift restrictions
schools not opening.
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
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City

Your job

Cedar Falls

Education

Cedar Falls

Retired. Your
poll is age
discriminatory
since it doesn't
anticipate that
respondents
may be retired.
Just sayin'

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Education

Education

Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
little

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I'm terrified of restrictions not being
followed, meat packs going back to work, the
lower income members of society not being
cared for or considered properly (depending
on income, so being forced back to unsafe
conditions) and the second wave of the virus
being even worse than the first. In a grocery
store this week, I was one of FEW with a
mask and observing social distancing. Scary.
I think masks should be REQUIRED ‐ not just
recommended.
Aggressive contact tracing. Target hire
pandemic unemployed. As soon as
Google/Apple phone contract tracing is
ready agressively deploy. Must be voluntary
but reward those who sign up with ability to
go to the movies, resturants that are fully
open, community events and celebrations
etc. Resturants could fully open with full
seating if they refuse to seat anyone without
the tracking ap.
We should continue to support businesses
and the economy while having strict
guidelines for public health and act
aggressively to curb spread outbreaks.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Loosening the restrictions too soon can have
disastrous effects.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Concern for workers in meat packing, fast
food, etc who may not have options of
working or not
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City

Cedar Falls

Your job

Retired

Cedar Falls

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Cedar Falls

Law

Cedar Falls

My life has
Communication been
impacted
s
somewhat

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Marketing

Court reporter

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
The governor has ignored science and put
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
profit before people
worse than
too quickly
in Iowa
before
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
too quickly
in Iowa
before
I am concerned that the most vulnerable in
our society will remain significantly at risk
for months to come. I am personally
concerned for our justice system, and I am
That Iowa will serving on the committee that will help the
More should
My financial
I've lost some
have been done lift restrictions State determine when it can safely resume
situation is
work
fair jury trials. Moving forward, we need to
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
re‐think how certain aspects of that system
can be handled through remote technology.
It could prove to be a benefit to Iowans long‐
term.
The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa won't Everyone, including our state, needs to be
My workload
has been
situation is
lift restrictions better prepared for things like this.
has remained
handled well in
worse than
quickly enough Something will happen again.
about the same
Iowa
before

Impact on
Impact on
life
workload
My life has
been
impacted a
little
My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa
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We are opening up too soon and didnâ€™t
take enough precautions. What the governor
is doing is criminal.
Stop mandating masks; no mandatory
vaccines; get people back to work;
encourage businesses to let high risk people
work from home if able

City

Cedar Falls

Your job

Education

Cedar Falls

Education

Cedar Falls

I am old and
retired.

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I have multiple risk factors. Gov. "Pork over
People/Profits over People" Reynolds has
me terrified that Iowa will not be safe until
well after even Illinois reopens. Opening up
Black Hawk Co. now, even modified, is nuts!

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
The response
My workload My financial
has been too
has remained situation is
aggressive in
about the same about the same
Iowa

Our governor did not listen to the medical
professionals nor to the mayors of cities.

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough

Education

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
better than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The air quality is the best it has been since 9‐
11! Please do what you can to maintain
good air after the planes start flying again. (I
am sorry for the people who have suffered
health/financial problems. However, it is
quiet and life has slowed down. I am
happier than I have been in years!)

Education

My life has
been
I am busier
impacted than before
somewhat

My financial
situation is
better than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I am concerned that we are opening too
quickly without more concerns for our most
vulnerable populations. Like Tyson...
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City

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Your job

Restaurant or
hospitality

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
better than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
human services impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Impact on
life

Education

My life has
My financial
been
situation is
impacted
about the same
somewhat
My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
lot

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
It's become apparent that our governor does
not care if we live or die, due to her refusal
to enact a stay at home order even as covid
cases climb. It's also become apparent that
universal basic income and universal health
care are absolutely necessities for our
society. Not all who 'want' it. All. Everyone. I
used to be proud to be from Iowa. Now I'm
ashamed to admit where I live.
As a Firefighter/Paramedic I'm dealing with
infected/infectious patients all the time. I
currently do NOT have workplace
presumption protections if I become
infected! THIS puts my family at risk. Not
only can I bring this home with me, but I
could loose my life because of this and "I"
have to prove with 'a high degree of
certainty' it was contacted at work. So, not
only do they worry about me GOING to
work, they worry how they'll be protected IF
I die without LODD benefits.
Jim Cook
319‐269‐6655
I'm 74 year old and am worried that
restrictions will be lifted too soon . I like to
be out and about as much as anyone , but
I'm willing to wait .
There is no way we're going to a public
bar/restaurant or a hair salon until (June).
I'm afraid there's going to be an uptick in
cases.

City

Cedar Falls

Your job

Education

Impact on
Impact on
life
workload
My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

I am retired.

Cedar Falls

My life has
I have become
Health care or been
human services impacted unemployed
somewhat

Cedar Falls

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Law

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

retired

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

My financial
More should
That Iowa will
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same in Iowa
too quickly
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Iâ€™m a senior citizen with cardiomyopathy.
But I have been active and involved. Since
the first week of March, I have gone
nowhere and allowed no one into my home,
had my groceries delivered. I feel like I live in
some dystopian alternate reality. Iâ€™m also
living in fear because my pacemaker need a
new battery ‐ that means I have to go into a
hospital.
Our response in Iowa, as well as nationally,
has been an abysmal failure. Letâ€™s listen
to the experts for a change.
If we do not learn the need for monitoring
and rapid response the experience of this
pandemic will be repeated. We will have
other pandemics in the future. These
pandemics will be caused by viruses,and I
believe fungi.
Long term effects on the vulnerable in our
society....both in their health and their
livilhoods.
Long term effects on health care costs.
Long term effects on the economy and cost
of living.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Cedar Falls

Software
company

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Cedar Falls

Retired doing
volunteer work.
Staying home
due to
vulnerable age
and health

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Cedar Falls

Education

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My life has
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Concerned people aren't taking it seriously
enough and their choices will hurt others.
I'm frustrated by the misinformation,
especially from the federal government. I
trust the numbers from Black Hawk county
and question why the State of Iowa numbers
don't match the local ones.
That the restriction have been lifted to soon.
That there will be increased need for mental
health service in the coming months. That
the Governor will continue to be political
with her decisions.
While I'm getting paid to work from home
and can isolate whether things open up or
not. My concern is for people that have lost
their jobs. Also for business who have lost
most of their source of income. They need
help and I dont feel they are getting enough.
My son‐in ‐law works for the railroad and
railroad unemployment is different. Can he
even get the federal money?

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

Cedar Falls

retired

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

Cedar Falls

Usually watch
granddaughters
but not during
pandemic

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Education

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

Cedar Falls

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
It was no surprise that the meat packing
industry had such a terrible impact. Many
employees are non‐English speaking and
desperate to have employment. Likely many
did not even know their working conditions
were going to cause problems. One good
thing about the pandemic is that it has
forced the meat packing industry to clean up
its act. The industry is impacted by so many
other factors. Farmers depend on it to have
a market for their animals. The measures
taken should not be allowed to return back
to previous working conditions. I can
understand wanting to open up businesses
to move along the economy but it is scary
since there are so many people who do not
take it seriously. I am leery to get back out
to restaurants and other businesses because
so many are lax. I am in a vulnerable group
(elderly) and likely would not do well if I
were to contract the virus. Think I will be
staying home for awhile longer.
Watching people go into stores without a
mask is scary. As things open up, I will be
expected to keep appointments that Iâ€™m
not comfortable doing. I will still not go into
stores for awhile.

City

Your job

Cedar Falls

I am retired.

Cedar Falls

Education

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
My financial
My workload
Concerned about my retirement investment
has been
situation is
has remained
account that is managed by TIAA.
handled well in
worse than
about the same
Iowa
before
Impact on
workload

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

We need to have access to testing right away
by driving through.
My retirement investments have been
affected greatly. Majority of my income.
My usual activities while important in my life
do not require getting out to work or caring
for a family.

Cedar Falls

Retired 71yrs
old. I worked in
healthcare as an
RN

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I have a great concern about college
students of all types, and the education they
will or will not receive. This is due to
financial constrints to pay and further
funding cuts to these institutions that I
forsee will come.
A country‐wide public health policy for some
of the purchasing of supplies, and general
national restrictions such as mandatory
facemasks or no entry into businesses, is
greatly needed. I realize there is nothing you
can do about this.
Thank you for asking.
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City

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Your job

I am retired

Retired

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

The state should have been much aggressive
in dealing with these meat processors. It was
irresponsible for the governor to not have
closed Tysonâ€™s immediately. She shirked
her responsibility completely in this case. I
am still not very happy that when she chose
to meet with those in government about the
metrics to be used, no Democrats were
invited. What happened to â€œweâ€™re all
in this togetherâ€? Of course, Black Hawk Co.
Is one of the counties that did not vote for
her.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

I am glad bars are not opening. I think it
would be hard to follow social distancing in
that environment. I will continue to stay
home and social distance plus wear a mask
in public. I think that large gathrings should
be restricted until treatment protocols are
established or a vaccine is available.

My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same about the same
Iowa
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Health for all.
Economy

City

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Your job

Education

Impact on
life

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Transportation
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Retail or grocery
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot
I am a retired
UNI professor.

Impact on
workload

I am busier
than before

I've lost some
work

I am busier
than before

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
My financial
situation is
worse than
before
My financial
situation is
better than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The pandemic
My financial
has been
I've lost some
situation is
handled well in
work
about the same
Iowa
My financial
More should
I've lost some situation is
have been done
work
worse than
in Iowa
before
The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa
The response
My financial
My workload
has been too
situation is
has remained
aggressive in
worse than
about the same
Iowa
before
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
The governor is following the public instead
of leading. She has no leadership skills. The
Tyson plant in Waterloo should have been
shut down instead of being sheltered. Now
the rest of us pay the consequences of the
governor's shameful actions.
Will schools be opened or not in the fall?
The ramifications either way are huge,
economically, and more importantly for the
safety of student and faculty lives.
Rather than pull together to solve this health
problem, I find that Republicans are
following their leader in evading, and
blaming others.
We need better leadership at the state and
especially at the national level.

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough
That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly
That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly
That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough

Be Careful

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I'm concerned about how school will be
handled in the fall. I'm also worried about
how we might better handle effects of a
virus or other outbreak in Senior living
situations.

Retired

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Retired

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa

Marketing
Graduate ‐
unemployed

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Manufacturing

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa

Cedar Falls

Retired

I think the Governor has done a good job of
managing the Covid‐19 pandemic response
The pandemic
My life has
That Iowa won't in Iowa. I applaud her for not instituting a
My workload My financial
has been
been
lift restrictions statewide shutdown since it would not allow
has remained situation is
handled well in
impacted
quickly enough the flexibility that I think is important. I do
about the same about the same
Iowa
somewhat
believe we have an individual responsibility
to be cautious and observe safety protocols.

Cedar Falls

Heating & Air
Conditioning
My life has
Technician (Kent been
I've lost some
Ward)
impacted work
somewhat
Homemaker
(Stacey Ward)

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Our leadership.. a clone to her party.
Passing it to someone with an underlying
condition or an elderly person. The new case
studies that include the effects on children.
The possibility of over‐whelming our
hospitals and medical personnel.

We have lost respite care options since the
pandemic has begun (mid‐March) for our son
with autism.

City

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Your job

Education

Retired

Homegoods
craft business

Impact on
Impact on
life
workload
My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
better than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Now that we have all mastered the
electronic meeting, I'd be in favor of more of
them to eliminate the driving (time, expense
of gasoline as well as the environmental
harm). Also, the electronic meeting has
allowed me to wear everyday clothes and
not need to dress up.
Without MANDATORY mask wearing & social
distancing Covid19 won't go away and cases
will keep rising. The state of Iowa only
provided sign language in press conferences
in a state with many immigrants w ESL
challenges. The GOP seem to value hogs
over humans (see Tyson debacle). It's
unbelievable that the governor is opening up
salons, retail etc this Friday. We haven't met
our goals and she's opening everything up.
The IA GOP claim they are pro family and
"prolife" and their cavalier attitudes about
the lives of Iowa workers and their families
has shown me that those platitudes were as
empty as their promises to help Iowans.

Cedar Falls

Marketing /
Advertising

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
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Concerned we'll see greater community
spread happening and the governor lifts
what limited restrictions we had too soon.

City

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Education
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Nonprofit
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot

Homemaker

Impact on
workload
I am busier
than before

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
better than
about the same
before
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before
My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

People are dying because of the
governorâ€™s inaction.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Loss of life.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
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My concerns are about my family.
I worry about my college student daughter
whose classes switched to online, who can't
get a required internship and who became
unemployed.
But I am even more worried about my
daughter who is a dietary aide in the covid
wing of a nursing home, who can't get a
covid test, and who doesn't receive hazard
pay for her constant assignment in infectious
surroundings.

City

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Your job

Manufacturing

Impact on
Impact on
life
workload
My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

Retired

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa won't
Layoff all non essential government workers
has been
situation is
lift restrictions
including legislators
handled well in
worse than
quickly enough
Iowa
before
That Covid 19 will keep coming around
again, such as in the fall. That we rely too
much on Chinese imports and trade. That we
don't have enough PPE and that we need to
make these type of supplies in America.
Concerned about the predictions of rising
inflation and shortages to come. Concerned
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
about the government possibly forcing
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
people to take a vaccine or some other mark
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same
in order to buy or sell. I hope that churches
Iowa
can open up again and that people can
worship as they please. Concerned about the
blatant disregard for the Constitution of the
United States. Concerned about Chinese
drones being used by law enforcement that
can send info back to China.
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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I believe that we will not be able to relax
until we have a vaccine. I don't trust the
Trump administration to handle this well.
Probably more concerned about the political
environment than the virus.

City

Cedar Falls

Your job

Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
impacted a unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I am worried about what school will look like
this fall. Too many kids donâ€™t have
internet and need a classroom setting. They
find it hard to get the help they need without
human contact. Special needs kids are really
struggling, and for many more than we want
to admit, school is their safe place and the
place they get fed. Staff members also need
to be safe. Many are getting older, and even
many younger ones have compromised
systems.
I also worry about daycares. They are so
needed, but many are closed right now and
that forces people to not work. The ripples in
the pond just keep going.
I am also concerned about the self centered
people who refuse to wear masks and still
insist this is no worse than the flu. I hope
they stay away from their old people.

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Education

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Retired

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That this is just the beginning of a series of
human, environment disasters that will
follow in succession making it impossible to
develop a sustainable human civilization. We
are out of time, we can no longer afford
political gridlock and gamesmanship.

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

Make mask mandatory in public!
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City

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Your job

Restaurant or
hospitality

Education

Education

We're retired.

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I think people should be required to wear
face masks. I don't want to be around people
that aren't thinking of their own and other
people's safety. The person you could be
standing next to could be immune
compromised. Scared for the children
opening up the economy so quickly. Just
frustrated.

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same about the same
Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

The state and fed administrations are more
concerned with preserving their power than
with dealing rationally with the virus. Gov't
needs to accept it's presence but keep it
from sickening all of us and killing more tens
of thousands, and gov't needs to provide an
economic base that keeps people housed
and fed while it figures out how to do that.

My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly

It will spread again if we open too soon. Our
governor is just listening to our idiot
president.

My life has
been
impacted a
little

My life has
been
Ssi
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Retail or grocery
impacted
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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City

Your job

Cedar Falls

Education

Cedar Falls

Librarian

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload

Comments
Now that basically everything is open, I'm
concerned about a resurgence of cases,
especially since Black Hawk Co. is a hot spot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I have many concerns. We wonâ€™t be safe
in public until a vaccine is readily available. I
am over 65 with immune system problems.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Summer is pretty well shot anyway. I hope
that the early open does not stop fall sports.
The loss of college football to universities
would be devastating. Delaying open to
insure football season would be the correct
decision. BUT ‐ if we are to open, FACE
COVERINGS WHERE INDOORS SHOULD BE
REQUIRED!!!

I've lost some
work

Manufacturing

Cedar Falls

My life has
I've lost some
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a work
lot

Cedar Falls

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Cedar Falls

Restaurant or
hospitality

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Biggest concern going forward is honesty
and not panic at the city, county, state and
federal levels. By the fall we need to have
the testing in place all over in order to go
back to school, sports, etc. knowing that as
soon as a case pops up we can test and
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
contain that school, business, city but in a
has been
lift restrictions
calm and rational manner. Having set
handled well in
quickly enough
protocols in place to me is the key. I think
Iowa
we all assume that there will be a second
wave this winter but we should be better
able to handle it if testing is in place so we
donâ€™t have to go through what we did the
last 8 weeks.
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City

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I cannot trust the Governors decisions. At
every presser she emphasizes that her
decision making is based on the data. Iâ€™d
like to see that data. The data that is
available to us does not support her
decisions. And it is inconsistent and
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
insufficient. I am over 65 and will be staying
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
home. I will not be shopping or supporting
worse than
too quickly
in Iowa
the economy as long as the information I
before
need to make my own decisions is
unavailable.
I have other dissatisfied with how she has
been handling things but this is the top one
on my list.
Fear... Our society is changing due to fear
The pandemic
That Iowa won't mongers in the press. They are taking
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions advantage of the fear. The virus is real, but
has remained situation is
handled well in
quickly enough the news media isn't helping. ALL the talk
about the same about the same
Iowa
about is the virus.

Retired

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Retired

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Education

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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City

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Your job

Retired. We
have found we
spend less
money, so in
reality weâ€™re
better off
financially
(going back to
the previous
question) but
we are giving
more to charity
right now.

Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

Reynolds has had good and bad points made
and good and bad handling of this, making
me mark that she has done well. I am a
strong Democrat, but have tried to look at
this from both sides. My heart breaks for
those w/o jobs and canâ€™t buy food for
their families. There has to be middle ground
and in most ways I think she has found it.
Wish she had closed Tysonâ€™s. Wish she
had been more aggressive at the beginning.
There is nothing we can do to change what
happened in Black Hawk County, so I guess
the rapid testing and belated response were
better than nothing, which is what some
areas had: nothing! Since weâ€™re retired
and since I have someone here to talk to and
interact with, we are doing okay. I feel for
those isolated, or those with mental illness
and addiction issues. This has to be for
them. Iâ€™m glad we have summer to adjust
to this new life style. Winter will be harsh,
since we are distancing for the duration.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Iâ€™m concerned for the safety of students
and staff when we return to school. Iâ€™m
concerned that we wonâ€™t be able to offer
courses in the arts when we return to school.
Iâ€™m concerned about the well being of
our families who are trying to juggle work
and kids.

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
lot
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City

Your job

Cedar Falls

Retired.

Cedar Falls

Education

Cedar Falls

Manufacturing

Cedar Falls

Architecture

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Retired

Education

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will I think that lifting restrictions now further
More should
My workload
situation is
have been done lift restrictions endangers persons at high risk which
has remained
worse than
includes me.
too quickly
in Iowa
about the same
before
Impact on
workload

I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
little

More need to wear masks and social
distance. Too many not complying which will
cause virus to continue to grow

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa

Whether the job market will come back. If it
doesn't, how long will unemployment
benefits be available to me. Will it be long
enough that I don't lose my home.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Worried about the overall economic impact.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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My concern is that opening too soon will
prolong the quarantine as a 2nd wave of
infections hits. This will be more devastating
to our economy than if we waited to open
until Iowa meets the CDC guidelines.

City

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Your job

Retired, but
unable to meet
friends and
attend outside
events.

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

My life has
been
Legal services
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Transportation
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Retired
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Retired
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
little

My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before
My financial
situation is
I am busier
worse than
than before
before

Comments

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

More testing and tracking to verify the level
of herd immunity. Until everyone has had C‐
19 or until the vaccine is available no one is
safe. This could take a year, or two.
Working people have two options: work at
home (help setting up internet connection)
or change occupations (from restaurants to
_____ ... fill ‐ in ‐ the ‐ blank) . Families
need help with learning about healthy
eating. Schools need help with distance
learning until the vaccine is ready. People
need to practice social distancing until the
vaccine is ready. The government needs to
provide an honest update on when vaccines
will be ready.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Require everyone to ware mask when in a
retail store

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

My financial
More should
That Iowa will
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same in Iowa
too quickly
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City

Cedar Falls

Your job

Retired

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The ignoring of science, the desire to listen
to Trump and even congratulate him in his
awful and deceitful response, the willingness
to do the wrong thing in hopes that no one
will notice, the horrible situation our public
universities will be in because of years of
neglect, the fear that the state is unable to
properly fund our schools and will not
support them adequately (as they have
already demonstrated) and insist on a
scientific reopening rather than a panicked
one. They will be so busy responding to our
poor business owners (And they need it) that
education will be supported even less than it
was before. These are my fears.

Cedar Falls

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

A couple questions didnâ€™t apply; I am 72,
retired, with income from social security.
Biggest impact is isolation from family
members. Previously, I helped with child
care for elementary age grandchildren. My
contact with them is very limited now due to
age‐related risk. Will be a complication as
furloughed parent back to work May 15 by
order of governor.

Cedar Falls

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I am retired but will be voting for you. Bill
Shepherd

Cedar Falls

Education

Education

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot
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City

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Your job

Education

Education

Photographic
Services

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Idea: The three regent universities are going
to be deeply impacted. This is the time to
look at centralizing HR, business operations,
IT/ITS, finance, payroll, audit etc. These
services often be done on‐line and all three
institutions provide the same services.
Administrative positions (non‐direct student
support positions) have mushroomed and
could be a huge, permanent cost redution
without directly impacting students. Review
the Regents TIER Study from 2015.

I fear that politicians will continue to
dramatically overreact to a virus that has a
mortality rate of 1%, or less. I fear that
The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa won't politicians will continue to destroy the
has been
situation is
lift restrictions economy and ruin lives because they want to
handled well in
worse than
quickly enough score political points. I fear that politicians
Iowa
before
will castigate quality leaders, like Kim
Reynolds, because they aren't on the 'right'
party.
The pandemic
My financial
has been
situation is
handled well in
about the same
Iowa
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I believe Iowa should be treated
DIFFERENTLY than New York or other large
states so I am satisfied that our governor
tried to do that.

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

I do wish that there were tests available for
ALL ‐ including antibody tests ‐ so that we
could KNOW if we already had it and can go
on with life!! So many people had no
symptoms OR had serious symptoms back in
January and February and are now
wondering whether it was Covid‐19 already
then! So get those tests to ALL the people,
not just those with symptoms. That skews
the numbers if you don't have the correct
denominator!
We are not getting full and honest
The pandemic
My life has
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
Retired but also
information. There are too many agendas
has been
been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
own several
influencing the type and amount of
handled well in
impacted
quickly enough
about the same about the same
rental homes.
information we're receiving.
Iowa
somewhat

My life has
I've lost some
been
Judicial System
impacted a work
lot

The pandemic
My financial
has been
situation is
handled well in
about the same
Iowa
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City

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Retired

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

1. People assume as you lift restrictions they
donâ€™t have to follow the masks and other
restrictions.
2. Government appears to be willing to
experiment with the at risk populations. The
decision to ease restrictions is betting on
statistics we havenâ€™t seen yet. (Very
limited‐ but purely a gamble without a trend
on 2‐3 weeks of positive data)
3. Kim Reynolds has done a good job of
keeping a professional approach, but she is
being told now we must reopen by a certain
date to try to salvage Trumpâ€™s chances
for re‐election. He doesnâ€™t even deserve
to attend Boyâ€™s State, let alone represent
a major party in A presidential election.

retired

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Concern CDC guidelines for reopening safely
have not been followed and we will have
even larger problems with spread of Covid
19 and the economy
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That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

City

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Retired
electrical
engineer.

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

Education

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Comments

The pandemic harmed me economically
multiple ways. My stock portfolio has lost
value. My pension will lose value to inflation.
Large national debt hurts everyone. Lost ax
revenues must be replaced.
Four ways to end the pandemic: 1) Mitigate
so well, the virus disappears. That isnâ€™t
working. 2) Wait for a vaccine. That will
take much too long. 3) Develop therapeutic
treatments that work so well we no longer
fear becoming infected. Hydroxychloroquine
and zinc sulfate have synergy. 4) Let the
That Iowa won't
disease run its course. Already
lift restrictions
approximately 15% of the US population has
quickly enough
developed immunity. I prefer a combination
of 3 and 4.
At the first diagnosis of infection with SARS‐
CoV‐2, as an outpatient, take the following
pills:
200 mg hydroxychloroquine twice per day
for 6 days
250 mg azithromycin once per day for 6 days
220 mg zinc sulfate once per day for 6 days
In the unlikely even the above doesnâ€™t
work or if hospitalization is required, switch
to injections of remdesivir.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

City

Your job

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Construction

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

My concern is that decisions are being made
politically and not following the science. The
information that gets shared is inconsistent
and often conflicting. For example stay
home, well but you could go for a walk oh,
well you could go to the store well you can
go to the doctor. I think I'll citizens want
clear leadership from one voice.
I think we have been too aggressive in
getting back to work or business.

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

My financial
My life has
My workload
retired and care
situation is
been
has remained
for elderly
worse than
impacted
about the same
parent.
before
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
Health care or been
I have become
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
human services impacted a unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot
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I know families need the work with a
paycheck, but lives matter. Could the
federal government still provide another
stimulus check for working families through
June and July?
I afraid that we may have a backlash of the
virus this summer, fall and winter.
Iâ€™m worried that the restrictions were
lifted far to early and Iowans lives will be at
risk. We continue to see increased case
numbers and deaths, but we are opening up
the state? There are too many mixed
messages by the state. I believe that it is
reckless behavior and some lives will be lost
because of it.

City

Your job

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

RETIRED

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload
situation is
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained
worse than
impacted a
too quickly
in Iowa
about the same
before
lot
The pandemic
There's
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
been no
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
impact on
too quickly
about the same
Iowa
my life

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Cedar Falls

Education

Cedar Falls

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
human services impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Cedar Falls

Education

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

We need more testing. All long term care
nursing homes need to test EVERYONE. This
is not being done despite the governor
saying 95% of nursing home staff and
residents have been tested. The western
home has not tested everyone despite
having two residents in one building test
positive and at least two staff in the same
building.

My main concern is the lack of testing. I
know every state has had trouble with this,
but it is absolutely critical. We can't contain
the problem moving forward without more
My life has
The pandemic
widespread testing. People are going to go
My workload My financial
That Iowa won't
been
to work sick (even in high touch professions
has been
has remained situation is
lift restrictions
impacted
like hair styling) because they can't afford to
handled well in
about the same about the same
quickly enough
somewhat
miss two months of work for a mild cough
Iowa
and there is no way to find out if they have
COVID (no one will test them). We also need
to get people going back to the doctor for
routine care and surgeries.
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City

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
I work in the
been
Conservation
impacted a
Field.
lot
My life has
been
Retired
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
retired.
impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

I've lost some
work

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
The pandemic
My financial
has been
situation is
handled well in
about the same
Iowa
The pandemic
My financial
has been
situation is
handled well in
worse than
Iowa
before
My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

How long will this last? I am over 80 and
need to be careful to avoid getting sick. I just
missmy friends.

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

Your survey is targeted at working folks and
overlooks retirees.

I wish we would of paused for a shorter time,
to get the recommended/mandated PPE and
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
train on new protocols for staff and patient
has been
lift restrictions
health precautions. I think being shut down
handled well in
quickly enough
for such an extended time did more harm
Iowa
than good.
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City

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Your job
Real estate
sales. At first,
the pandemic
slowed the
market down.
We tried to
navigate how
we were to do
things. I think
we have it
worked out now
and people are
buying again.

Construction

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

I wish everyone took safety precautions
seriously. It is difficult seeing some people
be very careful then others being very lax.

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

I think the Governor has done a pretty good
job managing this. I'm certainly glad I don't
have to make those decisions. I do think we
are smart people, but will anticipate a rise in
cases as people go back out into the world
during this. It has turned into a political
issue, as with so many of decisive issues. It's
unfortunate that science does not have the
credibility it once had in our decision making
process. I do not think this was handled well
at the Federal level and some of which could
have been avoided had we maintained
funding for the programs designed to
combat or stay ahead of global
pandemics/infectious diseases. I hope the
state considers local reimbursement for
cities for lost revenue from RUT, LOST, sales
tex, etc.
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City

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Beer / Beverage been
impacted a
Wholesale
little

Retired

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Education

My life has
been
impacted a
little

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa

The healthcare system has been very poorly
prepared, has disseminated untrue
information and not shown an ability to
The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa won't
My workload
protect the vulnerable. Their incompetence
has been
situation is
lift restrictions
has remained
has shaken public trust. They have given
handled well in
worse than
quickly enough
about the same
poor advice that has exacerbated the disease
Iowa
before
by shutting down economic activity. Shame
on them!
There is little actual coordination at the
national and regional levels. Australia
responded well but the US has not.
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Politicians need to put ideology aside and
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
work for Main Street Americans by providing
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
more direct aid, tuition and education
assistance, and adequate sharing of supplies
that save lives.
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City

Cedar Falls

Your job

Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I have become
been
impacted unemployed
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

The governor said that people should not go
to work sick and the next day Tyson fired
people for not going to work. Tyson should
have had oversight. Is it because of that law
a different governor did about no photos in
meat plants...because they don't dare speak
up. They sent sick people to waterloo from
another part of Iowa. Their so called chaplin
didn't check to see if they were safe. What is
That Iowa won't
More should
wrong with them.
have been done lift restrictions
Also schools need to have funding by
quickly enough
in Iowa
enrollment not attendance. Kids are forced
to be in school when they are throwing up
and sick just for the numbers. I am a
substitute teacher and schools are wrong to
force sick kids to be there. Also, distancing or
masks, not both...really think about it.
People are wearing them in their cars! They
are going to get acidic and get even sicker.
Then you will blame it on covid.
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City

Your job

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Impact on
life

Retired from
federal
employment Jan
3, 2020

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

My concerns are with the dishonesty within
the media and our government; national,
state and local. The politicization of this
whole thing, that someone has to be blamed
and that everyone (in hindsight mind you)
could have done a better job. The fear level
has been set, and you should be ashamed if
you are a part of it. I'll venture to guess the
numbers of deaths due to people (seniors in
particular) in not seeking treatment for some
That Iowa won't health issue due to fear of exposure, will
lift restrictions match the COVID 19 numbers when they've
quickly enough been corrected due to
mis‐documentation on death certificates. It
saddens me that all in the name of control,
or money, or ousting a political party or a
duly elected president, that even stimulus
initiatives can not be just that. There has to
be added benefits that ARE NOT helpful to all
the citizens of our nation but are politicians
pet projects or for certain cities or states that
have created deficits of the black hole
nature.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Education will become web‐based, with less
social interaction.

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

Normal Living Costs have risen too much.
Prices up on foods, gas,toilet paper, cleaning
supplies etc. Many other items necessary to
live.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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City

Cedar Falls

Your job

I am retired. I
cannot answer
your question
about workload.

Impact on
workload

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Impact on
life

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
How will the pandemic affect health
insurance coverage for all ages and
economic groups?
We badly need national leadership to bring
everyone together, to inspire. Donald
Trump's order to open meat plants
emphasizes one element in our food supply
while ignoring large increases in virus cases
and deaths caused by open meat plants. We
can be well‐fed without steaks, hamburgers,
and porkchops. How about helping
independent livestock growers and the vast
number of cattle and hogs trapped between
growing and going to market?

The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa
It would be nice to have a cohesive, united
and definitive plan for counties or regions
moving forward. That way, the population
knows what the expectation is and what to
expect when sharing public space and going
about daily business.

My life has
I am busier
been
Retail or grocery
impacted than before
somewhat

My financial
situation is
better than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
That Iowa won't Do not mandate vaccines for school
has been
lift restrictions attendance! Do not force any vaccine on the
handled well in
quickly enough population.
Iowa

Cedar Falls

Technology

Cedar Falls

Retired

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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City

Cedar Falls

Your job

Real Estate

Cedar Falls

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

The meat plants should have two crews. One
works for one month and then the other
crew comes in and works for one month.
This would only work if there was a Federal
law. The added labor costs would be passed
on to the consumer.

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Lack of consistent, science based decision
making by GovernorReynolds. Too early
easing of restrictions without clear direction.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Cedar Falls

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
Health care or been
has remained
worse than
human services impacted a
about the same
before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I will feel better about slow lifting of
restrictions if elderly housing centers have
unlimited and immediate testing daily for
residents and staff, same with other
healthcare workers. The gov needs to stop
exaggerating the availability of tests, even
healthcare workers have no access to testing
if they feel ill but don't meet numerous
criteria.

Cedar Falls

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Higher education needs a reboot in Iowa.
The Regents should trim down and centralize
finance, business operations, IT, HR, audit,
and other non‐student departments.

Education
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City

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Your job

Manufacturing

Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

My life has
been
I have become
impacted a unemployed
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

More verbal encouragement for the use of
masks by all by the governor would be
helpful. The light hearted everything will be
ok if we just open everything up and pretend
its all ok again is not helping Iowans. Cases
have not stopped increasing, we may have
flattened the curve, but the curve will turn
upwards steeply in the next few weeks if
more Iowans don't do their part to limit the
spread. This is where the leadership of our
state govt has to step in to say its on all
Iowans to wear masks, socially distance, and
that all these informal social events and get
togethers need to stop until we have a clear
path through this. I hoped this pandemic
might bring all sides of the political spectrum
together in a fight against a common evil, yet
it's been politicized and the split feels worse
than ever out in public.

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly

I am concerned the governor is not listening
to our great scientists at the U of I. I am also
greatly concerned that she is giving contracts
to â€œfriendly â€œ people and Iowans are
getting substandard goods. I get the feeling
following some scientists at the U of I on
Twitter that they have been told not to be
too strident in contradicting the governor.
Would like to see a FOIA of emails from the
IDH and U of I. Also to get to the bottom of
whether or not the tests we bought are
functional or whether there is a work
around.
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City

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
retired
impacted a
little

Education

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

retired

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
I have become situation is
have been done lift restrictions Call me if you want...319‐404‐4699
worse than
unemployed
too quickly
in Iowa
before
Impact on
workload

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

that the state will reopen too soon so
Reynolds can kiss trumps ass

No matter what the policy decisions are, we
will have a risk that must be taken. I am in
favor of continuing more stimulus checks
similar to what happened last month. With
unemployment exploding, it will be essential
for unemployed people to have income to
keep up their cash flow. Business, as a
The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa won't
whole, have already had a lot of tax breaks
has been
I've lost some situation is
lift restrictions
and other assistance. In fact, as a I write this,
handled well in
better than
work
quickly enough
I am reading of the Waterloo Dillards is
Iowa
before
closing. There goes more unemployed
people. I am generally in favor of the
reopening steps we are taking. Corona is
simply going to be another pathogen that we
as a society will have to live with until a
vaccine is created.
Time to evaluate government plans and
My financial
That Iowa will directions address how it will meet the new
More should
My workload
situation is
have been done lift restrictions iow after Covid 19 is gone. We will not be
has remained
better than
the same.. it is the chance to be the star we
too quickly
in Iowa
about the same
before
want to be not the state we were.
Opening when cases are still going up daily.
My financial
More should
That Iowa will Gov does not seem to understand that doing
situation is
have been done lift restrictions Trumps bidding of opening now is not good
about the same in Iowa
for Iowa. Testing has not been aggressive
too quickly
enough.
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City

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Your job
I am a
registered nurse
employed full
time as a
professor in a
college of
nursing.

Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
lot

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

I am concerned about the availability of
affordable, accessible testing for active
infection and for antibodies. I am also
concerned about developing an effective
vaccine. I am concerned about contracting
the virus and becoming very ill and dying.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I wish more effort was put into dealing with
it versus waiting to see what happens. We
should have invested in PPE and
infrastructure for businesses and individuals
so that people could more safely resume
some levels of work. We had plenty of
warning in this country to do something/get
ready and have State adaptability plans
ready to go. Instead we were woefully
unprepared and the economy suffered
because of it â€” and no other reason. We
are in a rural state where people are not jam
packed in, so we could easily address the
sites where people are at higher risk for
disease transmission. But it is too late for
what could have been done and we need to
focus on what we can do now. This will be
living with this disease for many months if
not more to come. So letâ€™s how Are
weâ€™ going to fairly disseminate vaccine if
it becomes available, how are we going to
get everyone protective gear so we can still
work at some level, What NEW businesses
plans and farmers and Corps going to make?
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City

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Your job
Pre‐School
Teacher

Impact on
Impact on
life
workload
My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
too quickly
in Iowa
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I live in a retirement community. The
administration for the community has been
very proactive and it has paid off. So far,
except for my daily walk, I've been in my
apartment for 60 days. It isn't easy but
necessary.

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Conflicting restrictions depending where you
live

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
Retired teacher
better than
impacted a
about the same
before
little
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That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

City

Cedar Falls

Your job

Retired.

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
1. Concerned about the possible public
health impact of community
"festivals"/celebrations throughout Iowa
related to probable failure to maintain
necessary levels of social distancing.
2. Concerned about radical violent thugs
demanding they be allowed to enter public
locations and private businesses without
respect for other citizens and shoppers (as
expressed by wearing face masks). Store
door guards and managers are being verbally
harassed, violently attacked, and around the
U.S., occasionally SHOT for trying to enforce
public health recommendations. I don't want
to see this repeated in Iowa.
3. Concerned about the non‐compliance with
public health/social distancing
recommendations within bars that have
reopened around the U.S.
4. Very concerned about the health/well‐
being of refugees who have fled
violence/likely death in their homelands
arriving in the U.S. and Iowa, to find work in
meat packing plants, where health and
safety needs remain insufficient. We must...
"Do Better!"

Cedar Falls

Education

My life has
I have become
been
impacted unemployed
somewhat

My financial
situation is
better than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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You can open what you want, I still wonâ€™t
go to restaurants, theaters, bars or pool this
yr. Too many people not taking this situation
serious! EVERYONE should be required to
wear a mask, EVERYONE! No shirt, no shoes,
no mask, no service!!!

City

Your job

Cedar Falls

engineering

Cedar Falls

I was a high
school student,
but I worked as
a day care
provider at my
church.

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
My life has
That Iowa will That decision makers will put profit before
More should
My workload
situation is
been
have been done lift restrictions people. I live in Black Hawk County, and we
has remained
worse than
impacted a
should NOT be reopening anything.
too quickly
in Iowa
about the same
before
lot
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
impacted a unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot

I think many Iowans donâ€™t understand
how severe the COVID‐19 situation is in their
area because they assume that since we live
in Iowa the virus wonâ€™t have spread here
as much as it has in places like New York
City, which leads to ignorant behavior.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Retired teacher
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

I donâ€™t understand why so many bulk at
wearing masks or why they think our rights
are being restricted. With freedom comes
responsibility! And that means helping to
keep others safe by complying to some
restrictions.
My son drove up to move me to New Mexico
for the duration. While I appreciate being
with family, I do miss my Iowa life and
friends.

My life has
Restaurant or been
impacted a
hospitality
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
Government
agency

My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
lot

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa
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We need to find a way to allow our small
businesses to open in order to survive
economically while we manage the spread of
COVID to keep our population as safe as
possible.

City

Cedar Falls

Cedar Falls

Cedar Rapids

Your job

Education

Impact on
Impact on
life
workload
My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Manufacturing

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Financial
services

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I feel that our state had a well thought out
plan for dealing with the pandemic.
However, based on what I've seen, there are
too many people who only care about
The pandemic
That Iowa will
My workload My financial
themselves and don't follow the guidelines
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
set out by the governor. If we have a second
handled well in
too quickly
about the same about the same
wave of cases, I think the governor should be
Iowa
more aggressive about enforcing the
guidelines, rather than trusting the people of
Iowa to act responsibly.
None other than the unnecessary financial
The response
That Iowa won't
My financial
devastation that will negatively impact
has been too
I am busier
lift restrictions
situation is
exponentially more than the virus ever
aggressive in
than before
quickly enough
about the same
would have.
Iowa
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

A concern of mine is that people that have
previously tested positive for COVID are
being told they are "cleared" after being
asked questions by the public health
department rather than an actual scentific
test. My grandmother lives at Heritage
Nursing Home in Cedar Rapids and she
tested positive and was "cleared" on 5/8 by
LCPH. She then went to the hospital after
falling out of bed on 5/11 where she tested
positive again. I know there has been a lack
of testing available all over but I don't
understand why someone would be cleared
just by asking verbal questions, especially
when they reside at a location that has had
over 100 people test positive and over 20
people die in the last 2 months. Heritage
Nutsing home was understaffed before
COVID‐19 and now I worry about my
grandmother's care even more due to
decreased staff. They don't answer call
lights and my Grandma spent HOURS on the
floor unable to get up on her own before
staff found her. Unacceptable.

My life has
My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
been
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
impacted a
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly
lot

Lack of shelter in place order which led to
increased pandemic exposure and incidence.

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
Cedar Rapids
human services impacted a than before
lot

Cedar Rapids Retired.

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
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City

Your job

Cedar Rapids Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I have concerns about education support and
funding. My first concern is about the safety
of staff and students if or when we return
and to make sure that those decisions are
based on science and not politics. Secondly,
we already had a mental health crisis before
the pandemic. We need to drastically
increase our funding and support for the
mental health needs of our students and
families as those needs are much more
urgent than ever. Thirdly I worry about our
stateâ€™s diminished revenue and how this
will affect school funding. I worry about
drastic cuts to our K‐12, community colleges
and 4 year universities. I feel very fortunate
that I have continued to receive my salary
during the pandemic as well as receiving a
stimulus check. But so many Iowans have not
gotten any relief at all. My significant other is
an independent contractor. He has not
received unemployment or a stimulus check
even though he has done all the required
paperwork and followed all the steps
needed.

City

Your job

Cedar Rapids Education

Cedar Rapids Retired

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
If we had shut down everything and
sheltered in place for 2‐4 weeks, we may
have prevented some cases and more
importantly the length of the spread.
I know people want to work, but their need
to be social distancing and cloth mask
policies that are enforced in the community‐
self enforcing is not working.
Being asymptotic scares me. I work in close
proximity to many children, who may carry
the disease and expose me or I may take it
home. My husband and I are caregivers to
his mom and my dad, both in their 80â€™s
with underlying health issues.
Iâ€™m concerned about my daughter in law
because she is an assistant manager in a
grocery store. So that leads me to worry
about my son and my grandkids and all of
their safety. Iâ€™m concerned about my
safety as I have high blood pressure and type
2 diabetes. Iâ€™m concerned that stores will
close because of financial reasons. Iâ€™m
concerned for those who have lost their jobs.
Iâ€™m especially concerned about the
people who will not wear masks or social
distance. They are risking safety for all of us.
BUT my biggest concern is we wonâ€™t get
rid of the person in the White House come
November.

City

Your job

Cedar Rapids

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
impacted a unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot

We are totally unprepared with medical
supplies. We failed to quarantine individuals
coming from countries with outbreaks thus
ensuring spread of disease. Our countryâ€™s
leaders failed us by not acting quickly
enough when we saw the situation evolving
in the first countries. Situation was originally
totally downplayed b government!

Retired public
educator

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

I fear that the restrictions will need to be
reinstated due to the governor reducing
restrictions before Iowa met the gating
benchmarks in the White House Reopening
America Again document. Iowa has not had
14 days of decreasing numbers of positive
cases, new hospitalizations, or deaths before
restrictions in 77 counties began to be lifted
on May 1st.

Professional
Services

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Cedar Rapids Daycare

Cedar Rapids

Impact on
life
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City

Your job

Cedar Rapids

Cedar Rapids

Cedar Rapids Telecom

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload
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Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Comments
Lack of testing, lack of transparency, our
Governor getting starstruck and blowing
$26M on an untested testing program run by
a tech bro of Ashton Kutcher, our Governor
spouting the Trump party line instead of
protecting Iowa, the loss of businesses and
jobs. The willingness to let front line
workers continue working without adequate
protections. The fear of getting this
coronavirus or unknowingly infecting others
if asymptomatic. How do we get out of this
mess and put people to work and protect
people's health? We need amped up testing
and contact tracing and quarantine when
needed. We need a WPA type program and
soon, especially for our young people. It's
the only way I can see to provide tangible
infrastructure benefits to society, along with
job training, hope, purpose and a livable
wage. We need your intelligence and
passion to help lead us out of this pandemic.

That Iowa won't That the dems in washington are going to
lift restrictions spend us into bankruptcy and owned by
quickly enough China

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

We hear about metrics but what we see in
the news does not support opening the
counties as the governor has done. She
needs to be more transparent.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Cedar Rapids Retail or grocery
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

I worry about the balance of security and
privacy.
I worry about the masses of people who's
income and status has changed and how to
support them without bankrupting the
Government.
Reeducating workers will be a challenge.
This is like the floods of 2008 in Cedar Rapids
‐ we need to understand we will lose 40% (or
more) of businesses if we do not make a
concerted effort to use and help them.
Perhaps a penny State sales tax increase
JUST for recovery (I know this means it will
be more than a penny because of previous
commitments).
I worry that the partisan environment will
not allow elected officials to act in the best
interest of all of the people.
I worry this will create a deeper divide
between classes, races, etc. creating a
deeper us (or me) versus them (or you) ‐
more hatred and animosity.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Telecommunica been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Cedar Rapids
impacted a
tions
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

I have medical conditions that make me high
risk. I feel like I got a big fuck you from the
governor that we dont matter we are
disposable. I'm deathly afraid to go back to
work. I am lucky enough to work for a
company that currently let's me work at
home but I'm sure will change and it will put
me at risk. I'm saddened to see her lack of
leadership and the fact that she does not
lead by example. She has made me feel like I
dont matter.
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City

Your job

Retired
Cedar Rapids educator &
Husband also.

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
I am a retired
single parent of been
Cedar Rapids
a special needs impacted
somewhat
adult child.

Engineering.
Cedar Rapids Collins
aerospace

Cedar Rapids Education

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa

My financial
situation is
I am busier
worse than
than before
before
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa
The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Comments
The country in general needs to get over the
complacency and â€œme onlyâ€ a tude.
This attitude has cost America very dearly in
lives & financially.
Vote intelligently not party loyalty. People
have a brain; use it.

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough
That Iowa won't
lift restrictions I believe it is all political.
quickly enough

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
impacted unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
somewhat
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

We need more testing, mandatory mask
wearing in public, enclosed places. Do not
allow churches to congregate. Testing at the
packing plants... testing, testing, testing.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
Cedar Rapids
human services impacted a than before
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
My personal financial situation has not been
impacted. From a work perspective the
amount of money we have invested in PPE
(which is necessary to protect the people we
support, our employees & other
stakeholders (including the community at
large) & in OT (due to many staff not working
for a variety of reasons ‐ afraid, underlying
health issues for them or someone they live
with/care for, child care issues, etc.). I am
also very concerned that to date human
service providers have not seen financial
relief (retainer payments for closed day
programs, rate increase for additional
costs/expenses associated with COVID‐19 &
to increase staff wages for the risks
associated with their job as a caretaker). As
far as how the govt has handled the
pandemic human service providers should
have seen some sort of financial relief by
now (since day programs were closed
3/17/20 & a lot of money has been lost &/or
invested). It's important that Iowa not slip
backwards with increased COVID‐19 cases.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
Cedar Rapids Retail or grocery
impacted a work
lot

Cedar Rapids Construction

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
We have struggled through keeping our
business open as an essential business.
Employees are getting sick, trying to figure
out what their symptoms are, COVID or not,
exposures, etc. Took weeks to navigate the
PPP Program. I am luckily working from
home but donâ€™t trust the managers to
make good decisions to keep sick employees
at home, so my future at the business my
family runs is in deep peril, and I have no
idea what I will do if I chose not to go back.
(Others in our business do not take this
situation seriously enough and I do not have
enough pull to overrule them, even with
laws and situations that should dictate
differently). I think people should social
distance themselves but seems like there are
what I can only call many ignorant people
out there. Personally think anyone in the
government has a tough job right now and
sad to hear the attacks on Governor
Reynolds. Not every decision is right for
everyone, but think she is doing a good job
weighing the overall best for all

City

Cedar Rapids

Your job

home school
parent

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I am concerned for the emotional /
psychological toll that the shutdown is
having and will continue to have, in
particular for people who live alone, are
elderly, or have mental health struggles.
People need face to face interactions to
remain healthy. My family is doing well
compared to many others, we are blessed
with health and children that we love. But
this is still a very hard time. We are not used
to isolating from friends and extended
The pandemic
My life has
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
family. I think that there needs to be a way
has been
been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
to encourage healthy and necessary social
handled well in
impacted a
quickly enough
about the same about the same
interaction, rather than banning it.
Iowa
lot
I also have concerns for the economic effects
‐ which are not just financial ‐ but these also
affect people's emotional well being ‐ as
people need to be productive and have daily
purpose. Iowans need to provide for their
families by their own work. Iowans want to
have jobs and independence. Iowans need
freedom of movement. We need to reinstate
the rights of Americans starting in Iowa.
Thank you for considering this.
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Cedar Rapids

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My husbandâ€™s employer depends on
travel. Once the PPP money is gone, he will
lose half his income. We will be ok, because
we have planned Well for retirement, but
itâ€™s not what we pictured. And we are so
much better off than many. I am frightened.
And then there is the virus. If we get it it, it
might not be badâ€”or it could kill us. We
have to reopen cautiously.

Cedar Rapids Construction

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Not enough testing and not enough tracing.
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I am my 97 year
old Mother's
care giver. She
lives in a long
term nursing
home 4 hours
away in NW
Iowa (our
My life has
hometown). I
I am busier
been
Cedar Rapids was in the
impacted a than before
process of
lot
applying for
Medicaid for her
when she went
into Hospice
care on April 29.
I see Mom once
a month (1/16 &
2/1

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Continued from above: I understand the
reasons for the restrictions, however, it's
made it extremely difficult for me to
complete these forms as the VA office is
closed. I do not have a printer, scanner, and
I cannot sign anything electronically. My
mother has only been receiving benefits for
a year and a half and why would anyone do
something like this in the middle of the
pandemic when many are struggling
financially? My mother would've qualified
months ago if this VA survivor's benefit was
going to be denied. I know this is a Federal
issue & not a state issue but you asked. It's
enough to deal with my family's loss in the
upcoming days/weeks and keep everyone
informed without having to deal with the
VA's paperwork. FYI‐ the Medicaid
paperwork was a piece of work in
comparison and was able to find the help
locally and state wide when I had questions
to complete this process. Thank you for
asking and hearing what's happening with
your constituents.

I am not
employed. I am
a person with
disabilities. My
Cedar Rapids spouse works in
technology and
has gone into
work
throughout.

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

I am concerned about the lack of testing, the
lack of PPE, the lack of clear guidance, the
lack of real data to make informed personal
decisions regarding my health and safety and
that of my family.

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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City

Your job

Cedar Rapids Education

Cedar Rapids FAA

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My life has
That Iowa will Fall of 2020, I am terrified our schools will be
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions closed and kids will not be taken care of at
has remained situation is
impacted
home.
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Lifting restrictions too soon and cases
spiking. I have autoimmune disorders and
Iâ€™m very concerned how getting the virus
will react in my body. It tends to attack itself

My life has
I am busier
been
Cedar Rapids Retail or grocery
impacted a than before
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

I donâ€™t like that the unemployed are
making $600/week on top of their
unemployment when I am working 50+
hours to meet the demands of aisles I liken
That Iowa won't
More should
grocery...my husband and kids miss me. Let
have been done lift restrictions
alone having to pay a babysitter to watch my
quickly enough
in Iowa
kids while Iâ€™m at work when normally
they are in school. If I leave my job I leave
them even more short handed than they
already are..

My life has
I have become
been
Cedar Rapids Retail or grocery
impacted a unemployed
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I need a knee replacement surgery and I am
too scared to get done here in Cedar Rapids!

My life has
My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
been
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
impacted a
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly
lot

I am concerned that there is not enough
guidance on how to open back up
safelyâ€”particularly when it comes to
schools. We cannot return to â€œbusiness as
usualâ€ in an overcrowded high school
building. I worry for my and my studentsâ€™
health and well‐being in the fall.

Cedar Rapids Education
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City

Your job

Cedar Rapids Nanny

Cedar Rapids

Cedar Rapids

Public
Cedar Rapids libraries/local
government

Cedar Rapids Construction

Restaurant or
Cedar Rapids
hospitality

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My financial
I've lost some situation is
worse than
work
before
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Comments
My concerns remain and will always remain
with the fact that I have no control over
whether or not I get sick. I have committed
to social distancing and am Practically in
quarantine. I wear a face mask, wash my
hands, donâ€™t touch my face, etc...
But my neighbor doesnâ€™t care...

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
I have become situation is
unemployed
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

Lifting restrictions too early puts everyone at
risk. Reckless decision making by Reynolds,
who refuses to follow logical or scientific
benchmarking, is going to cause the state
immeasurable damage to the economy and
significant loss of life. Iâ€™m ashamed of
our stateâ€™s leadership and urge Reynolds
to resist â€œopeningâ€ a state that is clearly
not ready.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Job retraining programs at community
colleges for displaced workers.

City

Your job

Cedar Rapids Retired

Financial
Cedar Rapids
advisor

Cedar Rapids Education

Cedar Rapids Financial

Cedar Rapids Nonprofit

Cedar Rapids Nanny

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My life has
That Iowa won't
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
quickly enough
about the same about the same in Iowa
little
My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
little
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
little
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I just want to get back to normal as quickly as
possible!!
That Iowa won't
I want politicians to stop making this
lift restrictions
pandemic political....It seems like democrats
quickly enough
are trying to scare everyone to death with
misleading information!!

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
People need to look at data not feelings.
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Poverty increases poor health.
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same about the same
Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Cedar Rapids Medical billing.
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
little

Cedar Rapids Manufacturing

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I'm concerned I will die because of someone
else's carelessness ‐ I'm high risk and have
left the house only twice since March 17 for
doctor appts. I care about my friends who
have lost income or are overworked as
essential staff ‐ most of them don't have
health insurance through work and can't
afford medical bills anyway. I worry about
my family and neighbors who have kids who
need to learn and grow while parents have
to figure out how to be everything to
everyone.
We could alleviate this with UBI and
universal health care. The benefits outweigh
the costs. I have received SSDI and Medicare
so I have experienced similar social
programs first hand. While my health
problems were difficult, I would have been
homeless and shortly thereafter dead were it
not for that support. It enabled me to get the
help I needed to recover and go back to work
so I can again contribute to society.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Cedar Rapids Education

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

She didnâ€™t do enough. Why did we close
at all because we are opening and nothing
has changed in terms of the numbers. We
are still climbing and have not met any of the
benchmarks recommend by the CDC. Stop
talking about a second wave. The first one
continues. More death and more suffering
ahead. She has ignored the experts. She
has no idea what she is doing and yet she
took credit last week as a success story.
Worthless!

Cedar Rapids

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Stress of getting people I know sick and
worry about those around me

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Concerned for online educations impact on
childcare for working parents. Social
distancing in the classroom and hope that
new normal could appear less US VS THEM.
Clear and consistent contingency plans
delivered in a non partisan tone would be
helpful. Also trump has to go. I will
personally do anything I can to make sure he
is not re elected.

Cedar Rapids Education

Cedar Rapids

Cedar Rapids Manufacturing

My life has
been
impacted a
little
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly
I am busier
than before

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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I think a shelter in place should have been
implemented as soon as the virus had been
detected in our state.

Impact on
City
Your job
life
My life has
Health care or been
Cedar Rapids
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
Cedar Rapids
human services impacted a
lot
Cedar Rapids
My life has
been
Cedar Rapids Transportation
impacted a
lot
My life has
Marketing/trad
been
Cedar Rapids e show
impacted
coordination
somewhat
My life has
been
Cedar Rapids Manufacturing
impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload
I am busier
than before

I've lost some
work

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
situation is
have been done lift restrictions Reopening too quickly
worse than
too quickly
in Iowa
before
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

The response
My workload My financial
has been too
has remained situation is
aggressive in
about the same about the same
Iowa

We need more consistent leadership and
messaging. The Governor is a disgrace.

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

My grandsons senior yr in college . My
daughter is a teacher. I worry about our care
centers.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Not enough local govt funding due to loss of
sales tax, hotel/motel tax, and gas tax
revenue which will impact transportation
infrastructure

I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
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Concern‐ opening too early causing second
wave of virus spread, prolonging recovery.

Opening 77 counties when people can travel
freely is stupid.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Cedar Rapids
human services impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

We need Medicare for all so that everyone
has access to healthcare. No ones insurance
should be tied to employment. We need
mandatory paid sick leave so that people can
stay home when they are sick. We need
expanded unemployment benefits so that no
one falls into chaos if they lose their job. And
we should seriously consider a Universal
Basic Income. Also, tipped workers need to
have the same minimum wage as everyone
else. Also I believe we should implement a
long term hazard pay plan for all employees
deemed Essential during a crisis.

My life has
I've lost some
been
Cedar Rapids Transportation
impacted work
somewhat

We need extensive testing available to
Iowans if we want to reopen

Cedar Rapids

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

My life has
I've lost some
been
Cedar Rapids Retail or grocery
impacted a work
little

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa
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Lots of conflicting statements and decisions
from the governor. More transparency
needed about how decisions are made.
Taking into account people's LIVES instead of
only looking at numbers. Not following
policies laid out by the CDC...opening places
before number of cases is declining. Why is it
that political leaders WILL NOT follow
practices they suggest... masks?....social
distancing?...isolation after exposure?

City

Your job

Cedar Rapids Retired

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
little

My life has
been
Cedar Rapids Nonprofit
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Cedar Rapids Transportation
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Cedar Rapids Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
Communication been
Cedar Rapids
impacted
s
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
Cedar Rapids
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Cedar Rapids Education
impacted a
lot

I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
People will become weary of recommended
precautions and limitations, and as a result,
the virus will not be controlled well.
Unemployment/wage issues cannot be
totally satisfied with government handouts.
Iâ€™m afraid to go out in public. Just
because leaders decide to reopen does NOT
mean it is safe!!

The pandemic
That Iowa won't We need facts and caution from our leaders
has been
lift restrictions and the media. I believe we are getting too
handled well in
quickly enough much speculation and fear.
Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Concerns opening things up too quickly and
additional deaths.
That this will last into next year with more
deaths, illnesses and financial ruin of
individuals and business.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Cedar Rapids
human services impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Cedar Rapids Education

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
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That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I am so concerned about the workers in
meatpacking plants, and about
immigrants/refugees and their vulnerability
in this time. I am worried about surges as
the governor reopens too quickly. People
will die. I'm worried about people being
hungry. We have been fine because we both
work in healthcare, but now there may need
to be layoffs. We are lucky but worried,
mostly for others, but somewhat for
ourselves.
Concerned weâ€™re about to have a huge
spike and our hospitals are not ready

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Keeping the economy squashed for a virus
that has similar mortality to seasonal flu.
The mental health of our community from
lost jobs and lack of communication and
connection.
Lack of immunity and physical health from
staying indoors for long periods of time.

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
Cedar Rapids
human services impacted a work
lot

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Keeping kids seperate, parks, pools, and
schools closed when they are least at risk,
most likely to be asymptomatic and thus
That Iowa won't helpful for herd immunity. Countries who
lift restrictions have kept kids in school have some of the
quickly enough best outcomes.
Waiting for anything to open "until there is a
vaccine", as if the flu vaccine eradicated the
flu (this is not anti‐vaccine, I am a vaccinated
individual, the science just doesn't justify
quarantine)

Cedar Rapids Finance

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
little

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa
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I do wholeheartedly appreciate the effort to
protect the elderly and immune
compromised and thing Iowa has done a
better job than most states when it comes to
this situation. I'm glad to live in this state
compared to others with intense restrictions

Impact on
City
Your job
life
My life has
been
Cedar Rapids Finance
impacted a
little
My life has
Health care or been
Cedar Rapids
human services impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
That Iowa will
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same about the same
Iowa
Impact on
workload

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I have become
Communication been
Cedar Rapids
impacted unemployed
s
somewhat

Call center,
fundraising for
healthcare &
Cedar Rapids non profits‐‐‐
healthcare is
now eliminated
from calling.

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
There will be long‐term financial need.
Slowing or stopping support too soon will
harm our economy further.
Continue expanded unemployment benefits
for up to a year ‐‐ not necessarily the e tra
$600/week ‐‐ including more options for
independent contractors. Track
underemployment and those who want to
work but have given up so there's a realistic
understanding of how many have been
financially impacted. People desperate for
work might be taken advantage of so do
public education on employee rights.
Put more money toward food stamps and
other food security measures. Strengthen
protections against agressive debt collection.
But also implement programs to educate
people about spending and budgets
including needs versus wants, how to create
a realistic budget and stick to it, your rights
as a debtor, and how to start a garden and
store food, etc.
Please hold our governor accountable: data
must be released, decisions she makes must
benefit workers at least as much as business
owners
The governor had not looked out for the well
being off the state hardly at all, and focused
on what would make her look good to her
investors... She did not follow CDC guidelines
regarding restrictions and our state has
gotten sicker and more have died as a result.

City

Your job

Cedar Rapids Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

How are we going to make this easy for
schools? Realistically Elementary students
will not be able to follow guidelines all the
time this putting even more on our teachers
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
being sure they are keeping 30+ students in
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
their classrooms healthy and still meeting
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same
the standards of teaching and being there for
Iowa
their students. Ask a teacher...more
teachers...and more..do not make a decision
if you have never been in their shoes...

Cedar Rapids Retired

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Three thoughts:
1) Wearing a mask in public should be more
than a recommended behavior. Masks
should be required in all enclosed areas
(stores, offices, public spaces etc ‐ except
while actually eating in a restaurant)
2) In many ways essential workers were
actually expendable workers ‐ in the sense
that hospital staff was required to work with
very limited PPE, and employers (particularly
packing plants) were not required to provide
a safe work place. There should be no
limited liability for places of employment.
3) With regards to unemployment
compensation, employers should be
required to prove the work place is safe, not
the employee prove the work place is un‐
safe.

Restaurant or
Cedar Rapids
hospitality

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly

more deaths will occur in LTC's and we need
more testing available
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Impact on
City
Your job
life
My life has
been
State
Cedar Rapids
impacted a
Government
lot
My life has
been
Production,
Cedar Rapids
Entertainment impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Cedar Rapids Transportation
impacted a
lot

Cedar Rapids

Real estate
leasing

Cedar Rapids Custodial

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
I've lost some situation is
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
work
too quickly
in Iowa
before
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
has been
I've lost some
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
work
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa
The response
My financial
That Iowa won't
has been too
I have become situation is
lift restrictions
aggressive in
worse than
unemployed
quickly enough
Iowa
before
Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Gear of someone I love getting the virus and
dying as a result. The economy is not more
important than lives.
Ordinary citizens lost a substantial amount of
freedom based on politically driven pseudo
science.
This whole thing is being blown out of
proportion. Bill Gates and fauci are corrupt.
Vaccine mandates should be outlawed.

I believe that the curve has been flattened
The pandemic
That Iowa won't and we need to move forward with getting
has been
lift restrictions business back online. I fear that politicians
handled well in
quickly enough are trying to crash the economy for the sake
Iowa
of politics.

My concerns are that small businesses will
not be able to get back on their feet with the
current restrictions in place. It is my feeling
that at this point we should open as other
The pandemic
My life has
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
states such as SD, Tennessee and Georgia
has been
been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
have done. While I feel that at first the
handled well in
impacted a
quickly enough
about the same about the same
quarantine made sense, to stop the spread,
Iowa
lot
it quickly became politicized and the length
of the quarantine did more harm to
members of the community than good.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Telecommunica been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Cedar Rapids
impacted a
tions
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
little
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Lifting restrictions rather than tightening
them as the death toll continues to rise. Iowa
has NOT seen a 14 day decline in anything
yet.

City

Your job

Cedar Rapids Law

Cedar Rapids

Non‐profit,
YMCA

Public sector
Planner for
Cedar Rapids regional
planning
organization

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Comments
She should require all to wear masks when in
public, unless exercising outside alone

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

My life has
been
Cedar Rapids Transportation
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Cedar Rapids Retired
impacted a
little

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

The response
My financial
has been too
I've lost some
situation is
aggressive in
work
about the same
Iowa
The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa
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Do more to protect nursing homes, factory
workers and prisons.

That Iowa won't
We should never shut everything down again
lift restrictions
for a virus with at least a 98% survival rate.
quickly enough
That Iowa won't
Loss of jobs due to business insolvency, as
lift restrictions
well as federal government debt growth.
quickly enough

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
Cedar Rapids
human services impacted a work
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

ALL lives are important. I understand a
person who dies from covid 19 (though it is
actually very rare) is just as important as the
person who commits suicide after losing
their business. We HAVE to stop blaming the
government, governor, businesses, etc. for
"putting lives in danger" by opening up,
because just as many lives are in danger (if
not MORE) the longer we are closed. I am a
small business owner and thankfully have
been able to stay open, and maintain my
business for the most part. I would honestly
That Iowa won't
rather get covid‐19 and fight it than lose my
lift restrictions
business.
quickly enough
It is so disheartening to see this public health
issue become political in our state and our
country. Makes me have so much less faith
in ALL of our elected officials, democrats and
republicans.
Lastly, we all act like we are sitting ducks
waiting to see if we get sick. I hope going
forward there is talk about how to actually
SUPPORT your immune system (which has
nothing to do with wearing a mask)

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
Cedar Rapids
human services impacted a work
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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We need stricter social distancing and a
shelter in place order that is enforced for at
least 2‐3 months. We also need extensive
contact tracing now and moving forward.

City

Your job

Personal and
career coach.
Much of my
Cedar Rapids
work was
already done
online.

Cedar Rapids

Cedar Rapids

Cedar Rapids

Cedar Rapids

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

My life has
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Manufacturing
impacted
somewhat
Online
machinist
training with
My life has
simulation and
been
curriculum for
impacted
colleges and
somewhat
high schools.
You need to
check it out.
loss of mystery My life has
shop jobs. My been
boyfriend lost impacted a
lot
his job

My financial
situation is
worse than
before
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

I've lost some
work

I am busier
than before

My financial
situation is
better than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Face masks should be required in all public
venues until the virus has subsided ‐ grocery
and retail, libraries, hair salons, etc.
Restaurants and bars should remain curbside
pickup only. It's not enough to tell vulnerable
populations to stay home. Everyone is at
risk. Do NOT open the public schools in the
fall. Too soon. ‐ most importantly BE HONEST
with the public. The hospital guidelines were
relaxed due to economic concerns, not
because it's now safe to have elective
surgery.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

It appears we didn't have a strong plan in
how to handle this type of event.

Over reaction by state, county and local
The pandemic
That Iowa won't governments as CR closing swimming pools
has been
lift restrictions for summer or CNX summer fest. Schools
handled well in
quickly enough need to start on time or early. Time to
Iowa
move on.

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
I have become
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
unemployed
too quickly
about the same
Iowa
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Open people to scams

City

Cedar Rapids

Your job

Economic
development

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
little

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Cedar Rapids Retired.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Cedar Rapids retired

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
little
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
The testing is the biggest problem. I have
been identified as a probable case of Covid
but have had no luck getting a test through
my doctor or test iowa. That needs to
improve drastically moving forward.
My main concern is for my son who has a
heart condition who spent weeks staying
home from a job, without pay, who has now
been forced back to work. He works for a call
center‐‐how is this an essential business?
They've been open the whole time! He is
having to provide his own sanitizer and is not
even able to work at the same
desk/computer every day, upping the
possibility of infection. Also, the Test Iowa
site is a joke. There should be some
provision for storing a person's information
from week to week so that the same
information doesn't have to be re‐entered
every time. People who remain without
symptoms shouldn't have to check in every
week, because they're just going to be told
they don't qualify for a test. Just let me know
when you're going to start testing everyone,
especially if you're going to test for
antibodies. My husband and I had walking
pneumonia in January with a bad cough.
What if was really COVID‐19. Will we ever
know. We'll stay home, Gov. Reynolds. Too
many dead!

Impact on
City
Your job
life
My life has
SAHM, election been
Cedar Rapids
impacted
official
somewhat
My life has
been
Cedar Rapids retired
impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

We should maintain social distancing until
there is a vaccine or until the CDC guidelines
are met.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

some of the stores have way to many people
in them at one time,

I am busier
than before

We need fund Debi Durham and IEDA to
aggressively Court the onshoring of
manufacturing and supply chains.

Cedar Rapids Manufacturing

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa
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Open up as much as possible, supper growth
of the Test Iowa project. Tell Rob Sand to
stop doing media spots and actually work to
support/improve the state effort vs.
undermine it. (Most Democrats have done
this well. Rob Supervisor Walker seems to be
running for Gov on the issue.) Mandate
masks and quarantine for suspected illness.
Add â€˜spot checksâ€™ as tests are available
to do so.

City

Your job

Currently
unemployed
Cedar Rapids
and have been
for six months.

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
impacted unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
somewhat
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
One concern that I have is how information
that is getting disseminated to both public
officials and the public. IDPH and the
governor's office is doing a poor job of
releasing for example in terms of cases at
LTCs/residential care facilities, employers,
breaking the data down to zip code or even
election precinct (Linn County Public Health
has done this). This information can be
broken down to a level that still satisfies
HIPPA and privacy requirements. I also hear
that local public officials are having issues in
getting this data as well to allow them to
make good public health policy decisions.
Another issue that comes to mind is how the
governor is handling unemployment, in that
she is telling people that have to report if
called back to work, or risk the loss of
benefits. There are ways around this, but this
needs to be addressed as well.

City

Your job

Retired
educator.
Secondary
Cedar Rapids Husband retired
elementary
teacher/educat
or

Cedar Rapids Retired

Power
Cedar Rapids generation,
(Utility)

Cedar Rapids Corrections

Cedar Rapids Retired

Impact on
life

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
little
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
little

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
The attitude of America first and only, cost
us at least two months that we could have
used to get ahead of the curve. Instead, we
lost many American lives! I admire Dr Fauci
and Bill Gates who have tried to get actual
facts to us. Gates has spent billions for the
common good. Wonderful example for
billionaires to follow. Thanks to Bill and
Melinda.
Iâ€™m concerned that covid got into so
many long term care facilities because they
relied on temperature only when workers
were contagious before they developed a
fever. And...as a grand and ggrandparent,
Losing precious time to be with adult
children, grandchildren, great grandchild.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

People not wear masks is a big concern.

More should
have been done
in Iowa

Lack of testing for anti‐bodies.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

That we are lifting sanctions too quickly
while numbers are still going up.

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same about the same
Iowa

The controls seem to have been applied to
control the impact on hospitals ‐ that seems
to be in control ‐ lift the controls and let this
virus run its course.
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
Health care or been
has remained
Cedar Rapids
worse than
human services impacted a
about the same
before
lot

Cedar Rapids Retired

RETIRED BUT
DO SPORT
Cedar Rapids OFFICIATING
AND FLOWER
DELIVERY

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
little

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Leaders are not listening to scientists like Dr
Fauci. The governor and Dr Pedati have done
a terrible job leading the fight against Covid.
Companies are not giving enough sick leave
for Covid. We are given 80 hrs. How is that
enough when many people take a month or
more to recover?
Leaders are not sending consistent messages
and therefore, no one is trusting the science.
Mask wearing, massive testing, tracing,
effective treatment are needed.

The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa

I don't have access to the data to know.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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SHE OPENED UP AT LEAST A MONTH TO
EARLY BUT SHE WENT TO DC AND BECAME
MORE OF A TRUMPER WHICH WILL
CONTINUE TO CAUSE IOWA PROBLEMS. SHE
IS IN HIS HIP POCKET AND I FOR ONE AM
VERY CONCERNED. SHE STARTED OUT OK IN
MARCH BUT HAS GOTTEN TO BE MORE LIKE
THE TRUMP GROUP AS THIS VIRUS HAS
GONE ON.

City

Your job

Cedar Rapids Construction

Software in
Cedar Rapids Telephony and
Utilities

Cedar Rapids Retired.

Cedar Rapids

Retired.
Volunteer about
Cedar Rapids
20 hours per
week.

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
little

The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa
The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa
The pandemic
My financial
has been
I am busier
situation is
handled well in
than before
about the same
Iowa

Comments
Food supply resilience is my largest concern.
An idea from farmers I've heard is that more
regional, numerous, and smaller food
producers will make the food system more
diverse and flexible to adapt in emergencies
to keep food flowing through the supply
chain. This is a concern for emergencies like
this virus as well as extreme weather events
that are occuring more often due to the
changing climate.
Thanks for listening, please listen to the best
available science, and please make decisions
for a safe future for children.

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions Don't vote for Biden! He'll ruin everything!
quickly enough
That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

Longterm effects; lifting restrictions too
soon, resulting in more cases; worries about
the Fall and Winter ahead and the Virus re‐
surging; lack of low cost activities for
children this summer to keep them busy and
in a safe environment; what will happen all
at once when evictions can once again be
enforced...huge numbers of homeless
people of all ages and the incredible need for
re‐housing.

Impact on
City
Your job
life
My life has
Health care or been
Cedar Rapids
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
Restaurant or been
Cedar Rapids
impacted a
hospitality
lot

Impact on
workload
I've lost some
work

I am busier
than before

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
too quickly
in Iowa
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Cedar Rapids Government

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Private voice
Cedar Rapids teacher and
singer

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Cedar Rapids Retired.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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We should have had a shelter in place in
March. Kim seems to want to please trump.
It feels like she is not telling the truth. I
usually donâ€™t give my email address ‐
donâ€™t sell it.
We must continue support for PBS and other
cultural organizations. Our symphonies,
opera, choruses and theater organizations
will need a long time to be able to safely
operate.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

retired from
Cedar Rapids
public health

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Retired
Cedar Rapids
volunteer!

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Cedar Rapids
human services impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
The push for the "solution" as the vaccine is
my greatest fear. My family has
autoimmune issues caused by vaccine
damage, so I fear a universal one size fits all
vaccine is being developed and will be
mandated on all, no matter of their past
history of vaccine damage. As a Catholic I
am against vaccines being made with the use
of aborted fetal tissue and I think most all
under study/produced/tested are using that
platform.I think forced mandates of testing,
tracking, aggressive followup will be over
used and we will loose some of our
freedoms. We are not Nazi Germany and we
do not want to get there but some officials
are certainly taking us down that road. After
45 yrs as a nurse and 31 yrs of that in PH, I do
respect the serious nature of the virus and
the need for followup and tracking, for
decreasing the disease spread, but I see
many inequities. Group Homes will not even
make public IF they have cases, will notify us
by email if an indiv dies and how many
housemates are ill!!!!
More emphasis on distanting and caution
about starting to open things too soon. I
have great concern for those not working.
3T may not be enough to assist those some
in need.
We Need Medicare for All now more ever.

City

Your job

Cedar Rapids FAA

Cedar Rapids

Cedar Rapids Retired

Customer
Cedar Rapids Service and
custodial.

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
little
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I have autoimmune disorders and I am afraid
that we are opening up too soon

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
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I have more faith in my local public health
department then our Governor since she
downplayed the pandemic.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
pastor of
Cedar Rapids
Lutheran Church impacted than before
somewhat

Cedar Rapids Education

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My life has
My financial
I have become
been
situation is
impacted a unemployed
about the same
lot

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
We have not treated the vulnerable
well....i.e. meat packing companies;
prisons...I know of one instance where
someone serving a non‐violent 4 month jail
term in Cedar Rapids was first transferred to
Waverly, then Minn. than Oklahoma, now
Indiana. for his final 4 weeks...b/c of virus
had to spend time in "the hole" in Indiana
without any resources through no fault of his
now. This is unacceptable and a terrible
waste of tax payer resources....people with
addiction issues which his was need
treatment or mandatory 12 step programs ‐
not sitting in a jail cell. What happened to
the Governor's recommendation that non‐
violent criminals be given early release vs.
being transported all over the country. Need
more support for small businesses.....asking
restaurants to open with 25% occupancy is
costly without any profit. Need accessible
health care for all!!

Open up now, today. 351 deaths does not
warrant an economic catastrophe. We have
flattened the curve enough. Our hospitals
are not overburdened. We need to listen to
That Iowa won't more than 2 medical professionals on this
lift restrictions issue. There are plenty of doctors out there
quickly enough who disagree with the quarantining the
healthy as a means to deal with a pandemic.
We do not want government handouts; we
want to work. We want our kids back in
school.

Impact on
City
Your job
life
My life has
been
Cedar Rapids Retired
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Cedar Rapids Education
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
Cedar Rapids
human services impacted
somewhat

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Life has changed.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Cedar Rapids Manufacturing

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Cedar Rapids Retired

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

The governor is listening to the Republican
cronies and not scientists in re opening our
state risking our lives
We are opening up too soon and will pay for
it dearly. I don't trust Kim Reynolds to
manage this problem in Iowa. She has been
drinking too much of the Trump koolaid and
has put many workers at risk.
At the state level I would like to see a more
detailed process for opening businesses, for
instance, dental offices and similar
operations should require testing before
entering. Masks should be mandatory
indoors where testing isnâ€™t feasible or
outdoors where adequate distance canâ€™t
be maintained.
It seems a bit reckless to open things up
without knowing how soon after being
infected people are contagious. That seems
like an important data point to design an
effective testing process.
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I understand the need not to overload the
medical field but how is it going to help
waiting longer to get back to the new
normal? How am I going to be any safer in 4
months? My job requires I go into the home
of families to provide support and resources
for mental health and just everyday
stressors. Talking by phone or video is not
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
the same. Resources are limited and many
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
families don't have the means to do video
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same about the same
chat or feel.comfortable I worry that at
Iowa
some point the county may feel my job is
obsolete the longer I am unable to do home
visits. Resources are scarce to those on a
limited income. Financial assistance is also
limited or maybe has already been used and
can't be accessed again for 12months. Then
what
I think Governor Reynolds has handled this
The pandemic
pandemic very well. If I donâ€™t feel secure
My financial
has been
in going to a restaurant, I will not go. We
situation is
handled well in
need to take responsibility for our own
about the same
Iowa
actions.
The restrictions were always voluntary,
That Iowa will therefor, ignored by many.
More should
My financial
I've lost some
have been done lift restrictions Our governor needs to take the lives of
situation is
work
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
people more seriously. Really, is it that
comfortable in Trump's pocket?

Cedar Rapids Social worker

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Cedar Rapids Retired

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Cedar Rapids

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Cedar Rapids

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
Cedar Rapids
human services impacted a than before
lot

Cedar Rapids

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
Cedar Rapids
human services impacted a than before
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
situation is
better than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I work in a nursing home with a COVID‐19
outbreak. It has been very difficult with
residents getting very sick and some dieing.
We also lost a nurse who contracted COVID‐
19 at work and she passed away.
Concerned that we continue to be respectful
to others. It is important to express
gratitude to those who are working in order
for us to have the necessities and for those in
the health field. I was hospitalized last
month, and it was a whole new experience
being in a quiet place by myself. My heart
was full of concern for the Carona virus
patients who had no family members with
them.
Her entire model is bogus! She is listening to
POTUS instead of her constituents!
2000 Iowa physicians asked for more
restrictions, she refused to listen!
Suggestion for back to school: assign
students even or odd...even students start
school and go every other day, then odd
students will go day 2 then every other day.
Kids when at home watch/interact with
classroom from home ‐ better social
distancing as children are little vectors for
this pandemic!

City

Your job

I work for
Mediacom.
Cedar Rapids
Internet service
provider.

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

My life has
been
Cedar Rapids Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Cedar Rapids Government
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Aerospace
Cedar Rapids
impacted
Engineering
somewhat
My life has
been
Cedar Rapids Transportation
impacted a
little
My life has
been
Cedar Rapids Corrections
impacted a
lot

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
My kids' education has been a
problem/concern. They don't understand the
fact that they should have been in school.
My wife and I still work, but don't have the
luxury of work from home so they don't have
anyone to keep them from playing video
games and watching Netflix. They got
incompletes and bad grades to finish out the
school year as a result. They didn't do any
additional school work since schools closed.
The lack of tracing along with not
emphasizing wearing masks and shields has
me concerned that infections will rise over
the summer time months.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Getting sick!

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same about the same
Iowa

Since the governor's adminstration has
recently reduced our access to information,
such as deaths by county, I am concerned
they are hiding something.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
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People are being out in unnecessary risk for
to further political agendas

City

Cedar Rapids

Your job

Restaurant or
hospitality

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
little

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
My work from home customers are scared to
come back to the offices.
On the other hand, my manufacturing and
distribution customers are getting temp
checks and going on like normal

Cedar Rapids Marketing

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

What does this look like long ‐term? What
effects will this have on the economy and
our everyday lives?

Cedar Rapids Insurance

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Iâ€™m concerned for those who have lost
their jobs‐ many businesses wonâ€™t come
back from this. Also the medical bills should I
or someone in my family become ill. A
financial hit like that will ruin us.

Cedar Rapids Education

Cedar Rapids Education

Cedar Rapids retired

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
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That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

It's terrible that so many have lost jobs and
may lose businesses. But weighed against
human lives, I feel social distancing is a must.
If anything, that is what they learned from
the Spanish flu pandemic. I think Gov
Reynolds is not allowing enough time
between opening up more and more. There
is at least a 14 day incubation period and she
is almost to the point of opening up
everything within 2 weeks! Also don't like
her lack of transparency and her cozying up
to Trump. Thanks for everything you do Rich.

City

Your job

Cedar Rapids Retired

Public
Cedar Rapids
accounting

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My life has
That Iowa won't
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
quickly enough
about the same about the same in Iowa
little

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Itâ€™s sad to see that even during the
â€˜strong economyâ€™ in the â€˜greatest
country in the planetâ€™, it took less than 2
weeks for individuals and businesses to
suffer complete financial ruin. This
â€˜capitalismâ€™ is a joke and sweeping
change is required if anything is going to get
better.

The goal seems to have shifted from
flattening the curve to complete avoidance.
This virus is not more dangerous than others
That Iowa won't
that we deal with annually. We must open
lift restrictions
Iowa and shift protectIon measures to high
quickly enough
risk groups only. In the end we will achieve
better protection for all and much sooner, if
we follow that protocol.

Cedar Rapids Education

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
lot

Cedar Rapids Manufacturing

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

I'm concerned that we are reopening too
quickly which will lead to an increase in
cases.

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

We haven't come up with a concise, cohesive
plan to help detect, maintain and mitigate
this virus. I feel that the government has
given up with the attitude of live and let die.
A plan is hard, but that's why we elect our
leaders, to tackle the hard issues with
solutions. This is not happening with the
coronavirus, and the consequences are
deadly.

Freelance PR
Consultant and
Technical Writer
for
Cedar Rapids
Construction,
Mining and
Recycling
Companies

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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City

Your job

Cedar Rapids semi retired

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

My life has
Health care or been
Cedar Rapids
human services impacted a
little
My life has
been
Center Point Education
impacted a
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
response very poor by govenor . she kept
her scale a secret from us all which is not the
way Iowa people operate. She is a trump
person all the way and will follow him in
whatever he says. I thought she started out
well but she has gone way over the line now
and we are having more Iowa people die do
to her not acting quick enough with TYSONS.
she let it hang before acting as it was going
to make her look bad. Losing 25 people
yesterday was terrible.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I've lost some
work

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa

Central City Technology

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
little

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa

Natural
Central City
Resources

My life has
My financial
My workload
been
situation is
has remained
impacted
better than
about the same
somewhat
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Getting the economy back up and local small
businesses surviving with too slow a
response to getting back open. I feel this was
a needless shutdown for most of the country
compared to any other epidemic we have
had.
School not starting in the fall for young
children and/or the learning gap they will
face if they do return. Also our national debt
as well as state tax revenue loss.

City

Your job

Central City Construction

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

My life has
Health care or been
Charles City
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
Cherokee
human services impacted a
lot

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I am one of the lucky ones who can work
from home. But I also have 6 children and
have been juggling work and homeschooling.
We live out in the country, our internet is
horrible. Had to purchase more GB for our
satellite and hotspots to cover other devices
for school work. Trying to find / purchase
creative supplies / activities for my kids to do
(painting / art supplies, etc) On top of now
paying for groceries for 3 meals / day for all
of us now. So many expenses. I honestly
cannot imagine not working and trying to
cover all of this. I am one who knows there
are people out there far worse off then we
are. But while I am working, it's still hard.
As far as the Governor, why did our tax
dollars pay for her to risk her health to fly to
D.C., and why in the world did the VP feel it
was ok to be here. Very irresponsible for
both. Setting the wrong example. And
bragging about getting tested all the time
when most can't....who need to.

City

Clarence

Clarence

Clarence

Clarence

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Government

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

Construction

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
little

Non profit

Construction

The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I did not answer the last question because I
believe that the Governor has made the right
decisions for Iowans by looking at data to lift
restrictions and it is up to each individual to
make their own decisions about public
activity.

The pandemic
That Iowa won't The elderly and compromised should have
My financial
has been
lift restrictions been quarantined and the rest of us continue
situation is
handled well in
quickly enough working with social distancing and masks.
about the same
Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I wish the restrictions on businesses like
beauty operators and massage therapists
weren't so unfairly imposed. I believe they
should have been allowed to remain open
with less than 10 people in the room
practicing cleanliness and social distancing
procedures. To be forced to close completely
does not make sense and has devastated so
many of their lives financially. I am not
affected personally but I know many who
are. that I am affected personally by. I do
agree with limiting gatherings over 10 until
the spread is proven to be under control just
not shutting down businesses completely
who could operate with less than 10 in the
room at a time.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
impacted a unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
little

I canâ€™t even answer the last two days
questions honestly, not enough options to
choose from. I think it could all be handled
so much more effectively and truthful if our
politicians could actually work for the people
instead of their own agendas. Our country is
in a very sad state.

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
little

My financial
situation is
worse than
before
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City

Clarinda

Clarinda

Clarinda

Your job

Retired

Farm. Dog
breeder.

Retired

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My life has
That Iowa will No real way to enforce restrictions put in
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions place. Schools opening too soon without
has remained situation is
impacted a
adequate testing
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
little

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
little

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

That small businesses could be shut down
while Walmart, big box stores, Casey's, Wind
Turbine companies, liquor stores, etc. stayed
open as usual. The idea that churches were
shut down by the state is a very concerning
issue. The idea that a whole country could
be shut down just like that when there was
not good scientific evidence for such is a
harbinger of what can happen to a free
That Iowa won't society in a very short time. The goal posts
lift restrictions were moved multiple times. The shut down
quickly enough was put in place to flatten the curve and
allow hospitals and the medical community
to get prepared for the possibilities. The
original model used was ridiculously flawed
and the media ramped up its fear mongering
to infect people with a venom that paralyzed
people who were not willing to ask questions
about why numbers didn't add up or think
about how leaders were enjoying power
trips.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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I always wear a mask when in public. In my
community, I am a very small minority. More
should be done to force people to wear
masks.
If schools do not start in the fall, I wonder if
it would be a good idea to have all students
repeat their grade.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Restaurant or
hospitality

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Farming

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa

Clarksville

Construction

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Clarksville

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
human services impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Clarksville

Restaurant or
hospitality

Clarinda

Clarinda

My life has
been
I've lost some
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
My concern is not letting cling down the
highly infected communities. I work in a
hotel I'm SACRIFICIAL not essential...
Construction workers travel back and forth
weekly from Lin and Blackhawk counties
planting seeds in page county with very few
cases.
Government impacting our freedoms.
Overblowing a local situation. Would New
York shut down if Des Moines had a
pandemic? Of course not so why should Des
Moines shutdown completely when New
York has won. Use common sense and
prudence.
I believe most people are smart enough to
know their body and health.
I think some of the outbreaks are because
businesses have removed sick days from
their benefits, and so the work feels they
have to be there. Or because the people are
enclosed and not able to have fresh air. It's a
virus, and viruses effect everyone differently,
cant treat everyone the same.
I am concerned about the lack of mandatory
reporters having contact with children for six
months as well as huge numbers of reports
being made to DHS in the fall when schools
reopen. Children are really without a voice
for too long and parents are stressed to the
max.
That we did too little, too late and then we
gave up too early.

City

Clarksville

Clarksville

Clarksville

Clarksville

Clarksville

Clarksville

Clarksville

Impact on
Impact on
Your job
life
workload
My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
My life has
My workload
IT for
situation is
been
has remained
Insurance/Finan
better than
impacted a
about the same
ce company
before
little

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

My life has
I cook and clean been
in a Head Start. impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Retired
impacted a
lot

I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Iâ€™m fearful of Medicaid cuts to services to
individuals with intellectual disabilities at a
time when providers are struggling like
never before!!
My company has been preparing for a
pandemic for 8 years. Why has our federal
and state governments not been preparing?
Prepare our medical systems by listening to
scientists, doctors and hospital staff that
truly care about human welfare. Quit putting
interests of the wealthy minority in the lead
of decisions.

We are dreadfully behind the other states in
our testing and care of patients. Our death
rate is much too high compared to some
other states.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same about the same
Iowa

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
little

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
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With these openings, Concerned that virus
spread will increase. And quaranteen will
start over.
My MIL is in the nursing home, we hope she
can remain healthy and escape the virus. We
are able to speak with her on facetime and
by phone. She is doing well at this point.

City

Clear Lake

Clear Lake

Clear Lake

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat

Spa ‐ massage
therapist &
esthetician

Impact on
workload
I've lost some
work

I've lost some
work

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
too quickly
in Iowa
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

More testing available

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

*To start, have everyone implementing the
same safety precautions like wear a mask in
public when you know you will come in
contact with other people ie: shopping for
anything.
* And educate people on what this virus is
and what it isnâ€™t. Get people to realize
this isnâ€™t political and no one is trying to
take away your freedom and civil liberties by
having everyone do the right thing not just
for themselves but for others.
* impose a penalty on employers who
donâ€™t allow employees to stay home
when sick or make them come in when they
should be quarantined or self isolated or
they are having to take a leave due to Covid
like being a caretaker of a family member.
They should be guaranteed their job will be
there when itâ€™s safe to come back. This is
currently not happening from what Iâ€™ve
seen and heard throughout this whole
pandemic.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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City

Clear Lake

Clear Lake

Clear Lake

Clear Lake

Your job

Agriculture
office work

Retired

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

I've lost some
work

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Keep the focus on science in regards to
decision making and keep it regional or local.
Our national institutions canâ€™t be trusted
due to Trumpâ€™s influence anymore.
Whereâ€™s the CDC report? How can an
administration quash that report which
should be public? We need our local leaders
to step up and be heard and protect our
interests here in rural Iowa since thereâ€™s
a vacuum of leadership (at the very least) in
the White House and most of Congress.
Governor Reynolds has done a fair job with
exception to the handling of the meat
packing plants. Business is NEVER more
important than people. Thank you for your
service to north Iowa.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Information is too contradictory and
confusing. No national leadership for a
coordinated response. Did Grassley receive
money from the help for farmers as other
farmers struggle? I am concerned about the
safe education of our young people. I have
been helping with our granddaughters on
line learning so my daughter can go to work.

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa will
has been
situation is
lift restrictions
handled well in
about the same
too quickly
Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
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Charge business owners opening too early
with public endangerment if cases arise or
manslaughter if death is involved.

City

Clear Lake

Clear Lake

Clear Lake

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I have handled the pandemic far better than
I have been able to handle the president's
bumbling activity! I was sickened at the
sight of our governor sitting in the oval office
lapping up praise. A pandemic is when you
would think good and honest leadership
would shine. It has not. I don't consider this
so much a reflection on the governor's brain
power as on her political ideals clouding her
better judgment. Sometimes I wish I could sit
down quietly with Grassley, Joni and the
governor and just ask them softly if they
honestly, deep down, believe in what they
are saying and doing. I would decline to sit
down with Mr. King.

Clergy

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I am concerned with the reopening that has
taken place. We still donâ€™t have enough
information to truly open up this soon. I
donâ€™t believe that the governor and those
guiding her understand the complexity of
this virus. My perspective is that she feels
that the loss of life for some of our most
vulnerable is acceptable! I also believe that
she is drinking the presidentâ€™s koolaide
and falling inline with his thinking and not
talking with true experts.

Education

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat

The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa

My life has
I've lost some
been
Church musician
impacted work
somewhat
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That Iowa won't
I would like to see more restrictions lifted in
lift restrictions
areas that do not have any or very few cases
quickly enough

City

Your job

Clear Lake

Clear Lake

Retired

Clear Lake

Retired,
daughter works,
granddaughter
still has school
work, so we
provide the
teacher function
to her as well as
babysitting and
alternate weeks
bringing her
back & forth
each week as
she misses her
mom if she is
Canâ€™t be
with her for
more than a
week

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted a
little
My life has
been
impacted a
little

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa will
My workload
Medical for the ill and for essental wokrers,
has been
situation is
lift restrictions
has remained
Economic for most all of us
handled well in
worse than
too quickly
about the same
Iowa
before
Impact on
workload

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Kimâ€™s trying to kill us. I canâ€™t wait to
replace her, hopefully with Rob Sand.

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Much more testing for everyone. Trump
response is one big FUBAR! Lucky more are
not dead by now.
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City

Clear Lake

Clear Lake

Clear Lake

Clear Lake

Clear Lake

Your job

Sales

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

While my life hasnâ€™t been impacted other
than the isolation of social distancing and not
seeing some family members as a result ,
the poor and marginal have been greatly
My life has
That Iowa won't
More should
My workload My financial
affected. Since more contact tracing and
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
tests need to be done to know where we
impacted a
quickly enough
about the same about the same in Iowa
actually stand as a community/state, relaxing
lot
social distancing and not conforming to a
new normal (masks, limited gatherings, etc)
for the long term are big concerns of mine.

My life has
been
Retail or grocery
impacted
somewhat
There's
been no
Construction
impact on
my life

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same about the same
Iowa

usps

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Education

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa
140 of 675

There seemed to be a lot of confusion on
how to proceed with imposing restrictions to
protect the public. The leadership, in my
opinion, did not show much confidence in
how to handle the situation. Is there a
section of our government here in Iowa that
is given the authority to monitor extreme
health situations, such as the pandemic, and
advise our leaders on the best avenue to
follow for Iowans? State to state programs
dealing with the pandemic seemed to differ
greatly.

City

Clear Lake

Clear Lake

Clear Lake

Your job
My fiance and I
are retired but
care for our
grandchildren 5
days per week
so they do have
to go to day
care. The Y and
McNider also
cancelled.

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa

At times, I think the government is putting
the economy first, well being of people
second. The only way we can control this is
with a safe and proven vaccine, which will
take time to develop.

Chamber of
Commerce

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
little

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa

I'm concerned about the impact of limited
tourism and events on our Chamber and
other Chambers, Visitor's Bureaus, and
501(c)(6) organizations across the state. We
are not eligible for PPP funding. The next 12
months will be rough. We're lobbying for an
amendment to the CARES act to allow (c)(6)
organizations to qualify for PPP funding. Is
there anything that can be done at the state
level to assist these organizations so critical
to Iowa communities?

Education

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat
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City

Clear Lake

Clear Lake

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My financial
More should
That Iowa will
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same in Iowa
too quickly
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I am worried that by lifting restrictions too
soon, many will feel it is "safe" and will
endanger themselves and others needlessly.
We will have more deaths. I also don't think
decision makers are considering the long‐
term health effects of the virus on the body.
What good does it do to get people back to
work, infect them, and then they are too ill
to work again and go on disability? We need
to also communicate risk better. We can
open some things up‐ but it can't be the
same as normal. We have to make better
choices and realize that normal is different
now. I'm worried about my elderly parents.
The governor says it's safe to go to
restaurants‐ so they go. It is not safe for
them. More details on the risk to them and
others needs to be shared. I also worry about
our refugee and minority populations and
those that are going back to work because
they HAVE to, not because they are
confident it's safe.
I still worry about getting sick as I am a
essential worker in a PMIC setting. I am
concern I may spread it to my family, I help
care for a grandfather with lung, heart, and
leukemia and mother I live with with having
lung issues and diabetes. I also fear
spreading it to clients as I lost extended
family in long term care from it.

City

Clear Lake

Your job

Disabled

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I wish there were more reliable sources of
information for not only local, but also
national and global. I don't like people who
use the pandemic in political discussions or
as a club to point others flaws. Quit pointing
fingers and be upfront about what I can do.
It has been overblown, hyped, and used to
instill fear into the people to control a
particular political outcome. The sooner we
stop listening to the mainstream media and
politicians and get back to work, the better
off we will be.

Clear Lake

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
Transportation
impacted a
about the same about the same
little

I am absolutely dumbfounded how quickly
The pandemic
That Iowa won't Americans stopped thinking for themselves,
has been
lift restrictions laid down, rolled over and said, please
handled well in
quickly enough government protect me. It's nauseating, the
Iowa
overreach of power imposed on we the
people by governmental authorities.
"The most terrifying words in the English
language are: I'm from the government and
I'm here to help."
Ronald Reagan
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City

Clear Lake

Clear Lake

Clear Lake

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I have become
Health care or been
human services impacted a unemployed
lot

Education

Education

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
That we are opening way too quickly for the
general health of all Iowans.
That opening, will actually bring MORE
Covid‐19 into the state due to folks from
outside coming in, and that the non‐
requirement of wearing face masks, etc will
increase the spread of the virus. Opening all
too quickly will have affects that will last
much longer than if the pace had been
slowed down and we waited until the
numbers were down, rather than increasing.
I understand the need to bolster the
economy and folks to work but I'm
concerned the costs (people's lives and/or on
going health) will be too high. It has been
shown that the effects for those who get the
virus may be long lasting and that will be
costly all the way around. I'm concerned
that our governor cares more about
commerce than people; especially those of
us at "higher risk" due to age or health
situations. I'm also concerned that those
working in restaurants are NOT being
required to wear P.P.E.
How children and staff will safely return To
school.

City

Clear Lake

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I am worried about the immediate impact on
loss of employment, food insecurity, access
to mental health, affordable health care, safe
housing, etc. Three months ago, all of these
issues impacted many people, but since the
pandemic, such issues are impacting a larger
portion of the community.
I am concerned about the impact on children
and adults in homes where there is child
abuse and domestic violence, as well as
teens/young adults struggling with the
impact of sexual assault. While crisis &
supportive services are still available, it is
difficult to reach out for assistance.
There are some great programs in place and
new funding streams, but I doubt that the
state or federal government will be able to
sustain the increase in funding. I worry that
the member of society that are commonly
forgotten (women, children, elderly, people
of color & undocumented individuals) will be
forgotten in the not so distant future.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Private citizens' cavalier responses to less
restrictions leading to more infections
impacting we seniors even more.
Worker safety and quality untainted meat
supplies at meat packing plants.

Clear Lake

retired

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Iowa government looking at large future tax
base increases for large present budget
shortfalls.
Adequate reliable tests for the Covid‐19
virus.
Governor's willingness to quickly and
effectively respond to immediate and future
outbreaks in light of her present actions and
close politically‐obedient affiliation with
President Trump.

Clear Lake

Clear Lake

My life has
been
Retired
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot

The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa
My financial
More should
I've lost some situation is
have been done
work
worse than
in Iowa
before
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That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough
That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

City

Clinton

Clinton

Clinton

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted work
somewhat

Education

Education

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

I am busier
than before

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

My financial
situation is
better than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Clinton

Education

Clinton

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
human services impacted a unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
little
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Comments

The passing of hr 666, just disgusting
The idiocy of mask and social distance. You
don't quarantine healthy ppl. How is
immubity going to be built by the healthy
That Iowa won't
heard with this nonsense!
lift restrictions
And vacination mandates are a disgusting
quickly enough
infringe to our rights to choose how we
deem what a heaktgy lifestyle is. I know its
not pumping toxic adjuvants into my body.
We have the right to dictate our own health.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

The state must expand testing for COVID‐19
for all age groups.
If masks were required any time we were
out and about, it would be easier for all to be
out and about.
I feel she is thinking about money and not
heath at this point. We are not ready to open
everything. Iâ€™m scared Covid cases will
rise.
Non Essential businesses are being allowed
to open too soon. The numbers are going to
go up but our politicians donâ€™t care! I will
go to work because I work in the medical
field but our clinic is opening VERY slowly. I
will not be patronizing any non essential
businesses for a long time.

City

Clinton

Clive

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I have become
been
Insurance (auto)
impacted a unemployed
lot

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
1. My 20 year old son is special needs &
attended dayhab 4 days a week‐that has
closed & with no follow up. 2. His Medicaid
just gave him a new Temporary case
manager ‐ his 8th in 4 years ‐ the last one
never contacted me in 6 months ‐ none of
them helpful on options for care during
pandemic. 3. I wish government would stress
importance or even mandate face mask

Our culture has lost "Iowa Nice," and we
have embraced a culture of fear and
destruction. "Experts" and media were out of
touch with reality, while the rest of us were
made voice‐less and power‐less in the face
of the destruction and pain caused by the
government's response. The virus was not
nearly as destructive as the government's
That Iowa won't
response and the media‐inspired fear. The
lift restrictions
threat of another shutdown or prolonged
quickly enough
restraints is only letting the destruction
continue and preventing us from beginning
the rebuilding process. Re‐open completely
and immediately, lift all social restraints,
begin an inquiry and hold accountable the
"experts" and media that were so terribly
wrong, and adopt legal restraints to prevent
this from ever happening again.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Im a
grandparent
who cares pt for
a grandchild.
Iâ€™m not
financially
impacted, but
impacted in
many other
ways.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Clive

Insurance

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
little

Clive

My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot

Clive

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Test Iowa is still not validated which is a
huge red flag. People with symptoms denied
tests. Why? They are being paid. Please audit
the Test Iowa system. Facts are now being
hidden. Today they said businesses arenâ€™t
on the website with 10 percent of employees
testing positive. Sad to see the downplay of
deaths of our elderly population. The control
to protect those in care facilities was ours.
Medical staff should tell their story. Could
they speak at her conference, have some
from the counties with the most cases? Also,
are the number of tests per person,
duplicating if a person is tested more than
once? If they count one individual three
times for retests, again the statistics are
skewed as to the number of Iowans tested.
We have not met a peak, and had a two‐
week decrease yet. Yes, Iâ€™m concerned
that people are already getting lax in taking
precautions. Childrenâ€™s activities such as
sports are not priority during a pandemic.
Thank you.

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
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School issues for kids, summer activities
going forward, what restrictions will be long
term? Food supply/prices, will a vaccine be
forced on my family and myself?

City

Clive

Clive

Your job

Brokerage

Retired who
now tutors
online.

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
little

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Our economic way of life has been
devastated. Our Constitutional rights have
been trampled on. It is not the government's
job to take care of my health. This
government over reach has been used to
create a platform of fear. The public did not
know they needed to be afraid of covid 19
That Iowa won't
until the media told them to. We need to
lift restrictions
open our State 100%. Small business can't
quickly enough
operate at 50% capacity. It's funny that a
different virus must attack small business
rather than Walmart, HyVee, Target and
Menards. I am also upset at the same people
that say my body, my choice telling me I
have to wear a mask. This violates my
constitutional rights.

Adults and kids are suffering from the
lockdown. We have created a panic
mentality that was not necessary. It is vital to
get the economy moving again. High risk
people stay in. It is important to let people
know if they are sick they should stay home
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
without risk of loosing their job or pay.
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
Industries like nursing home are know for
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same
not having adequate sick time thus
Iowa
encouraging the sick to go to work.
We need to look at creating a healthier
society by improving our immune systems.
Eat healthier exercise get outside.
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough

Stay at home
mom

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Clive

Education

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
lot

Clive

My life has
I have become
Health care or been
human services impacted a unemployed
lot

Clive

Clive

Coggon

My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Construction
impacted a
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
My financial
I have become situation is
unemployed
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Trying to understand why parks are still
closed but other things are open or opening
up. I'm sad that kids missed out on finishing
school at school and that graduations
canceled. Some things just aren't making
sense.
The curve has been flattened. Hospitals
have not been overwhelmed. Open the
state up! US data shows this is no more
dangerous than a bad flu season. The
unreasonable restrictions are having dire
effects on jobs, mental health, and other non‐
COVID health issues. Pumping more fear into
the system is only further dividing the state
and country, and increasing anger and
anxiety among the people.
More Grants for independent contractors.
Many of the first round Grants were given
twice to the same companies. Once under
their business name and once under the DBA
name.
Honestly, I'm a little concerned about
mandatory vaccines coming out as well. We
have a vaccine injury in our house and I'm
terrified/losing sleep for it happening again
with a covid vaccine.
It will get worse.

City

Colesburg

Colfax

Columbus
Junction

Columbus
Junction

Columbus
Junction

Columbus
Junction

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
Retail or grocery
impacted than before
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Retired
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
RETIRED
impacted
somewhat

Banking

Farming

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
That people are not taking in serious, I hear
that its a hoax by the liberal Democrats. I
work retail and we are an essential store, we
have to wear a mask and gloves but
customers come in with no mask and could
really care less.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Opening up to quickly.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Iowans that are taking this seriously.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
little

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
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Too many people are concerned with
themselves‐ how much the restrictions are
an inconvenience to them. Not enough are
worried about how others may be affected. I
worry for those at high risk, and those who
canâ€™t work during this time.
Iâ€™m worried another the number of
companies that werenâ€™t prepared for a
pandemic ‐ their plans were non‐existent or
not up to date.
Now that we have figured out it mostly BS
except for the elderly and medically
challenged we should forget it

City

Conroy

Coppock

Coppock

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
been
Transportation
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat

Impact on
workload
I am busier
than before

I am busier
than before

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
having it reoccur again when the kids go
back to school in the fall

It doesn't matter what is done or not done,
someone will akways be unhappy or
unsatisfied. I say Great Job!!Thank‐You.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
In the words of Rahm Emanuel, never let a
crisis go to waste. Most of my concerns
arenâ€™t in Iowa. Gov. Reynolds is doing the
best she can. You might look up Steve Deace.
He is a radio show host from Des Moines
who has been doing a lot of research on
many state and countriesâ€™ response to
this virus.

Coppock

Manufacturing

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
lot

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Iâ€™m also very concerned about the
effectiveness of organizations such as the
WHO. But thatâ€™s hardly a state issue.
That Iowa won't
lift restrictions Also, this mask business at businesses is a
quickly enough little ridiculous. If I didnâ€™t need a mask at
Costco while this was going hard, why do I
need one now that state are opening up?
Itâ€™s just not logical.
It is their right though to ask that I wear one.
Iâ€™m also concerned with the way that the
deaths are being counted and reported. I just
donâ€™t believe that somebody who dies
from a heart attack but tests positive should
be counted as a covid death. If Iâ€™m wrong
about that thatâ€™s fine, but that is how I
understood it.

Coralville

Education

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
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I am concerned that our leadership cares
more about the optics of opening the
economy than the lives that will be impacted
by early openings.

City

Coralville

Coralville

Coralville

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Transportation
impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload
I am busier
than before

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Coralville

Education

Coralville

Musician and
private music
lesson teacher

Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I'm retired
(mostly). But at
this time, the
joys of
retirement have
dissipated
remarkably!!
My life has
We're not
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
supposed to be been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
with other
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
people, it is
difficult to travel
normally, and so
much more .... I
almost envy my
husband, who
died almost 8
years ago and
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

Humans and other creatures are horribly
threatened by it. It is a different world from
ever before, the threat reaching all around
Earth!!! It's difficult to see survival of the life
most of us have lived heretofore.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

We need a much stronger safety net:
medicare for all, $22/hr min wage, universal
bÃ¡sic income, green new deal...

My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

I believe that the governor has employed a
strategy to keep unemployment insurance
from as many Iowans as possible. She is a
profound disappointment as a leader.

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly
155 of 675

City

Coralville

Coralville

Coralville

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
Your job
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
We need mass testing of all Iowans.
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Apparently, this is a pipe dream. Why?
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
The question about the government is
difficult to respond to‐‐It has not been
The pandemic
My life has
That Iowa will
My financial
Retired‐‐should
handled well in all aspects but more should
has been
been
lift restrictions
situation is
have this option
have been done is not my response. Would
handled well in
impacted
too quickly
about the same
on the survey
be better to identify what has been done
Iowa
somewhat
well and what needs to be improved.
I think the federal government's response
My life has
That Iowa will has been a disaster, and Gov. Reynolds'
More should
My financial
I've lost some
been
have been done lift restrictions reopening too soon will be the same. I wish
situation is
Education
impacted a work
more was being done to help out of work
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot
individuals and small businesses.
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Iâ€™m outraged that packing plant workers
are being forced back to work in an
environment that is fundamentally unsafe
because our governor will take away
unemployment benefits if they donâ€™t.

Coralville

Education

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

I also think that the governor is putting
peopleâ€™s lives at risk by opening up the
state prematurely. She has done nothing but
conceal the seriousness of covid‐19 and then
the number of people suffering from covid‐
19.
I think many Iowans have no idea of the
dangers of the virus because of Reynoldsâ€™
downplaying of itâ€™s seriousness. They
continue to smugly sit back and ridicule
people in NYC and other hot spots,
apparently unaware that viruses Don care
where you live or what your politics are.
Not long ago a friend of mine who lives in
Burlington was mocked for wearing a mask. I
have no words.

Coralville

Coralville

Education

My life has
been
I am busier
impacted a than before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Decide now to put the fall semester online. I
work at UIowa.

Education

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Second wave. Fair pay for those who are in
the front lines. Making sure it is safe for k12
to go back in the fall for everyone. Funding
for K12 and Higher Education in fiscal 21‐22.
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City

Coralville

Coralville

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

Mediator

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Masks should be required in public indoor
spaces. Iâ€™ve seen a lot of resistance and
non‐compliance regarding this. Additionally,
financial relief shouldnâ€™t be allocated to
the largest farms in the state (be they
livestock or crop). Small farms suffer too and
are less able to raise capital. They should be
aided before the largest operations.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Coralville

I am retired
with income
from pensions,
social security,
and IRAs.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Coralville

Health Care in
School System

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Coralville

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
human services impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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As a former classroom teacher, I understand
the great need to safely educate our kids.
Thorough and careful study must go into
making proper decisions about that for the
fall. Parents cannot be expected to fill the
roles of the teachers. We need some
creative and comprehensive ideas for
solutions.
That we will open too quickly with little
guidance/ support; cliche type responses but
no real guidelines based on scientific
evidence which is often ignored; fear for
elderly;lack of transparency with a lot of
political rhetoric, stats not truthful

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Opening things too soon & lack of testing;
also spending $26 million on an invalidated
test system from an out of state company.
Waiting until early April to contract with UI
for epidemiologist expertise.
People are too dependent on government.
As a culture we have lost our independence
The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa won't
My workload
and self‐reliance. I want government
has been
situation is
lift restrictions
has remained
reduced. What I earn should be mine to
handled well in
better than
quickly enough
about the same
keep. I know how to use it better than
Iowa
before
governments. FREEDOM!!!
The pandemic
That Iowa will
My workload My financial
Safely opening schools with enhanced
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
hygiene, health protocols, and effective PPE.
handled well in
too quickly
about the same about the same
Iowa

Coralville

Education

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

Coralville

insurance,
financial
services

My life has
been
impacted a
little

Education

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Freelance
writing

No testing. My father is high risk. I don't
feel safe visiting him because I can't get
tested. He turned 75 on May 1 and we didn't
feel safe to celebrate with him. If there was
adequate testing, we wouldn't have to wreck
the economy to keep people like my father
safe. It's pretty simple, really. Figure out the
testing. My father's health relies upon a
The pandemic
My life has
That Iowa won't strong economy AND not being exposed to
My workload My financial
has been
been
lift restrictions the virus, NOT JUST ONE OR THE OTHER!
has remained situation is
handled well in
impacted
quickly enough Stop politicizing the issue and just get the
about the same about the same
Iowa
somewhat
testing. Humans are suffering, and not just
from COVID‐19. For the record, I have no
complaints about the Governor. I am not a
Republican or a Democrat. I just don't know
how anyone else could have done better, all
things considered. So cut her some slack and
help her figure out how to solve the testing
problem.

Coralville

Coralville

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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City

Coralville

Coralville

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
Your job
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
My life has
That Iowa will Pressure to reopen my institution to the
More should
My workload
situation is
been
have been done lift restrictions public too quickly. I have high risk employees
has remained
Library
better than
impacted a
who will likely die if the catch C‐19.
too quickly
in Iowa
about the same
before
little
Since I am a Nurse Practitioner I have
continued to work full time. Work life is
more difficult due mostly to anxiety over
risks to my own health and risks of putting
my family and friends at greater risk. It is
difficult not being able to see my very young
grandchildren and my elderly mother
especially. I think the States response
continues to be reactive rather than
My life has
That Iowa will proactive and too focused on following CDC
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions and Federal administration guidelines and
has remained situation is
human services impacted a
not relying on non biased scientists. I think
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
the state has hidden the scope of the
problem in Iowa by limiting testing, not
being proactive regarding PPE, daycare
closures, school closures etc. Because the
threat is perceived as not so great I believe
there are citizens that feel there is no real
reason for concern and wonâ€™t follow the
guidelines that the CDC finally
recommended
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City

Coralville

Your job

Librarian ‐ City
employee

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I am currently 32 weeks pregnant and I am
concerned about restrictions being lifted and
being expected to go back to work as o get
closer to delivery. I worry about my husband
getting sick and not being able to be in the
hospital with me. I worry about not being
able to have help and support from friends
and family during this big change. I worry
that our experience in the near and
extended future will be so different from
what I had hoped for. I worry about having
to put a 12 week old infant in child care this
fall and if we will still be experiencing these
virus concerns. If I am forced to go back to
work I worry about using all my accruals that
I had been saving for 3 years so I could have
a paid maternity leave. I worry about having
the support of my employer ‐ I received a
doctor's note recommending me to work
from home in March and my employer did
not accept it at that time, but days later
decided all staff should work from home for
the time being.

City

Your job

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Coralville

Coralville

Impact on
life

Education

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Long‐term care facilities should be required
to conduct testing of all staff and all
residents on a regular basis. Good idea for
prisons and meat‐processing plants too.
Medicaid and related services should all be
administered by the state. ACA should be
made to cover ALL persons with no
exceptions or limitations. [This form is too
short and too limited. You need to know
more about your respondents. For example,
the questions need to be modified to allow
for retired folks. And EVERY item needs to
have a 'free‐response' space to allow folks to
tell more of their personal "stories." That
would turn this form into a 'gold mine' of
information for you that could be useful in
many different ways. And it could still be
anonymous as an option for the respondent.]

There are many opinions as to our present
state situation, as for the present in order to
move onâ€”â€”
Look at this statement this morning!
Iowa City:
"The area's three local hospitals said they are
That Iowa won't prepared if the state sees an increase in
lift restrictions positive cases of COVID‐19 as it starts to
quickly enough reopen the economy. They also warn that
the pandemic is not over."
I trust that we will have this as a managed
pandemic for a long while and we will open
up business to get people back to work and
the economy maximized. We will get
through this.

City

Coralville

Coralville

Coralville

Coralville

Coralville

Your job
Healthcare‐
however
rehabilitation
time, therapy
from rotator
cuff surgery

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

My life has
been
Spiritual care
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
County
impacted
Government
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
Restaurant or been
impacted a
hospitality
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before
I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Going back to work and worrying about
bringing the virus back home to husband
who has underlying conditions.

That restrictions will be lifted too soon and a
second wave will happen that is worse than
the first.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Coralville

Retired nurse

Coralville

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
human services impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Coralville

Stay at home
parent.

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Accurate testing for all is paramount to
safely open schools and businesses. I also
believe contact tracing is important.
I am outraged by the amount of
misinformation the President and our
Governor are telling people. We need more
emphasis on what Independent Doctors and
public health professionals are saying.
I believe that our Governor should be doing
more to address the need for food and
financial assistance for people in Iowa who
have lost their jobs. Some will not have jobs
to return to or may be unable to return to
work because schools are closed.

Iâ€™m concerned about the kids going back
to school. I want them and school employees
to be safe, but homeschooling has been
incredibly difficult. I just want things to be
normal, but I think itâ€™s becoming more
and more apparent that things will never be
that way again. Iâ€™m concerned about how
expensive groceries have become, and
Iâ€™m very concerned that weâ€™re
heading for a terrible economic depression. I
feel like this may be a great opportunity to
make our healthcare and economy work for
the middle class, but Iâ€™m afraid the
opposite is happening.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Comments

I believe the Covid‐19 situation is very
complex because it does not affect everyone
the same way. In addition the long
incubation period leads to complex issues of
understanding the data we have (people
with symptoms today were infected up to 2
weeks ago) which needs to inform decisions
about opening up. In some ways I have
The pandemic
That Iowa won't agreed with government response and in
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions others I have disagreed. But in general I
has remained situation is
handled well in
quickly enough would like government to focus on
about the same about the same
Iowa
increasing testing, explain why testing is
taking so long to ramp up (have heard very
little about this), and in the mean time
finding ways to better protect the most
vulnerable populations while loosening
restrictions on less vulnerable populations
that have shown less susceptibility to the
disease.
All people should wear masks to protect the
That Iowa will vulnerable population & practice social
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions distancing! Those who are unemployed or
has remained situation is
struggling with finances deserve monetary
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
assistance. We need universal healthcare.

Coralville

Manufacturing

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Coralville

Space Flight @
The University
of Iowa Physics
& Astronomy
Department

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Retired UIHC

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Coralville

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
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City

Coralville

Coralville

Coralville

Coralville

Coralville

Your job

Retired

Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
little
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I am concerned about the economic fallout.
State and local revenues are going to take a
nosedive. That will give the GOP an excuse to
cut funds for people oriented help, such as
Medicaid, climate control and infrastructure.
They will find the funds to bail out big ag and
other campaign contributors.
I wonder how education will function in the
future. How do older faculty protect
themselves from infection before a vaccine is
found? What accommodations will be
made? And now that we know that younger
children can be affected as well, how will we
protect them?
Concerned that that I can't get a coronavirus
test because the selection criteria is so
rigorous most people can't meet it unless in
the hospital.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
The concern I have are for small businesses
that have been forced to close, and no help
from the State to getting us back on our feet.
The SBA PPP has helped a little but that
doesnâ€™t cover profit for small businesses.
The profit we make is used to pay our
personal bills.

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

Coralville

Restaurant or
hospitality

Coralville

My life has
I've lost some
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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The Small Business Grant of Iowa was a good
idea. Unfortunately, it was underfunded.
How was it determined which businesses
needed it and which didnâ€™t. My business
was closed for 2+ months and didnâ€™t
receive anything. Other businesses that I
know of, received the grant and they were
still open for business. Granted, their
business was slower, but still able to do
some business.

City

Coralville

Coralville

Coralville

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

Education

Restaurant or
hospitality

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

I've lost some
work

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
When the next wave hits, will our
schools/teachers be required to step up (like
health care workers have) and do more,
exceeding expectations for meeting the
needs of all students? I feel that teachers
have not had enough guidance on what to do
and while many are at home trying new
recipes and making crafts, I would like to see
the state expect them to be working just as
hard as the healthcare workers, even when
school is closed. Teacher output during this
time has very inconsistent from teacher to
teacher. This pandemic is not going away
and I would like to know that Iowa schools
are going to do better in educating their K‐12
students when the next wave hits this fall or
winter. Please increase the expectations of
our educational system and teacher output
during times that school is canceled due to
the pandemic. If teachers are being paid
during school closure, they should be
working full‐time just as they would if school
were in session.
Re opening too soon and facing another,
more deadly, round of infection
I would like the Governor to listen to experts
rather than economic projections for her
decision making. Human life is more
important.

City

Coralville

Coralville

Coralville

Coralville

Coralville

Coralville

Your job

Library

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

My life has
been
Advertising
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Transportation
impacted a
lot
My life has
Restaurant or been
impacted
hospitality
somewhat
My life has
been
Construction
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I am concerned that Reynolds is not taking
this seriously enough. But I am also
concerned about the financial repercussions.
But, if we have a resurgence from reopening
too quickly, it will be worse for all long‐term.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

I am an MTO in Iowa City. We need testing to
feel safe as we work in an in closed area with
recirculated air. More than half of our
patrons are not wearing masks

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

testing is not adequate

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
better than
about the same
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
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Over burdening health care workers

City

Coralville

Coralville

Your job

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Chemist

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Education

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Retire Sales

Coralville

Manufacturing

Coralville

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Coralville

Coralville

Impact on
life

My life has
been
impacted a
little
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Our Governor has done a poor job of
handling Iowaâ€™s ability to flatten the
curve. I feel she is too worried about how
she will perceived by the President and is not
doing what is right. We should all be wearing
masks, staying away from each other etc..
this is our new normal.. Had the Governor
taken swift action and followed the
recommendations of the CDC we might be in
a better place.
As an elementary teacher, I am concerned
about returning to the classroom in the fall. I
would to know that widespread testing in
place for ALL Iowans so we can open schools
safely.

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same about the same
Iowa
I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Legal

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Education

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Future outbreaks, and school closures in the
fall
It seems like there is little progress being
made towards contact tracing, so we will all
be left to fend for ourselves until a vaccine is
ready. The Governot would be well placed to
respond based on data and not the whims of
the President.
Lack of transparency with "metrics"
Fearful that this will prompt mandatory
vaccines which I find incredibly dangerous

City

Coralville

Coralville

Your job

Education

Education

Impact on
Impact on
life
workload
My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

I am very concerned about how we open
schools in the fall. I know parents want kids
back at school, but it will have to be done in
a safe manner. My school is 1500 students
and over 120 adult staff. There will not be a
vaccine or any other effective way of keeping
people from getting infected, so just putting
everyone back in the building as usual will
just result in more infections.

Coralville

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Public health infrastructure needs to be built
up. Education needs to happen about public
health. DHS needs much training on the
impact of viruses and the health of children /
they have NO CLUE how serious this is!
Children should NOT be put at risk of dying
to see a uninvolved parent who suddenly
wants a visit. The parent does not believe
the virus is real! This endangers MY and MY
families life!!!! DHS needs education! Our
state should have remained shut down ‐ but
our government puts money before life and
that is the saddest state of affairs that I have
ever witnessed. I have no faith in a system
that does not value human life.

Coralville

My life has
I've lost some
been
Music Therapist
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

I'm super concerned about the political
divide and ignoring facts/science. I also feel
that we could be doing more to plan and
make life with the virus tolerable rather than
just waiting for it to be over.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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City

Coralville

Coralville

Coralville

Coralville

Your job

nonprofit

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
The response
My financial
My life has
That Iowa won't
My workload
has been too
situation is
been
lift restrictions
has remained
aggressive in
worse than
impacted
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa
before
somewhat
My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Construction

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Church work
and Education

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
People losing their businesses, depression
and suicide numbers up, domestic abuse,
abuse of power by politicians trying to mess
with our election systems
I fear a depression because of the impact on
the economy of this virus and the complete
breakdown of the response to it. Also, the
reopening is not based on facts but politics is
the driving this response.
I think Kim Reynolds is ignoring science in
exchange for Trump's favor.
We should develop a strategy for Fall 2020
and beyond on how to open daycares and
schools effectively as well as a strategy on
how to care for and educate those children
who need to be taken back out of those
facilities when they have COVID‐19
exposure. Children are effected and more
importantly they can transmit the virus to
their parents and grandparents and they
need more at‐home educational support
than what was provided by the local school
district in Spring 2020. My biggest concern is
the lack of serious discussion regarding this
strategy. Waiting for the Governor to lift or
not lift a restriction is not the same as having
a good strategy to meet the needs of our
children and their parents. The quality of pre‐
K and K‐12 education in Iowa has a big
impact on our economy, our health, and our
future. Thank you.

City

Coralville

Coralville

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

Education

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Maintaining/ improving equitable K‐post
secondary ed access online. Governor's
backdoor criminalization of abortion &
transgender healthcare as "non‐essential."
Time to raise Iowa's minimum wage! Keep
working on behalf of manufactured housing
communities, many of which continue to be
effed over by out of state corporate owners
even during pandemic.

This has exposed how fragile our food
system is, because of regulations many
citizens are discouraged from producing
their own foods, many smaller meat
producers (including lockers, butchers) have
been driven out of business, and this shows
what a critical area of the economy and our
communities they were. Grocery stores are
limiting meat purchases, farmers are
euthanizing livestock and yet it is difficult to
purchase directly, and if you could all lockers
That Iowa won't are full until next year.
lift restrictions We need to reduce restrictions on gardening
quickly enough (city ordinances requiring green deserts of
grass), bans on small livestock (egg
producing chickens would be prime
example).
I also worry that many of the restrictions
that were temporary lifted will be reapplied
harsher than before. Licensing regulations
put mobile communities and those who can
work remotely in positions of not being able
to do what they can to help across city,
county, state borders, and we need to work
to make it easier for people to work.

City

Coralville

Coralville

Coralville

Coralville

Coralville

Coralville

Impact on
Impact on
Your job
life
workload
My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

Education

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
been
Retail or grocery
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Construction
impacted
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I've lost some
work

Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Gov. Reynolds has done a poor job. She is
taking her marching orders from President
Trump and large state agricultural donors.
She is sacrificing the elderly and sick to
reopen businesses. The economy can return,
but COVID deaths are permanent.
I'm concerned that mental health issues are
increasing, and the new precedent is
businesses and profits over the health and
well‐being of people.
As I am retired my life has not been affected
as much as others. I have little hope that
there will be a rapid economic growth for
those who have lost jobs and are afraid what
a return to work might do to their families.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly
I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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People not taking it seriously, and then more
people getting sick or sicker.

City

Coralville

Coralville

Coralville

Coralville

Impact on
Impact on
Your job
life
workload
My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
My life has
My workload
actually am
situation is
been
has remained
retired, but am
worse than
impacted
about the same
volunteering
before
somewhat

My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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I am worried about the overall economic
downturn of the nation, state, and cities ‐‐
also how individual employers will be able to
come back financially. Worried about the
health care system for continued care for all,
including COVID patients. Worried about us
as a nation and state learning from this and
being better prepared for a "next time."

City

Coralville

Your job

I am retired as is
my husband. In
that my
husband is
immunosuppres
sed and I am
also at high risk
we do not leave
our house
except for once
a week
shopping. One
of John's
brothers was
recently
diagnosed with
COVID. He lives
in a group
home, but now
is

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I have several:
1. The governor did not encourage the
reccomendations of science, but rather fell in
line with Trump. Wearing a mask is a sign
of intelligence.
2. I am very concerned that the Governor
did not resist the plan to essentially force
individuals who work in meat packing plants
to choose between coming down with COVID
or earning a living. And to say that if they
didn't come to work because of this fear
would result in them not being able to
collect unemployment after Trump issued his
Declaration that they do so (sorry cannot
recall proper wording or action), is beyond
belief. It is also wrong, because the Iowa
Code for Unemployment Benefits protects
workers when they do not return to work
because of a hazardous environment.
3. The guidelines of the scientists required a
two week leveling off in new cases before
reopening....but no we reopen with a steady
increase in cases. The University of Iowa
pushed back on the plans to open when we
did. Their words matter

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

retired

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Coralville

Retired

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Coralville

My job was
eliminated prior
to pandemic, I
have learned to
live for basics.

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

My financial
More should
situation is
have been done
about the same in Iowa

Corrections
officer

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Coralville

Coralville

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I'm an older person with several risk factors
for the virus. I read that we should all be
wearing face masks or shields. Good advice,
but where does a person get these things.
Local stores are out of stock and don't know
when they will get more. I look on line and
find only Chinese companies that will get
products to me at some unspecified future
date. I contacted the local health
department, but they were unable to help. I
need a mask now. It's very difficult to get to
the grocery store wearing a homemade
mask that doesn't fit, and that's the only one
I have. The governor makes it sound so easy‐‐
just wear a mask and you'll be safe. Easy for
her, maybe. But not for me.
Follow the CDC guidelines and deal with the
response regionally since people will cross
state borders if there is not a common
response.
Reynolds ignored questions regarding the
many packing plants, the food chain is
interrupted with ill or dead emloyees. Test
Iowa seems a mess. I listen to her daily, she
bristles over questions and was secretive
about so many things. Thus, my trust in her is
guarded and minimal.
It will spread faster than our healthcare can
handle it

City

Coralville

Coralville

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will We should have closed sooner, despite the
More should
situation is
have been done lift restrictions negative affect to the economy, we could
worse than
have saved more lives.
too quickly
in Iowa
before
A big concern of mine is that most stores,
(my chief concern are supermarkets, grocery
stores) are not requiring that their customers
wear masks. My husband is
immunosuppressed and I have several risk
factors so personally this is not cool.
Considering that Iowa has always ranky ed
high in having a high percentage of elderly in
its population (many of whom live in the
My life has
That Iowa will community) this is not sound thinking. I am
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions actually angry that the common sense
has remained situation is
impacted a
measure of requiring all individuals to wear
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
masks, because it is a public health need is
not being followed. It is also economically
very unwise. We cannot pretend that this
virus is not real and that it does not have real
health and economic ramifications. I feel
that this needs to be addressed by the
legislature. This is leadership and right now
it is lacking in this area. Sincerely, Joan
Pieper

Impact on
Impact on
Your job
life
workload
My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

Retired
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City

Coralville

Your job

Retired
Landlord

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
lot

My life has
Health care or been
Corning
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
Corning
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
Correctionvil
been
Retired
impacted a
le
lot

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
In order those who really do not get it, we
need stories on how some peopleâ€™s
recklessness with what they do has affected
their friends and families, cases where older
loved ones or children got the virus because
their families were not practicing safe
procedures. And by them not practicing it
has affected their own families and friends.
I guess to see what can and does happen if
you are not careful. I have seen those who
care and those that could care less.
People have to get back to work but
everyone needs to respect others health.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Not enough reliable tests. Testiowa is a joke.
We should not be opening up until numbers
drop dramatically.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Retired

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
little

That too few people take it seriously.
Restaurant visit to get carry out the other
night when they opened for dine‐in showed
no masks on the employees and zero social
distancing. Great steak house, but not going
back. Living in a county with just one positive
COVID test makes the people in this very
Republican county discount the pandemic as
a hoax. So mostly we stay home and find
things to do here. My wish is that Kim
Reynolds would be more transparent about
her â€œmetricsâ€ and that companies
would also report more openly to their
employees about those who test positive.

Corydon

retired

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

The health and safety must be the most
important .

Coulter

My life has
I have become
been
Retail or grocery
impacted unemployed
somewhat

Corydon

Council
Bluffs

Technology

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

My life has
My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
been
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
impacted a
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly
lot
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What will the state do if we have a return of
the pandemic in the fall? The state budget
should put more money in the emergency
fund and decrease spending on non‐
emergency projects or equipment purchases.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

Council
Bluffs

Networking

Council
Bluffs

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted work
somewhat

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Council
Bluffs

Retired

Council
Bluffs

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted than before
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Not enough Iowans have been or can be
tested, and weâ€™re reopening before
weâ€™ve even peaked. My parents are
forced to go back to work this weekend &
theyâ€™re both high risk but neither qualify
for FMLA. Iâ€™m terrified theyâ€™re going
to die, and they are too, as will so many
people. And for what? Economic growth?
How is that going to work when people have
to leave work again because theyâ€™re sick,
a family member becomes sick, and so on
down the line?

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa
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I am afraid the governor is going to lift the
restrictions and everyone will think itâ€™s
safe to go back to their normal activities. I
was very disappointed in todayâ€™s news
conference when they sAid the Dakota City
Tyson plant was a Nebraska problem and not
Iowa. I totally disagree as many Iowans work
there. Protect all your citizens. Sioux City
has been a hot spot more than once but
seems to be an afterthought.
I am concerned for those with medical
conditions that put them at high risk being
forced to choose between returning to work
while the virus is still active and being
unemployed with no benefits. Why is this
not an exception to the callback to work
unemployment stipulations?

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
City
Your job
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload
situation is
been
Council
have been done lift restrictions No mask requirements no testing
has remained
Education
worse than
impacted
Bluffs
too quickly
in Iowa
about the same
before
somewhat
There needs to be much more consistent
rules and guidelines across the country in
general. We need scientific information
coming from scientific individuals not
politicians. Itâ€™s a shame that the CDC and
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
FDA have been sidelined during this
been
Council
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Disabled
pandemic. And that our own president
impacted a
Bluffs
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
doesnâ€™t take it seriously or follow the
lot
recommendations set out by the CDC (ie
masks). How do they expect the rest of
Americans to comply when the president
and his staff donâ€™t.
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
Iâ€™m concerned myself or my family will
I've lost some
been
Council
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
Golf cart rentals
get Covid19.
impacted a work
Bluffs
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot
Testing has been very limited. Many people I
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
know that have felt sick have not qualified
been
Council
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Marketing
for testing. It feels like you have to be near
impacted a
Bluffs
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
death to qualify.
lot
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
Council
have been done lift restrictions My concern is that we open things up to fast.
has remained situation is
Retired
impacted a
Bluffs
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I've lost some
been
Crawfordsvill
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
Education
impacted a work
e
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot
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City

Your job

Crawfordsvill
Education
e

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat

My life has
I am busier
Crawfordsvill Health care or been
e
human services impacted a than before
lot

Creston

Creston

Creston

My life has
I have become
Health care or been
human services impacted a unemployed
lot

My life has
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a
little
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Comments

I am concerned about the mental health of
Iowans! I am concerned about our
education system! I want to go back to
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
school in the fall and teach children in
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
person! While the distance learning has
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same
been great for this, I donâ€™t think itâ€™s
Iowa
something that should be looked at for snow
days. It is NOT what is best for the children!
The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa

The pandemic has exposed large deficiencies
in our healthcare system. We need to move
toward a universal healthcare system that
focuses on preventative medicine instead of
episodic care.

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Much of the available testing for test Iowa is
in hot spot metropolitan areas ‐ it would be
nice to expand the testing to the rural areas
so we arenâ€™t funneling people into a hot
spot ‐ and you know older people, as well as
many others, will not travel to those areas to
be tested. So now there are more potential
carriers out there that donâ€™t know....

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
better than
about the same
before
I've lost some
work

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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People not wearing masks

City

Cumming

Cumming

Your job

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
We should be better prepared for any
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
possible emergency in the future.
worse than
too quickly
in Iowa
before
Gross overreach of power. Nowhere in
history have we locked up the healthy.
The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa won't
My workload
Misleading data being touted as fact is now
has been
situation is
lift restrictions
has remained
the new normal. I sincerely hope we learn
handled well in
worse than
quickly enough
about the same
from this and never panic into ruining our
Iowa
before
economy (and lives) again.
The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa won't
has been
I have become situation is
lift restrictions
handled well in
worse than
unemployed
quickly enough
Iowa
before
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
has been
I've lost some
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
work
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa
This has been a serious erosion of our
The response
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
Constitutional liberties. People are waking
has been too
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
up to that and will remember this in
aggressive in
quickly enough
about the same about the same
November.
Iowa

Impact on
Impact on
life
workload
My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

My life has
Health care or been
Dallas Center
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Dallas Center Construction
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Dallas Center
impacted a
lot
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City

Dana

Danville

Danville

Davenport

Your job

Construction

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My life has
Solar PV sales &
been
installation in SE
impacted a
Iowa.
lot
My life has
been
Transportation
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My financial
situation is
worse than
before
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

I've lost some
work

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Individuals that are at high risk should have
been given the ability to work from home
and quarantine as needed for their families
without loosing their jobs. People should be
able to stay home when they are feeling ill
with out loosing income. Gathering sizes
should possibly have been limited or
That Iowa won't
restrictions put on how they are run but
lift restrictions
didnâ€™t not need to completely shut down
quickly enough
life. We have completely forgotten that the
idea of all of this was to slow the spread of
the virus so that we did not over run the
health care system. We did that but to what
detriment. I know in our home we are
struggling with more depression and our
small business is barely making payroll.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Not enough convient testing. Very poor
leadership, Federal & State, to be proactive
to contain Covid‐19 spread. Limited testing
& contact tracing.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly
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I am concerned the Governor will keep lying
to us about how things are going. I hope that
we will pay attention to the science.

City

Davenport

Davenport

Davenport

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I have become
Government/cit been
y parks and rec impacted a unemployed
lot

There's
been no
I am retired
impact on
my life
My life has
been
Lutheran church
impacted
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I think the restrictions were lifted way too
quickly. This â€œslowâ€
Open isnâ€™t slow at all considering that we
had what seemed to be a solid plan to go to
June 1 then â€œjust kidding soft open May
9thâ€ then â€œ how about hardly any
restrictions May 15!â€ The people of Sco
county, one of the â€œhot spotsâ€ are not
following guidelines. I guess not a lot can be
done at this point...
Work facilities need to be safe

that we are rushing to open. That we are
sacrificing the vulnerable

City

Davenport

Davenport

Davenport

Your job

Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My life has
retired people been
are less affected impacted
somewhat
My life has
Restaurant or been
impacted a
hospitality
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Hi, I am a registered voter who is currently
stranded overseas. Taiwan has handled this
crisis perfectly, and I suggest that the state
examine what has done over here. There is
no pressure to open things up, because
things never closed. Everyone wears a mask,
and that is the biggest inconvenience. Some
restaurants have put up plexiglass partitions
between tables. (It may things seem cozier
by the way.). My hair is short‐‐the way I like
it. I constantly get it cut. My visa runs out
on July 14. I am looking for a non‐American
location to spend a couple of months before
I can return to my job in China. This is
because America has refused to address
honestly the issues in this crisis, and I am not
going to roll the dice on my life so that
Trump's feelings will not be hurt. As I have
lived overseas, nothing makes me more
angry than to see the ridiculous American
system of healthcare. I appreciate you
Senator Lykham for being part of the
solution.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

tread softly until there is a vaccine

My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

I'm frightened that the virus will spread
more rapidly in Iowa due to the premature
lifting of restrictions.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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City

Davenport

Your job
I work a full
time job in
education, but
also rent a chair
and do hair and
nail part time. I
have lost all this
income because
of the closures.
I believe in the
closure and
actually think
we are opening
back up too
soon.

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Davenport

My life has
Fitness and
I have become
been
health coach at
impacted a unemployed
corporate gym
lot

Davenport

Restaurant or
hospitality

Davenport

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Comments

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

How we will be safe working in a salon face
to face with clients.
How we will be safe in schools again?

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Many many deaths in america. I was
financially doing really well before the
pandemic and now I have to start completely
over. I donâ€™t know how others will
respond to coming back to gym ‐ I am
directly affected if the gym opens. Just
because it opens doesnâ€™t mean my clients
are coming back.

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

My financial
More should
That Iowa will
I have become
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
unemployed
about the same in Iowa
too quickly
I am busier
than before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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City

Your job

Davenport

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
little

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Education

De Witt

My life has
My financial
I have become
Health care or been
situation is
human services impacted a unemployed
about the same
lot

De Witt

Decorah

Education

I am busier
than before

i think that everything is opening up too
soon and I'm afraid that there will be many
more cases spread around.

Kids actually receiving instruction in school.
The pandemic
That Iowa won't Our lower grades (K‐6) NEED instruction and
has been
lift restrictions if they do not get in person instruction they
handled well in
quickly enough will be harmed in ways we will not see for
Iowa
years to come.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

Comments

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Davenport

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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The economic impacts, The impacts on
education, mental health.

City

Decorah

Your job

Artist

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Concerns, no strategy exists nationally or at
state levels, the guidance given in Iowa is
continually to be a responsible person. If this
were universal in Iowa I would not need to
shelter at home. Gee, we wouldnâ€™t even
need law enforcement or a judicial system. I
have underlying conditions and my partner
as an MD considers every day she is exposed
and or an asymptotic carrier. Our kitchen
table conversation in early March was made
more difficult due to the lack at federal, state
and local levels to have strategy imposed
upon business, health care provides, and
citizens to mitigate this pandemic. It is
unfortunate that science and medicine was
sold out for press conferences that really
seem to have devolved into community
theatre. Ideas, use technology to the max.
Government can work virtually, as many
other businesses have learned.
Bipartisanship must be embraced by every
one of us, oversight must be occurring and
transparent. Platitudes do no good anymore.

City

Denver

Your job

Education

Des Moines Utility

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
little

This virus is essentially 'airborne'. For the
governor to be lifting restrictions and
opening businesses when the line adding
new cases is going up rapidly is utterly
irresponsible! A new spike is not going to
hasten the 'back to normal' progress! I teach
at UNI, Black Hawk County, where the # of
cases is very high, though I live in Bremer
County so I don't think I am technically in
your district.

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That we are lifting restrictions when Polk
County has the 8th fastest growing rates of
infection, so we will end up closing back
down with much larger loss of life. Iâ€™d
prefer we close through the summer rather
than close back down in the fall and create
more chaos for schools and families.

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Our governor seems to be following the
nationâ€™s presidentâ€™s policies and not
taking care of Iowa residents by reacting to
the increasing # of cases in the state.

My life has
I am busier
been
Des Moines Retail or grocery
impacted a than before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Des Moines at a credit union
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
little
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I'm worried that the Governor is lifting the
laughable restrictions she put down in the
first place while Iowa's numbers are still
going up, or staying the same. She's risking
Iowan lives to either help our economy (but
dead people can't buy things), or she's vying
for a position in Trump's White House. Either
way, she's being irresponsible.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
Des Moines
human services impacted a unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
Des Moines
human services impacted work
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Des Moines Education
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
The problems of low wage workers have
been made more visible as service workers,
meat packers, and farm workers are hit hard
w/the virus and w/ the economic impact.
The food lines in Iowa & US are shameful for
a developed country. We need to take
seriously the importance of having living
wages and an adequate safety net.
1) People are walking around without masks
on! There should be much much stronger
messages. Clearly state many times:
(a) "You can still carry and spread the virus
without feeling sick."
(b) Appeal to their good side about making
a difference to the community. If you're out
in public, don't assume that person who got
closer than 6' to you was not important.
Wear a mask even if you think others won't
be too close.
(c)Report prominently real stories about
people in Iowa about how they didn't think
COVID19 would affect them until it
devastatingly did.
2) Publish in graph form the number of cases
per day for each COUNTY. Then people can
be truly horrified about Polk County.

City

Your job

Des Moines Retired

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Reynolds has had a stronger grasp of the
situation in Iowa and been a better
communicator than Trump, who has been
completely incompetent. Reynolds concept
of easing restrictions in parts of the state
with fewer cases makes sense to me. But she
overreached badly on the abortion decision,
and on inviting the Family Leader to her daily
briefing. She has opened churches way too
soon and Iâ€™m glad most church leaders
had the sense to remain closed. It remains
to be seen if Test Iowa will be a boom or
bust. She clearly dropped the ball on the
packing plants and completely caved to their
owners, putting many lives at risk.
Personally, we will avoid crowds for quite a
while. No restaurants. No church. Definitely
not going to our gym. No crowded stores.
But we do have to start getting the economy
going again so it makes sense to slowly and
smartly reopen those businesses that can
serve us one at a time.
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City

Des Moines

Your job

Massage
Therapy

I edit a legal
publication
(began in 1993).
Des Moines The pandemic
has made the
entire process
more difficult.

Des Moines Retired

Des Moines

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
better than
before

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

I am busier
than before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I think the Governor has done a pretty good
job navigating this extremely challenging
situation. I believe it is of the utmost
importance to uphold the Constitution and
Human Rights while also working to protect
and improve public health. Any restrictions
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
should be voluntary instead of forced. We
has been
lift restrictions
also need to be aware of debate amongst
handled well in
quickly enough
the scientific community and corruption
Iowa
within organizations that give scientific and
medical advice. This is important when
moving forward to make decisions that
benefit everyone and prevent unnecessary
harm.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
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Extreme care remains necessary because of
the mutation in the COVID19 pathogen.
Masks should be required in public or in
work or shopping environments. More needs
to be done for sufficient disinfectants
supplies for individuals and business. Broad
testing needs to be assured. More complete
transparent information needs to be broadly
available.
Lack of restrictions because our governor
wants to please Trump
The Governor is ignoring the scientists and
listening to Trump. Her actions are unwise
and harmful.

City

Your job

Restaurant or
Des Moines
hospitality

Des Moines Education

Food supply
Des Moines chain buyer of
produce

Des Moines Insurance

I work for a
financial
brokerage firm
which allows me
to work from
home. I much
Des Moines prefer working
from home as I
don't have to
travel 30 miles
daily and I have
much less
stress.

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload
I am busier
than before

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before
My financial
I've lost some situation is
worse than
work
before
My financial
I've lost some situation is
worse than
work
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I fear things opening too quickly without the
virus being under control will only result in
more sick and more deaths in this state.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

We need to have more restrictions to keep
people safe. We also need more options for
safe childcare for families during this time

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Iâ€™m concerned they will open schools too
soon.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

In concerned we don't know it's affect on
kids

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
Des Moines
has remained situation is
human services impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
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I think that if more people can work from
home the better. I do feel that those who are
essential workers need more protections
from retaliation from their employers; i.e. if
you don't come to work you will be
terminated. I also feel that if one is afraid to
return to work, they should NOT lose their
unemployment benefits. That is a truly
disturbing issue for me!

City

Your job

Des Moines Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My life has
Communication been
Des Moines
impacted a
s
lot
My life has
been
Des Moines Attorney
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Retired, thank been
Des Moines
impacted a
God.
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
The government needs to provide additional,
consistent funding for families whose hours
or business flow was impacted, including all
people, not just citizens. It should be illegal
for people who lost jobs to lose their health
insurance, and COBRA isnâ€™t good enough.
Also, college students were often caught in
loopholes. And the future of higher
education is tenuous.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
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Concerned testing and tracing aren't
understood and National Guard drafted into
program aren't up to task. That my children
headed to college would be safe.
Iowa needs extensive rapid result testing
done using a reliable test & we need
extensive contact tracing.

City

Your job

I work in
education for
the state but I
am an
Des Moines entrepreneur
with two small
businesses that
have ground to
a halt.

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My life has
Health care or been
Des Moines
human services impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Des Moines Hairdresser
impacted a
lot
My life has
Restaurant or been
Des Moines
impacted a
hospitality
lot
My life has
been
Des Moines retired
impacted a
little
My life has
Restaurant or been
Des Moines
hospitality
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My financial
I've lost some situation is
better than
work
before
My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
The governor did okay at the beginning. She
should have issued a stay at home order, but
she shut down businesses enough to help.
Now she is undoing all of that progress. As a
working artist, I depend on income from
shows in order to pay my bills. I've been able
to shift some of the burden to my part time
job and take more hours, but because we are
jumping the gun on reopening, I worry that I
won't be able to return to shows at all this
year, due to safety concerns. I run art shows,
and my artists are all losing income. Those
without backup jobs are struggling.

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
My financial
I have become situation is
unemployed
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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That people are not using "gloves". THey're
more important than masks.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
Nonprofit
has remained
Des Moines
worse than
performing arts impacted a
about the same
before
lot

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
Des Moines
human services impacted a work
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I work in a sector that has just begun to
realize the impact this will have on us. I work
for a nonprofit performing arts organization
and our entertainment industry is vast. We
donâ€™t know when we will have shows
again..let alone be able to open to the public
(based in new social distancing capacity laws
might be passed). It may become impossible
for arts and cultural organizations to even
continue to operate. I worry about my future
and what it means for my livelihood. I hope
that you all will work to ensure that arts are
funded no matter what. I hope that you all
remember us and how we are all adapting to
a new normal. I worry that a Republican
controlled state and a Governor who has
shown only incompetence during this time
will only worry about capitalism and not
about us...the People of Iowa.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
Des Moines
human services impacted work
somewhat

I'm a Field
Organizer with
Des Moines Wisconsin
Organizing
Together

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I am concerned about the lack of testing, the
accuracy of the results. I am also really
concerned about the lack of testing in all
Long Term Care Facilities. We have a
facebook group that is monitering this.
Assisted Living and Senior communities are
not listed despite having outbreaks. I realize
that they are not licensed the same.
However it is still a very vulnerable
population. For example a strike team came
to test employees at a LCT in Pott county but
it was not required and only 50% of the
employees agreed to it‐they did not test any
of the residents. I am not one of your
constiutuents‐ sorry just wanted you to
think about these issues.

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
better than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I'm concerned the second wave will kill more
than the first.

My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Iâ€™m concerned that small local businesses
did not get the help they need from the
government.

My financial
More should
That Iowa will
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same in Iowa
too quickly

I feel like Reynolds is opening up too quickly
and has not followed the guidelines set forth
by the President or the CDC for reopening
Iowa. She has failed Iowans.

My life has
been
Des Moines Retail or grocery
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Des Moines Construction
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Des Moines Education
impacted a
lot

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
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Impact on
City
Your job
life
My life has
been
Des Moines Manufacturing
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Des Moines Government
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Des Moines Banking
impacted a
lot
My life has
state
been
government
Des Moines
impacted a
(executive
lot
branch)
My life has
Hospitality/cust been
Des Moines
impacted a
omer service
lot
My life has
been
Des Moines Performing Arts
impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload
I've lost some
work

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
That Iowa won't
More should
My workload My financial
Worried about the impact on the state
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
budget and state employees.
quickly enough
about the same about the same in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
Des Moines
human services impacted a than before
lot

Des Moines Wells Fargo

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa won't
has been
situation is
lift restrictions
handled well in
worse than
quickly enough
Iowa
before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
little

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly
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There is not enough testing to safely reopen.
Concerns is an understatement. The
governor handled this about as poorly as
possible. I think Iâ€™ll be moving to
Minnesota where their governor actually
cares about the lives of their citizens.
Studies have shown that poll county is one of
the areas where itâ€™s spreading the
quickest. May 15th is too soon to open up
things. June would be the soonest things
should open up in my opinion

City

Your job

Des Moines Education

Customer
Des Moines
service

Des Moines

Building
Engineer

Impact on
Impact on
life
workload
My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

My life has
been
impacted a
little

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I feel like governor Reynolds didn't react
quick enough in March and that now she's
more concerned about the economy than
life. I find it disheartening that Des Moines
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
makes national news for being one of the
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
top 10 hot spots in the country and the next
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
morning it is announced that all 99 counties
are easing restrictions. I feel like there
should have been some legislative
involvement.
China and WHO needs to be looked out on
how They Failed. Our Drug Manufacturing
should move some of its Manufacturing of
The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa won't drugs back here. And the same with the
My workload
has been
situation is
lift restrictions manufacture of PPE . Also the States should
has remained
handled well in
better than
quickly enough have a greater stock pile of medical
about the same
Iowa
before
equipment. And States that get reimbursed
money for Equipment needs to spend those
funds only on Medical Equipment.
The pandemic
That Iowa will
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same about the same
Iowa
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
Wash your hands and your distance from
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
each other. Seems pretty easy
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same about the same
Iowa

My life has
been
Des Moines government
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Des Moines Retirement
impacted a
little
My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
Des Moines
human services impacted work
somewhat

My financial
More should
That Iowa will
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same in Iowa
too quickly
201 of 675

City

Des Moines

Your job
Government
corrections

Des Moines Education

Des Moines Education

Des Moines Marketing

Impact on
Impact on
life
workload
My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
little

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
situation is
have been done lift restrictions There are too many to list here
worse than
too quickly
in Iowa
before

The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa

My main concern is taking the executive
power back from the governor. I believe that
after the initial 30 days the legislation should
have let it expire. My constitutional rights
were violated on so many levels. I never
would have thought that this would ever
occur in my life time. We as citizens need to
have our rights protected. Also it was a "one
size fits all" approach to closing down the
That Iowa won't whole country and our state based on New
lift restrictions York. We aren't even close to being similar to
quickly enough them. There is scientific evidence, according
the the Iowa public health website that we
have no more deaths because of this
compared to last year at this time. In fact we
have had less in a few months. Totally over
reaction and I also know that Gov.
Reynolds we getting a lot of pressure from
her opposition on all of this. I hope that
some laws can be put into place to protect
our freedoms.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

It does not appear as if the governor is using
data to make decisions and itâ€™s
infuriating.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

I like the idea of internet service becoming
more of a mandatory service provided to all
Iowans as more people are working and
doing online learning from home.
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Impact on
City
Your job
life
My life has
been
Des Moines WW employee
impacted
somewhat
Husband works My life has
maintenance for been
Des Moines
impacted
JLL, I'm a
somewhat
homemaker.
Self employed,
Des Moines investment
advisor

Des Moines

Restaurant or
hospitality

Des Moines Education

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Number of cases will increase.

I'm concerned about large gatherings. I'm
also upset that not enough has been done to
assure safety of those in long‐term care
facilities.
Less government interference. People
should have the right to work, to worship, to
The response
My financial
That Iowa won't
seek healthcare, etc. The government can
has been too
I've lost some situation is
lift restrictions
give guidance and recommendations but let
aggressive in
worse than
work
quickly enough
people make their own decisions in what is
Iowa
before
best for them.
Iâ€™m concerned that our Governor is
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
absolutely not capable of doing her job. She
I have become
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
dropped the ball and has been chasing it the
unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
entire time.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

I'm a part‐time
school crossing
guard. As much
as I miss
My life has
working, I would
been
I have become
Des Moines rather the
impacted unemployed
children and
somewhat
adults I
interacted with
at my crosswalk
be safe.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Opening things up to soon

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The governor should not be lifting
restrictions until the number of new cases
and deaths caused by the coronavirus goes
down.

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly
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City

Your job

Media and was
laid off due to
Des Moines
Covid‐19 related
cutbacks.

Des Moines Advertising

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
impacted a unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I'm concerned there will be a second wave
that will be worse than the first coming later
this year.
I am concerned about transparency, facts
and the lack of common sense leadership in
our state. I just found out that Covid‐19 is
surging in my community and I had to find
out via a leaked report. The lack of genuine
concern for the livelihood of Iowans is
heartbreaking. We don't need meat to
survive and it's not even good for our planet.
Why are we prioritizing profits over peoples
lives? Why are Iowans being forced to work
when they don't feel safe? Why are we
ignoring science to comply with and remain
a 'golden child' in the eyes of the Trump
administration? I sense people "Can't wait to
get back to normal." But we must grieve the
past and pave a new way forward. We
should take this opportunity to unite as a
people, come back to ourselves, our
communities and remember why we're
really here.
Vote by mail in November is essential. We
must stop the hate, the fear, the oppression,
the discrimination. Drop the systems that
enforce it and the representatives that
promote it.
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

They should require large compamiss that
employ many people to test or require
testing of all people before returning to
work. Then go to mid ‐size. etc. We should
also be thinking about impact to insurance
companies as all theses costs escalate. Each
county should be set up to test the rest of us,
and when the vaccine arrives the same
should be done. That is how we did it
growing up with polio, and other diseases.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
Des Moines Transportation
impacted a unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot

The Governor must be more transparent and
truthful to us. I do not believe she has been
forthcoming with the actual cases, she has
plowed companies not to disclose their
numbers which greatly endangered the
community. She is opening business to
early. We have not even hit our peak. NEED
MORE TESTING from the beginning and now

Des Moines Retired

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Mainly worried about being in groups of
people who are not wearing masks or social
distancing. We need widespread testing
across the board in all states. This isn't going
away without a vaccine. I'm also worried
about my social security being cut and other
reductions in income as we are surviving on
my husband's IPERS and my social security.

Husband is in
construction. I
Des Moines
am a SAHM of 3
littles

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

Des Moines

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
We need to fully open the economy and this
has been
lift restrictions
vaccine nonsense should not be mandatory.
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
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City

Your job

Des Moines Education

Des Moines Homemaker

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
lot

My life has
been
Des Moines
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Des Moines Funeral industry
impacted
somewhat

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before
I am busier
than before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
We need to get through our first wave of
infection before we can even begin to talk
about a second wave. With our restrictions
lifted too quickly, we have no chance of
slowing the spread of the virus.
Additionally, when our legislature isn't in
session because it is unsafe, how are we
supposed to feel about our safety in general?

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

It has caused fear‐based decisions from the
media instead of choices based on factual
science and influenced businesses to make
those as well. We now have a decreased
immunity due to being so secluded and
sanitized. The economy crush is affecting so
That Iowa won't
many in the area of mental health who never
lift restrictions
even struggled with it before. It has given
quickly enough
leeway to government for almost any fear‐
based reason to strip away freedoms for "the
common good", which is very communistic.
Instead of protecting the vulnerable, and
allowing herd immunity to develop like in
Sweden.

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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I would like the 10 person rule kept in affect
until at least the end of June.

City

Your job

Des Moines Advertising

Des Moines Nonprofit

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload
I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My life has
Salon
I have become
been
Des Moines owner/esthetici
impacted a unemployed
an
lot

Des Moines Law

Des Moines law

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot
My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

The government is there to protect my rights
not my health. I can protect my own health.
That Iowa won't
My rights were infringed upon by telling me I
lift restrictions
canâ€™t work and earn an income for my
quickly enough
family. I did not receive any loans, grants, or
unemployment during this time.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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We need better leadership, and to follow
science based solutions to minimize misery
and death associated with the pandemic.
Smarter use of public purse to maintain jobs
and health care, rather than elimination of
jobs and insurance.

City

Your job

I am retired and
take care of my
handicapped
sister, we both
have
compromised
health, the price
of food is way
Des Moines higher than
before. I still
have a small
business, the
pay goes right
to my worker,
but I lost my
other client and
never got paid

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My life has
been
Des Moines Retail or grocery
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Des Moines Retired
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My financial
I've lost some situation is
worse than
work
before
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Extend snap benefits, I usually only get 15
dollars a month, the extra help for 2 months
was wonderful, but my medications and
medical costs are so high, I have medical bills
turned over for collection

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Getting sick

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I am concerned that as the state is reopening
there will be a Large 2nd wave.
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Des Moines

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
Des Moines
human services impacted a work
lot

Des Moines

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Restaurant or
hospitality

Des Moines

I answer phones
from home. So
that has not
Des Moines changed. My
husband was
payed off from
his retail job

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before
I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
better than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

Comments
I don't have confidence in the numbers that
are being reported. I expected that a higher
priority would be given to testing. We have
no idea how and where this is spreading
across the state. Now it appears to be
showing up in more rural communities.
Shouldn't we be doing a better job of
tracking where it is so we can take mitigation
steps. Without a Stay in Place Order and
testing (CDC says 10,000/day) I think
Reynolds will wait until the ICU's are over
run before serious mitigation happens. I am
shocked by her calloused approached.
Early opening increasing deaths and risks to
healthcare workers. Diabetics, cancer,
immunocompromised patients should have
been given option to not work to help
decrease deaths and healthcare costs.
I am concerned that if we are opened too
early we will quickly see a "spike" in the virus
as bad or worse than this one.

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

I am high risk so I will not be able to go out
safely until vaccine available because the
governor is wrong that people are being
responsible.

City

Your job

Des Moines Manufacturing

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload
situation is
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained
worse than
impacted a
too quickly
in Iowa
about the same
before
lot

My life has
I am busier
been
Des Moines Communication
impacted a than before
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Administrative
Assistant that
processes travel
Des Moines and training. I
have no work so
Iâ€™ve been
furloughed.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
impacted unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Des Moines retired

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
My employer has filed bankruptcy and will
close my factory for good at the beginning of
July. My wife is self employed and hasnt
been working since mid March.
The Government has put business over
human lives, it is obvious that the Governor
doesnâ€™t care about the meat packing
plant workers and cares more about doing
what the President is telling her to do.
Itâ€™s disheartening to see whatâ€™s
happening to my immigrant and refugee
community. Legislators need to be
outspoken in regards to these issues.
I think Governor Reynolds has done a very
poor job during this pandemic. Sheâ€™s
putting peopleâ€™s lives at risk with not
issuing a stay at home order, not testing
enough, using trumpâ€™s careless playbook,
not protecting the people that are forced to
risk their lives in meat processing plants,
denying their unemployment if they refuse
to work in an unsafe environment and not
better protecting the citizens of this state.
Our big outbreak is coming! Canâ€™t wait to
vote her out!

City

Des Moines

Your job

Retired and
isolating

Insurance
servicing and
was able to
Des Moines
transition to
work from
home.

Des Moines Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
little

My greatest concern is for those who are
marginalized‐‐refugee and immigrant
population and undocumented and for the
people of color who have been most
affected by the virus. Also, for those who
have lost jobs and who won't have a job to
return to. We need to deeply examine the
ways our laws perpetuate inequities in
education and healthcare and housing and
financial resources.

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My dad has COPD and what if he gets sick.
My friends who are nurses don't have
enough ppe. My friends who own a local
music venue, small business did not qualify
for assistance from the grants.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I am losing $5000 as of June 1 from extra
work I do as a pianist that has been
cancelled. But, I can get no unemploy‐meant
assistance because I still am employed
â€˜full‐ meâ€™ by Simpson College. The
extra work has always helped me pay my
bills and I have been doing it for 40 years. It
is about 1/4 of my yearly income and my
wife has extra costs with Stage 4 cancer. My
extra work averages out to about $330 a
week.

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Des Moines
human services impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
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Opening too soon will infect more people
and I there will be more deaths.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
My workload My financial
Facility Support been
has remained situation is
Des Moines
impacted
Services
about the same about the same
somewhat
My life has
been
Des Moines
impacted a
little
My life has
been
Des Moines Web developer
impacted
somewhat

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That the Democrats are AOK with killing
The pandemic
That Iowa won't unborn Humans, but freak out when a novel
has been
lift restrictions cause of death potentially affecting those
handled well in
quickly enough who successfully were born comes along!
Iowa
After all, unborn Humans can't vote.......

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same about the same
Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
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City

Your job

Des Moines Homemaker

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
We need medicare for all. No one should
worry about losing their health care if a job is
lost. Minimum wage ‐ and all wages ‐ must
rise to create a livable wage ‐ and $15/hour
is nowhere near enough. Employers must be
held accountable for the safety of working
conditions for their employees ‐ what has
happened in meat packing plants is
abhorrent. I am desperately worried about
conditions in the community when my
husband must stop working from home and
travel again throughout Iowa and the
midwest. It's as if we're living in a dystopian
alternate reality where our leaders couldn't
care less about our lives and safety; only
about profit and power. Our governor has
destroyed any confidence in the government
of Iowa re: protecting the health and safety
of Iowans. I cannot believe anything she
says, nor the IDHP, regarding the virus. It's
horrifying ‐ we are being sacrificed ‐ literally ‐
to big business and power‐brokers that fund
Reynolds ‐ and Trump's ‐ hold on power.

City

Your job

Work for
Des Moines Nationwide
Insurance

Retirement and
caring for
Des Moines
children with
special needs

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Restrictions are being lifted even though
Polk County and Des Moines were both #8 in
the nation in increasing last week. This
makes no sense. Gov Reynolds is not
listening to science or medical professionals,
and the order in which things are re‐opening
donâ€™t make sense either‐ why would
gyms be among the first ? 6 ft away isnâ€™t
adequate when exercising. Doing it by
county is too confusing‐it didnâ€™t need to
be this complicated in the incremental
closure or the reopening some things in 77
counties, but other things in all 99. No one
knows what the new rules are. Masks
should be required by all while out in public
in my opinion. It seems clear the Governor is
just forging ahead with reopening so the
state doesnâ€™t have to pay unemployment
any more, and not paying attention to what
the data says about waiting till the peak and
following medical and scientific advice.
Iâ€™m scared for my family. Because people
arenâ€™t social distancing or using common
sense.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

More attention needs to be given to children
and adults with special needs and their
family difficulties. Many special needs
individuals have difficulty communicating
with others. This adds an additional burden
to families who fear their loved ones who
may be hospitalized without them being able
to be with them. This creates extreme
anxiety!!
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City

Your job

Des Moines

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My life has
I have become
Health care or been
Des Moines
human services impacted a unemployed
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My life has
I am busier
Communication been
Des Moines
impacted a than before
s
little

My financial
situation is
better than
before

Des Moines Engineer

My life has
been
I've lost some
impacted work
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I am a high risk person who just wants to
have my hair cut and go to the grocery store
for groceries instead of ordering on line.

Iâ€™m very concerned about the rapid
reopening that is happening. With the
outbreaks among our children now I have to
worry about my grandchildren as well as my
That Iowa will Mom and myself. As an older adult with
More should
have been done lift restrictions underlying conditions this scares me so
much. I feel it increases my chances of
too quickly
in Iowa
contracting it 100 fold. I still have to get
groceries and prescriptions, toiletries etc.
an idea I have is that we should be listening
to scientists not politicians.
Get the darn city opened back up and now.
Pathetic you people are scare tactics are
uncalled for. That is what I see in mostly
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
liberals or democrats. Giving people more
has been
lift restrictions
more than they were making to be off is
handled well in
quickly enough
wrong. Unemployment wages should of
Iowa
been paid as always instead feds gave extra
it is and was wrong move.

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
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Overeaching power by the emergency
powers code. Unconstitutional actions taken
against private businesses, houses of
That Iowa won't
worship, getting adequate healthcare
lift restrictions
tests/procedures done and the peopleâ€™s
quickly enough
ability to be responsible for themselves. Get
back to the constitution and the bill of rights.
We do not need a nanny state!

Impact on
City
Your job
life
My life has
Communication been
Des Moines
impacted a
s
lot
My life has
USW ICD Local
been
Des Moines 310 Learning
impacted
Center
somewhat
My life has
Restaurant or been
Des Moines
impacted a
hospitality
lot
My life has
been
Des Moines Homemaker
impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
Des Moines
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Des Moines Manufacturing
impacted
somewhat

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Itâ€™s not over and I fear we will have more
deaths due to reopening too soon.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Wish we would have stayed more tightly
closed down in the first place and until June
1st.

I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I am concerned the restrictions will lifted too
soon and it will cause another outbreak.

I am busier
than before

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Please. Reopen very cautiously

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same about the same
Iowa
I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Des Moines Education

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Government
Des Moines
legal

My life has
My workload My financial
That Iowa will
More should
been
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

My financial
More should
That Iowa will
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same in Iowa
too quickly
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The pandemic has exposed the folly of
employer‐based health care and limited
social safety nets. We need to establish a
strong public health and welfare system so
this doesn't continue to hurt our nation and
our people.

City

Your job

Des Moines Retired

Des Moines Education

Des Moines Retired

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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That we will have a second wave greater
than the first and students will be further
behind because of it.
Concerns that people will no longer take this
seriously as soon as everything is opened
back up.

City

Your job

Retired Social
Worker and
Des Moines
Probation
Officer

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Be wary. Keep a stocked house. Cherish your
friends and family.
Be watchful of your spending
Be thankful. I think Gov Reynolds and staff
did an excellent job with the pandemic and
since she trusted all Iowaâ€™s of all political
parties we didnâ€™t have the lock down
other states had. We could get out and
exercise, adopt or foster a pet and safely try
experience life as best we could. We
donâ€™t know whatâ€™s next but bashing
each otherâ€™s parties is not helping any of
us. We need to work together to be safe,
deal with any unexpected and keep Iowa
going. We live in one of the best places in
the US and thanks to both Dems and
Republicans.
I think the government needs to have
inspectors in those packing houses much
more often and workers rights need to be
honored. Tyson in my opinion has a
shameful record. We need them, Iowa needs
them but they can also behave themselves.
Now that we are cleaning up this mess
perhaps we can continue to hold these
standards.

Retired.
Des Moines Daycare for
grandkids

Des Moines Manufacturing

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Food supply to families and food going to
waste because of ineffective leadership.

The pandemic
My workload My financial
That Iowa won't
has been
Open the State...let people go out as they
has remained situation is
lift restrictions
handled well in
feel comfortable.
about the same about the same
quickly enough
Iowa
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City

Your job

Des Moines Retired

Des Moines Retired

Des Moines Retired.

Des Moines Public health

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload
I am busier
than before

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
finances
response
restrictions
The response
That Iowa will
My financial
has been too
lift restrictions We need nationwide testing for ALL now!
situation is
aggressive in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

opening up way to soon

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

I am appalled that the Governor is willing to
sacrifice the health and lives of workers,
particularly those in meat‐packing plants, so
that the economy can be opened. Two or
three counties in Iowa are among the top ten
counties in the NATION where the virus is
growing the fastest. Now is NOT the time to
have so many people return to work. We
cannot go back to "business as usual" until
the curve in Iowa has flattened.

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Need for evidence‐based public health
decisions; increased testing; measures
approach to support slow reopening
including education for citizens and
employers; health inequities experienced
along racial and economically‐disadvantaged
lines; impact on those with precarious work;
delayed health services (e.g., child
immunizations, chronic disease, mental
health). Missed opportunity for public
health to gain public trust when
recommendations and knowledge is filtered
through a political lens

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
Health care or been
has remained
Des Moines
worse than
human services impacted a
about the same
before
lot

Des Moines

Iowa Dept of
Des Moines
Revenue

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

I work for a health care provider in childcare.
My center has lost 30% of the students. We
are running at recommended ratios (10 to a
classroom) This has increased staff cost.
Child care need help before COVID‐19. It
needs more than a loan to get us up and
running. I personally am taking a 10% pay
decrease for the next 3 months..I am more
than thankful to be still working.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The response lately from Gov. Reynolds
ghas been too fast. We are not safe. I still
stay at home unless it is food shopping and
do mask up when I go out. Did not answer
one of the above questions as there wasn't a
response for employment for retirees.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Everyone should be tested. My daughter is at
the hospital to give birth and her test results
came back positive. I Tried to get tested
through Test Iowa but didnâ€™t qualify. We
have 5 others in our household. Iâ€™m so
scared. Once someone has been exposed
they should be tested! And kept in a data
base along with those that have recovered
from the virus receive some card. Also State
of Ia benefits for taking time off is a joke and
out of touch. My older children moved back
in with me due to loss of wages‐ still waiting
on unemployment. Prices of food is going up ‐
the receipt is going up each time I buy
groceries.
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Des Moines Marketing

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Des Moines Publishing

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
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That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
The governor is bending to Trump and
corporate interests, putting money far and
away above the lives of Iowans. I'm confused
by the fact that she seems to think each
county's response and numbers are in a
vacuum and not affected by surrounding
counties (let alone surrounding states). She
should have shut the state down completely
and done that early on. My husband is
"essential" in construction sales and could do
his job from home, but his company won't
allow it, so he's had to go to an office for no
reason. It's been handled poorly in every
direction and no one is being held
accountable. We were looking for a larger
house in Des Moines. Now we're looking to
leave the state. We're sick of it.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
Des Moines Transportation
impacted work
somewhat

My life has
been
Des Moines Construction
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Des Moines Education
impacted
somewhat
There's
Health care or been no
Des Moines
human services impact on
my life

I've lost some
work

I've lost some
work

I am busier
than before

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before
My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I am concerned about reports of people who
so object to wearing masks they actually
assault other people, especially front‐line
workers at stores. I fear such things will
begin to happen here. I was on a DART bus
when a driver was harassed by a passenger
over the driver's polite attempts to enforce
the "essential trips only" policy.
I'm also appalled at the infection rates in the
meatpacking plants and nursing homes. It
seems some of those in power think those
people (and other essential workers) can be
written off as the price of doing business.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa
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As of today, May 13, we still have not seen a
steady downward trend in identified cases
and deaths. We need to see that before we
do much opening up.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My husband and
I have lost all
income from
officiating club
My life has
and high school
I've lost some
been
Des Moines sports. We
impacted a work
have full time
lot
jobs so we can
claim loss of
wages for
unemployment.

Des Moines Retired

Des Moines

Property
Maintenance

Des Moines Education

My life has
been
impacted a
little
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

I am busier
than before

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

we are still going up in deaths and the
Governor is opening things up. WHY??Polk
county is a hotspot in the nation and
weâ€™re opening up? I donâ€™t
understand.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Businesses are now slowly being opened,but
I question why aren't the state departments
and courts also opening it would seem
logical.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
That we will value economy over keeping
people safe and healthy.

Des Moines Insurance

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa
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The ever widening political divide between
political parties. We need to work together
in difficult times, but it seems like our
government is more interested in creating
division between citizens.

City

Your job

Retired
newspaper
Des Moines
pressman. I'm
68 years old.

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
The way of life we have enjoyed before
pandemic will never be the same. You don't
know what you've got till it's gone. The
population that needs help really became
apparent. Tyson and Smithfield should have
been more empathetic to workers safety and
concerns. Homeless people were hurt
because of lack of clothing donations.
Nursing homes need more oversight. Many
Iowan's stepped up to help but unfortunately
there are those who only concern
themselves with what is good for them. GOP
denial and ideology. I dream about the
country becoming THE UNITED STATES once
again.

City

Your job

Government
Des Moines professional
regulation

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Iâ€™d like to see increased testing and
contact tracing, as we still are learning how
this virus gets around and what illness it can
cause. Iâ€™d like to see masks be mandatory
or at least better role modeling from our
leaders. I am not at all in support of opening
schools right away in the fall, based on what
we know now. I want more transparency
from our Governor. I work in the executive
branch, yet I donâ€™t feel reassured that the
information being disseminated is accurate
or the whole story. Honestly, Iâ€™m
personally safe and privileged to have a job
can do from home and enough. I am worried
about our elderly and the workers in meat
plants/ factories/ long term care. Iâ€™m
concerned we havenâ€™t seen the worst of
this. I submit this in confidence since I work
in state government. Iâ€™m scared for Iowa.
Thank you.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Nurse and healthcare workers unions need
to be created ASAP. We have a nurse
shortage because Iowa is in the bottom 5
states when it comes to salaries for
registered nurses.

Des Moines

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Having healthcare tied to your job clearly has
many flaws. We need to address how we can
get universal healthcare and we need to
retool the way we run our unemployment
program and implement paid sick leave
policies.
Our governor needs to stop kissing Trumps
feet and listen to our medical experts.
I don't believe that a complete lockdown was
necessary at the time early on, but we
should have required masks early on before
the conspiracy theories started flying.

My life has
Health care or been
Des Moines
human services impacted
somewhat
My life has
Restaurant or been
Des Moines
impacted a
hospitality
lot

I am busier
than before

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My financial
More should
That Iowa will
I have become
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
unemployed
about the same in Iowa
too quickly
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Wholesale
Des Moines
distribution

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Des Moines Education

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa

Des Moines

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

My life has
I've lost some
been
Des Moines Retail or grocery
impacted a work
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I support reopening but there needs to be
aggressive testing and contact tracing so that
positive individuals can be isolated and
spread can be reduced. We don't currently
have that level of monitoring so I am
concerned about the reopening. There also
needs to be much greater compliance with
wearing masks. Even people I know that
oppose reopening are not wearing masks.
That is an extremely selfish position and
needs to change.
I am concerned with the ugly public
interactions as people go out to stores. The
careless behavior of those not wearing
masks or social distancing. I wish we had a
leader that lead. Instead of passing the buck.
Religion council, store owners and child care
providers are looking for support when
making the decision to open or stay closed. It
is the Wild West and it is scary.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

This survey appears to be aimed at working
people. I am retired so some questions were
NA. I'm not sure what value this survey has
as it doesn't appear to address concerns of
those most vulnerable and how they are
being affected.

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Small Businesses have been provided
inconsistent information from State
government. Grants, Unemployment,
deferrals, and ability to open have not been
clearly defined.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Des Moines
human services impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

I am concerned that I and/or my loved ones
may die from contracting COVID‐19. I'm
concerned for my elderly family member in a
retirement facility. I'm concerned for my
severely disabled family member. I am
concerned that testing is not widely
available. I'm concerned that testing is not
reliable. I'm concerned that a vaccine is not
available.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

I'm concerned about the secrecy of numbers
the reopening of businesses when numbers
are still increasing daily I'm concerned of the
lack of empathy for long‐term care facilities

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
Des Moines Retail or grocery
impacted a unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot

I donâ€™t believe Iowa has taken the best
approach to protect us as a whole in this
pandemic. Kim Reynolds has put politics and
money ahead of the people of the state. She
sold us out to Trump

Des Moines

Des Moines

Des Moines

Des Moines

Des Moines

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Retired
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
little

I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I am busier
than before

My financial
More should
That Iowa will
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same in Iowa
too quickly
228 of 675

I think this has given us a look at the things
we can do to lessen our carbon footprint.

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
City
Your job
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
Are we learning some lessons ‐preparing for
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
Des Moines retired
future crisises of some sort?
impacted
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
somewhat
My financial
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload
situation is
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained
Des Moines
worse than
human services impacted a
too quickly
in Iowa
about the same
before
lot

Des Moines Retired

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Concern‐how schools, especially PreK and
Elementary can resume safely. Concern‐
increased lack affordable quality childcare.
Concern‐refugee and immigrants, low‐to‐no
English populationâ€™s wellness,
understanding and preparedness for today
or future; lack of resources for them, in
impact on whole

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Concerns are child abuse/neglect occurring
and how it was handled

I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
Des Moines
human services impacted a than before
lot

My life has
Health care or been
Des Moines
human services impacted
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
Des Moines
human services impacted a
lot

'‐Seat belts save lives. Masks save us from
each other, particularly asymptomatic
people. Lots of folks balked at seat belts and
driving isnâ€™t as deadly as this virus. A
campaign to positively promote mask
wearing would be good.
‐Testing has to absolutely be more accessible
as well as making sure people have safe
working conditions, from medical folks to
packing houses to teachers.

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa
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City

Your job

Self‐employed
Des Moines
eBay.

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

More people will test positive, or be positive
and asymptomatic. Lifting shelter‐in‐place
orders will spread the virus through these
people. Also, there will be a high spike in not
only positive cases, but deaths, as well.
My HUGE concern is the lack of a plan. It
seems our somewhat well intentioned
governor can't decide whether worker safety
or economic recovery is more important so
she wrings her hands and worries about how
"daddy" will feel about it. First, you ensure
ALL worker safety. You test more than just
where you think you will get a positive and
you wait until the curve is on a downward
trend to start to open. We haven't hit our
peak yet and she is opening up WAY too
much. We are primed to crash and burn and
everyone will have to go home again, small
businesses will close for good and the few
large corporations will be the only ones to
survive. Ask me how I REALLY feel!

My life has
I have become
Health care or been
Des Moines
human services impacted a unemployed
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My life has
Health care or been
Des Moines
human services impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Agricultural
Des Moines
biotechnology impacted a
lot

I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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We should have had a shelter In place order.
And the reopening of businesses in the
middle of the highest numbers of cases is
ridiculous.
The lack of testing capacity and not relying
on clear scientific evidence is horrifying to
me. The governor is actively putting our
people at risk.

City

Your job

Des Moines Writing

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Des Moines insurance

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Des Moines Construction

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
The state is not following guidelines from
expert scientists. The governor is OK with
people dying and is complicit in unnecessary
suffering and death, she should be recalled.
The Governor never issued a shelter‐in‐
place! In fact, Governor barely closed the
state at all! Cases are sky‐rocketing, and
people are dying. Despite self‐isolation, I got
exposed by my property manager, who
didn't have proper instructions on why a
mask, gloves, and social distancing was
needed. The Governor FAILED to advise
Iowans properly, gave inaccurate data and
advice, failed to lockdown the state to stop
the spread of the virus. The Governor is now
opening the state too quickly which is
putting a lot of communities at risk. Essential
workers are often marginalized populations
like Black folks or immigrants, and they are
exposed and many are dying because of the
failure of leadership. This entire pandemic
has been handled poorly. Please do a recall
vote on the Governor. We need someone
who cares about people's lives more than
money in a leadership position for this state.
Thanks.

Government overreach and operating
That Iowa won't entirely from a false premise. Also, refusing
lift restrictions to change course even when confronted with
quickly enough the knowledge this isnâ€™t nearly as bad as
it was made out to be.

City

Your job

Des Moines Education

Des Moines Education

Impact on
Impact on
life
workload
My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
Much smaller class sizes in the schools to
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
allow social distancing.
worse than
too quickly
in Iowa
before

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

My life has
I am busier
been
Des Moines Retail or grocery
impacted than before
somewhat

My financial
situation is
better than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

My family believes that reverence for our
country's laws which is the Constitution of
the United States has been violated. SIP was
based on a model that was obliterated early.
With the current data, it is crystal clear that
we are so very far from anything resembling
a â€˜pandemicâ€™. These inaccuracies
prevented small businesses from being
opened and the state of our economy is
appalling. The concern for Covid over the
That Iowa won't
concern of mental health, suicides, crimes
lift restrictions
and domestic violence is far from balanced.
quickly enough
To allow giant corporations to flourish while
gagging small businesses to expire is
unjustified! SIP took away liberties from all
of us and the people who got it so very
wrong are still calling the shots. All elected
officials need to be held accountable for
these egregious errors and why are we still
operating off of bad modeling data? I have
never been so excited to vote in my entire
life!

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly
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People not following the rules

City

Your job

Des Moines Retired

Des Moines

Des Moines Library

Des Moines

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

I've lost some
work

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I am perplexed at the apparent difficulty in
getting tested. It seems as though testing is
one of the key ways for collecting data. It's
been atrocious here in Iowa (and across the
country?) Why have masks not been
required?

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough

The countryâ€™s lack of health
infrastructure, social safety nets are failing,
and executive leadership failure at both the
state and federal levels.
As always, government overreach. The
The pandemic
That Iowa won't government (which is still, we the people)
has been
lift restrictions has no right to choose essential from non
handled well in
quickly enough essential. Nor limit our first, second or any
Iowa
other right of a free people.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
Des Moines
human services impacted a work
lot

My life has
been
Des Moines Finance
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
Des Moines
human services impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
To date, an opportunity has been lost to
develop and implement far‐sighted and long
term public health and socio‐economic
solutions:
1) the politization of discourse about
whether the public health impact of COVID
19 is serious
2) short and long term failure of CDC and
public health organizations in the US to plan
for and lead through the pandemc, e.g. It
took months for public health leaders to
begin a public discussion about contact
tracing which is a necessary feature of a
successful approach to managing the
pandemic
3) focused planning has yet to begin on how
the major rearrangements in our work
methods to allow for safe production and
distribution of goods and services needed in
the future
4) need exists to develop economic relief
solutions that not only help individuals and
businesses maintain short term economic
viability, but also produce infrastructure
improvements and social justice in sharing
the wealth in this nation and around the
world

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly
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More cases and deaths before we get it
under control

Impact on
City
Your job
life
My life has
Health care or been
Des Moines
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Des Moines
impacted
somewhat

Des Moines Education

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
My workload
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
has remained
worse than
too quickly
in Iowa
about the same
before
Impact on
workload

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
lot

My life has
I have become
been
Des Moines Retail or grocery
impacted a unemployed
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I think we should open up the state slower.

Fearmongoring has got to stop! In Iowa, one
The pandemic
That Iowa won't half of the deaths are in nursing homes. Our
has been
lift restrictions chance of dieing
handled well in
quickly enough from covid 19 is extremely slim. Stop scaring
Iowa
people and let them go in living!
I am concerned that the Gov is lifting
That Iowa will
More should
restrictions way too soon to please Trump
have been done lift restrictions
and her donors. She seem to have no
too quickly
in Iowa
concern for human safety.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Des Moines
human services impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
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Iâ€™m concerned that the governor falsely
believes Iowans â€œwill do the right thingâ€
when it comes to social distancing and
wearing masks. I believe lifting restrictions
too soon will send a message of false safety.
Protecting our economy is NOT more
important than protecting lives!

City

Your job

Des Moines Insurance

Des Moines Writer

Des Moines Construction

Des Moines Coach

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

My life has
been
impacted a
little
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
My concern is that Reynolds is doing
everything for a political stunt. I think she is
reopening things to say that she opened the
state. However, if people donâ€™t feel
comfortable to reopen their business, I am
concerned that they will not receive any aid
because they had the option, but did not feel
that it was appropriate. I think that she is
doing this to try to look like she is improving
the economic situation, but it will actually
have very devastating effects on small
businesses who do not want to reopen to
risk their employeeâ€™s and customerâ€™s
safety. I am angry that she cannot see past
greed to benefit people as a whole. Only
when we can all be safe with the economy
make a resurgence. I am still choosing to not
go out beyond necessary. I feel like her plan
will backfire because people who are well
aware of the current crisis will choose to not
go out. I will not risk my health or my
familyâ€™s health to improve the economy.
Every single employee and resident of long
term care facilities should have been tested
a long time ago...please try to get that done,
making it a priority.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I've lost some
work

My financial
More should
That Iowa will
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same in Iowa
too quickly
236 of 675

Open testing for anyone.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Des Moines Retired

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Des Moines retired

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
little

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
Des Moines
human services impacted a work
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
More testing of clients and staff of group
homes like homeless shelters or easy access
to testing for these folks. More visibility as
to which long term care facilities have covid‐
19 outbreaks. And we don't have enough
contact tracing personnel out there. I might
be able to do my own contact tracing if I
knew the possible status of those I was in
contact with. And damp down any
suggestion that nursing homes were at great
fault when covid arrived. The fault lies with
the lack of Public Health directives, training
of staff and lack of PPE. a friend in NYC told
me yesterday that whenever he enters his
apartment he removes his "corona outer
clothes and shoes at the door". He is a
physician and he was hospitalized for 10
days with Covid. We are not getting this
message in Iowa. why not?

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Iâ€™m concerned that even though data
shows we should not be opening back up, we
are doing so anyway because government is
strong armed by uninformed angry
constituents.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa

Des Moines Education

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Des Moines Retired

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
better than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

Des Moines Education

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Des Moines
human services impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I hope that wages for essential workers can
be raised, that we can finally enact universal
health care, that employers become even
more flexible about remote working
arrangements, that school districts can make
up for the lost instructional time, and that
the precautions we are taking (e.g., social
distancing and wearing masks) continue to
be widespread and viewed as strategies for
keeping everyone safe, rather than as
infringements on our freedom.
Will the governor actually follow set
guidelines before opening the state & not do
what the President wants or what anybody
else wants, for that matter. Itâ€™s an
unknown virus ‐ there will be more death
due to not truly understanding its path.

The shortage of PPE remains in long term
care. I am wearing rain ponchos and only a
surgical mask when working with confirmed
patients.
Lack of clear protocols for infection control
and for reopening public spaces is a major
contributing factor.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
Des Moines
human services impacted work
somewhat

Des Moines

Des Moines retired USPS

My life has
I have become
been
impacted unemployed
somewhat

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The general economic crisis we are creating
and small business that won't recover. I
realize that every life lost is tragic but we
have lost .009 to covid. More lives will be
lost to other things. We need to get back to
normal. We need to encourage healthy
activities not just stay inside. We slowed the
The pandemic
That Iowa won't virus and didn't overwhelm the hospital we
has been
lift restrictions need life back. We should be preaching
handled well in
quickly enough health: good food, good vitamins, exercise,
Iowa
sleep and other health activities. We need
germs to challenge our immune system. And
with germs can also practice good hygiene at
the same time. So many lives and business
will not recover from this. She has done a
good job but kids she be allowed to go to
playgrounds.

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Enough bail outs for big business! Help the
struggling working families! UBI could save
us & WE ARE THE ECONOMY! Without
proper testing, no one will feel safe to go
back to work or shop. Reopening early
assures more deaths. Do NOT let politics
dictate response. The mad king has no sense
other than his re‐election. Be safe! We need
your leadership!

City

Your job

Des Moines Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
Des Moines
human services impacted a work
lot

Des Moines

Financial
Services

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
better than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
It's extremely interesting to me that the
pandemic has improved ‐ at least
momentarily ‐ my household's financial
situation. The stimulus checks, the extra
unemployment insurance, and the small
small business grant I received has helped us
create a somewhat comfortable savings
cushion. Now, my partner and I are able to
focus on our true passion ‐ building or small
home‐based business on Des Moines' East
Side! While we are extremely anxious about
the future, these small tokens of assistance
have given us a momentary reprieve from
the super high stress levels we've been
experiencing. I see it as a testament to
having a robust social safety net. If only all
Americans were guaranteed adequate
healthcare, several months of
emergency/sick/personal paid time off from
work, were paid a livable wage ‐ hell, let's
just start talking about guaranteed monthly
UBI payments! We would all be a lot better
off. Please, push these BIG ideas forward.
There's no better time than now!

My financial
More should
That Iowa will
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same in Iowa
too quickly

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
lot

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa
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The 2nd waive will come and be twice as
bad. Still too many people not taking it
seriously. Masks should be required in all
public places where people are moving
around (not 6 feet apart)

City

Your job

Des Moines

Retired
Financial
situation: my
Des Moines
investments are
down, but will
return as in '08.

Impact on
Impact on
life
workload
My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

The CDC, WHO and other experts were
caught with their pants down and will be
again if their aren't motivated. They still
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
can't agree. And any person lacking the
has been
lift restrictions
guts to call the 'demic by where it came
handled well in
quickly enough
from probably lacks the stuff to correct the
Iowa
problem or adequately prepare for the next
one.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Marketing/Publi been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Des Moines
impacted a
c Relations
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
little

Des Moines Construction

Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
little

There's
I am busier
been no
impact on than before
my life

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

My financial
situation is
better than
before

Unfortunately, a lot of small businesses
aren't going to survive. I would like to see
maybe some more training opportunities for
people who have lost their jobs/businesses
from this pandemic. It would be wonderful
to see a new department or something to
work with business owners who are willing
to make changes, to talk with them and help
them find a new direction or help them find
ways to adapt their business to a different
model that can withstand similar troubles in
the future. Some kind of a 'think‐tank' to
facilitate change to keep people from losing
everything ‐ as long as they're willing to
make the changes.

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
Democrats weaponizing the pandemic for
has been
lift restrictions
political reasons
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
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City

Your job

Des Moines

Des Moines

Restaurant or
Des Moines
hospitality

Des Moines Retired

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

My financial
I've lost some situation is
worse than
work
before
My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Mandate mask wearing for anyone going
into stores, from a nurses point from
infection control. My husband, has people
coughing all the time, come to pick up pizza
and even though he is a manager, they were
late enforcing masks and are just now
enforcing temp taking and questionnaires
everyday. Every employer should be taking
temps.

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I think the lack of lockdown has allowed this
virus to spread too much.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Not enough social services. Response that is
based on â€œdataâ€ is actually ﬁnancial
data â€” or pressure from GOP donors.
Refusal to disclose where the data is
gleaned.
No preparation for future crises â€” which
may occur in a few months.
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City

Your job

Restaurant or
Des Moines
hospitality

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
As a worker who relies heavily on tips to
support my income, I am worried about
myself and others missing out on those tips
and being unable to support our families. I'm
also afraid for my health working in a public‐
facing job that also involves touching
utensils, glasses, etc. that customers have
used. It's hard to weigh the costs of my
financial health and my physical health
against each other. I feel very stuck and
afraid, and I don't feel like I can trust most of
my government.
I also don't feel like the general public of
Iowa is following the guidelines and
recommendations given by the Governor,
like she often references in her daily press
conferences. I wish more clear cut,
mandated instructions were given to ensure
the safety (at least in some capacity) of those
required to go back to work or while we all
have to go out to get necessities at the store
or pharmacy.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
Des Moines
has remained situation is
human services impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
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The testing process is too difficult. Make it
easier for people to get tested for the virus.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

My life has
been
Des Moines Retail or grocery
impacted
somewhat

At age 66, I have
only seasonal
work that is
Des Moines
delayed or
destroyed by
the pandemic

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Des Moines Utilities

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

It is so easy to become infected, given how
little people take precautions. If everyone
behaved as though they had COVID19 and
were responsible, staying home as much as
My financial
possible, wearing masks when in outside
More should
I have become situation is
their households, and if essential workers
have been done
worse than
unemployed
would use PPE and behave as though they
in Iowa
before
were asymptomatic and infected, we might
really get through this with fewest deaths
and sickness possible. But we kid ourselves
it's OK. Sorry ‐‐ this is a bit of a rant.
Above all other concerns, that not enuf
testing is available. There's inadequate focus
on achieving the status‐‐prior to
development of an effective vaccine‐‐of
That Iowa will universal testing: when someone wants a
More should
My financial
I've lost some
have been done lift restrictions quick, reliable test, they should be able to
situation is
work
get one. When some institution needs to
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
confirm a lack of danger from the virus by
such testing, it must be available. We are
very far from adherence to or achievement
of this goal, by all appearances.
Restrictions should be eased, with proper
protections continued to be practiced by the
businesses and public. I do think Zoom‐type
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
business meetings will continue to be a
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
useful tool. Businesses will need to expand
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same about the same
their online presence now that consumers
Iowa
are used to this avenue. This can be a benefit
for rural areas.
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City

Your job

We are both
retired, and
Des Moines living on Social
Security &
Savings.
I'm retired,
however, I am
the President of
the Iowa
Alliance for
Retired
Des Moines
Americans.
Have to do all
our
communications
and meetings by
computer.
Des Moines

Des Moines

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Restaurant or
hospitality

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Information
Technology

There's
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been no
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impact on
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
my life

Des Moines Construction

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I was tested positive almost a month ago.
Friends & neighbors have got us through.
Now released by Health Dept. The process
for us was difficult because information
from the Health Dept was confusing &
unclear. Now are impacted by prices of
food (Fixed Income).

South Korea had strict isolation, testing,
contact tracing and quarantine. They are
now proceeding to open their economy,
slowly, but with some restrictions. Their
infection rate is very, very low. They are not
smarter than us Americans but their efforts
will lead to many less deaths and economic
impact. America has failed.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
little

I get that you are a State Senitor. I still feel
this need said. Stimulus payments only need
to go to unemployed and/or full time
students. This will help us not to inccur so
much deficit.

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
Shut down the press during a pandemic.
has been
lift restrictions
Fear does not help a tough situation!!!
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
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City

Your job

Des Moines Government

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
better than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I still have a job, have saved $ on after school
care due to that being unavailable and
school out, and I am work from home as
needed. The state needs to serve some
oversight role with schools and daycares to
help them stay financially afloat, yet
encourage reasonable measures and
financial assistance to reduce risk. This could
also include coordinating school and daycare
communication to share best practices and
ideas. I am concerned about the availability
of PPE and also disinfectant products for
workplaces, schools, daycares etc. The state
could play a role there. For schools, how
about put disinfectants and cleaning services
on the state bid or do bulk ordering?
We also need to improve the horrible status
of testing, but you know that.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa

Des Moines Construction

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Des Moines Retired

My life has
My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
been
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
impacted a
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly
lot

Des Moines

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
little

Sales
distribution

Comments

This pandemic is no more serious than any
other pandemic we've gone through in the
past. We, the people, have been lied to.
There will not be a safe vaccination that will
be discovered anytime soon, because there
been trying to discover a vaccine for
coronavirous strains for decades and can't
come up with one. We are going to have to
build NATURAL herd immunity. Faucci is a
That Iowa won't
complete fraud and hasn't been right ONCE!
lift restrictions
Trump and Reynolds are fools for listening to
quickly enough
him! Open the state and country up! The
ramifications of our economy being shut
down and the backlash from that will be far
worse than any virus. This whole thing is a
complete LIE! I am speaking on a completely
neutral field here. I am a registered
Republican, but I 100% disagree with how
this Scamdemic is being handled. Enough
with the lies.

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Des Moines

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Our Gov. Should have waited for CDC
guidelines
What is the plan for reining in when things
get totally out of control. Why is it not
mandatory to wear a mask?

Coronavirus Impact Survey
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Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
City
Your job
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My life has
That Iowa will I'm concerned that the old and the sick will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions be shut away and isolated due to the
has remained situation is
Des Moines Retired Lawyer
impacted a
premature openings.
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
Sadly, I lost my 86 year old father to Covid 19
on Sunday May 10th. He contracted the
My life has
That Iowa will virus in his nursing home, Luther Park. I do
More should
My financial
I am busier
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions hold both our Federal Government and State
situation is
Des Moines
human services impacted a than before
Government culpable. They claim to want to
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot
help the nursing homes now, but too little,
too late. I am angry.
Iâ€™ve been unable to maintain the pain
management treatment necessary to
manage my rare disease due to COVID‐19. I
was admitted into the hospital on May 2nd
My life has
That Iowa will for my rare disease and I was far more ill
More should
My workload My financial
On Social
been
have been done lift restrictions than I should have been because I waited
has remained situation is
Des Moines security
impacted a
due to concerns of COVID. If I get a virus, any
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
disability
lot
virus, my life is at risk. Iâ€™m scared of
lifting restrictions before a vaccine is in
place. My family has to play it extra safe
right now as well.
I am concerned about those forced to return
My life has
My financial
More should
That Iowa will to work or lose benefits. Iâ€™m concerned
I am busier
been
situation is
Des Moines Education
have been done lift restrictions that I will have to return to a school building
impacted a than before
about the same in Iowa
before itâ€™s safe. I have asthma and worry
too quickly
lot
about viruses.
My financial
My life has
That Iowa will The Governor is opening up the state at a
More should
My workload
situation is
been
have been done lift restrictions time when infection rates are rising. This
has remained
Des Moines Retired
worse than
impacted a
puts me and others at risk.
too quickly
in Iowa
about the same
before
lot
My financial
My life has
More should
That Iowa will
I have become situation is
been
have been done lift restrictions
Des Moines Massage
worse than
impacted a unemployed
in Iowa
too quickly
before
lot
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload
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response
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Food insecurity and mental health for others

Des Moines Homemaker

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
better than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

I am retired and
and almost 89,
Des Moines
in July, I hope to
reach it.

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Safety of hospital in‐patients
That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa

249 of 675

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

Education of medical staff in proper
diagnosis and treatment of those who
potentially have COVID‐19 (In regards to
victims who were sent home from hospital
when seeking treatment)

My concerns is that it will come back in the
fall.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
When the moratorium on evictions is lifted
we are going to see a pandemic of
homelessness. The economic effects of this
crisis and mass poverty is hidden just below
the surface now. Things are going to get very
bad for our most vulnerable very soon.
I fear our counties and cities will go bankrupt
without intervention.

Des Moines Law

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I fear we will do this again in the fall and
once again we will not be prepared and the
outbreak will be worst both in deaths and
economic devastation.
I fear that the public trust has been
squandered and can never be recovered.
This crisis have proven that we will not rise
above. We will. It set aside partisan
bickering. Instead we resort to the lowest
common denominator.
Where was the Democratic Party during the
last two months? Crickets.

Des Moines

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

My financial
More should
That Iowa will
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same in Iowa
too quickly
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Iâ€™m concerned that older people and
people of color are seen as dispensable. We
must address health care for all.

City

Your job

Des Moines

Des Moines Retired

Impact on
life

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload
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finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

My life has
Substitute
been
Des Moines teacher and stay
impacted a
at home mom.
lot
My life has
Health care or been
Des Moines
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Des Moines Education
impacted a
lot

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before
My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
We need vastly more testing (and contact
tracing) to feel confident enough to go back
to work, to shop, to visit the dentist, to go to
a movie or a concert, to do almost anything
where other people are involved. It is crucial
that everyone who wants and needs a test
for work or virtually every other activity can
be tested as often as they request since we
do not know who is asymptomatic or newly
infected.
I would not go to a dentist or doctor who is
not tested as covid‐19 free, nor attend any
public event, nor shop freely, nor take my
child to a daycare or to school unless I knew
that excellent protections were in place as
well as continual testing.
I want to be able to determine my risk using
the data, but can't determine what the
numbers are for Polk County other than total
cases and deaths. How many of them are in
my age group? I miss my friends and am
scared to go out!
So sad to have lost my dad from
complications of Covid 19.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly
251 of 675

Iâ€™m concerned about the impact on our
childrenâ€™s mental health.

City

Your job

Restaurant or
Des Moines
hospitality

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My financial
situation is
better than
before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

My life has
I am busier
been
Des Moines Retail or grocery
impacted a than before
little
Retired
Work on
Des Moines legislative issues
related to
criminal justice.

Des Moines Education

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Although a balance is ideal, putting economy
before public safety, without trying any and
all creative measures, is a terrible idea and
may lead to multiple waves of pandemic that
would harm the economy even more. In my
experience in Des Moines, the lack of
effective and consistent leadership has
created a vibe of people not knowing what
to do and defaulting to not being as safe as
they might be otherwise.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Continuing growth of virus do to poor quality
of testing Also opening of meat prossing
plants too soon.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

I believe the general public doesn't have
enough idea of what wearing a mask or using
other precautions is supposed to look like.
People need to know how to put on a mask,
how to wear it, how to not take it off while
talking, how to adjust it, how to safely
remove it, if it can be washed and reused,
what the mask is supposed to be made of....
These details will make a big difference.
Also, people in high positions should be
wearing masks as a sign that this is
something we should all be doing.
And that's just about masks!! Forget how to
use gloves! Yikes.
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Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
City
Your job
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
There's
That Iowa won't ALL JOBS ARE ESSENTIAL, THIS WAS ALL
My workload My financial
has been
been no
lift restrictions OVER BLOWN. I HOPE WE DON'T HAVE TO
has remained situation is
Des Moines Retail or grocery
handled well in
impact on
quickly enough GO THRU THIS EVERYTIME IT'S FLU SEASON.
about the same about the same
Iowa
my life
I think that giving people money to
supplement or make up for income lost is
better than changing the minimum wage
The pandemic
My life has
That Iowa will
My workload My financial
because prices will go up for every thing if
has been
Health care or been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Des Moines
the minimum wage goes up to like $15 but if
handled well in
human services impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same
you give people money and the prices are
Iowa
somewhat
the same the money will have more buying
power.
The pandemic
My life has
That Iowa will
My workload My financial
has been
been
lift restrictions health and safety of all.
has remained situation is
Des Moines insurance
handled well in
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same
Iowa
somewhat
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
Des Moines Retail or grocery
impacted a unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot
The pandemic
My life has
That Iowa will
My workload My financial
Mental health issues of people staying at
has been
Banking IT Wells been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Des Moines
home.
handled well in
impacted a
Fargo
too quickly
about the same about the same
Iowa
lot
My constitutional rights were taken away.
The response
My financial
My life has
That Iowa won't Goverment instilled too much fear and
My workload
has been too
situation is
been
lift restrictions wasted money. Public should be kept
has remained
Des Moines Banking
aggressive in
better than
impacted
quickly enough informed but people and businesses shold
about the same
Iowa
before
somewhat
be allowed to make their own choices.
My financial
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
I am busier
situation is
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions Health of others, lack of awareness by others
Des Moines
better than
human services impacted a than before
too quickly
in Iowa
before
lot
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City

Your job

Des Moines Education

Impact on
Impact on
life
workload
My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot
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My financial
That Iowa will
More should
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
better than
too quickly
in Iowa
before

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
Office
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Des Moines
Administration impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Des Moines

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
little

Des Moines Publishing

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Polk county cases continue to drastically rise
yet we reopen this county. I believe this will
only cause significant spread of the virus.
The governor has done a horrible job
handling COVID‐19 and should be ashamed.
The state should build upon the FFCRA and
CARES Acts to provide additional protection
from cost‐sharing. The state should provide
additional income to individuals who have
lost their employment.

I work for USCRI Des Moines ‐ a non‐profit
based in Des Moines. We have seen
extremely high rates of coronavirus infection
among our clients, particularly those working
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
in the meat packing plants. I am concerned
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
Des Moines
has remained situation is
for our clients, the local refugee and
human services impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
immigrant community more broadly, and
somewhat
our front line staff who are risking daily
exposure to provide critical services during
this time.
I am concerned that for the first time in
The response
My financial
There's
That Iowa won't recorded history. it became a good idea to
My workload
has been too
situation is
been no
lift restrictions quarantine healthy people and shut down
has remained
Des Moines
aggressive in
better than
impact on
quickly enough the economy. This whole thing was
about the same
Iowa
before
my life
politically motivated.
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload
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My life has
Clergy person in
I am busier
been
Des Moines a Christian
impacted a than before
congregation
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My life has
I've lost some
been
Des Moines real estate sales
impacted work
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
Des Moines
human services impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

My life has
been
Des Moines Education
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
Des Moines
human services impacted
somewhat
meeting
planning/writin
g. however, the My life has
major loss is to been
Des Moines
investments and impacted
probably having somewhat
to delay
retirement.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Our government officials seem to be more
concerned about the economy than about
stemming the spread of the disease. If there
is a resurgence of the virus due to opening
businesses too quickly it will be MORE
devastating to the economy than if we had
stayed shut down.
we are not doing enough testing. you should
not have to wait until you might be sick to
get a test. that appears to be backward
thinking.
Major social adjustments often accompany
events such as this. Weak leadership risks
social decay. Accurate, even unpleasant,
information reduces uncertainty and we are
not getting that kind of data, a sign of weak
leadership.
We need better testing before we open up
large group activities and in restaurant
dining.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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We hate that things are opening too soon.
We are very afraid that COVID will be with us
for years. We miss our kids and grandkids
and are afraid for family members who work
in health care

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Retired, age 83,
living alone.
Volunteer and
committee
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
chores, etc.,
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Des Moines
have gradually impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
returned to near‐lot
normal levels by
shifting to
ZOOM.
My life has
Health care or been
Des Moines
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Des Moines Retired
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Des Moines IDPH purchasing
impacted a
little

Des Moines retired

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Concerned at how many Iowans show
reckless and rude behavior such as failing to
wear masks and failure to follow other
restrictions. . . . Irritated by how many
drivers take the opportunity to drive way too
fast.

We need accurate testing.
We need true leadership based on science.
God Bless us all

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

If everyone would wear a mask and social
distance we could handle this plus wash our
hands.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Our Gov is following what 45 suggests, not
what the healthcare professionals suggest

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Not nearly enough testing and contact
tracing. This is the only way we are ever
going to get a handle on this. Not safe at all
to go out, except every 2 ‐ 3 weeks to
grocery store. Since I am in my70s I wouldn't
dream of going to a restaurant or even to get
my hair cut yet. Virus cases still increasing in
Des Moines and at an unknown rate because
of so little testing and contract tracing.
Governor has acted as ridiculous at Trump,
apparently money more important than lives
lost.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
Health care or been
has remained
Des Moines
worse than
human services impacted a
about the same
before
little

I am a retired
Des Moines
pastor.

Des Moines Rektired

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
little

Des Moines Education

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Des Moines Non profit

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
The pandemic has helped to slow down the
chaotic pace of life. While bad side effects of
the pandemic exist, the long term effects
should be overall beneficial. I hope the
American life style and business aggression
will decrease in pace.
I feel that the Govenor I'd too tied in to
getting the economy going again and not
caring about spreading the virus more be
deepening too soon.

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
How the resulting affect will effect the
has been
lift restrictions
Presidential election.
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
Changing the messaging from community
safety to reopening Iowa does not solve the
problem. Lifting restrictions too quickly
means that people like us (72 and 85, living
in our own home) will be at risk for the
foreseeable future. As the virus gets more
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
embedded in the community, we'll have to
I've lost some situation is
have been done lift restrictions
continue to curtail activities indefinitely.
worse than
work
too quickly
in Iowa
Why was there no robust effort to test and
before
trace at the beginning of the outbreak, when
it could have been contained? Why are we
still playing catch‐up, sending in testing
teams to plants and nursing homes only after
an outbreak occurs?
We are going to have a second surge
because not only were restrictions lifted too
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
soon there is no suggestion that we should
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
wear masks, stay 6ft apart & not get
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
together in groups. Nobody is wearing a
mask! WTF

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
better than
about the same
before
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Your job

Des Moines Manufacturing
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Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
My life has
My workload My financial
has been
been
has remained situation is
handled well in
impacted a
about the same about the same
Iowa
little

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
Des Moines
human services impacted a than before
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My life has
My financial
Retired. Still
been
situation is
Des Moines waiting on
impacted a
about the same
stimulus money.
lot
My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
Des Moines Retired
impacted a
about the same about the same
lot

Des Moines

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The tests should have been looked into
more. I don't think it was investigated very
well. I could be wrong but think they were
afraid and made a rash decision therefore
not getting timely results. I also think they
opened up too quickly when Iowa was on the
rise and rated in top 10 in the country.
Difficult situation for all. Costs are rising for
the state and every individual. When people
are unemployed,no insurance that affects
those in healthcare like me. I could be layed
off soon too. I work every minute I can to
help my patients,worried I may get Corona
but also know I could be out of work soon
too! If I can be of further help please don't
hesitate to ask.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The Governor is a disaster!!!
Need education funding. No more no bid
contracts. No more cronyism.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

How much our Governor sticks with
President Trump

My life has
My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
been
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
impacted a
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly
lot
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People need more specific guidance on
if/when they can safely begin to socialize
with friends and family, and what that would
look like. I think many people are assuming
that since restaurants and businesses are
back open, the threat is over and we can go
back to normal.

Impact on
City
Your job
life
My life has
Health care or been
Des Moines
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Des Moines Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
financial
Des Moines
impacted a
services
lot
My life has
been
Commercial
Des Moines
impacted a
Insurance
lot
My life has
been
Des Moines Lawyer
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Des Moines Construction
impacted
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa won't
More should
I have become situation is
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
unemployed
quickly enough
in Iowa
before
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
I've lost some situation is
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
work
too quickly
in Iowa
before
Impact on
workload

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Our lives will never be the same. I don't think
we will ever return to normal but we need to
figure out the new normal in a way that
doesn't sicken more people.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
The response
My workload My financial
has been too
has remained situation is
aggressive in
about the same about the same
Iowa

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough

Des Moines

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Des Moines Nonprofit

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My financial
situation is
better than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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People are not wearing masks in public as
recommended it makes me feel unsafe.

How they handled the breakouts in Packing
plants and insisting that they be allowed to
open with no concern for the front line
works who will be most effected by any
additional spikes in cases
Address day care. Parents can't work without
anywhere safe to send their kids.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Public health infrastructure needs an
overhaul in the state and the state needs to
invest in healthcare on both prevention and
treatment. Going forward I hope more
businesses will take better care of and
protect the health of their employees.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
impacted a unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot

Long‐term economic effects, short‐term
economic effects, food supply chain, testing
capabilities, internet accessibility, future
health equipment supply. What most
concerns me is the lack of leadership at the
state (but mostly national) level and the
resulting deaths and continued disregard for
the public's and workers' health, safety and
general well‐being. Many opportunities will
exist for systemic societal change.

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
Des Moines
human services impacted a work
lot

Des Moines Librarian

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
been
Des Moines Semi retired
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Partially retired.
been
Des Moines Some work in
impacted
hospitality.
somewhat
My life has
been
Des Moines
impacted
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly
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Recurrence in the fall. Poor leadership.
Concerned about recurrence. Poor
leadership which is not in touch with normal
living. i.e going to grocery stores, Walmart,
etc.
Priority of the governor on business and
profits over human beings and health. Need
to make sure our nonprofits are supported
during this time .

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
Technology/Ga been
has remained
Des Moines
better than
impacted a
mes
about the same
before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Bars and restaurants have begun opening far
too soon, with restrictions on them not being
enforced. Passed an outdoor bar this
weekend, and it was packed shoulder‐to‐
shoulder with people, no one wearing
masks. Des Moines is just asking for a fresh
surge of infections.

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
Health care or been
has remained
Des Moines
better than
human services impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

I'm concerned that people will turn against
one another instead of being in solidarity
with essential workers and the unemployed.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I am overwhelmed and exhausted not only
by the pandemic but also by trying to
understand the mixed messages and
seemingly contradictory information about
how to stay safe.

My life has
I have become
been
Des Moines Retail or grocery
impacted a unemployed
lot

Des Moines Government

Des Moines

Des Moines

Restaurant or
hospitality

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

My financial
situation is
better than
before

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before
My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Courts been closed or had reduced hours

City

Your job

Technology/me
dia/consulting
Have worked
from home,
remotely, for
the past 7 years
so nothing has
changed in that
Des Moines
respect, for
now.
Significant other
works for fed
courts and
switched to
working from
home as well.

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
little

My life has
been
Des Moines Financial
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Government/Mi been
Des Moines
impacted a
litary
lot
My life has
Health care or been
Des Moines
human services impacted
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

My financial
situation is
better than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Vote in a competent governor that puts
people ahead of businesses.

That people wonâ€™t follow the rules wear
mask, social distances, think things are back
to normal

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
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Human services organizations will be
significantly impacted and not get the fiscal
assistance they need to stay solvent.

City

Your job

Des Moines Manufacturing

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

My life has
I am busier
been
Des Moines Retail or grocery
impacted than before
somewhat

My financial
situation is
better than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
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That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
IDEAS:
1. Care about your constituents. Look after
OUR best interests.
2. Appeal to Iowansâ€™ sense of
responsibility in willingly, eagerly protecting
each other now. Remind us of our better
angels, our sense of community and history
of â€œIowa niceâ€.
3. Stop reinforcing the idea that our
decisions donâ€™t affect others. Thatâ€™s a
fantasy. Wearing masks because we care
about vulnerable citizens should not be
viewed as an infringement on individual
liberties. Sometimes we must consider the
common good first so that we all win.
4. Stop placing Iowans in no‐win positions as
you compartmentalize us: one camp for
essential workers (who you demand keep
working) and another for those with pre‐
existing conditions (who you shame as if our
problem is lack if responsibility). We are
human beings, often with one leg in each
camp.
5. Do more testing. People are still being
turned away.
6. Be more transparent with info so we can
make good choices. Donâ€™t hide #s that
donâ€™t fit your PR script.
People and places not following the rules!
The ones they set!

City

Des Moines

Your job

Domestic
engineering

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa

Comments

I am concerned about our rights being taken
away in the name of safety. I think steps
should be taken to assist the percentage of
people that are high risk such as ensuring job
protection (much like FMLA but for high risk
during a health pandemic) & making
unemployment available but beyond that
leaving people to make their own decisions.
Ultimately peopleâ€™s health is in their own
hands & the government has no business
shutting business down & enforcing a limit
That Iowa won't
on gatherings. Our liberties we prize and our
lift restrictions
rights we will maintain. I understand the fear
quickly enough
& uncertainty with a pandemic & exceptions
should be made for the high risk population
as mentioned above but this can be done
without imposing draconian mandates that
restrict & impede our economy, the mental
health of our society, & trample on our
constitutional rights. As the federal
government empowered each individual
state to make their own decisions on what
was best, Iowa in turn should empower
Iowans To make their own decisions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Des Moines
human services impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
little
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

Iâ€™m concerned people are not taking the
scientistâ€™s recommendations about the
pandemic seriously, including and especially
the government. Reopening without a plan
to test timely, trace and isolate is a mistake.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
Des Moines Transportation
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

Des Moines retired

I can not work
due to chronic
Des Moines mental illness
and chronic
sleep disorders.

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
lot

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
little

My life has
I've lost some
been
Des Moines Retail or grocery
impacted work
somewhat

Des Moines Retired

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I'm concerned decisions are being made that
have more to do with politics than the well
being of Iowans. When I watch the governor
exploit this pandemic to further her agenda
for taking away women's rights, and I see her
award $7MM in a non‐bib situation to give
business to a company who makes signage
for the Republican party, how can I trust her
judgement?
the numbers of deaths keep going up and so
many not being tested so they can
quarantine. Everyone should wear masks if
going out in public.
My concerns are that, in pursuit of the naive
glorification of 'liberty' and 'freedom', far too
many ignorant people will endanger the
health and safety of sensible, intelligent
people who actually care about the well‐
being of their fellow citizens. Stiff penalties
need to be introduced for people who
selfishly endanger the lives of other people
during times of crisis, particularly those like
the health crisis before us now.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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She is not listening to scientists ðŸ‘©â€ðŸ”¬
but to politicians and will kill more as a
result!!! The day we have the highest
number of deaths ever she opens more up
!!! Sheâ€™s a disaster!!!!

City

Des Moines

Your job

Restaurant or
hospitality

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
better than
impacted a
about the same
before
little

My life has
Health care or been
Des Moines
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Des Moines Retail or grocery
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Des Moines
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Des Moines Retired
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Des Moines Retired
impacted a
little

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
The response
My workload My financial
has been too
has remained situation is
aggressive in
about the same about the same
Iowa
The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa
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That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly
That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Still not enough testing, not convinced the
numbers reported are the reality. Opening
up too soon, too focused on the economy
and not the health and well‐being of the
people.
Increased cases and deaths due to
irresponsible practices by governor. Not
enough transparency. Delay in return to
normal by rushing to reopen.
Opening too soon will lead to many more
cases
Retired so hasnâ€™t changed our income or
work. Watching and trying to teach grandson
do daughter can work from can be stressful
at times.
My concern is that too many people do NOT
follow the guidelines!

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

I volunteered 10‐
12 hours a week
with Lutheran
Services in Iowa,
tutoring ESL and
Citizenship to
Refugees
My life has
resettling in
I've lost some
been
Iowa. That
Des Moines
impacted work
ended about
March 17th, and somewhat
hasn't started
again. Bob Ray
had a big affect
on me with his
welcoming the
Tai Dam and
Cambod

Des Moines

retired ‐ don't
Des Moines
count us out!

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Reynolds is forcing people to work in unsafe
conditions under the threat of losing U.I.

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Let people out of jails and prisons. Now
before it spreads more

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My financial
More should
That Iowa will
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same in Iowa
too quickly
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City

Your job

Des Moines Legal services

Des Moines Legal services

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa

Worry about the numbers going up in Polk
County from less than 1000 at end of April to
more than 3000 now. I am interested in
serology testing but would like to know 1)
that the test is reasonably accurate and 2)
what does a positive result mean in terms of
future immunity. I do feel glad things have
opened up some. Itâ€™s evident not
everyone is voluntarily on‐board with taking
the recommended precautions though. The
meat‐packing plants were an example of
that, and I see people disregarding
distancing in public sometimes. Iâ€™ve been
lucky my own employer has taken this really
seriously and done the right thing in terms of
precautions.

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa

Already submitted this survey this morning.
Had another thought though. I went for take‐
out a couple weeks ago for the first time
since this pandemic started here. I was
shocked to see that the workers and people
preparing food werenâ€™t wearing masks.
This should be required for anyone preparing
or serving food. These can be simple,
comfortable, inexpensive washable cloth
masks as is recommended for the public for
source control. (Not the more expensive and
uncomfortable healthcare grade PPE.) Thus,
this should be very doable for any
restaurant.
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City

Your job

I am a retired
ELCA Lutheran
pastor who is
currently
founder and
executive
director of
Nutrition for
Young Children.
Des Moines
We serve low‐
income
pregnant
mothers and
mothers of
infants and
young children.
I work out of
our home.

Dexter

Dexter

Dexter

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

My life has
been
Transportation
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Transportation
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Farming
impacted
somewhat

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

My basic personal concern is that a person
can be a carrier of COVID‐19 but be
asymptomatic. If we don't continue to wear
masks, keep a safe 6‐ft distance, stay home
as much as possible, take extra cleansing
precautions that I might get the virus even
though I try to do all of these things. It seems
that a significant # of people aren't abiding
by these recommended precautions thus our
community doesn't seem to be a very safe
place for me.

Please update the Iowa Workforce
unemployment area. I have been waiting 6
The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa won't weeks to get an appointment for a fact
has been
I've lost some situation is
lift restrictions finding interview. The people I pay my bills
handled well in
worse than
work
quickly enough to donâ€™t care about that. This office needs
Iowa
before
to be prepared better of this happens again
in the future.
The response
My workload My financial
That Iowa won't There should never have been a shut down.
has been too
has remained situation is
lift restrictions All politicians should be removed for
aggressive in
about the same about the same
quickly enough allowing this. It is unconstitutional.
Iowa
My financial
That Iowa will My concern is that too many people think
More should
My workload
situation is
have been done lift restrictions this whole thing is a joke and that social
has remained
worse than
distancing doesn't apply to them.
too quickly
in Iowa
about the same
before
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I am self employed carpenter, can't do most
jobs right now, still after over a month no
unemployed, no stimulus check, I'm over 60,
hard to pay bills and afford rent and food.

Dike

Dike

Construction

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My life has
Health care or been
I have become
human services impacted a unemployed
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
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I'm also daily concerned about two if my
grandchildren who are being abused by their
domestic violent Dad and my daughter is
trying to protect them but the court order
forces her to let him have the kids every
other weekend and when she reported the
sexual abuse of her 4 yr old, DHS practically
sided with the abuser and no one helps!! I
and my wife worry and stress over this daily!

Iâ€™m worried at losing more constitutional
rights. I donâ€™t want medical mandates in
the case of a corona virus vaccine nor any
federal vaccine ID card or chip. I also
donâ€™t believe the government ever has
the right to force businesses to close. My
business was shut down with a two hour
notice. Iâ€™ve havenâ€™t received any loans
That Iowa won't
or grants because I donâ€™t have
lift restrictions
employees. I believe people are smart
quickly enough
enough to make the best decisions for their
families. I never again want to see this in our
country. Itâ€™s a slippery slope. I do
acknowledge the Governor has tried her best
to balance concerns across the political
spectrum, I just believe our constitutional
rights are the most important thing to
preserve.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

My greatest concern is the loss of my
constitutional rights. I donâ€™t want the
government to mandate untested vaccines
or force Vaccine ID cards or chips to go to
school or get on a plane. We have rights to
medical freedoms. My business was closed
with a two hour notice. Weâ€™ve not been
The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa won't approved for any loans or grants because we
has been
I have become situation is
lift restrictions donâ€™t have employees. Unemployment
handled well in
worse than
unemployed
quickly enough does not cover the cost of our equipment
Iowa
before
leases and all the other business expenses
that need to be paid while being shut down. I
think the governor is doing her best to
balance opinions across the political
spectrum but I donâ€™t think they should
ever force a business to close without
wrongdoing.
The pandemic has brought to light
challenges we knew existed,but have been
ignored: inadequate
wages/protections/benefits for front line
The pandemic
That Iowa will
My workload My financial
workers, inequal access to high speed
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
internet, reliance on international supply
handled well in
too quickly
about the same about the same
chain, lack of local food production, general
Iowa
mistrust of national political leaders and the
degree to which they have the peoples' best
interests at heart.

Dike

My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot

Dike

Government
program housed
at a public
institution

Donnellson

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

My life has
been
impacted a
little

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Testing

City

Donnellson

Donnellson

Donnellson

Donnellson

Donnellson

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
Transportation
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa

retired

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

Manufacturing

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
impacted unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Childcare

Court security

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
little

I've lost some
work

I've lost some
work

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
The pandemic
My financial
has been
situation is
handled well in
about the same
Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I understand that people have to return to
their livelihoods, and with doing that I
believe the virus will spread faster. I also
have concerns about the fall school session if
the vaccine has not been developed, it will
spread like fire.
how ready the dems were to try to control
every aspect of our lives I guess they never
herd the saying "home of the brave land of
the free"
the Governor is definitely moving too quickly
in opening the State. I look for a steady
increase in the number of new cases in the
coming weeks that will make the current
numbers seem minuscule.
That it will take very long to develop a really
good vaccine.
In my opinion Gov Reynolds has done an
outstanding job mitigating the virus in Iowa
and not overreacted like several of the blue
states have done.

City

Donnellson

Donnellson

Doon

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Very concerned of the economic impact this
will have on not just Iowa, but the country. I
am afraid that "helping" people through this
will turn into supporting the people that are
too lazy to work. This has become more of a
farce in trying to control the economy and
work into the plans that the Democrats are
trying to introduce rather than protect this
nations economic and republic status. The
virus of course has a lot of unknowns, but it
The pandemic
My life has
That Iowa won't is becoming more of a political fight. Small
My workload My financial
has been
Health care or been
lift restrictions businesses are struggling, people who are
has remained situation is
handled well in
human services impacted a
quickly enough still working are working harder than before
about the same about the same
Iowa
little
to keep things clean and keep their patron
safe and are getting a slap in the face when
others are choosing to stay home and getting
an extra $600 a week. Not that I think I need
it, I think that it was totally a horrible idea to
give an extra amount to anyone. I think that
the Democratic party is becoming more
concerned with becoming a totalitarian party
than it is with actually caring about the
American people.
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Vet Clinic
impacted a
little

I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

I am busier
than before

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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City

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Your job

Education

ins

Education

Self employed
piano teacher

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My life has
That Iowa won't
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
quickly enough
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa

Comments

The way the restrictions are lifted will cause
more health issues and deaths. Social
distancing needs to be in forced as i feel that
is important. And that people don't feel that
this is important.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

What guidance will be given to teachers in
the fall. I am not over 60 but do have
preexisting conditions.

My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

We need More testing and contact tracing

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
human services impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Education

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

My life has
been
I've lost some
impacted a work
little

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Our family provides daily care for an older
relative in her home. We have a team of
family members, nurses, and friends who
provide daily coverage. We have had to
make our group of workers smaller due to
this virus. At my work with ARC, we are in
line with professional facilities statewide,
and have been extremely watchful of
residents' daily temperatures and any daily
health concerns or issues in each house. It
has been stressful on staff and residents, as
residents have sheltered‐in‐place since
March 13, or over 2 months ago.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Dubuque

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

Dubuque

Retired but I
babysit
grandchildren.

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My workload My financial
has remained situation is
about the same about the same
My workload My financial
has remained situation is
about the same about the same

Dubuque

Manufacturing

Dubuque

My life has
My workload My financial
Service ‐ Real
been
has remained situation is
Estate, Service ‐
impacted a
about the same about the same
Photography
little

Dubuque

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

Dubuque

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I am concerned about the virus, and the long
term economic and psychosocial. I donâ€™t
know if we should be opening things up yet,
The pandemic
That Iowa won't but waiting too long will have serious
has been
lift restrictions negative effects as well on businesses and
handled well in
quickly enough families. Government aid has been helpful,
Iowa
but that will eventually run out. I am
concerned about lifting restrictions too
quickly and too slowly.
The response
That Iowa won't The healthy people should never have been
has been too
lift restrictions sheltered or stopped working; nothing
aggressive in
quickly enough should have closed.
Iowa
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
Tell the fucking Governor to open up all of
has been
lift restrictions
Iowa.
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
From federal, to state, to local, no one is
following the best practices and
That Iowa will
More should
recommendations developed years ago. I
have been done lift restrictions
helped prepare them and we exercised
too quickly
in Iowa
them, but they were thrown out the the
administration in Iowa and Federal.
The CDC shoes that we are running at 86% of
our normal death rate since Feb 1 in Iowa.
The response
So COVID 19 has actually increased our
That Iowa won't
has been too
average lifespan as a population. My concern
lift restrictions
aggressive in
is the economic impacts will cost many,
quickly enough
Iowa
many more lives in the future.
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/COVID
19/
The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa
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City

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
Your job
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
I am very concerned about the need for
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Retired teacher
more widely available testing and tracking.
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Education

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Not enough people are taking protection
against the virus seriously enough, in part in
response to the governor's lack of action to
shut things down soon enough and
sufficiently. My husband has severe COPD,
and we can't go out, which would be fine‐‐
we're happy to do our part to protect our
health and that of others‐‐but this is all being
prolonged due to the reckless behavior of
others. My mother is in a long‐term care
facility, and it feels like she is a sitting duck
waiting to be infected, and meanwhile, she
can't see family in order to try to protect her.
I am also concerned about workers who
must return to unsafe working conditions
because they are no longer eligible for
unemployment with businesses opening up
again‐‐we should put health and well being
before profits, and not sacrifice working
people. Especially concerning are those who
work in meat processing, and communities
without resources, such as immigrants and
the Marshallese.

I would like for things to get back to normal
as soon as possible. Some of the restrictions
There's
The pandemic
My workload My financial
That Iowa won't
don't make any sense. Now that we know
been no
has been
has remained situation is
lift restrictions
the virus can be managed, much like other
impact on
handled well in
about the same about the same
quickly enough
virus', we need to get things opening back up
my life
Iowa
and get the economy going.
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City

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
My workload My financial
Realtor ‐‐ nearly been
has remained situation is
impacted a
retired
about the same about the same
lot

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted work
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Consulting
impacted
somewhat

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Comments

The president and the governor should first
have declared Congress and the Legislature
as non‐essential and made them stay home.
That Iowa won't Then same thing for ALL the so‐called
lift restrictions "experts" who are too lost in their Ivory
quickly enough Towers to realize that Chicken Little was
wrong‐‐‐the sky is not falling!!!
P.S. We should sue China for several trillion
dollars to cover the world‐wide costs!

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly

My life has
My financial
More should
That Iowa will
I have become
been
situation is
Beauty industry
have been done lift restrictions
impacted a unemployed
about the same in Iowa
too quickly
lot
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

I am afraid if Kim Reynolds opens up the
Dubuque Co area to soon we will have a
surge of covid‐19. It will overwhelm our
healthcare system in this area. It will cause
more lives to be lost from this virus. Then we
will go back to square one with the shut
downs.
My concerns as the restrictions are lifted and
public will get a false sense of security and
fail to take the precautions they need to do
so in order to protect themselves.

Need more testing and data to use for
decision making and tracing
I'm concerned for our safety as the result of
a governor who lacks transparency and
seems to work for her political party rather
than the citizens of her state. I'm disgusted
buy her governance.

City

Your job

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload
situation is
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained
worse than
impacted a
too quickly
in Iowa
about the same
before
little

Dubuque

RETIRED

Dubuque

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

Dubuque

Dubuque

My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
retired but
been
involved in
impacted a
numerous
volunteer ways lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
I have become situation is
better than
unemployed
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
WORRIED ABOUT MY RELATIVES AND
FRIENDS IN THE RESTAURANT INDUSTRY
PARTICULARLY, AND THE TOURISM
INDUSTRY GENERALLY.
Differing viewpoints confuse the public and
inhibit their willingness to prevent infections
and follow infectious disease policy based on
science.
Too much repetition of basic info (cover
cough; wash hands; social distance; etc) and
same phrases used repetitively by Governor.
The public needs to know the whyâ€™s, the
science, discussion of the complexity of
making decisions.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
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Poor management protection of meat
packing workers and their families, terrible
suppression of truth about hot spots, very
inadequate availability of testing.

City

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Your job

retired

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
Health care or been
has remained
worse than
human services impacted a
about the same
before
lot

Volunteer

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Although many people realize the
seriousness of this pandemic, many more are
not taking it seriously enough. Plexiglass
barriers are in many ways a facade in some
businesses where none of the employees or
patrons are wearing masks or are wearing
them on their chins.
The suggestion I recently sent to the Raygun
company in Des Moines is: If your are pro‐
life, wear a mask or show your pro‐life, wear
a mask.
This is going to be with us for awhile. Wuhan
is experiencing a resurgence. The meat
packing plant/long care facilities situations
are horrendous. Governor needs to be more
proactive in responding to crises in these
"hot spots," and possibly mandate masks and
sanitizing requirements, if places are going
to be opening up. Although, I do sympathize
with her situation in trying to balance things
so we don't throw Iowans to financial ruin.
Have not seen Trump check and can't get an
answer from the IRS.
Lack of federal response our senators are a
joke and just a mouth piece
for the White House. We need testing and
tracing yesterday. Fearful of the
2nd wave.

That Iowa won't Never shut down States again over a virus to
lift restrictions push an agenda and that's truth not
quickly enough conspiracy

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

Dubuque

Manufacturing

Dubuque

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
human services impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Dubuque

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
My biggest concern is that Iowans might
have died that didn't need to. When this is
all over and the data is actually able to be
analyzed what do the numbers show? If we
would have maintained a strict stay at home
order would there have been much fewer
deaths? Of those that died how many were
going to die anyways? What was the benefit
for the costs of those that did die, in another
way what gain did we get from their death?
The biggest thing we need to do is be
Honest, Transparent and Empathetic to the
Iowa Population.

Politicians not listening to the scientists.

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Retired

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Education
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat

I've lost some
work

More should
My financial
have been done
situation is
about the same in Iowa

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same about the same
Iowa
I've lost some
work

My financial
More should
That Iowa will
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same in Iowa
too quickly
280 of 675

I would like to now what criteria Gov.
Reynolds to base her decisions on.
Why wasn't the entire state under the same
restrictions?

City

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
little
My life has
Operations/cons been
impacted
ulting
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot

I am retired.

My life has
been
impacted a
little

Dubuque

I am retired.

My life has
been
impacted a
little

Dubuque

Retired, but my
son lost his job
so he and his
fiancÃ© moved
in with us which
is stressing our
finances.

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Dubuque

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
That Iowa will
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same about the same
Iowa
Impact on
workload

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Future of small businesses in Dubuque, the
need to adequately fund schools to adapt to
new normal, evictions for people unable to
pay rent,

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
Balancing devastating economic ruin with
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
mitigating risk of unnecessary loss of life.
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa
From my viewpoint any activities that I
usually take part in have been necessarily
The pandemic
That Iowa will
My workload My financial
limited, but not to the extent that it is
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
burdensome to me. It is a reminder that I
handled well in
too quickly
about the same about the same
need to be selective in what I plan for daily
Iowa
activities.
My life, though changed somewhat, is not
The pandemic
My workload My financial
That Iowa will burdensome at this point. I would be
has been
has remained situation is
lift restrictions concerned for individuals or families which
handled well in
are heavily burdened because of the
about the same about the same
too quickly
Iowa
pandemic.

I am busier
than before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa
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Iâ€™m concerned about increased food costs
and now two more mouths to feed. Also
concerned about limits on fresh meat,
poultry, etc.

City

Dubuque

Dubuque

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Retired Health
Care
Professional

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

retired

My life has
been
impacted a
little

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
While the governor is lifting restrictions as
the number of infections increases, medical
professionals are warning and it is just
common sense that a new surge of the virus
will occur. Also I am concerned about the
number of people I see around Dubuque
who seem to have a total disconnect from
the seriousness of the situation. Both
customers and staff of many retail
businesses are not wearing masks, practicing
social distancing, etc. Walking on the
riverwalk in Dubuque I see groups of
teenagers out of school & socializing without
a care. I think many Dubuquers, since they
don't personally know any people who have
died from the virus or have been
hospitalized, don't seem to realize how their
behavior can harm their friends or families.
While the city and state are publicizing
recommendations, I think stricter
enforcement of these measures is needed.

The pandemic
That Iowa won't a person wouldn't leave home if they were
My financial
has been
lift restrictions ill. I you're not comfortable going out then
situation is
handled well in
quickly enough stay home and away
about the same
Iowa
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City

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Your job

We are both
retired. Thank
goodness. Our
major loss has
been about one
year reduction
of one of our
sources
retirement.

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

My life has
been
retired
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Retail or grocery
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
little

My financial
situation is
better than
before
My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
The Governor presents herself in an
appealing manner but one can be easily
mislead. Des Moines is one of 8 "hotspots" in
the US but you would not know it from her
presentation. She does not adhere to the
14days/14days plan you out lined in a recent
communication. We fear for workers in meat
processing plants . We have used
TESTIOWA.COM and it is a sad joke. We need
much wider spread real testing of our Iowa
population.Also,We find too many citizens
without masks. A much more aggressive
approach is needed.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Medical facilities, space in hospitals, and
equipment to handle this should it get
worse..

The pandemic
That Iowa won't Iâ€™m exhausted from being at home. This
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions virus isnâ€™t going away. Itâ€™s time to
has remained situation is
handled well in
quickly enough open
about the same about the same
Iowa

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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I am working less due to barriers but the
need for volunteering has increased. As a
nurse I feel an obligation to decrease the
impact of the virus.
Messaged to the public need to reflect the
complexity of this virus vs. the same phrases
day after day at 11 from the governor.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa

Comments

Virus not a concern, gov and medical
reaction to it is. This is unnecessary and
unprecedented! I sure don't remember any
That Iowa won't
gov involvement in any disasters before 20
lift restrictions
years or so ago. What happened? Why does
quickly enough
everyone feel the gov is supposed to take
care of them! Stop scaring people into
believing this is a significant threat!

Dubuque

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Dubuque

retired

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
lot

Dubuque

Retired. The
biggest change
has been in my
exercise routine
which was
mainly
swimming.
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Ironically, a
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
chlorine filled
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
pool is a very
somewhat
safe place to be.
When the pool
reopens, I'll still
wear gloves and
a mask until I'm
ready to get into
the water.

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

That peoplethat have to go to stores and
appointments do not have the common
sence to wear a mask.

The suffering of others mainly. For myself, I
have diabetes, psoriasis and I'm overweight
so I'm very careful.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Dubuque

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

Dubuque

Manufacturing

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Dubuque

My life has
Health care or been
I am busier
human services impacted a than before
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I work at a Hospital and we were forced to
take a 20% reduction in hours due to the loss
of surgery income. Which was not the
employees fault. With that said we can use
vacation time, which we should not have to
or thankfully the democrat provided
unemployment, which currently I am not
using, but I may have to soon if this keeps
up. Also our hospital has not been
forthcoming with information until after the
fact. The hospital cares more about their
My financial
That Iowa will pocket book and not helping the employee.
More should
situation is
have been done lift restrictions Many of us want hazard pay or some type of
worse than
pay to make up for our losses, especially
too quickly
in Iowa
before
having to use our vacation time. But I know
that will never happen at our Dubuque
hospital. I personally think the Dubuque
hospital should become a union, so they
cannot keep taking advantage of the
employees. I cannot leave my name I am
sorry for that.
As for the governor, her temper needs to be
controlled and she should think about the
employees first and not the big corporations
all the time.
Not getting stimulus money, Not getting the
The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa won't
$600 a week company says we will get for
has been
situation is
lift restrictions
work share. Just enough hours that we can't
handled well in
worse than
quickly enough
collect partial unemployment.
Iowa
before
We need to be worried about people and
keeping them alive and well not about the
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
economy. With what we are now learning
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
about how Covid can be detrimental to kids,
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
we need to be even more concerned about
lifting restrictions too quickly.
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City

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

We are both
retired:
Educator
Manufacturing

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Manufacturing

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

Retired

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
#Our government did not put people's safety
first nor tell the truth.
#The older people seemed trapped &
destined to die in nursing homes which has
been so sad.
#Life with our little grandson has been so
interrupted, It bothers so much missing his
childhood. We just worry so much about
how he is doing.
And now the horrific news about young
children dying from terrible inflammatory
reactions.
#We love to exercise by water‐walking at the
City pool which is looking unlikely as we
approach summer activities being
questionable.
#We'be lost work, but it was unpaid
volunteer work for non‐profits we are
missing.
#Prices on our food seem to be really
increasing fast.
#We are scared going out shopping for food
as we see grocery store workers & other
shoppers not masked or distancing.
Concerns about long term impact due to
continued illness. Also worried about
increasing divide of people due to very
different political messages about the
pandemic, numbers, responses.
Virus hasnâ€™t made its peak in iowa

City

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
been
Retired teacher
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Manufacturing
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Manufacturing
impacted a
little
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload

I've lost some
work

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Restrictions were lifted too quickly.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Are workers being protected?
High school students ‐ anxiety, depression,
itâ€™s bad. Schools resuming 2020‐2021?
Itâ€™s a major concern

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Not enough testing.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Dubuque

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa

Dubuque

My life has
I have become
Health care or been
human services impacted a unemployed
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly

Dubuque

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
human services impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
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would be great if the positive test results
data would indicate when the testing
occurred, with back log it can give a false
perspective of when the people tested vs
real time increases
I work in health care and have taken a week
off in unemployment due to low patient
numbers, yet the workload and acuity of
patients is higher than ever before.
Conserving PPE at the expense of safety.
Governor trying to please the president is
disgusting to watch

City

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Your job

Education

Impact on
life

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
little
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat
My life has
Advertising/exhi been
impacted a
bits
lot

Retired

Impact on
workload

The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa
The pandemic
My financial
has been
I've lost some
situation is
handled well in
work
about the same
Iowa
The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Iâ€™m concerned that employees and
business owners are being rushed back to
work without economic or health support.
Iâ€™m also concerned that Iowa has no real
plan for how to get the virus under control
over the summer, which will hurt us in the
long term.

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly
That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly
That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

Will we ever feel same again? There is so
much conflicting information that you
donâ€™t know what to believe.

Total over reaction and fear mongering at
every level both politically and by the media.
Best economy to worst in weeks.
Percent of 'cases' is miniscule by any
population calculation and deaths way
moreso. How many diagnoses amount to a
That Iowa won't thing? Never published. It's not Covid but
lift restrictions reaction to it that has destroyed the
quickly enough economy, jobs and family finances and
resulted in horrible addition to the national
debt.
Government over reach on this is a travesty
and unfortunately people follow like sheep.
It's allinsane. Open everything up and live
life.

City

Your job

Dubuque

Local
government

Dubuque

Dubuque

Accounting

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload
I am busier
than before

I've lost some
work

I've lost some
work

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
My financial
situation is
worse than
before
My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa
The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa

Need for better internet/ technology across
state, need for more safety nets, universal
health care.

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions Death of small businesses.
quickly enough

Dubuque

Restaurant or
hospitality

Dubuque

I work from
home, self‐
employed as a
coach. I CAN
work, but it's
much harder to
find people who
have
discretionary
income to pay
me. I have
enough money
for May, but I
don't know
where my next
check is coming
from.

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Comments

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
impacted a unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

I think the whole thing is very scary and my
concern is loved ones getting sick and or
dying. I wish more people followed the rules
when it came to staying home to avoid the
spread.

"Essential" workers aren't heroes, they're
hostages. By opening up the state too soon,
we're kicking people off of UI and making
them choose between their health or their
money. It's not right.

City

Dubuque

Your job

Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Many people are ignoring social distancing.
And I feel she is opening up too soon. The #
of confirmed and deaths continue to go up.
I worry about those in nursing homes not
being tested.
I do appreciate how many have stepped up
to help,

Education

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Dubuque

Entertainment

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

Dubuque

My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot

Dubuque

Dubuque

Education

Dubuque

Stay at home
mom. My
husband is a
pediatrician.

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

As a teacher I work a second job to make
ends meet at a bar on the weekends. I've lost
thousands of dollars by not being able to
work that second job and don't qualify for
any assistance.

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions Need concerts and festivals back
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
I fear that people will interpret businesses re‐
opening as a sign that "the pandemic is over"
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
and they can stop social distancing. It is too
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
soon to lift distancing restrictions. As a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
registered nurse, I wish people would take
this more seriously.
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
I've lost some situation is
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
work
too quickly
in Iowa
before
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
situation is
I am busier
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
than before
too quickly
in Iowa
before
My financial
situation is
worse than
before
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City

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Your job

Impact on
Impact on
life
workload
My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Lifting restrictions too soon.
We'll have a 2nd wave.

Daycare

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The lift was too soon, it should have been a
slower process!
I am appalled on how this entire situation
was handled.
There arenâ€™t enough tests, she tested
bigger companies than the actual public. The
people that should have been tested that
arenâ€™t are the people who will be in
contact with other people in our community,
serving them in restaurants, clothing store,
etc.
The governor is a joke!
Why lift when numbers are still increasing.
Lift after that peak, NOT before.
And to lift gradually. Why 50%, how about
25% and see how it affects the numbers.
A slow process, letâ€™s not jump in to this
with both feet!

Insurance

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Construction

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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We do not have enough testing to prevent
the ongoing spread of this illness.

City

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Not testing enough! In addition, the turn
around for testing needs to be within the
time frame provided. People are not taking
this seriously because they are not seeing
the true number of those who have COVID‐
19. In addition, how many other deaths are
not being reported of those who
mysteriously died due to lack of healthcare
or saw the governor's statement "don't
worry about getting tested... it's an
uncomfortable process".
take a page from cuomo and display
numbers in graph form. Governor reading
them does not show trend.
Iowa.gov/covid19 info is nice, but it is unable
to be downloaded and for me to find out
trends.

Not for profit/
development

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Manufacturing

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Casino gaming

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

If Schools open in the Fall, they should give
parents a choice for their children

Manufacturing

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I think Kim Reynolds is an idiot and she is hell
bent on booting Iowans off unemployment.
Could care less if people get sick or die.
Profits over people.
Canâ€™t wait to vote her out in 2022.

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Stupidity on the part of the president,
governor, and the right wing media
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That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

City

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Your job

Restaurant or
hospitality

Impact on
workload

Education

Financial

Dubuque

Insurance

Education

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
impacted a unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

Dubuque

Dubuque

Impact on
life

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
By opening to soon this could last even
longer. People are going to get sick and
suffer due to our opening to soon.
Living on the boarder will bring outsiders to
our state.
If we get a second wave. Stores like Lowes,
Menards, Theisen's should be closed for at
least 2 ‐ 3 weeks
The pandemic exhibited what we already
knew about healthcare disparities and our
most vulnerable populations are being hit
the hardest. I am concerned the gap
between higher and lower socioeconomic
classes will become bigger and there will be
less understanding between the groups
Second waves, fast testing, data
transparency, vaccine, uniform and reliable
messaging

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Dubuque

Restaurant or
hospitality

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The governors dashboard numbers are fluid
and only show what they want you to know.
And sometimes do not add up. I think lifting
restrictions is too soon. I understand the
need to open processing plants but the
plants and their staffing methods and
sanitation standards are on them. Why didnt
the state conduct inspections early on in
factories?

Dubuque

My life has
I have become
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a unemployed
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

A huge breakout coming im afraid

Education

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Losing my job. Small private colleges were
struggling before this. Ageism is extreme in
higher ed. I would most likely not find
another jib in my field and have too much
education to be hired in secondary schools.

retired

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

Retired

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque
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People need to heed to protect themselves
and others. I have a parent in an assisted
living facility in a neighboring state and am
concern about her health and 2 + hours
away.
Too many people misunderstand how
contagious this virus really is. They have a
different science than the experts.
God only knows, but they probably voted for
Trump & Blum

City

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

I agree that restrictions should be lifted, but
only with strict guidelines. For example, I
think everyone in Iowa should wear face
masks oh, and the government should put
out the message that this is for everyone's
protection. I'd love to see education about
rights vs civic responsibility. Most people
agree, but there are enough vocal resistors
that they need to be addressed.

Education

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

I'm very concerned that a second wave will
mean financial disaster for small colleges in
Iowa (where I work) and that they won't
survive. I'm worried that we have not
contained the virus at this point and that by
opening the state we'll see more spread. If
public schools can't open in the fall, I'm
worried about how I'll balance my work (if
the college stays open) and taking care of my
family. I'm worried about the health and
safety of kids who rely on public schools for
meals and in some cases extra safety. I'm
concerned that we are under testing and
thus underestimating the real impact of
covid in the state. I'm really angry that the
governor is not taking this seriously, is not
sharing her metrics for decision making, and
seems to be unconcerned about the long
term effects of what a second wave will
cause.

Technical

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
little

Education

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions VoteRed2020
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
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City

Your job
I am a retired
teacher. I am
currently
primary
caregiver for my
husband who
has Alzheimers.

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My main concern is that our current
president is more concerned about the
environment and corporate interests than he
is for the citizens of this country.

My financial
situation is
better than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

It seems like our governor is gambling with
our health by opening iowa dining inside,
while not waiting for covid cases to go down
in our largest cities. I assume we are still
short on testing ability, if in dubuque county
you can only be tested if a dr requests it for
you, the same rules we had in late march. I
read in Lindsey James email, our governor
wants to open bars and casinos by 5/29,
probably a bad idea cause those customers
won't be wearing masks, while drinking,
socializing, and or smoking in our bars and
casinos. We could end up with a lot of sick
people!

Dubuque

My life has
I've lost some
been
Events industry
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Politicians value profit of those who paid for
their election through dark money than the
citizens that voted them in. Compare cases
and deaths in our states to those similar
sized that had stay at home orders. Blood is
on the hands of our representatives who
think re‐opening during peak is a good idea.
The cases keep going up.

Dubuque

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
Retail or grocery
better than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly

Dubuque

Dubuque

Manufacturing

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot
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City

Dubuque

Your job

Financial

Dubuque

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

Dubuque

Dubuque

Impact on
life

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
My employer will make me go back to our
office before I am comfortable for myself
and family. Company is successfully working
from home but since she is lifting restrictions
owner feels we can be in office. I can control
staying away from places she is opening but I
have to do what my boss tells me to keep
job. Have expressed concern and been
disregarded.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
No one is wearing masks. Masks should be a
given ‐ and the governor (and her entourage)
should wear one. I have two people who are
immune‐suppressant in my home and no
one outside seems to care. We are opening
up and putting money before people. I am
worried that lots of people will die before
this is over. I hope I am wrong. We are trying
to find safe and smart ways to open the
churches up. I hope the older and sicker
people will stay home. We will see.

I work as Pastor
to Students at
UD and as a
minister in
Sherrill, IA at
two small
churches.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Law
Enforcement

Open the economy so Iowa businesses can
get back on track. Treat Iowans like adults
The pandemic
My life has
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
and let them make their own decisions. The
has been
been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
handled well in
death rate is much lower than originally
impacted
quickly enough
about the same about the same
Iowa
anticipated and people should be allowed to
somewhat
get back to normal as much as possible.
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City

Your job

Dubuque

Food service‐
schools

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
My life has
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
has been
been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
handled well in
impacted
quickly enough
about the same about the same
Iowa
somewhat

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Education

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I am a music teacher and lost many students.
My granddaughter's daycare closed (Finley);
so I became a full‐time caregiver in order for
my daughter to keep her job. My Mom is in
a nursing home and has been isolated for
many, many weeks. I wear a mask and
gloves in public but many others do not,
which is very frustrating. I feel our federal
government has done a terrible job and am
very worried about our future. Our local
Mayor has been a good leader through all of
this.

Dubuque

Education

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I'm worried that cases will increase with
fewer restrictions.

Dubuque

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

My financial
situation is
better than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

I'm concerned about the direct care
providers who have taken on more service
hours to keep individuals on Waivers
safe.Specifically burn out and exposure not
to mention exposing their own families.

Dubuque

Financial
services ‐
retirement

Dubuque

Education

Dubuque

My life has
been
impacted a
little
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa
The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa

I am busier
than before
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That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly
That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly
That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

Mental health impact on children and adults.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

Dubuque

Education

Dubuque

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Plandemic Communist takeover because of a
damn flu! New World Order planned it with
Gates, Fauci, Soros, Obama and the rest of
That Iowa won't
the criminals in charge. Not all of us are
lift restrictions
dumbed down sheeple! All who are behind
quickly enough
this need to be arrested immediately!
Democrats are doing all they can to keep
Trump from winning again! TRUMP 2020

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

With Iowa being shut down essentially until
June, we should receive another round of
Payroll Loans as this has impacted all
businesses drastically.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

* My employee from Muscatine shared with
me that the Columbus Junction Tyson's is
allowing asymptomatic but positive
employees to work. Why are we trying to
punish those on unemployment. Shouldn't
employers be required to provide a safe
environment to their employees.
* This is another blow to disability providers.
I just had to reduce the status of 10
supervisors in Iowa by 40% in our hourly
HCBS program. We were barely surviving
before and this just makes it worse. My
employees make poverty wages and now
we're asking them to risk their lives for it.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

With the lessening of restrictions. People
have taken that as the all clear and no longer
abide by any restictions

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted than before
somewhat

Law
enforcement

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

Dubuque

Public library

Dubuque

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

Dubuque

My life has
My workload My financial
Retired federal been
has remained situation is
impacted a
employee.
about the same about the same
little

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat

Education

My financial
situation is
about the same

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

Comments
What many people have ‐‐ all the
unknowns... the long term impact and ripple
effect. Will there be a vaccine? When? Will
this come back to haunt us again, and if so
will it be handled in a similar fashion? I
know it's naive, but my concern is how the
pandemic has increasingly become political
and what does that mean for the future?

The Micronesian/Marshallese population in
Iowa needs access to Medicaid and
Medicare. Itâ€™s the least we can do
considering what the US did to their islands
with nuclear testing.
I have gotten this from several different
The pandemic
That Iowa won't people‐when a person has died from other
has been
lift restrictions than the COVID‐19 virus, the attending Dr
handled well in
quickly enough puts on death certificate as COVID‐19 as the
Iowa
cause. Just for $ for the hospital.
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
The pandemic
Way over blown. Use are resources to
That Iowa won't
has been
protect the most vulnerable and let the rest
lift restrictions
handled well in
go back to work we are Americans that
quickly enough
Iowa
thrive on challenges.
More tests/testing
Vaccine
More treatments
That Iowa will
More should
More empathy for humans
have been done lift restrictions
Less focus on dollars
too quickly
in Iowa
More enforcement of reopening protocols
Greater respects for scientists and doctors
and nurses

The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My workload My financial
has remained situation is
about the same about the same
I've lost some
work

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
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City

Your job

Dubuque

Manufacturing

Dubuque

Education

Dubuque

Education

Dubuque

Education

Dubuque

Education

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted a
little
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
The response
My financial
That Iowa won't
My workload
has been too
situation is
lift restrictions
has remained
aggressive in
better than
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa
before
Impact on
workload

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Small businesses are suffering while
Walmart, Lowe's, and Menards are booming.
Does Iowa care about it's residents, or tax
dodging corporations?

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

I feel that people need to be talked to about
their immune system and how our bodies
The response
My life has
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
are meant to protect themselves. So I
has been too
been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
believe only sick people or people that
aggressive in
impacted
quickly enough
about the same about the same
immunocompromised should be wearing
Iowa
somewhat
masks.
I am also become a care provider for a love
oned with a lung infection. This virus is a
That Iowa will death sentence for her. I have quantined
More should
My financial
I am busier
have been done lift restrictions myself for her safety. The number of people
situation is
than before
out and about without masks is alarming.
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
What is the hurry??? Let's be safe and not
sorry.

My life has
been
I am busier
impacted a than before
lot

My financial
More should
That Iowa will
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same in Iowa
too quickly
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My biggest concern is that we do not have a
comprehensive testing system in place, both
nationally and in this state. Without accurate
data, we have no idea when or if it is safe to
leave our homes. In my own family I have
two sons‐in‐law who are having to decide
whether their jobs are endangering their
families and have very little choice about it.
The idea that a vaccine could be developed
in less that 18 months to 2 years is fantasy.
We need to concentrate on finding effective
treatments!

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
We have phenomenal federal and state
researchers. We need to use our research
experts as the leaders in our efforts
(including social scientists) rather than
relying on the market or big business leading
our efforts.

Dubuque

Education

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Consider now conducting a study of housing,
health and economic inequities that are
being obviated AGAIN. Use those data to
enact real structural changes that will allow
everyone to weather all storms better (even
smaller ones than this). I realize these are
kinds of things you work for, in general. We
need to redouble our efforts to make
affordable and comprehensive healthcare,
safe and adequate housing, and dignified
and reasonably compensated employment
accessible to all Iowans.
Who is in the position to ask those most
impacted what they need? Are we actively
seeking out their input? I mean folks from
all political persuasions. There are local
researchers who can help with those kinds of
efforts.

Dubuque

Dubuque

Manufacturing

Tetired

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My financial
More should
That Iowa will
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same in Iowa
too quickly
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Greatly regret Trump removing the
measures the Obama Administration had in
place to deal with a pandemic.

City

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Technology
impacted
somewhat

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I am busier
than before

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
This "pandemic" concern has been blown out
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
of proportion.
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa

I see a lot of apathy. Money over human
lives. There has to be a better way.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Manufacturing

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

Education

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Utility

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Utter failure of dept of ag,(fed &IA), and
OSHA. Even I knew the packing plants were
going to be a big problem, way back in early
March. I bought a hog and a beef and a big
freezer. No one seems to care about the
workers in these plants.
Iâ€™m concerned about how educators can
make up for all of the ground lost this
semester.
Iâ€™m concerned about inaccurate data that
has consistently been reported regarding the
virus (testing, deaths). Given the limited
number of tests administered, our death toll
numbers are inaccurate, send a false sense
of security to all.
Clear evidence that masks help and many
people not wearing them.

City

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Your job

Retired from
healthcare, but I
find I'm much
busier now with
the NFPs I
volunteer for.

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat

My life has
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I am busier
than before

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
It has revealed our overall lack of emergency
planning. And it demonstrates that
populations that are already medically
vulnerable (social predisposition to certain
chronic diseases and under‐ or uninsured)
like the Marshall Islanders in Dubuque will
fall like dominoes in a pandemic.
I believe it's wrong for the governor to
promote opening businesses with no
enforced standards for health safety at a
time when the positive cases and deaths are
still increasing. And "wrong" is the kindest
thing i can say about this. "Criminal
negligence" would be closer to my true
opinion, but that would be unproductive.
Why is it They give $1200 plus$600. When
normal people still have their earned income
taxes.

City

Dubuque

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
My workload My financial
Health care or been
has remained situation is
human services impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
People being irresponsible and moving too
aggressively or quickly to return to what they
desire as normal, with a resulting increase in
COVID‐19 positive cases and deaths. Also,
concerned about the negative impact on
people's mental health as a result of what
we have and will continue to experience. I
think there will be a dramatic increase in
family relationship problems, whether it be
problems between spouses or parent‐child
problems. I suspect there will be a
substantial increase in general mental health
problems within all segments of society, but
especially health care workers. Finally, I
suspect poverty issues will become more
extreme and lack of health care will become
even greater.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Dubuque

My life has
I've lost some
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My small business partner & I own Outside
the Lines Art Gallery. We have locations in
downtown Dubuque & Galena. Since COVID
19 hit weâ€™ve worked tirelessly to find
ways to keep selling our artistâ€™s work.
Ours is a â€œnon‐essentialâ€ business & we
are very afraid of how long itâ€™s going to
take to start buying again. That being said,
we are more afraid of catching or passing
COVID‐19 along to others. My business
partner and I both have underlying health
conditions & one of our employees has
asthma, so when we re‐opened on May 18,
we did it in a very measured way. Our future
is uncertain & we hope that there will be
additional support for the small businesses
of our nation. In Dubuque and Galena
weâ€™re tourism is a huge part of the
economy, none of us can afford to lose the
ground that we gained. We need more help!

Dubuque

My life has
I've lost some
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

IWD is a joke

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

concerned with being able to keep my doors
open in salon. And wishing PPP was easier
top work with!!!!
8 weeks when you are locked out and
employees are on Unemployment with
stimulous makes it impossible to take full
advantage of PPP
Need longer time frame!!

Dubuque

salon

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before
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City

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat

Impact on
workload

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Pay attention to other states and other
countries and learn from their mistakes and
success.

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Another surge, or a roller coaster of surge
events well into 2021. We will pay for the
actions the Gov did not take earlier on..as
well as opening things up too soon...!!
Iowa Workforce Development hasn't
implemented all the Cares Act
unemployment benefits as of yet, over 7
weeks! We also are frustrated that more
covid 19 testing sites haven't been opened.

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot
My life has
been
Retired
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa

I believe our governor and her team of
experts have handled everything very well.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Need for public health and world health
investments, and increased social services

I am busier
than before

I've lost some
work

I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before
My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa
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Determining what the new norm will be

City

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dubuque

Dunkerton

Your job

I am a Realtor

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

There's
My workload My financial
been no
has remained situation is
impact on
about the same about the same
my life

My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat
My life has
Self employed been
piano teacher impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat

I've lost some
work

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
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Comments

I believe that this so‐called problem is vastly
overrated. I do believe that it is like other
supposed crises. Chicken Little is screaming
about the sky falling and the politicians and
alleged "experts" are going crazy. (If you
analyze the word expert, it comes from "ex"
meaning has‐been and "spurt" meaning a
drip under pressure.)
President Trump missed the boat on this. He
That Iowa won't
should have declared congress and the
lift restrictions
various legislatures as non‐essential and
quickly enough
trusted the people to take care of
themselves without all the dramatics.
If you want to do something for the state and
the people and be an example to other
states and the feds, file a lawsuit against
China for a couple trillion to cover the costs
of people not working and not producing.
China has been lying through their teeth and
laughing all the way to the bank!

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

Already people are not wearing masks.
Leadership need to stress this much more
and appeal to people helping others

More testing needed!

City

Dunkerton

Your job

Education

Durant

Finance

Dyersville

Auto service
advisor

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
lot

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

My financial
I've lost some situation is
worse than
work
before
My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa
The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I am concerned that there is increasing
political pressure from the President,
National Republicans and big business to
move faster in opening up the state. I am
worried that this pressure will cause the
Governor to make decisions that are NOT in
the best interest of the health of Iowans as a
whole. I am concerned that, while the data
does not lie, it is incredibly easy to
manipulate data to show something that a
particular political agenda wants it to and
that the state could choose to ignore data
that is inconvenient to justify decisions to
open up faster to please the national party.
I understand that, in some ways, decisions
regarding opening/closing are a lose‐lose
and that the Governor is walking a very fine
line trying to balance Iowans' health needs
with economic ones. I pray that she is
honest with both herself and Iowans
regarding the consequences of her decisions
and that she continues to
recognize/empathize with those Iowans'
adversely impacted by those decisions.

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly
That Iowa won't
lift restrictions Total media driven bs.
quickly enough

City

Dyersville

Dysart

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Casino

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
impacted a unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot

Retired

My financial
There's
My workload
situation is
been no
has remained
better than
impact on
about the same
before
my life

Eagle Grove Manufacturing

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
That essential workers need to be
compensated more! Way of money and
mental health. And for people who work
two jobs and they are laid off from their
main job to be able to at least get partial
unemployment benefits. Money for laid off
workers to cover most or all of Cobra cost.
The government would pay the insurance
company so that way people will not spend it
on other things. More help to middle class
people all year around regardless of a
pandemic or not. How about a one time food
stamp card for people that don't get food
stamps or housing, like $200 per person up
to 4 people per household .

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
On the federal level is the amount of waste
has been
lift restrictions
the Congress has put forth!
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa

Constitutional rights is my fear. Media and
government wants to push fear to take away
our rights and freedoms. Open the state up
and let the people decide to stay home or go
out. Governor Reynolds has done an
The pandemic
My life has
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
awesome job with how she has handled
has been
been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
herself and lead this state. Now she and the
handled well in
impacted
quickly enough
about the same about the same
rest of Iowa need to continue to open things
Iowa
somewhat
up and support Iowa for what our foundation
is... our farmers and our workers. We are the
heartbeat of this country in our productions
and you have got to keep that going.
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Open up, give Iowans and our nation a
choice while being respectful of others who
The pandemic
That Iowa won't arenâ€™t ready. Must get things operating in
My workload
has been
lift restrictions order for our country to begin functioning.
has remained
handled well in
quickly enough The longer we are held down the closer we
about the same
Iowa
become to unrecoverable division among
ourselves.
The pandemic
That Iowa won't With the pandemic the legislature hasn't met
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions so no more stupid shit can happen. Stay
has remained situation is
handled well in
quickly enough home
about the same about the same
Iowa

Agriculture.
Why wasnâ€™t
this on the list?
Just curious.

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Manufacturing

My life has
been
impacted a
little

Earlham

Farming

I'm concerned that the government is
overreaching in placing restrictions on daily
The pandemic
My life has
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
lives and will issue medical mandates such as
has been
been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
forced vaccination. One size does not fit all.
handled well in
impacted a
quickly enough
about the same about the same
Citizens should be able to choose what's best
Iowa
lot
for themselves and their families.

Earlham

Auto repair
business and
grain farmers

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

Earlham

Earlham

Eddyville

The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa

My life has
My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
Health care or been
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
human services impacted a
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly
lot
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Our governor and her team are doing a great
job. We especially appreciate her respect of
our liberties and trust in Iowanâ€™s to be
responsible. Keep up the good work!
I am very concerned with some areas
opening too soon. I would like to ensure
that there is enough PPE for all in Iowa and it
is hard to find in the stores. I have not been
able to find cleaner since this started. I work
in a County that is still rising immensely ‐
Muscatine and Live in a rural area 2 hours a
way with small numbers. I worry each time I
come to Muscatine.

City

Edgewood

Eldora

Eldora

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
been
Banking
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Transportation
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Eldridge

Construction

Elkader

Insurance

Elkader

My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat

Elkader

My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload
I am busier
than before

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

The pandemic
That Iowa won't too much knee jerk reaction and as often is
has been
I've lost some
lift restrictions the case the "cure" maybe worse than the
handled well in
work
quickly enough ailment
Iowa
Unless more testing is done on LARGE
groups of citizens, weâ€™ll never know
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
exactly HOW MANY people are
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
ASYMPTOMATIC and carrying...in other
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
words....NOT TESTING LARGE GROUPS WILL
NOT MAKE THE VIRUS GO AWAY!!!!!!
My financial
That Iowa won't
More should
I have become situation is
have been done lift restrictions
better than
unemployed
quickly enough
in Iowa
before
The pandemic
That Iowa will
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same about the same
Iowa
People still should have the ability to make
choices without continued restrictions. Give
The response
My financial
That Iowa won't the information we can make decisions with
has been too
I have become situation is
lift restrictions and stay out of our right to business
aggressive in
worse than
unemployed
quickly enough transactions and use of services. There
Iowa
before
would not be a need to use taxpayer money
to fund stimulus policy.
Opening too soon which will bring the
second wave sooner & more intense. Also
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Iowa Test results are representative of
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
survey takers not general population.
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
Cannot say 1:34 of iowa population have
been tested.
My financial
situation is
worse than
before
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City

Your job

Elliott

Ely

Institutional
asset
management

Emmetsburg Education

Impact on
Impact on
life
workload
My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa won't
has been
situation is
lift restrictions
handled well in
worse than
quickly enough
Iowa
before

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Gov Reynolds regularly claims to be
proactive with handling the virus in IA.
Nothing she did was proactive. She is more
concerned with Trump's agenda and
protecting big Ag firms than protecting
Iowans.
I do not have confidence in the Governor's
"leadership" skills to make the correct
decisions. Limited experience managing a
large complex organization...easily
influenced by political appointees.

City

Epworth

Your job

Financial
services

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
My husband is only 44 but has a
compromised immune system due to a
history of cancer. Yet he is an essential
worker and has been exposed to severe
health risks. This includes direct contact with
one of his long term construction contractor
customers who was hospitalized, put on a
ventilator, and almost died. Not only did his
customer put my husband at risk, he put
hundreds of others at risk cooking in his
other business, a popular local restaurant
before realizing he contracted the virus.
He is not just my husband but a father, son,
uncle, cousin, and friend. He also sells
millions of dollars of building materials for a
local, small business. Our family would be
emotionally and financially devastated if he
became sick or worse.
I feel like decisions are being made based on
calculated risks of anonymous faces that
value the position that keeps officials in
office over human life. Let me be clear. Every
Iowan is valuable, even those who have been
treated as sacrificial lambs.

City

Essex

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
Area Agency on been
impacted a work
Aging
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
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response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
One room schoolhouses (multiple family
units) at existing buildings. Kitchen delivers
food to class. Grades have video classes
together. Specialists meet students at acrylic
cubicles. Busses drive â€œschoolroomâ€
kids. // Businesses given aid at base rate and
then as time extends still‐closed businesses
receives more financial help. Prorated. //
Help with developing new revenue streams
for existing businesses. // Transparency and
virtual and phone town halls. Voicemail
recordings to constituents. // I lead a
Facebook group, Southwest Iowa COVID‐19
Mutual Aid, with 3,200 members. I hear a lot
of things about this region/ community in
regard to COVID. // I am running for House
24 (Cecil Dolecheck).

City

Essex

Evansdale

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

Self employed
Barber

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

More should be done to help people who
need financial help! My husband has tried
over and over to apply for unemployment
just to be told he has to reapply! And when
he tries to contact anyone you can never get
through. And if by some miracle you do you
have an average wait time of 90 min!
Absolutely unacceptable! And to top it off
we are buying our home from a private party
so any federal help for mortgages does not
That Iowa will
More should
apply to us so we are in danger of becoming
have been done lift restrictions
homeless! Our only vehicle just blew the
too quickly
in Iowa
engine so now we have no way to get
anywhere, my husband isn't able to work so
no income, we are on the verge of loosing
our home, the price of food is going up so we
aren't going to be able to feed our children
or ourselves be fore long, and
unemployment has been a nightmare! I am
not good with politics but I believe much
more should be done to help families
financially!!!!
The Government is not thinking about the
hard working people living week to week!
The only thing my family has been able to
That Iowa won't
More should
get is Food Stamps which I'm grateful for but
have been done lift restrictions
that is not getting my Bills paid! A self
quickly enough
in Iowa
employed person shouldn't be penalized for
having a 2nd job and being denied PUA its
unacceptable
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City

Evansdale

Evansdale

Evansdale

Evansdale

Evansdale

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
Retired. You
shut down the
whole country
over 90,000
deaths how
My life has
many people
been
would have died
impacted a
anyways?
lot
350,000,000
people give me
a break
common since
where is it.

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before
My financial
I've lost some situation is
worse than
work
before

I am busier
than before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
There has been little regard for the health
and lives of essential employees, especially
employees of color.
Emphasis has been placed on financial
concerns that should be mitigated by tax
dollars.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa
The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

The response
My workload My financial
has been too
has remained situation is
aggressive in
about the same about the same
Iowa
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Iowa handled the uncharted territory well.

That Iowa won't
What will be the next crisis we going to do
lift restrictions
this every year?
quickly enough

City

Evansdale

Evansdale

Fairbank

Fairfax

Fairfax

Fairfax

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
been
Transportation
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
I have become situation is
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
unemployed
too quickly
in Iowa
before
Impact on
workload

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
That we're opening things up too soon, even
though companies are hurting and people
have lost their jobs are am trying to get a
job.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same about the same
Iowa
My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Education

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Education

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
lot

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

Sales

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Iâ€™m extremely concerned about the
restart of K‐12 education in August. In my
opinion the situation at that time could well
require the same amount of social distancing
needed right now to maintain safety for
students and staff.
Concerned about the economic impact on
public education
Concerned about social/emotional health of
students across Iowa ‐ including family
resources/support
I am a school counselor at Linn‐Mar High
School and President of the Iowa School
Counselor Association. I am happy to provide
support and information regarding the
mental health of students and the impact of
school closures on students: academics,
social/emotionally, and on their
college/career development.

City

Fairfield

Fairfield

Fairfield

Fairfield

Farley

Farmington

Farragut

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
been
Architect
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Banker
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
retired,
impacted
volunteer
somewhat
My life has
been
Transportation
impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload
I've lost some
work

I've lost some
work

Comments

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I've lost some
work

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

My life has
I've lost some
been
Transportation
impacted a work
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
little
My life has
been
Accountant
impacted a
little

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

more testing is needed.

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
has been
lift restrictions That some small businesses will not recover.
situation is
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa
Simply requiring the use of mask when
shopping or entering tight spaces concerning
The response
That Iowa won't social distancing would help more the
My financial
has been too
lift restrictions closing everything. How can you justify
situation is
aggressive in
quickly enough allowing cooperation like Walmart to stay
about the same
Iowa
open. While demanding a small boutique or
hair Solon to remained closed.
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
Small business and farmers loosing
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
everything
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same about the same
Iowa
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City

Fenton

Fertile

Floyd

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
Library Director
impacted a than before
lot

My life has
Self employed. been
Boutique owner impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Agriculture
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

I've lost some
work

The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa
The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Keep the safety of citizens the priority.
Economics and political gain must take a
backseat to science and the education of
health safety practices for the public.
Don't leave decisions up to the county or
local gov systems. Tiny towns have mayor's
and council members that never passed a HS
science class or only get their news from FB
or Fox, because tiny towns have to beg for
people to be on the ballot (one joke of a
write in candidate can get you elected) and
we have such small ponds (puddles really) to
draw from. I am going for a little comic
relief, yet I beg you please don't leave us in
the hands of someone who believes our
town has herd immunity because there are
no cases today and no testing available.
Use medical expert's guidelines from the
CDC and other federal agencies to make
health based decisions, not some
convelluted, ,Willy Nilly, regional,
undercover, Iowa alone system. It's beyond
embarrassing on a national level, it's
irresponsibly dangerous.

This is a virus. Things need to go back to the
That Iowa won't
way they were regardless of ANY type of
lift restrictions
sickness. More people have died from the
quickly enough
flu, suicide, and other sicknesses.
That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

My biggest concern is the impact on local
small businesses and also our ethanol
production facilities.

City

Fonda

Forest City

Forest City

Forest City

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Wedding Venue
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
retired
impacted a
little

Retired

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
situation is
I am busier
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
than before
too quickly
in Iowa
before
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
I've lost some situation is
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
work
too quickly
in Iowa
before
The response
That Iowa will
My workload My financial
has been too
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
aggressive in
too quickly
about the same about the same
Iowa
Impact on
workload

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Adding jobs back to boost the economy will
be difficult but especially finding jobs for
unemployed people who have special needs
including mental health issues.

Testing is not readily available. Iowa has not
been well served by a governor more
interested in currying favor with the current
administration instead of tending to the
welfare of Iowans. There is absolutely no
transparency in her use of undetermined
metrics over real science. Reynolds is in over
her head. The Tyson debacle is just one
example. Reynolds had the opportunity to
show real leadership. Tyson should have
been protecting their employees, not their
profits. As to opening Iowa, itâ€™s a
mistake. We will continue to order take out.
Iâ€™m not sure when weâ€™ll feel
comfortable eating in a restaurant again.

City

Forest City

Fort Dodge

Fort Dodge

Fort Dodge

Fort Dodge

Your job

Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
My concerns are about the "trickle down" or
even "trickle up" effect in families. Our
youngest is now unemployed so our income
will be stretched by our willing support ‐ but
for how long. Also, when a family member is
hospitalized and the bills pile up, that's not
able to be reflected easily when people are
discussing the impact of this pandemic. We
are not hearing about people going into
financial difficulty because of lengthy
medical care, but it is surely happening.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Manufacturing

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Animal feed
premixes

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
better than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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We opened too soon. The Governor
emboldened others to do the sane and not
take the threat seriously.
I'm concerned the politicization of the
pandemic has led to major setbacks in public
health and mitigation of the outbreak. The
state government owes out it to Iowans to
treat this problem seriously and act
accordingly instead of trying to score cheap
political points at the expense of public
discourse.
The response has been far‐sighted and
haphazard. Both shutting and opening need
to be done more thoughtfully. More tests
need to given.

City

Fort Dodge

Your job
I am a self
employed
cosmetologist
and home care
provider

Correctional
Fort Madison
Officer

Fort Madison Letter carrier

Fort Madison

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
impacted a unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Fort Madison Retired!

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Fort Madison Manufacturing

There's
My workload My financial
been no
has remained situation is
impact on
about the same about the same
my life

Fort Madison Education

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Comments
Not enough testing or ability to get tested.
People not following cdc guidelines,
community spread because of ignorance and
lack of guidance by state officials.
Our Governors press releases ha e not been
very informational. It always seems like she
is hiding something
There definitely needs to be testing available
for anyone who wants it, at decently nearby
facilities.
I have underlying conditions (63), on SSD.
My mother is 86 w underlying conditions.
People refuse to wear masks & distance.
It may be too soon, but people really needed
to get back to work, and business needed to
open back up.,I think if we take necessary
precautions, hopefully we will be ok!

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

I think we should find alternative markets for
farmersâ€™ products that benefit all. I
donâ€™t think they should have to waste
livestock or dUmp milk. We need to come up
with a quick plan to save these resources. At
the very least, some sort of directory where
citizens can buy directly from farmers.

City

Your job

Fort Madison

Fort Madison retired

Fort Madison Construction

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Other than having the ability to expose
others without having personal knowledge
of infection, I honestly don't see that it's
been any worse than the flues we've had in
The pandemic
There's
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
the past and will have in the future. Are we
has been
been no
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
going to have to lose our economy and
handled well in
impact on
quickly enough
about the same about the same
personal constitutional rights because some
Iowa
my life
hysterical folks are afraid of the flu? ...any
ole' flu? Please lay down politics and work
together to reach a viable solution.

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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We have been self‐isolated since March 5.
My observations tell me people are not
social distancing or wearing masks. The
numbers indicate Iowa infection rates are
going up and will continue, there is no
reason they will plateau or decline, even
with summer as the virus continues to
spread in the Southern Hemisphere. Also, it
may mutate into something much worse.
Food prices are destined to go much higher.
I feel that not only state but federal
government, as well, should not be
responsible for the bail out of major
corporations leaving the tax payer to foot
the bill. Where is all the billions and trillion
dollars for this coming from??? Provide them
with the opportunity to apply for a loan with
interest comparable to what I have to pay to
have my house repaired or purchase a better
car. Let's not repeat the big bank bail out
again.

City

Fort Madison

Your job

Local
government

Fort Madison Manufacturing

Fort Madison Manufacturing

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I strongly feel the Governor has put Iowans
at higher risk by lifting restrictions too
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
quickly. And where does she get off thinking
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
she needs a COVID test every day, when
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
Iowans are dying every day without even
being tested?
This was and is a ploy to make trump and the
economy look bad! It has been way
The pandemic
There's
That Iowa won't overdone! The liberals have dug such a deep
My financial
has been
I am busier
been no
lift restrictions hole they will do whatever they can to make
situation is
handled well in
impact on than before
quickly enough the current administration look bad! They
about the same
Iowa
my life
are dishonest, sad excuses for human
beings!
My financial
My life has
That Iowa won't
More should
I have become situation is
been
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
impacted a unemployed
quickly enough
in Iowa
before
lot

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Fort Madison retired

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

We do not have enough access to testing or
tracing available and our virus is on the
increase so we shouldn't open too rapidly.
Meat plants need to have testing. How do
we know the meat coming out of them isn't
infected? The workers there have a right to
protections and testing.
If we had mega testing I and many of my
friends would feel safer about business and
industry opening which needs to happen.
The federal govt must help the states and
local govts with costs. Even though Iowa has
a rep governor and will probably be treated
favorably by Trump all states will need help.
I worry that Ernst is following Trump and not
informing Iowans of all the facts. She is not
following the CDC recommendations
Our local school district is not requiring hs
students to redo the 3rd trimester (only 3
days of the trimester were completed). What
happens if school can't start in the fall?
These students will not have a complete
education.
Trump's lies that people believe scare me!

Fort Madison Letter carrier

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat

Testing should've been available to anyone
that wanted it, not tightly limited. Many
people that more than likely would've tested
positive were "not qualified" according to
the TestIowa website.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Impact on
City
Your job
life
My life has
been
Fort Madison Corrections
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Fort Madison Banking
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Retired
Fort Madison
Episcopal priest impacted
somewhat

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
With the opening of the state COVID19 will
increase.

Getting businesses back open and people
back to work.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Garner

My life has
I have become
Cosmetology/Sp been
impacted a unemployed
a Industry
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Iowa Workforce should be consider different
ways to help self employed folks. For
instance if you have a small business and
work a part time job your income from part
time job eliminates you from the Cares Act
Money for your small business. In the spa
and salon industry this has been a huge
impact of people not getting unemployment
or cares money. This should be looked at
like the stimulus check with small business if
you have the documents to prove your
business and taxes. If you don't collect $1.00
of unemployment you don't qualify for the
Cares money of 600.00 that was to help self
employed people keep their doors open for
business especially when your procliamated
to be closed.

Garner

My life has
Health care or been
I've lost some
human services impacted work
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Northern Iowa hasnâ€™t really seen the
virus yet. With people traveling between MN
and IA frequently, they will spread it here.
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City

Garner

Garwin

Geneva

George

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
Your job
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions That it will infect and kill people I love.
has remained situation is
Education
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
The closing of businesses and services should
not have been politically motivated. There
were business/services stopped that could
My life has
That Iowa will have remained open with proper
More should
My financial
I am busier
been
have been done lift restrictions restrictions. We new this was coming and a
situation is
State employee
impacted than before
proper plan could have been in places and
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
somewhat
laws made to protect workers and citizens.
Mainly our packing houses which are
horrendous under normal times.
The pandemic
My life has
That Iowa will
My workload My financial
We are concerned that this may be ongoing
has been
Retired but help been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
until a vaccine is developed.
handled well in
impacted
son farm
too quickly
about the same about the same
Iowa
somewhat
That too many people in our society will fail
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
to realize the long term changes that need to
I've lost some
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
Construction
be implemented in our daily lives as a result
impacted work
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
of this pandemic
somewhat
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City

Gilbertville

Gilbertville

Glenwood

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I feel the Tyson media reports were a
misrepresentation of the company &
inhibited fear mongering. I worked at the
Waterloo plant from 2015‐ 2019, leaving
only to take a work from home position
within the same field‐ Worker's
Compensation, which better suited my
family. I never witnessed any of the
statements spoken on the media and
enjoyed the time I spent with the team
members. Most of whom are well educated:
The pandemic
My life has
That Iowa won't teachers, doctors, mechanics, IT specialists,
My workload My financial
has been
Health care or been
lift restrictions etc. They worked for Tyson because their
has remained situation is
handled well in
human services impacted a
quickly enough educations do not transfer, they lack work
about the same about the same
Iowa
little
experience, or most other companies will
not support non‐English speaking residents.
Several are not refugees & are here on
diversity visas. Tyson can not control the
socialization of their employees when they
are not on the clock nor do they force people
to work at the plant. A company
representative should have been present for
any media conference. I have lost faith in the
Democratic party in Iowa, of which I was
once a strong supporter.
My life has
been
Child care
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot

I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

Lifting restrictions too soon will cause a
resurgence that will be twice as deadly

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions Future costs economically.
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
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City

Glidden

Goldfield

Grafton

Grafton

Grand
Mound

Grand
Mound

Your job

Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

My life has
been
Sales
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Retired
impacted a
little
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat

I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
My biggest concern is that there will be
several outbreaks due to the state opening
up too early.
My other concern is for educators
specifically, fine arts (i.e.
band/choir/orchestra general music and PE
Coaches) and their job security as studies are
done in understanding superspreaders.

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I am retired

My life has
My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
been
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
impacted a
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly
lot

I am retired

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
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Testing needs to be available to all
I am very concerned she is opening too
quickly and all the sacrifice we've made will
be wasted. She needs to listen to Dr. Fauci
and not Trump. She is risking lives and
doesn't seem to mind.
Reynolds has made it clear she doesn't value
human lives. It's all about the economy.
What a sham of a supposedly pro life
governor. We see NO transparency out of
her office. She's failing miserably.

City
Grand
Mound

Granger

Greene

Greene

Greene

Greene

Impact on
Your job
life
We are retired My life has
but live a great been
distance from impacted a
lot
families.
My life has
been
Construction
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Real estate
impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Secretary
impacted
somewhat

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
The response
My financial
has been too
I've lost some
situation is
aggressive in
work
about the same
Iowa
My financial
More should
I have become situation is
have been done
worse than
unemployed
in Iowa
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Our governor is not being transparent about
the actual death and case numbers. She is
only interested in the economy and pleasing
Trump.

That Iowa won't Shutdowns never shoot have happened and
lift restrictions need to end now. I am thankful to live in
quickly enough Iowa
That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

I am concerned about social distancing at the
workplace, and schools when IowA opens
up.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

There isnâ€™t aggressive enough testing.

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa
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I went a greenhouse in Charles City and
McDonalds last weekend.At the greenhouse
there was no safety practices masks hand
sanitizer patrans entered in all different
directions my concern there will be more
community spread as Floyd county public
health says they can not enforce the
governors suggestions. I have been
sheltering at home and agreed to return to
work in June. Worried about CC will become
a hot spot

City

Greene

Greene

Your job

Government

Workforce
Development

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
little

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Education. Impact on small businesses.
Uncertainty of rules. Seems likes it's
confusing and hard to understand, so many
variables Sometimes it's TOO much
information.
Workforce employees are working 6
days/week, 10 hr days with no end in sight.
Our numbers for other programs (PROMISE
JOBS) are increasing with less time to do our
actual duties. We are being thrown into
other duties and we do not feel adequately
trained and learning on the fly. I sometimes
feel as if I am doing the callers a disservice
because I do not know the programs well
enough to adequately help. We are yelled
and sworn at, callers are crying and we are
emotionally and physically tired!
I get it and we are committed to help the
citizens of Iowa, but I would love to see
some sort of "reward" at the end of the
tunnel‐‐extra paid days off, extra holiday
days (Xmas Eve?) or floating holiday. Even if
our PTO accrument were to be adjusted to #
of hours extra we are working (EX‐ work 10
extra hours your accrument would be
increased by 1/4) The OT is nice, but it really
is just bumping me a pay scale for taxes and
over 1/3 of my OT is going to taxes.

City

Greene

Your job

Manufacturing

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I believe there were too many Unanswer
questions. How can large businesses remain
open and the smaller ones have harsher
restrictions imposed on them. Our Iowa
government has failed the small business. It
seems to me that a number of these decision
That Iowa won't
were financially based. Look at the business
lift restrictions
that are making money now and will profit
quickly enough
from this situation and how are they tied
into the people make decisions on all the
restrictions. I feel that the media has been
one sided and may even been misleading!!! I
believe MY Iowa government needs to take
care of Iowans. We deserve the truth.

City

Greene

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
Service admin
I am busier
been
for an insurance
impacted a than before
company
little

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Between the news media and the
government I donâ€™t feel that we as
Americans are getting the truth regarding
covid19. Is really a pandemic? Are we
isolating ourselves to much and not building
immunities to this? Are we giving up to much
of our freedoms? Although I do feel some
people are stupid with the respect to others,
if I have the flu I stay home. With this
Disease people donâ€™t realize they have
covid19 and go to work and it gets passed.
That Iowa won't Look at Tysonâ€™s, the news reported
lift restrictions people were feeling sick but still went to
quickly enough work because the fear of losing there jobs
and look where weâ€™re at now in Iowa. A
county that did not have may cases is now in
the restriction zone due to big companies
making decision regarding there bottom line
and not for their employees. Big companies
and chain stores / restaurants will make it
through this, but the small mom and pops
stores and restaurants will not. How will
these mom and pop business be able to
afford the changes the cdc wants when they
been close

City

Greene

Your job

Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
The state should make the decision to start
schools and not leave it to individual
districts. The State needs to hold schools
harmless to legal action regarding Covid19
start up and other Covid activities. If the
schools are opened, the state needs to
address how to handle the aging workforce
of schools where workers may not want to
work where they see an exposure. Schools
cannot continue to pay these workers and
then employ substitutes.

City

Greene

Greene

Your job

Retired
teacher/volunte
er. The
activities and
functions have
been cancelled.
The attitude of
many residents
in rural areas
have changed.
They don't wear
protection in
the pandemic
and seem to be
egocentric at
times. Never
the less, there
are recogniza

I'm disabled my
husband works
for an
implement

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

That the governor is too close to the manner
being used with the Trump strategy. She
isn't respectful of the scientific and medical
field that needs to be used in restraining the
protection of the residents in Iowa. I have
met her twice and when education was
mentioned both times; she turned her head
and said nothing more than "education was
fine in Iowa". This is not true. I do not trust
the republican party being used on the
federal approach along with what is being
done in Iowa or any representative that
condones a president who was impeached.
It's an area that cannot be trusted in my
heart and feel that many residents are at risk
and will die without respect from democracy
that has been lying, sexist, racist, white
supremacists, uneducated, disrespectful of
cultures, the land, making contributions to
global warming, egocentric, ripping off
individuals and families in the United States .
There's more that can be added but these
are just off the top of my head and heart.

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

If u are going to open up the stores and
restaurants then open up swimming pools,
sports etc...these kids are needing things to
do..
I'm disabled so I have been quarantined
since March..this past Sunday decided I can't
live the rest of my days that way, so I'll do
precautions like masks, sanitizer etc..

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
lot
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City

Greene

Greenfield

Grimes

Grimes

Your job

Real estate

Education

Education

Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Taking care if handicap child and cannot
work. More jumping thru hoops from the
MCOs. Cannot have respite....to keep my
child safe and now they are threatening to
take away respite hours next review since
not using them now. And took away respite
savings that I save each year for camp/other
items. Cannot use savings for anything but
respite now.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

I am in an at risk group and I am afraid to
even go to the grocery store. They just
started wearing masks, but in my rural
community people donâ€™t seem to be
social distancing enough. Plus, I just read
Atul Gwandeâ€™s article in the New Yorker,
and we should not be opening Iowa. More
people will get sick and more people will die.
The governorâ€™s behavior is in cautious at
best. I fear she is listening to the White
House and big business interests and not
looking out for the best interest of Iowans.
Her attitude toward the people who work in
packinghouses is awful. They risk their lives
and then she threatens them with no
unemployment if they are afraid to go to
work.

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

The pandemic
My workload My financial
That Iowa won't
has been
has remained situation is
lift restrictions Economic crash
handled well in
about the same about the same
quickly enough
Iowa
337 of 675

City

Grimes

Grimes

Grinnell

Grinnell

Grinnell

Grinnell

Grinnell

Grinnell

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Consultant
impacted
somewhat

Child care

Impact on
workload
I've lost some
work

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
I've lost some situation is
worse than
work
before
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

More tests!!!!!

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I am concerned that we will push to open too
soon and have a set back that will then last
much longer and have many more deaths. I
am also concerned that some people
arenâ€™t following the given guidelines
which puts many others in danger.

I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa won't
More should
have been done lift restrictions
quickly enough
in Iowa

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My life has
I have become
been
impacted unemployed
somewhat

My life has
been
Construction
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Manufacturing
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly
338 of 675

Safety of everyone , with great concern for
worker safety of those who must go out and
work or lose their job

City

Grinnell

Your job

Aquatics

Impact on
Impact on
life
workload
My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
too quickly
in Iowa
before
My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Grundy
Center

Restaurant or
hospitality

Grundy
Center

Electric
distribution
cooperative

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Hamburg

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
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Comments

Businesses being allowed to open should be
based on capacity not service. THERE IS NO
That Iowa won't WAY ON EARTH 1 bartender can be more
lift restrictions dangerous than a kitchen full of employees
quickly enough and full waitstaff.
The Governor is discriminating against bars
and bar owners. Plain and simple.

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

My life has
I've lost some
been
Transportation
impacted a work
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

That clearly our public schools have been
failing for decades, otherwise governors and
other elected officials wouldn't have been
able to strip us of our Constitutional rights so
very easily. It's not the government's job to
protect me from the flu. The government
has the responsibility to suggest behaviors
(based on information from medical experts)
That Iowa won't
that will mitigate or stem the spread of
lift restrictions
illness. They do NOT have the right at any
quickly enough
time to forbid me to gather in worship,
protest, or just out for dinner. It's not right
that they can close down businesses and
destroy peoples' livelihoods over something
with a 99% survival rate. This has been a
massive trampling of civil rights and a gross
overstepping of clearly stated boundaries in
our founding documents.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
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response
restrictions

Hamburg

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
human services impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Hampton

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Hampton

Hampton

Hampton

Education
retired
considered high
risk because of
health
conditions
I am retired, as
is my husband.
We receive
social security
benefits, I have
also have IPERS

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
lot
My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My life has
I've lost some
Industrial supply been
impacted a work
chain
lot

Comments
Actual testing sites in SW IA. I qualified to be
tested but donâ€™t want to drive 3 hours
one way to do it. Iâ€™m disappointed that
everything is opening so quickly without a
downward turn in positive tests.
I'm not sure I have ideas ‐ just a lot of
questions and concerns.

The pandemic
That Iowa won't people still need to maintain 6ft, wash their
has been
lift restrictions hands, wear their face mask but let them go
handled well in
quickly enough to work.
Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

The Governor has opened the state up too
quickly. I am helping my 88 year old mother
navigate her stay at home situation!

Most expect too much control of this
The pandemic
That Iowa won't situation when it is beyond our control. We
has been
lift restrictions have an impact but cannot control. We will
handled well in
quickly enough destroy our economy in an attempt to
Iowa
control the uncontrollable.
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I am retired but
am now taking
care of and
home schooling
a great niece
who is in
kindergarten. I
think that
expecting
kindergarteners
to read and
write ( not just
words but three
sentence
journal entries
plus!) and add
and subtract is
way too much
for th

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Retired

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
little

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Hampton

Education

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

The the Iowa budget will be in shambles
after spending $26 million on a test that is
ineffective and other wasted efforts. This
may lead to cuts in areas that should not be
cut....higher education for example.

Hampton

Agriculture ‐
Iowa select
farms

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

So much uncertainty.

Hampton

Hampton

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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I think that the worst is ahead of us
especially since temperature is not an
indicator and several people that we know
had absolutely no symptoms and turn out to
have it. They only found because employer
tested everyone!

Maybe a little over kill

City

Hampton

Hampton

Hampton

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Housekeeping
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
I have become situation is
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
unemployed
too quickly
in Iowa
before
Impact on
workload

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I've lost some
work

When restrictions are taken away how safe
will it be at work. Dealing with the public

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions What if it comes back again
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
My concern is that there has not been put in
That Iowa will place a plan for testing those who work in
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions health care, to ensure they are free from the
situation is
virus. Asymptomatically transmitting is may
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
greatest concern.

Hampton

Hampton

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
human services impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Hampton

Comments

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted work
somewhat

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly

342 of 675

Lifting restrictions too soon.

Our leaders should be presenting a united
front...instead we have chaos from the
White House leaving people confused, angry,
and afraid. Yes, reopen the economy but do
so responsibly with a solid plan. If trump,
pence, all our governmental leaders would
wear masks then the population would
follow, we shouldn't be hearing people
complaining that their rights are being
infringed upon if asked to wear a mask or
respect social distancing.

City

Hampton

Hampton

Your job

Retired

Education

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I'm more concerned about my children
contracting kawasaki syndrome and am
wondering how serious our govenor is taking
that. I'm also concerned about my elderly
parent and her health. I understand thay we
need to get back to our "normal" but I'm
concerned about getting back to that
"normal" too soon. Is our governor taking
into consideration our health or is she just
trying to make our "president " happy by
opening up our state? Anxiousness is high
and I feel like she is just pushing everything
under the rug.

City

Hampton

Hampton

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Comments

My opinions above are based on the
information I have, which I understand is not
the same information the governor has.
Farm prices have dropped significantly and
are ever so slowly coming back. Itâ€™s been
ever frustrating that the packing plants have
closed and the price of meat has gone up yet
the live prices have not changed. Seems to
That Iowa won't have shed some light on an injustice in
lift restrictions packing plants that is not a new problem as
quickly enough the prices farmers get do not change much
yet the grocery store prices continue to rise
for multiple commodities.
Educating our children from home in this
area is difficult as many do not have internet,
devices and mostly the support at home to
do the work. We need to get the kids back to
school face to face especially if their parents
will be able to return to work.

Education

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

I work for a
winery

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

That is will be the new norm, wearing masks
and only going out for groceries, if family
members let you

City

Hampton

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I have become
Health care or been
human services impacted a unemployed
lot
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My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Greetings, Amanda! I am concerned opening
much too soon and we are all going to be
forced into exposing ourselves when the
effects of this are at its zenith. Too many do
not take ownership and try to keep their
fluids to themselves or consider others. Too
many believe our governor knows best and
put their trust in "leaders", not true experts.
The poor will likely suffer the most as usual.
Thank you for listening and your messages.

City

Hampton

Your job

Farming. Corn,
beans, and
cattle have all
crashed in price.

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
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response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

This is like a batman movie. The crooks have
created a virus in their lab and released it
and now want to direct the world toward
their vaccines.
See Amazing Polly on youtube (we have
been played) for a start! Also, see event 201
by the same and you will see that this was
planned in advance to vaccinate everyone
and give them microchips for tracking. Also,
see Bill Gates to kill 15% of the population on
youtube and see his formula on the board
That Iowa won't showing how to reduce C02 and save the
lift restrictions planet by reducing people. One remedy that
quickly enough works has been banned in states called
Hydroxy Chloroquine. Here is the regiment.
200mg Hydroxy Chloroquine 2x daily. 500
mg. Azithromycin 1x daily. 220 mg. Zinc
sulfate 1x daily. Relief will happen in 3 to 4
hours.
Goals of the virus are: Take over of health
care by WHO and Bill Gates Foundations.
Ruin the economy for socialism to be
implemented. Stop Trump rallies and try
and disrupt the election. All major media
venues have been corrupted by libera

City

Hampton

Hampton

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Maintain the position that everyone is
responsible for themselves and their health ‐
if you are high risk, take proper precautions,
if work in healthcare, take precautions, etc.
Do NOT agree with the bonus money that
was given with unemployment, is making it
The pandemic
My life has
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
very hard to get some positions to come
has been
Health care or been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
back to work, ie daycare providers, etc. Was
handled well in
human services impacted a
quickly enough
about the same about the same
nice that they qualified for basic
Iowa
lot
unemployment, but bonus was not a good
thing. Do feel that school needs to be back
in session in the fall ‐ for many reasons, and
adjustments can and should be made to
make that happen.

Marketing and
sales

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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How long it will take people to be
comfortable being in groups? It's a guessing
game, I understand.
I'm also concerned about opening to quickly
and people not being conscious of others
rights.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload
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State's
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response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I like that they are gradually opening
things... hopefully very slowly. At times it
was hard to find necessities ay the store and
variety was low. Limits on somethings prob
should have ben done earlier. We are lucky
to have local food sources yet the economic
hurt is still felt by the consumer/farmer.

Hampton

Education

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Places were things spread easily w large
groups I understand canceling... water parks
amusements etc.
Especially were children are have some
concerns... i know our elderly are more
prone to getting virus w more complications
but really wonder about our youngest
population to. They are just learning proper
hygiene and just as hard as it is for an adult
iowan not to hug its hard on a young child...
its seems they dont catch it as easy as far as
we
known... but is a concern.. also what the
virus does to individuals. Some have mild
symptoms others do not react well at all.
The coming school year if no cure will we be
causing more of an outbreak w large class
sizes?

Hampton

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa
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People will think that everything is fine and
go to back to normal daily life without taking
proper precautions and the virus will spread
ramped.

City

Hampton

Harlan

Harlan

Your job

Manufacturing

Insurance

Meatpacking

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

There's
My workload My financial
been no
has remained situation is
impact on
about the same about the same
my life

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
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Comments
My concern is how the Democrats continue
to play this pandemic for all its worth. As
they say, never let a tragedy go to waste. Do
you think things would have been handled
better by the Obama administration? I doubt
it. I can still remember Obama and his basic
inactivity when it came to dealing with the
SARS epidemic and its effect. Democrats and
Republicans could work together more and
stop all the wasteful add‐ons that are getting
hidden in the proposed relief packages.
President Trump wasn't my first choice for
president either, but I respect the Office and
I think its high time everyone does the same.
The way some Democrats are demonizing
the president, it makes me wonder if they
want our country to fail. I'm not looking for
any response from you, nor do I expect one
other than your standard " thank you for
advocating". I just want you to know that
some of us are tired of the political games
being by the people we elected to office.

The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa

The pandemic
My financial
has been
I've lost some
situation is
handled well in
work
about the same
Iowa
The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough
That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough

City

Your job

Harlan

Non‐profit
collections
agency

Harlan

Education

Haverhill

Restaurant or
hospitality

Hawarden

Hazleton

Hedrick

Construction

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same about the same
Iowa
The response
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
has been too
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
aggressive in
quickly enough
about the same about the same
Iowa
Impact on
workload

I am busier
than before

My financial
situation is
worse than
before
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

I've lost some
work

Comments
Economic issues, starvation, fear driven
chaos
Shutting down an economy is far too drastic.
Stripping our Constitutional rights is
unacceptable

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
little

My life has
been
Commercial
cleaning service impacted
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

Open this state up fully. My parents are high
The pandemic
That Iowa won't risk but they aren't stupid like the Democrats
has been
lift restrictions assume. They know to be careful. Tired of
handled well in
quickly enough socialist democrats. I FULLY support
Iowa
Governor Reynolds.
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa
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City

Hiawatha

Hiawatha

Hiawatha

Hiawatha

Hiawatha

Your job

Daycare
provider ‐ two
parents are
mandatory
reporters

Customer
service

Finance

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
little

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I think that lifting the restrictions as she has
been is a little too soon. This is round 1 I bet
we will see a huge spike again. I realize we
need to open up but if we had followed suit
with states around us we would be back
open.
My concerns are for myself and my kids. I
have a 15 year old living with me, and I'm
afraid for her. If this virus peaks again as
predicted I'm going to be afraid to send her
back to high school.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Our government is catering to the loudest,
moronic voices in the room.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Testing was delayed too long. Masks should
be required in retail spaces especially
grocery stores.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I fear that the government and some media
will try to downplay the truth about how
severe this virus has and will be. Full
transparency including admitting what they
got wrong and why, is important to believing
if it is safe for citizens to leave their homes
and venture back into society.

Retired
construction

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Education

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa
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City

Hiawatha

Hiawatha

Hiawatha

Your job

Retired nurse

Education

I am retired.

Hiawatha

Hiawatha

Daycare

Hiawatha

Retired
educator. Had
been doing
daycare but had
to stop because
I'm 70‐high risk
to be around
kids.

Impact on
life

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
little

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa
My financial
More should
situation is
I am busier
have been done
worse than
than before
in Iowa
before
The pandemic
My financial
My workload
has been
situation is
has remained
handled well in
better than
about the same
Iowa
before

Comments
We are retired. In the beginning the hit to
our investments was hard. Also I had to help
my children with child care for 7 weeks. We
continue to severely limit our activities
because our hospitalizations still rise but the
state is opening. I have relatives in Illinois
and their rules seem a little clearer from the
beginning. Our governor isnâ€™t being
consistent in her decisions.
People are not wearing masks as they
should. I pick up food, etc and see all the
people walking in with no protection at all.

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

I like the idea of face shields as discussed in
the May 13 Gazette.

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

budget concerns

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

Concern for the wellbeing of our state and
country as Republican leadership follows
confusing policy not based on science or
medical advice.

City

Hiawatha

Hiawatha

Hiawatha

Hiawatha

Hiawatha

Hiawatha

Your job

Education
Retired ‐
adverse impact
to me is
primarily due to
decline in
market value of
investments.
Additionally, I
have had to put
off medical
appointments
and elective
surgeries.
Full time
student
completing the
semester from
home with a
young child.

Impact on
Impact on
life
workload
My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Real Estate
impacted a
lot
My life has
Property
been
impacted
Assessments
somewhat

Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

President Trump has not gained my trust and
has an inordinate amount of power over
Republican politicians. I understand the
competing interests but fear short term
thinking may make things worse.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa
The pandemic
My financial
has been
I've lost some
situation is
handled well in
work
about the same
Iowa

That Iowa won't Help for the unemployed, NOT illegals.
lift restrictions Healthcare workers should have received a
quickly enough larger stimulus check.
That Iowa won't
lift restrictions I would like serology testing available.
quickly enough

My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly
353 of 675

City

Hiawatha

Hills

Hills

Holy Cross

Homestead

Hudson

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Education

Impact on
workload

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My life has
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
little

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

I've lost some
work

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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I have a special needs adult son who is
considered high risk. We will continue to
shelter in place for a long time. Please
donâ€™t forget about caregivers (parents) at
home doing SCL and other services to keep
their loved ones safe. When things are lifted
this group of individuals will still be home.
We are not allowing anyone into our home
so Iâ€™m doing all of his care.

City

Hudson

Huxley

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Comments

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That our economy will suffer greatly. And
that our governor is not concerned enough
about the citizens of Iowa. I feel that we
should be quarantined for 4 more weeks as
the CDC has stated. Or that I have read
about. I know our economy needs to reopen
but itâ€™s entirely too soon to do so.
Especially when we have some of the highest
numbers in Iowa. (Black Hawk County.)

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That people looking to elected officials are
taking their lead when it comes to Covid 19 ‐
ie: not wearing masks, not social distancing,
not taking it seriously. And I know we need
to hear some good news, but we need facts
and to have restrictions that are not just
recommendations, but are enforceable in
order to protect everyone. We need a
Department of Public Health that doesn't
just follow the Governor, but actually puts
forth guidelines that are useful. We need
the daily briefings to be just that, briefings,
not commercials for businesses, the Family
Leader, litanies of people who have been
important in their lives. We need someone
to not only care, but to act in the greater
good for all Iowans.

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
Retail or grocery
better than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

Non‐profit
advocacy
organization

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
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City

Huxley

Huxley

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I have serious concerns of government
overreach. I am free and should be free to
That Iowa won't live as I want. If people are worried they can
lift restrictions stay home, I can continue my life as I see fit. I
quickly enough will not take part in mandatory face masks,
tracking or vaccinations. Our liberties we
prize and our rights we will maintain.

I clean homes
and businesses.
I am also a first
responder and
fire fighter in
my town.

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Education

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

We don't have enough protections for
unemployment insurance in emergency
situations like this.

Everyone is gonna get this itâ€™s just they
My life has
That Iowa won't wanted to slow it down the way they opened
More should
My workload My financial
Independenc Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions up is not feasible for most businesses so a lot
has remained situation is
e
human services impacted
quickly enough are going broke sad they knew about this
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
ahead and swept it under the rug

Independenc
Manufacturing
e

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

Independenc
Insurance
e

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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I think more testing needs to be done before
opening up so much stuff, but that's not
going to happen. So where do we go from
here? The Gov is opening up all sorts of stuff
and her restrictions are a joke if you ask me.
Too many people aren't taking this seriously
at all.
Not enough resources for those who are
unemployed when the system still hasnâ€™t
paid, small business not getting grant
money, major food insecurity, Governor
could have implemented more social
programs to actually help, not holding
packing plants accountable for not
implementing pandemic solutions, more
transparency in actual numbers of infected

City

Indianola

Your job

Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa

Indianola

Construction

Ionia

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
Retired teacher
impacted a
about the same about the same
little

Comments
I feel things like hair salons or massage
therapists should have been open way
before restaurants, malls, and gyms. They
are a one on one business in the first place. I
think opening gyms, malls, and restaurants
at 50% is crazy. How is that being policed
especially at malls with many doors. I agree
we need to open things but think malls
should have been one of the last things to
reopen. Maybe opening stores with outside
entrances first. That way traffic in and out
could be monitored in each store.

I am very concerned about the constitutional
rights that have been lost during this time. I
believe that there is risk in everything in life
and that we as free individuals of the great
country of America should be able to assess
the risk and make our own choices and
That Iowa won't
decisions as to proceed. I know the governor
lift restrictions
is between a rock and a hard place, but quite
quickly enough
honestly it doesnâ€™t matter. Our rights and
liberties cannot be taken from us any longer.
I am very pleased that she is opening things
back up and I pray that she continues to do
so and that no other unreasonable things will
be committed.

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

City

Ionia

Iowa City

Iowa City

Your job

Electric
company

Clerical
administration

Education

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Banking

High tech

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

I've lost some
work

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Comments

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa

The concern that I have is the abuse of
spending money under the guise of the
Covid‐19 pandemic. There is no reason that
Covid‐19 funding should have been given out
to art museums, PBS and others. Sickening
abuse of authority!

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

We are not testing adequately and we will
reopen too soon.

My financial
situation is
worse than
before
My financial
I've lost some situation is
worse than
work
before
My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

I've lost some
work

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
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Encourage the media to stress the needs of
the local charities to ensure people
understand the full needs and services
available.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Iowa City

Retired from
insurance
industry, now
full time
volunteering

Iowa City

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
Retail or grocery
impacted a unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

retired

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

Education

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
The gov. never explained her motives. She
should have done shut down of regions 5
and 6. She says she is not being political, but
she is. Even though I need a haircut, she is
opening too soon. And why did she switch
from regions to countries. And she never
once replied to any of my letters. Bottom
line she needs to look at all Iowans together
and not blue or red. Say, where had Lt. Gov.
GREG been.
Medicare for All, $15 minimum wage. For
pandemic response emergency UBI and
rent/mortgage cancellation. Bail out citizens
and small local businesses instead of big
corporations.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
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I am concerned that a second and more
severe wave of the virus will result from
restrictions being lifted too soon. Why are
we lifting restrictions in areas where the
virus is still increasing and going strong?
.....makes no sense. Government appears to
be more concerned about money than
human life. More should be done to protect
workers.

City

Iowa City

Your job

Education

Iowa City

Restaurant or
hospitality

Iowa City

Iowa City

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

Iowa City

Iowa City

Impact on
life

Self employed

Education

Education

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
little
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
little

I've lost some
work

I am busier
than before

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My financial
situation is
worse than
before
My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That we are not maintaining restrictions long
enough and do not have readily available
testing available for enough Iowans.
Additionally, I do not think we are providing
enough support to those workers who are
either laid off or working in unsafe
conditions. For example, employees may be
required to have direct patient contact with
individuals who have not been tested for
COVID or who are asymptomatic. I do not
want to be forced to reopen my business in
July or August only to have to shut down in
September/October as a second wave of the
virus hits.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

More virtual options to continue. Healthcare
for all. Universal income always.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The uncertainty of a college townâ€™s
economy when there are no college students
living here

I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly
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Concerned that the politicians including
Iowaâ€™s governor and the US president
arenâ€™t listening to the scientists and the
medical professionals.
Testing and tracing are embarrassingly
inadequate to ensure Iowans are
comfortable and safe enough to reopen the
economy.

City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Your job

Retired

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
The response
My life has
That Iowa will
My workload My financial
has been too
been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
aggressive in
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same
Iowa
little

Education

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Real estate
development

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I am concerned that schools will start in the
fall when physical distancing isn't realistic in
a school environment. I want kids, teachers,
and all of those around students and
teachers, to remain safe.
I also would like to see citizens step back and
use this as an opportunity to evaluate what
is most important to us. Then live more
according to those values.
Thanks, Zach.

Iowa City

Iowa City

retired teacher,
but still
neighborhood
president

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
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Lack of public health focus
open too soon more will die. Mandate
masks in public. Need all tested same time
then put positives in empty hotels so not
infect families. Then others entering state
may still reinfect until vaccine ready for
nation. Increase taxes on wealthy to pay
hospitals and medical and backfill city tax
losses.

City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Your job
Retired, but
working on
immigration
issues.
Concerned
about those in
high risk
settings, such as
ICE detention
and others
incarcerated in
jails and prisons
our state.
Conditions are
terrible in many
county jails.

Retired.

Fitness
instructor

Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I have no faith or respect in Governor
Reynold's handling of the corona virus in
Iowa. She shows disrespect for families and
for workers. Especially low wage workers
such as people who work in restaurants and
meatpacking plants. The public health effort
is abysmal. The $26 million wasted on
terrible testing and meager contact tracing.
Forcing people back to work in meat packing,
and to public schools and universities in the
fall is frightening. This disease is horrible and
debilitating. Opening up to soon ‐ shows
utter disdain for our first responders, nurses
and physicians.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Iâ€™m worried about lifting the restrictions
too early. Worried about the second wave of
Covid‐19. Iâ€™m worried that many of my
neighbors in this 55+senior apartment
building donâ€™t wear masks and donâ€™t
social distance. I think we should all follow
Dr. Fauciâ€™s recommendations .

My financial
I have become situation is
unemployed
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
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City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot

Education

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Leadership with scientific/public health info
lacking. Details are helpful. It is not helpful
for leadership to present false equivalency of
jobs response to virus.
Lack of transparency from our governor and
her leaders. Deceptive use of data by
omission and constantly changing website
and not enough testing happening!
The pandemic is NOT near being over. Our
governor did not need to go meet with
Trump. She is trying to please him, not
thinking clearly about what is best for
helping this State & the US to survive this
ongoing disaster. I appreciate the expert
doctors on TV and their leadership, but not
that of the President. I am concerned about
Trump & our governor.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
With only 2% of the state getting tested for
the active virus and no real antigen testing
available at all in Iowa... we wonâ€™t have
the data to know if we should truly be
reopening counties or not. Itâ€™s going to
be a very long 12‐24 months.

Iowa City

IT

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My belief is that each family will have to
evaluate their own situation and decide what
is an acceptable risk for their family to rejoin
the economic community.
That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Unfortunately we canâ€™t count on the
state or federal gov to protect our family
from the pandemic as their risk appetite is
more accepting of loss of life than mine is.
The bright spot in all of this is that the UIHC
hospital has demonstrated their
preparedness and leadership during a
pandemic. Discussing the planning,
reallocation of resources and communication
that has gone on in the org with family who
work there, I am proud and truly thankful my
family lives within 5 miles of the facility.

Iowa City

retired

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
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My mother is 91 and in an assisted living
apartment. I'm worried about their ability to
care for her should she get sick. I am her care
provider and have been unable to have
contact with her for 7 weeks. Her isolation is
very difficult for her

City

Iowa City

Your job

Banking

Impact on
Impact on
life
workload
My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

On disability

Iowa City

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

Iowa City

Project
management
for an education
company

Iowa City

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Iowa City

Iowa City

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

Education

Comments
I am worried we will â€œopenâ€ up Iowa
too quickly and expose more people.
The emphasis is being placed on money and
not peoples lives. I want to see Gov.
Reynolds work a shift at the meat packing
plant in Waterloo and then see what she
says. She's making workers go back, so so
should she be elbow to elbow with them.
Don't ask them to risk what you won't do
yourself! ðŸ˜ ðŸ¤’ðŸ˜©
People should respect others by wearing
masks in public. Also there should be more
testing.

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

My life has
My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
Large Insurance been
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
impacted a
company
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly
lot
My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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The governor needs to make decisions based
on the numbers and make sure that essential
workers are protected and that places like
packing plants and nursing homes follow
strict regulations and have testing conducted
on all employees and residents.
Trying to please Trump and new clueless.
Reynolds opening too quickly and not
sharing data.

City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Retired. So, my
"workload" is
mostly
volunteer work,
plus duties here
at Prairie Hill
Cohousing in
Iowa City.

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa

Education

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
little

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
By "too aggressive" in my answer above, I
mean, I think the governor has opened
things up too soon. And I am really
concerned about the meat packing plants
and how employees are being treated there.
They should not have to work if they fear
catching the virus. Also, it is unclear to me if
we have enough test kits and if enough folks
are being tested in Iowa.
Provide a way for stimulus checks to be
given to those who need it and not to those
who don't. Work with
TheFarmLinkProject.org so food does not go
to waste and gets to food banks.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Iowa City

Education

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

The legacy mistreatment of non‐Caucasians
in the US is more visible than ever. Let's
provide the $15.00 minimum wage with
federally‐funded full health insurance
coverage for our infrastructure workers who
prepare/serve our food, collect & relocate
our trash, and maintain our children.
Washington, D.C. has shown that there is
money available to get this wrong turned
right. Our infrastructure workers need to
have access to earn a living wage and
healthcare peace of mind.
I am terrified
of Gov Reynolds' willful ignorance about the
science of this current pandemic. Business
does need to continue with adjustments
until the human death count is close to zero
for at least 30 days. We need to re‐read/re‐
study the stories within the 1918 flu
pandemic to better understand those
adjustments, and adapt them to the modern
era. The US government system has the
resources in abundance; let's redistribute
those resources to lift our infrastructure
workers out of poverty. Thank you!

Iowa City

My life has
My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
Health care or been
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
human services impacted a
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly
little

Universal income is looking like a good idea
about now.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
human services impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

My greatest concern is how politicized the
pandemic has become; the "us v them"
attitude. We need to work together. Also big
concern is access to voting. EVERYONE must
have equal access to voting by mail or in
person.

Iowa City

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot
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City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Your job

Hair salon

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
impacted a unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
human services impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
little

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Iâ€™m concerned that Covid‐19 will remain
and/or come back later in the year. I have
little faith in Trump and Reynolds to
effectively manage a response.
There has not been from this Iowa
Administration (as well as the US Gov't) a
clear plan on how to protect people and,
therefore, the economy. Obtaining sources
of masks and face shields (most important in
my opinion) and providing them at reduced
rates or free to ALL Iowans would have made
a statement to the importance of this items
to limit viral spread and limit economic
collateral damage. Also, obtaining testing
supplies with a plan for state‐wide
distribution was missing. The opening of
select counties was (and is) short‐sighted for
the health of Iowa in the name of economics.
Exposing her staff and others when Pence
came for the meeting by not requiring PPE
was irresponsible. She needs to appoint new
people to IDPH. The current directors are
not public health experts. She should have
created an Iowa Task Force of experts in this
area to advise on steps to take. It is not too
late for this to happen, but I suspect, sadly, it
will not. Thank you for all you do.
The government, both Federal and State,
were not prepared to deal with pandemic
crisis. Very little leadership has come
forward from either party.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I'm concerned we are not doing enough to
protect our essential workers, prisoners and
prison employees, small independent
businesses, the black and brown
communities harder hit by the virus, and
those without any or sufficient healthcare.
I'm concerned Gov. Reynolds is out of step
with national best guidance on public health,
and that she is acting as a "Republican
governor" rather than an Iowa governor.

Iowa City

Education

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

The pandemic is revealing fault lines in our
state and nation: between those who are
fundamentally economically secure (having
access to a financial safety net, good
education, reliable healthcare) and those
who aren't; between those who see rights
and responsibilities as co‐joined and so will
make sacrifices for the good of the
community and those who respond to any
perceived infringement on their individual
rights with varying combinations of
irrationality, rage and disregard for others.
It's clear now how desperately we need
universal healthcare and a more robust
safety net.

Iowa City

Politics

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Education
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Student and
impacted a
respite care
lot

Education

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
I've lost some situation is
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
work
too quickly
in Iowa
before
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
My workload
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
has remained
worse than
too quickly
in Iowa
about the same
before
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
My workload
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
has remained
worse than
too quickly
in Iowa
about the same
before
Impact on
workload

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
That people wont follow social distancing
guidelines and people that dont have a
choice to work will be at higher risk.

Vote out the governor

To ride out the pandemic, my husband and I
temporarily relocated from Iowa for rural
Michigan, in mid‐March. It was the best
decision we've made in recent memory. We
are appalled that Iowa was one of the last
states to even partially close. We are
appalled that gyms and shopping malls can
now open in places like Johnson County. We
are appalled at the pressure that the
governor puts on the meat‐packing workers,
and we're appalled that the Board of Regents
currently expects students to return to all
three major university campuses in the fall.
We will not return until Iowa's curve flattens,
until Iowa has adequate PPE supplies, and
until COVID testing and tracing have reached
federally‐recommended rates. I've loved
Iowa for its record of progressivism,
citizenship, and good sense. But thanks to its
response to this pandemic, I don't feel that
Iowa is my home state anymore.

City

Your job

Iowa City

Custodian for
the Univ. of IA

Iowa City

Web
Development
for an athletic
department

Iowa City

Construction

Iowa City

Education

Iowa City

Iowa City

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Iâ€™m afraid for myself and bringing home
the virus to my wife.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before
My financial
situation is
I am busier
worse than
than before
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The pandemic is much longer term than just
a few months. It is more likely 18 plus
months with the worse to come this
fall/winter.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Education

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Always err on the side of caution, and
protect all workers. Instead of caving to
corporate interests, the Governor should be
defending the liberty of all Iowans for a
safer, healthier Iowa (and therefore nation).
Public Health is national defense. Feed those
who are hungry, and alleviate financial
concerns for those most in need. Encourage
and support local businesses, the primary
economy. Be certain our health care and
front line professionals are sufficiently
equipped with protective gear.

Education

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Second wave due to the governor reopening
the economy too soon. Potential job loss.
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Iowa City

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
Retired for
has remained
worse than
medical reasons impacted a
about the same
before
lot

Iowa City

Nonprofit
marketing, part
time (semi‐
retired)

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat

Childcare
provider

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I've lost some
work

I've lost some
work

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before
My financial
situation is
better than
before

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
We need a reliable testing system that
involves our state agencies especially our
university health care and public health
systems. We need absolute transparency.
We need a bipartisan response team that
minimizes partisan considerations. We need
a strong public message that is educational
and motivating. We need to strongly
encourage public safety protocols as we
open up for business.
The adoption of plastic face shields rather
than fabric masks, proposed by a U of I
professor, seems like a good idea, especially
for schools.
Don't think we should reopen much until
testing and contact tracing are reliable.
Concerned about our hospital workers,
especially
There isnâ€™t enough access to testing. Even
if communities have significant case spikes, I
am not confident that restrictions will be
imposed.
There should be more testing available as
well as antibody testing. Essential workforce
should be routinely tested, and others tested
before retuming o work.
There is not enough testing and contact
tracing! My son is asthmatic and can't get
this without having his life put at risk. If he
goes back to school with even one kid who
has COVID, he may die! He is only nine! The
governor needs to stop "opening things up"
IMMEDIATELY. She gets testing but hardly
anyone else!

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Iowa City

My life has
ADA
I am busier
been
accommodation
impacted than before
s
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Iowa City

Education

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Iowa City

I'm a technical
editor/admin
assistant for a
small
engineering
firm.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I'm concerned the governor will bow to the
pressure of the president and reopen the
state too quickly. Businesses need to
responsible to their customers and workers
and remain closed. Workers should not have
to fear losing unemployment benefits, if they
choose to protect themselves and everyone
else by staying home

City

Iowa City

Your job

Retired nurse,
shelter house
volunteer (but
not since COVID
19)

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
A few tens of billion dollars spent in proper
prior preventive planning (PPE, test kits,
large tracing ability, supplies, and the in
place policies/laws to make it all happen
without delay) is way less than the several
trillion the USA is now spending..... same
goes for ocean rising/global warming issues,
and also, the obvious need for universal
health coverage. (How many additional
Americans will be with out health insurance
coverage due to the virus?)
Pay less now, or more later, if there is to be
a later.
Fill the USA's hole on the WHO executive
board, no cronies/loyalists needed. The
WHO has done some good work, fund and
staff it.
Breathe some life into the CDC and FDA, and
let them do their work. No more milk
dumping and plowing under of crops
allowed.. get plans in place that will work,
thereby preventing that awful optic of
humans in food lines, set against the
backdrop of food waste. Think Iowa for sure,
here. Get some researched standards for the
meat packers
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City

Iowa City

Your job

Farmer

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
little

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Consider temporarily removing USDA
restrictions from local farmers that would
like to process/sell their own meat. I'm
concerned that packing plants won't be able
to catch up to the supply chain. Packers are
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
also taking a larger cut for processing. I
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
could understand if they were using that
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same
money to prevent future outbreaks. Though
Iowa
I assume they are not. I'm generally against
government restricting private industry. But
maybe there are ways to negotiate, since
they are already receiving financial aid.

Iowa City

Govt and
farming

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Not canceling early enough. Summer high
school sports have not been cancelled yet.
Said decision June 1, just get it over with and
pull plug. Not enough communication of the
right information. Governor did a horrible
job of not answering questions and
expanding testing.

Iowa City

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
Retail or grocery
impacted a unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot

I believe the law should have more ability to
enforce people not obeying the government
orders

Iowa City

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

Iowa City

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Part time pastor been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
(retiree)
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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I'm very concerned that the governor is
placing more importance on the almighty
dollar and what she can do to please the
president than on the lives of the citizens of
this state.
The inaccurate information that still comes
from our president and governor.

City

Iowa City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
ADA processing
impacted than before
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Seems to all be a lie. There were matrix and
numbers set and when the numbers were
reached nothing else was done like promised
at the beginning of pandemic. People are
still being denied tests and the reporting is
not accurate.

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

I am concerned that Wellmark will no longer
cover telehealth services. As a small
practice, we do not have the space or staff to
cover the social distancing needs AND keep
people safe. It feels awful to have to choose
between the two. I am also concerned that
Wellmark plans to reduce our telehealth
rates to 75% of our current salaries. It costs
us MORE to do teleheathcare and a 25% cut
will be devastating to us, and could result in
closing our practice. I am also concerned
that patients who need mental health
services will not have access to appropriate
care in a state that is already a shortage
area.

Iowa City

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

Iowa City

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
human services impacted a unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot

Iowa City

Education

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

More spread, more death, impacts on
children, people missing work due to illness
because things are opened too quickly or too
many people in one area or space and then
spreading

Retired

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

General unemployment and loss of small
businesses

Iowa City

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My financial
More should
That Iowa will
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same in Iowa
too quickly
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City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
been
Retired
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Retired but do
been
lots of volunteer
impacted
work.
somewhat
My life has
Agriculture/Far been
impacted a
mer
little
My life has
been
I am retired.
impacted a
lot

Iowa City

Government

Iowa City

Retired but do
high school
sports
officiating.

Iowa City

Iowa City

IT

Retired

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

I've lost some
work

Comments
Opening up now is a death sentence for a lot
of people!!

Iowa will open up to soon and the virus will
spread more.

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
More should
My workload My financial
That Iowa will
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly
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My daughter works in the covid unit at St.
Lukes Hospital in Cedar Rapids. I'm worried
that she may not always have the PPE to stay
safe.
I am mostly concerned about immigrant
population and the treatment of
meatpacking workers. It has been shameful.
We are close to some immigrant children
whose parents for Tyson and we are very
worried for their health.
That the Governor lifted the restrictions for
big companies too soon but left the small
businesses out in the wind. The small ones
needed the help the most.

City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Your job

Retired

Education

Iowa City

Education

Iowa City

Law
enforcement

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I've lost some
work

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Transportation
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
I've lost some situation is
work
worse than
before
My financial
I've lost some situation is
worse than
work
before
My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Testing is no where near optimal for the
state to open up. In the majority of places, it
still takes days for results to be received, and
by that time, re‐exposure is possible. A
negative test received a week after testing
creates a false sense of security.
Additionally, PPE is still difficult to obtain
(out‐of‐stock or back‐ordered) and health
care facilities have been forced to use PPE
supplies that are meant to be disposable,
well beyond their recommended use. Many
rural hospitals are not adequately prepared
for an influx of COVID‐19 patients. Most do
not have negative pressure rooms or ICU
beds, and ventilators are meant to be
temporizing only (1‐2 days at most). There
are no intensivists or air‐way specialists.
And, unfortunately, numbers in rural areas
have only been increasing since businesses
have opened up. We need government
officials to lead by example. Show us your
face masks, face shields, physical distancing.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I don't understand how people aren't
worried about a second wave. This all started
from one case. What's keeping that from
happening again?

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Lack of transparency and poor decisions
which will have a terrible imoact some of our
most vulnerable populations.

More should
That Iowa won't
have been done lift restrictions I want my life back to normal again
in Iowa
quickly enough
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City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Impact on
Impact on
Your job
life
workload
My life has
I've lost some
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a work
lot

Legal

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a
lot
medical
transcription,
orthopedic
surgeries been
on hold since
mid March and My life has
starving waiting been
impacted a
for
unemployment lot
for self‐
employed to go
through after 7
weeks and still
waiting.

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
We need to develop ways to allow for our
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
legislators to vote remotely.
better than
too quickly
in Iowa
before
Where is the testing!! We tests now and
need to support and follow medical and
My financial
That Iowa will public health advice. Iowa first! Schools are
More should
situation is
have been done lift restrictions not going to be safe without testing and a
worse than
better safety olan
too quickly
in Iowa
before
Iowa needs to help farmers and distribute
resources. Show leadership!

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

We are opening too quickly. I think we will
have to close again.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

How we are supposed to keep paying our
bills as our stimulus will run out next month
and only $100 coming in and still not a peep
about PUA approvals, just 7 weeks of
worrying and wish they would at least say
you are approved and funding is not yet
available or SOMETHING as those of us
barely getting by before this, this uncertainty
us bad for our health when I am the only one
working and husband is high‐risk.
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City

Your job

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

There's
My workload My financial
been no
has remained situation is
impact on
about the same about the same
my life

Iowa City

Iowa City

Impact on
life

Public library

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Comments

Constitutional rights being ignored, liberal
narrative fed to media ( including social
media) with lack of balanced debate, setting
policy on obviously hyperbolic modeling and
other factors with little to not scientific
support but claiming â€œscienceâ€, no
longer trusting medical or scientific
community, missing out on routine
healthcare, paying people more on
unemployment then making at work,
spending $2T and counting on unwarranted
That Iowa won't response to a virus, social shaming,
lift restrictions conformity, and mind control, messaging
quickly enough that leads to people believing breathing air is
dangerous and distrusting others just
because they are in the same space, people
being told it is unsafe to go outside, kids
being made to feel fearful and missing out
on developmental and education needs,
being told not to visit with family and
friends, mental health, increase in domestic
violence, economic depression and
unemployment, forced quarantine and
government taking children from homes, no
focus on overall health, vaccines.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

That everyone I know will die because
people are careless and don't follow CDC
guidelines. I'm mad that people aren't forced
to follow the rules. Peoples' alleged
freedoms are not more important than my
life and the lives of all Iowans.

City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Retired.
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Education
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Retired
impacted
somewhat

Impact on
workload
I am busier
than before

Retired

Iowa City

Education

Iowa City

Retired from
health care

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

We are not following CDC guidelines (14
days of decreasing positive cases) and our
testing thanks to Utah is a total shambles.
Can I get a test? No.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

My life has
I am busier
been
Retail or grocery
impacted than before
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
little
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa

The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa
The pandemic
My financial
has been
I've lost some
situation is
work
handled well in
about the same
Iowa
My financial
My workload
More should
situation is
has remained
have been done
worse than
about the same
in Iowa
before
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Give it more time.

This call for masks itâ€™s been proven that
That Iowa won't they donâ€™t stop the virus. MASKS SHOULD
lift restrictions BE PERSONAL‐CHOICE. Same with businesses
quickly enough let them open if you donâ€™t want to go
then donâ€™t but those of us do have it.
That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough
That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

When can everyone be tested?
I fear the loss of rural hospitals
I want the Bottle Bill retained

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

If all individuals would do as directed, we
would likely be fine, but that just doesnâ€™t
happen!

City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Research
impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Consulting
impacted a
lot

forced
retirement (loss
of research
funding 2009‐
2015)

Office

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Health and safety of people who are low
income, working in high risk jobs, and BIPOC

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

I'm concerned about what people consider
essential (too much), and the lack of PPE,
sick leave and hazard pay for actual essential
workers.

I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
I am busier
worse than
than before
before
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Lack of transparency & not listening to
medical & science experts
Declining mental health/isolation. Unable to
trust quality of testing i.e. high rate of false
negatives. (Who determines accuracy of
tests, based on what parameters? How was
the decision made for "TestIowa"?)
Ongoing economic fallout, devastating
everyone except corporat
ions.
I am 66yo and do not have reasons to believe
the divisiveness can be reconciled. The
dystopia is alarming.

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly
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Appalling lack of transparency and regard for
medical/scientific guidance from Iowa's
governor will hit everyone, especially the
most vulnerable populations. Lack of fair
economic policy will have devastating impact
on Iowa's economy, totally unnecessary.

City

Your job

Iowa City

I am retired.

Iowa City

Education

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My life has
That Iowa will My daughter works in the covid unit at St.
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions Lukes hospital in Cedar Rapids. I hope they
has remained situation is
impacted
have enough PPE for her & everybody.
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
The most vulnerable people (older in nursing
care) are at high risk as well as people who
My life has
That Iowa will have low‐paying jobs. The virus has impacted
More should
My financial
I've lost some
been
have been done lift restrictions communities of color (meat packing plants )
situation is
impacted work
the most and there is little the government,
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
somewhat
statewide and nationally is doing to address
that.
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City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Your job

Self‐employed
music teacher
and musician

Legal

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I feel angry at systemic government and
economic forces that have dehumanized
people living in Iowa assisted care facilities,
people working in Iowa meat processing
plants, immigrating people, incarcerated
people, and people who work in service
industries, by protecting my convenience at
the expense of people with few economic
and civic choices, access, or rights. I think
that smart people could be in consultation
with people who live in dense housing
regions of the world that seem to have
effectively responded to COVID 19 (places
like Hong Kong, South Korea and Singapore),
to problem solve possibilities for reopening
the Universities in the Fall. I hope that some
of the creative redistribution of goods and
services that have arisen (Matt Swift using
his purchasing power and supply chain
contacts to get rice to area food banks) can
be strengthened to provide alternative
markets as I foresee continued disruption of
supply and demand for goods as this
pandemic continues.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

People still arenâ€™t wearing masks & social
distancing. The governorâ€™s response has
been too wishy washy. Enforcement has
been lax. How are Joeâ€™s Place, Pints, &
DCâ€™s open? I fear weâ€™re going to have
another big spike.
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City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
Self‐employed
been
professional
impacted a
services
little
My life has
been
Transportation
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Real estate
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Retired
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
That Iowa won't I would like to see large scale anti‐body
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions testing so we can determine actual infection
has remained situation is
handled well in
quickly enough rate and see who may be immune.
about the same about the same
Iowa
Impact on
workload

I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Take it slow. I am concerned about a 2nd
wave.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Concerned about what school will look like in
the fall and how to keep students/staff safe.

Education

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Masks are key but are not being worn. Many
do not understand that fabric masks are
worn to protect eveyone EXCEPT the person
wearing the mask. No one should be indoors
without a mask (except in your own home).

Education

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

Very concerned that Iowa is opening too
quickly. Have already seen examples of no
social distancing in public, restaurant patios
etc. Very risky and concerning for all of us.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
My concern is that no lessons will be
learned. That, though my wife has been
safely working from home and doing all of
her responsibilities, that the UIHC will make
her come back. There will be no reason for
this other than some idiotic idea that you
have to play dress up and sit in an office to
do work. I am also concerned as a person
who has to be at the hospital that I will infect
her and cause her to become ill. And I worry
that we are doing it all for nothing and most
of us won't have jobs at all next year. We
are looking to sell our house and move out of
state.
I'm concerned about how we are going to
keep our kids and families safe in the Fall if
schools reopen. I would really like to have
the option to homeschool at home if families
are able.

City

Your job

Iowa City

Retired

Iowa City

Farmer. Row
crops. Cow/calf
and finished
beef.

Iowa City

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I am busier
than before

I am busier
than before

My financial
situation is
worse than
before
My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
The leadership from the governor's office
and the Iowa Public Health department has
been weak. I do not have confidence they
can handle the pandemic to stop the spread
of the virus or prevent deaths. The Johnson
County health department has also been
absent. It is not transparent and hasn't
addressed the issues in Johnson County. The
messages and the enforcement has to be
stronger. Some essential businesses have
not required employees to wear masks or
asked people to social distance. Others are
very good. I am at high risk because of my
age and I can stay in, but I worry that people
still do not take the danger seriously enough.
We can open up but we need strict,
enforceable rules, and consequences.
Everyone out in public should be required to
wear a mask.

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
Seems to be overhyped in the national
has been
lift restrictions
media.
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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City

Iowa City

Your job

I am retired, but
I work about 20
per week as a
volunteer

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Leadership on the state level has been
distressing. I think Governor Reynolds has
tried to hide data (no county data now, for
example). Dividing the state into zones was
a dumb idea, which she abandoned. She did
little to get the safety equipment medical
personnel needed. The idea to go to
Washington and meet with staff who were
carrying the virus was ill‐advised and was
only a publicity stunt. Not following expert
medical recommendations for public safety
is an enormous risk and a horrible
precedent. Are experts in the future going to
hold back because they know they will be
dismissed and in the process diminished in
the eyes of some of the public?

City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Your job

Impact on
life

I've lost some
work

Manufacturing

Government

Utility

Impact on
workload

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
The guidelines sent to the governor by the
University of Iowa College of Public Health
should have been followed. The governor
says she is following the "numbers‐statictics‐
data" but she cannot explain how her data
matches her actions? And no one says
anything about it? Is she doing VOODOO
math to reach her conclusions. Then she
hides the numbers. Someone should suggest
if she does not know how to use power
point, or make a graph people could see,
then give her a chalk board and some chalk.
What is she trying to hide? My wife and I are
old, she has diabetes, and leukemia we are
very compromised. We need data to find
out how the disease is progressing to know
when it is safe to go to the store. Why does
she hide the data? No one calls her on it! Is
everyone scared of her. The silence is
deafening. The Democrats should start
putting up a daily graph, data, numbers, and
explain what is going on since she cannot?

City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
been
Real estate
impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Architecture
impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
Restaurant or been
impacted
hospitality
somewhat

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I've lost some
work
My financial
situation is
I am busier
worse than
than before
before
My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Be more open with information and follow
the science better.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My life has
My workload My financial
More should
Health care or been
has remained situation is
have been done
human services impacted
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
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Cases are rising too rapidly in Iowa and
there's limited testing and restrictions are
being lifted too fast
My main concern is for all of the people who
unfortunately lost lives, business, and jobs
due to the pandemic. It would have been
good to have more access to testing earlier
so we could have isolated infected people
sooner. My family is fortunate that we're
able to shelter in place and work from home.
My husband's business (healthcare
marketing) will likely lost money, but so far
we haven't felt the impact. Other than
staying home, the main impact is multiple
trips canceled, but not a big deal in the great
scheme of things. Honestly, I'm enjoying
having my teenagers around more often!

City

Iowa City

Your job
fitness and
wellness

Impact on
Impact on
life
workload
My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
too quickly
in Iowa
before

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
better than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

Iowa City

Education

Iowa City

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
continuous spikes that will further delay
recovery in all aspects ‐‐ physical, mental,
emotional, spiritual, social, environmental,
financial aspects of wellness
As an educator, my greatest concern is the
quality and quantity of instruction Iowa
students are receiving. I'm concerned that
we are given such rigid constraints in what
we're allowed to offer out students.
I'm told that this is in the name of 'equity'
and to me it stinks of 'Tragic Equity'.
Students that need the most support may
rely on teachers for all of their academic
guidance. I'm sad that I'm so limited in what
I can offer my students.
IDEA: fund public education ‐ fully and even
more to compensate for the starvation
budget that our kids have endured for the
past 9 years.
IDEA: Add a budget for SUMMER SCHOOL
options in our secondary schools to
compensate for lost instructional time and
opportunities.
we need to be prepared for the next novel
virus ( I don't mean when thos one surges
again) the next new one‐ educate people
what herd immunity truly means and how
pts would be triaged like they do in war
times. Very few would get in the hospital
door.

City

Iowa City

Your job

Iowa City

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Education

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Restaurant or
hospitality

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Iowa City

Iowa City

Impact on
life

Finance

I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before
My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
State leadership should regularly and
wholeheartedly support social practices that
can reduce the spread of COVID19 ‐ wearing
masks, physical distancing of at LEAST 6 ft.
We should also be looking for long term
repercussions re: health ‐ SARS, for example,
produces lasting lung scarification. Accurate
rapid testing at nursing homes and assisted
living places could be a step toward allowing
elders to visit in person with their loved
ones.
We are lifting things too fast and going to
have a 2nd round of Covid19. It is not over
yet

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
The governor keeps telling the at‐risk to
wear masks. She doesn't seem to know/care
that masks protect others, not the wearer. I
don't think there is sufficient guidance for
businesses and their patrons to keep us all
safe.

Iowa City

Education

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

If we are going to open up, the grocery
stores need to start taking bottles back. My
basement is becoming impassible!
And please, unless IWILL goes back to the
original formula, don't pass it. Wait for a
more favorable legislature where tax dollars
can be used to buy land, rather than paying
polluters to clean up their messes.

Iowa City

Education

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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I feel like our Governor is too willing to bend
over to her right‐wing base than to actually
listen to science. I think she waited way too
long to close things down and I think we
should have seen a stricter lock‐down.
During quarantine orders I witnessed groups
of 15‐30 people multiple times and I think
the Governor was naive to say, "Iowans will
do the right thing." I also think she should
have restricted re‐openings in the 77
counties for another two weeks. Also, she
can't read, because "ethinticity" and
"Mondee" or not words. But that's just me
being petty.

City

Your job

Iowa City

Iowa City

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

It is obvious our food system is broken and
needs to be changed to support small
organic farmers and local food growing. We
need to get rid of factory farms and
industrial agriculture

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
religious not for been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
profit
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

I am concerned about re‐opening too soon
and a devastating second wave taking place.
I am concerned that leadership, both state
and federal, seem to be ignoring the best
science and healthcare people have to offer
in favor of making this a political football. I
am concerned about how lower income
Iowans will weather this storm and I am
worried about agencies like Lutheran
Services in Iowa whose workers are often at
risk and who are poorly compensated and
that if there are to be budget cuts agencies
such as these and their workers will bear the
brunt of it, along with their clients. We
need to be attentive to the most vulnerable
among us. I am also concerned about the
coming general election and that the
Republicans will try to play games with
absentee voting and voting by mail. Thanks,
Joe, for all you do.

Iowa City

Iowa City

Impact on
life

Education

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Education

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat

My financial
More should
That Iowa will
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same in Iowa
too quickly
395 of 675

Research has shown that, had the governor
ordered shelter in place, that a substantial
number of deaths could have been
prevented. We need Medicare for all, and
we need an open and free internet.

City

Iowa City

Your job

professional
services

Iowa City

retired

Iowa City

Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
little

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly
I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Personal concerns about loss/lack of work in
the third and fourth quarters as
organizations tighten their budgets;
community concerns about changes in City
services (ie, recreational, cultural) and stress
on municipal budgets; closure/loss of local
businesses; the lack of a data driven and
visionary response to response and recovery‐
‐we should look for opportunities and
lessons on how to move forward in crises,
just as our area did following the 2008
floods. Some examples‐strengthening our
schools' abilities to equitably provide
online/distance learning; acknowledging that
broadband is basic infrastructure and looking
for ways to provide fast, reliable, affordable
internet to every household in Iowa;
accessible healthcare for everyone;
requirements of living wages & paid sick
time for all workers; improving working
conditions in food processing facilities;
addressing food chain issues in our state by
providing opportunities for small, diversified
farms and small‐scale food processing.

more poverty

City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Your job

retired

Retired

Education

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted a
little
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
quality of information & lack of openness
providing; lack of pro‐active attention to
disease spread
Better support for health providers including
more strategic equipment for them; a
governor who thinks for herself instead of
kowtowing to Trump
The biggest misunderstanding out there is
that a mask (surgical style) is worn to protect
the wearer. That sort of mask provides the
wearer nearly no protection. It is worn to
protect everyone else. I often hear that if I
am worried I should just wear a mask but
that is useless. If everyone else wears a mask
then I am protected.

Education

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Support Iowa's most vulnerable residents:
maintain and expand programs serving
children, elderly, unemployed, homeless,
immigrant communities, etc.
Strengthen public health infrastructure:
expand coronavirus testing, contact tracing,
data collection, workplace health and safety
protections, health communication, etc.
Examine Iowa tax policy: suspend tax credits
to corporations, raise taxes on wealthy

Restaurant or
hospitality

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

I am concerned that many Iowans will not be
able to provide for their basic needs.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Your job

Commissioned
work.

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Administration
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Education
impacted
somewhat

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
My concern is any gubernatorial leadership
under Kim Reynolds going forward ‐‐ her
pandemic response was nothing if not
fatuous and politically motivated. And
dishonest.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

We need to establish a public health plan for
testing and contact tracing that can be
deployed quickly in the next epidemic.

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

It's not over. We need a different governor.

I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

retired
physician
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City

Iowa City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Idea: Can schools and workplaces consider
the 4‐10 method described in the New York
Times. You work or attend school 4 days on
site and then are away for 10. This reduces
potential infections since the two groups
never interact with each other. Concern: 1.
There needs to be more regional
coordination that is based on how people
actually live, shop and work. The governor
putting Linn and Johnson counties into two
different regions was illogical from a public
health point of view. Then, it was confusing
at the start, for example, when Linn County
reacted one way to a known case with a lot
of exposure and Johnson County reacted
differently to the same case. 2. Why was
there early on such resistance to contact
tracing? Is there going to be any now? 3. The
care centers and meat packing plantsâ€”I
donâ€™ t know what to sayâ€”I donâ€™t
know how those company executives sleep
at night. Can we protect the vulnerable and
frontline?

City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Iowa City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

retired

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Retired

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

IT

My life has
My financial
My workload
been
situation is
has remained
impacted
worse than
about the same
somewhat
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My life has
My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
Pearson School been
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
impacted
Assessments
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly
somewhat
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
TestIowa is a sham and should be
investigated. The governor is hiding
important data that's needed to gauge our
safety and her own culpability. Look at the
daily statistics reported at NYT and other
places. In Iowa, new positive cases are
falling, but deaths are increasing. How can
that be? Statistics for all states that share
borders with Iowa show the daily numbers
for new cases and new deaths having the
same trend. I think Iowa's data are showing
that positive cases are being drastically
under‐reported. Or, perhaps more likely,
test results are lagging far behind actual
testing.
Concern: loneliness, isolation, substituting
podcasts for human interaction (I'm a senior
and a widow living alone)
Idea: Senator, please invite us to send our
observations of inequities, economic / social
injustice that is more obvious during this
pandemic.
Unemployment for many, the state GOP
using the anticipated revenue shortfall to gut
state institutions, mass closure of museums
and permanent cultural institutions. Mental
and physical health for many
I have had concerns for a long time about
industrialized ag. The pandemic has finally
brought this to the attention of the public.
We must reduce CAFOs and promote local,
sustainable farming to not only improve
meat security, but to also help the
environment.

City

Iowa Falls

Janesville

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Your job
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Agriculture‐
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Soybean
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
Processing Plant
lot

Construction

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Getting sick because no one around me is
taking precautions and not meeting the
requirements for a test until I'm ready to be
hospitalized and put on a vent.

I'm concerned with the unconstitutional loss
of freedoms, the permanent damage to the
economy, the widening economic gap,
politicians largely using this as an
opportunity to bicker rather than work
together, and the general overreach of our
government. I'm also concerned with the
That Iowa won't
amount of money that we give private
lift restrictions
entities like the WHO. I'm concerned for my
quickly enough
health freedom, including freedom from
government tracking and vaccine cohersion.
If we trade freedom for safety, we lose both.
Let's cover our mouths, wash our hands and
be reasonable, getting back to what we have
left.

Janesville

Jefferson

Jesup

There's
been no
impact on
my life
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot

Manufacturing

I am busier
than before

The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough

My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly
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We did not implement enough protection
prior to the "reopening" of the state. We
should have been a stay at home state ‐ we
haven't seen the worst yet once we open
back up things will get worse.

City

Jesup

Jesup

Jesup

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Education

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa

Farming

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa

Retired

There's
My workload My financial
been no
has remained situation is
impact on
about the same about the same
my life

The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
We need to continue to slowly open the
state back up and let people choose when
they are ready to start going to church, the
gym, restaurants, etc. We are a free nation.
We have made sure to not overwhelm our
hospitals at this time. Open up. Let people
choose and if the time comes that it looks
like we could overwhelm our medical
system, then we can close down again for a
short time. A long term shutdown is NOT
good for our economy, and our mental
health.
We need to support our farmers and farming
community. Let's support our meat
processing plants and their employees the
way we support our other essential workers.
We need them to feed the world. Meat
processing plants are essential to Iowa and
the world. Let's treat them that way. Give
them the PPE essential for them to do their
essential job.
The loss of full production of our processing
plants and the Middle man once again
becoming richer on the backs of the farmers'
financial hardships.
People that don't use face masks may infect
me.
Concerned that this is not a real survey, but
you want my personal information for other
reasons.

City

Johnston

Johnston

Johnston

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I am concerned that we are opening
businesses up while at the same time we in
Polk county seem to be experiencing a surge
in COVID cases. I am concerned that the PPP
loan we received may not be fully
forgiveable because the government has not
decided the rules for forgiveness. But I am
also grateful for the assistance, without
which we would likely be closing as our
revenue numbers are 70‐75% of what they
were before, during what would normally be
our high season. This is due to many people
choosing not to do telehealth although we
made this option available early on. I am
very concerned about when and how we will
reopen our business and am making
preparations.

Financial
Technology

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
little

Iowa should have strategic medical reserves.
Iowa needs a Rural protocol for Healthcare
to deal with Pandemics.Iowa Schools should
have robust medical support and special
funding for Nurses to have COVID‐19 test kits
and eventual medicine for free to students &
staff.Iowans need to have COVID‐19 test kits
available on‐demand prior to re‐opening the
State fully. Partial reopening is counter‐
productive and will accelerate the economic
crash.

Retired

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

Governorâ€™s and Presidentâ€™s leadership
has been abysmal!

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Loss of freedoms, loss of personal liberties,
forced mandates, Restricting or imposing
laws contradicting the US Constitution.

Johnston

City employee
and wife stays
home

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Regardless of a state of health emergency
one office should not be given that much
power without checks and balances.
That Iowa won't
lift restrictions While our governor has done a decent job, if
quickly enough we did not have a governor who considers
Constitutional freedoms, we would have
been much worse off.
This is paving the way for forced mandates
(testing, treatment, vaccines, etc) and the
media hype is encouraging fear and social
divisions.

Johnston

Johnston

Johnston

My life has
been
Technology
impacted a
little
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
little
My life has
been
Transportation
impacted a
little

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa
The pandemic
My financial
I am busier
has been
situation is
than before
handled well in
about the same
Iowa
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That Iowa won't
Reynolds did a great job! We now need to
lift restrictions
open up!
quickly enough
That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough

City

Johnston

Johnston

Johnston

Johnston

Johnston

Johnston

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Childcare &
Restaurant

RETIRED

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Education

My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
Law office
been
impacted a
clerical
lot
Retired, so
questions don't
really relate to
me.

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Comments

There is much more behind the pandemic
than most realize. Our constitutional rights
That Iowa won't
have been infringed upon. We should not
lift restrictions
ever have to experience a shutdown like this
quickly enough
again. The impacts from the shutdown are
immense and could have been avoided.

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

Someone in my family will contract the virus.

get back to work. everyone who can. why did
the schools pay teachers for not working?
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
why are federal and state employees paid
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
while not working? regular people are
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same
struggling and working. we don't want a
Iowa
handout. we want personal responsibility.

I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

I am busier
than before

The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Nationally, make sure that we are making
PPE's here in the US in future. A travisty that
we had to order from other countries and
pay more and that the stockpile was not
worth a hoot! Bring jobs back for those who
don't have a job now.

City

Johnston

Your job

Semi‐retired,
volunteering on
political
campaigns &
attending
Legislative
Committees at
the Capitol.

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Those who do not have access to tech are
out of luck ‐ ordering food, clothes, etc. is
almost impossible. Will they have access to
this survey?
Conspiracy theories abound.
An Entertainment channel should not be
allowed to say they report the news.
Civics & Gov't courses need to be more
rigorous.
Will we get serious about giving essential
workers a living wage?
Voting by mail should happen every year.
Can our society become less materialistic? I
hope so.
The Earth has started to heal. Let's continue
to look after her.
Churches involved in politics should be
taxed. A company or church that doesn't pay
taxes should have caps on their
administrative salaries.
We need to be manufacturing in our country.
Our global family can have fractures. We
need to be able to be independent enough
to survive. Our factories should have high
standards.
Thanks for asking. I hope you are doing well.
Good luck when session resumes.

Johnston

Education

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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City

Kalona

Kalona

Kalona

Kalona

Kalona

Kalona

Kalona

Your job

Restaurant or
hospitality

Impact on
life

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Disabled
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
I am retired so
My life has
no working at
been
all. I get a
impacted
pension and
somewhat
social security.
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
little

Mail clerk

Impact on
workload

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
better than
about the same
before
I've lost some
work

Comments
Internet access needs to be worked on and
treated as a utility not a luxury. Keep dining
rooms closed, restaurants can serve carryout
or drive up. Limited occupancy at theaters,
gyms, salons etc. Vote by mail only, all
registered voters will automatically receive a
ballot.
We need to have more testing available.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Opening up too quickly.

I am concerned about the freedom that was
That Iowa won't
taken from people. That the government
lift restrictions
was able to control what business were open
quickly enough
or closed.
We need to get things open before small
businesses are not able to come back and
That Iowa won't
More should
My financial
unemployment rates stay too high. I think
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
this is a common sense issue. If your sick or
quickly enough
about the same in Iowa
uncomfortable stay home, if not then get
back to as normal of life that's possible.

The response
My workload My financial
has been too
has remained situation is
aggressive in
about the same about the same
Iowa

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
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City

Kalona

Kalona

Impact on
Impact on
Your job
life
workload
My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted work
somewhat

Telecom

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
little

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
too quickly
in Iowa
before
The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa

Comments

There is no public health emergency,
That Iowa won't restrictions should be lifted immediately and
lift restrictions completely. Hospitals are not over run, and
quickly enough that was the justification for these
restrictions.

Kalona

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
human services impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Kellogg

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
human services impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

The racial, socioeconomic disparities on who
is affected by Covid. We need to make sure
people whose livelihoods are affected
continue to be eligible for financial
assistance and/or unemployment benefits.
Need to find creative ways to help homeless.
Need to help people get benefits they need.
Concern about people not being able to pay
utility Bill's, rent and losing power.
Disappointed in how the governor did not
take a bid for covid testing. They have
stopped testing in hotspots to soon.
Masks should be mandated.
Concerned about having enough PPE for
health care providers and those working...
We need to help our meatpacking plant
workers.

City

Kensett

Kensett

Keokuk

Keokuk

Your job

I'm Retired

Clergy, ELCA

Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
little
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

I've lost some
work

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Kimmie should visit the Packing Houses
every other day to make sure that they are
safe for the workers. Testing should be done
before allowing workers inside the plant. If
this is not done, charges should be bought up
against her for endangering the lives of
workers!!!

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Keep emphasizing social distance and masks,
and disinfecting. Testing is confusing, need
more clarity.

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

As a teacher I'm very concerned about how
we will return to school, especially since it's
unlikely they will test all staff and teachers.
After 2 months we are STILL fighting for
unemployment. The number doesn't even
work. I have NEVER received a call back from
Sen Ernst or Grassley or the any ofnthe
governor's staffers even though I've left
messages. It's shameful.
There are SO many people still gathering in
rural areas and we don't have the hospital
capacity to take care of everyone.
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City

Keokuk

Keokuk

Your job

Education

Janitor

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Iâ€™m a teacher, so educating children is
always first and foremost in my mind. Iâ€™m
wondering how school in August might look.
We have a staff that have many underlying
conditions, or are cancer survivors. Many of
us are over 40. I worry about them. I worry
about the kids. We just donâ€™t know
enough about this virus and how it can harm
both short and long term. I worry about
bordering states. I live in Illinois, but my
husband and I both work in Iowa. There is
quite a difference in the two stateâ€™s
recommendations and orders.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Keokuk

Disabled

Keokuk

My life has
Dance and
I have become
been
tumbling/tramp
impacted a unemployed
oline coach
lot

Keokuk

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Retired

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly

The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa
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That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

Restrictions lifted too soon and many getting
sick.
State/federal needs to help small businesses
stay afloat until we can open back up safely.
People not wearing mask and practicing
distant taking it too lightly

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Keokuk

Keokuk

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Keokuk

Retired

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
better than
impacted a
about the same
before
little

Comments

School closures, small business closures
(independent owners of all kinds of service
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
businesses like hair salons, dentists, bars,
has been
lift restrictions
restaurants) have resulted in major
handled well in
quickly enough
economic and social hardships for a majority
Iowa
of us. It is time to end this malarkey.

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

Retired

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa
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It should have been given more research and
prepara on from trumpðŸ˜’ Please keep
things closed a little longerðŸ™ðŸ™ðŸ™
SAVE RICH

City

Keokuk

Keokuk

Keokuk

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
Early Childbood
impacted a than before
lot

retired

Manufacturing

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa

The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa
The pandemic
My financial
has been
I've lost some
situation is
handled well in
work
about the same
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
We have far too many folks feeling they are
entitled to a handout. Far too many idle
hands. Community service projects should
be mandatory for extended benefits.
Professionally I am concerned that budgets
to maintain ECI and other human service and
early childhood funded programs will be
slashed to pay for extended benefits to
support those using the pandemic as an
excuse not to earn a paycheck. If we have to
make cuts to our supports for child care, the
workforce will have nowhere safe to leave
their children. If we have to cut family
support and parent education programs our
child abuse rates will increase, there will be
missed opportunities to catch
developmental delays early, and there will
be missed opportunities to break the cycles
of generational poverty and generstional
child abuse. The long term costs of reacting
to problems rather than preventing them
early will be great.

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough
That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

politicians that are using the pandemic to
further their person agendas at the tax
payers expense.

City

Your job

Keokuk

Manufacturing

Keokuk

Because of our
son's job loss
and not being
able to get
unemployment
yet, he had to
move back
home. We live
on Social
Security.

Keokuk

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

Keokuk

Financial

Keokuk

Manufacturing

Keokuk

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Corrections

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

I am busier
than before

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
That Iowa won't I am very glad that Gov Reynolds did not give
My financial
has been
lift restrictions in to the pressure to put the entire state on
situation is
handled well in
quickly enough lockdown.
about the same
Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Fair testing. Take better care of our front line
workers. We need another stimulas package!

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

How many rural hospitals are going to have
to close? Lots of talk about appreciating
healthcare workers but now we are cutting
positions, laying people off and making
others take time off without pay. Hardly
thanks

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

stop ordering supplies from China, fund
treatments and vaccines

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
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Each state needs to be prepared and not
depend on the federal government. Ex. Stock
pile medical supplies.

City

Keokuk

Your job

City firefighter

Keokuk

Keokuk

Retired

Keokuk

Retired with
disabilities
And A
DEMOCRATâ¤

Keokuk

Restaurant or
hospitality

Keota

Agricultural
Repair

Keota

Agriculture

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
has been
I am busier
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
than before
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa
My financial
That Iowa will We need more testing to be safe in the work
More should
situation is
I am busier
have been done lift restrictions place. Unemployment services were terribly
worse than
than before
mis managed.
too quickly
in Iowa
before
Southeast Iowa is seeing steady increases in
My financial
My life has
That Iowa will cases. This can result in a very large bloom in
More should
My workload
situation is
been
have been done lift restrictions infections requiring a drastic shutdown and I
has remained
worse than
impacted a
fear that drastic response to gain control
too quickly
in Iowa
about the same
before
lot
won't happen.
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
I'm afraid that the next wave of the virus will
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
be much worse if she opens up TO SOONðŸ˜ž
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
The pandemic
My life has
That Iowa won't
My financial
has been
I have become
been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
impacted a unemployed
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa
lot
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
More accurate testing to determine who has
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
had the Coved‐19.
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
little
common sense shelter in place and get
The pandemic
My financial
My life has
That Iowa won't
people back to work in a safely manner. We
has been
I am busier
situation is
been
lift restrictions
don't want the Gov to take care of us the
handled well in
worse than
impacted a than before
quickly enough
majority wants to work.
Iowa
before
lot
Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted a
little
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload
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City

Keota

Keota

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa

The long term effects of my residents in
nursing home that I care for and their
families. Yes, we want to protect older
Americans, vetrans, and our healthcare
workers and their families as well. I've gone
to break during my shift as required by law
30 minute lunch break. I see families talking
to their loved ones on the phone through the
windows. They see us come and go. We do
temperatures in and out of shift. Using PPE.
And guidelines.
However, I would like to see them be able to
visit in person using social 6 foot distancing
rule. I feel families are angered they can't
touch feel or even hold their hands. They
don't think it's fair. Some of my residents
feel like they have lost love from family
members. Some feel like they understand.
Others feel like they have to earn the right to
see their families because they don't come
anymore can't understand them on phone or
written messages through window. Had one
patient go home. As I encouraged them to go
hug their spouse the daughter thou

My life has
My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
been
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
impacted a
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly
lot

I am concerned for the health of my children
and students.

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

Education

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

415 of 675

City

Keota

Your job
I do self
employed
daycare mostly
for teachers and
since THEY
aren't working
and are home,
they are
keeping their
kids at home so
that means NO
income for me.

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
little

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

keeping all the kids out of parks, swimming
The pandemic
That Iowa won't pools, not playing sports is NOT helping their
has been
lift restrictions immune systems at ALL! They need to be
handled well in
quickly enough built up so they can be able to fight off these
Iowa
germs!

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

SBA grant money was given to millionaires,
financial statements should have been
required with the applications.

Keota

Keswick

CPA firm

Manufacturing

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
lot

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
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Medicare funds were deposited into medical
business accounts who were not treating
Covid‐19 patients and should not have
received those funds.
Rural Iowa does not have broadband to
support working and school from home. The
service we need in my little corner of
Washington County is not available at any
price. This leaves students without what they
need. Buying hotspots doesnâ€™t always
work.

That Iowa won't
Government overreach and loss of
lift restrictions
freedoms.
quickly enough

City

Your job

Keswick

Manufacturing

Kingsley

retired

Knoxville

Knoxville

Radio

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa won't
My workload
has been
situation is
lift restrictions
has remained
handled well in
better than
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa
before
Impact on
workload

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
The response
My workload My financial
has been too
has remained situation is
aggressive in
about the same about the same
Iowa
I am busier
than before

Comments

I am concerned and aggravated at the selfish
people who don't seem to care about people
dying.

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions Lift the restrictions
quickly enough

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

City

Knoxville

Knoxville

Knoxville

Your job

On‐line sales.

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

This virus has been greatly exaggerated. The
media lies. Giving hospitals money for a C19
patient only resulted in inflated numbers.
The US should have never been shut down.
The elderly and sick should have been
protected and left the rest of us to build herd
immunity. Only hospitals in largely
populated areas were overrun while smaller
hospitals delayed needed surgeries and in
turn had to lay off staff. I'm disgusted with
the way the Democrats have handled this
The pandemic
My life has
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
supposed Pandemic. Why did the Kennedy
has been
been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Center need $25 million? PBS $75 million.
handled well in
impacted
quickly enough
about the same about the same
Why were abortions deemed necessary
Iowa
somewhat
medical procedures? Why was congress
allowed to go home and self‐quarantine yet
still get their paycheck? Why were wealthy
universities able to apply and receive
millions of dollars of the PPP loans? How did
Nancy Pelosi get plastic surgery when
unnecessary medical procedures were
banned? The only way you will win the 2020
election is if you steal the votes and I don't
put anything past you. TRUMP 2020!!

My life has
been
Retired
impacted a
little
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot

The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa
My financial
More should
I've lost some situation is
have been done
worse than
work
in Iowa
before
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That Iowa won't
Shut downs will last too long and hurt our
lift restrictions
small businesses
quickly enough
That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

Inaccurate information to the public, behind
on testing. Rural communities left out

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
La Porte City Retail or grocery
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I think that fear without cause can ruin our
country, fear is ignorance, I've seen it, I'm
living it...
Too many variations on a virus that hasn't
had as big of an effect as the normal yearly
flu.
But yet because of a few people creating a
panic, half of our small businesses are now
out of business, we can't dine at our favorite
restaurants or shop without wearing a mask
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
that doesn't work. We can't watch our kids
has been
lift restrictions
celebrate a milestone graduation, or hug our
handled well in
quickly enough
friends. We can't hold hands with our best
Iowa
friends or worship in our churches.
This pandemic has absolutely taken away
everything that this country is based on.
It's not the government's job to protect my
health it is the government's job to protect
my rights.
But, my rights were trampled on....
We will never recover from this....
Fear is ignorance
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City

Your job

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
little

La Porte City

Ladora

Ladora

Impact on
life

Finance

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
better than
before

Comments

I really believe we should have closed Iowa's
borders to anyone coming in or out from
other states or countries as soon as we had
positive cases. If a county had this virus, that
county should have been shut down
The pandemic
That Iowa won't immediately with tracing of where they
has been
lift restrictions came from and who they were in contact
handled well in
quickly enough with. Unfortunately, we were lied to from
Iowa
China, so knowing what to do immediately
was relying on their honesty. I think we have
done a good job in our state dealing with
something with more questions than
answers.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

My concern is that a lot of people aren't
taking this seriously.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Lake City

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted work
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

We can continue with more Zoom meetings
when the pandemic has passed. I think that
should be incorporated in our work, instead
of paying so much mileage in our rural areas.
Need to definitely work on our broadband
situation!!!! I believe there may be
employers who now see that yes their
employees will be productive at home.

Lake City

My life has
been
I've lost some
impacted a work
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

How will education change so we can safely
and effectively deliver instruction to
children? I teach elementary music with 200
children through my room in a day.

Education
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City

Lake City

Lake Mills

Lamoni

Lamoni

Latimer

Latimer

Impact on
Your job
life
There's
been no
Transportation
impact on
my life
My life has
been
Manufacturing
impacted a
lot
I am retired but
My life has
always busy
been
with volunteer
impacted
work in the
somewhat
community.
My life has
been
Education
impacted
somewhat

Student

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa won't
More should
situation is
I am busier
have been done lift restrictions
better than
than before
quickly enough
in Iowa
before
The response
My financial
That Iowa won't
Muzzle the Democrat power hungry
has been too
I have become situation is
lift restrictions
obstructionist
aggressive in
worse than
unemployed
quickly enough
Iowa
before
Impact on
workload

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Take public health seriously!

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Need better leadership‐‐locally and
nationally

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My life has
Health care or been
I am busier
human services impacted than before
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I feel like the governor has opened things to
quickly, we would've been in a much better
spot right now if she had given shelter in
place order right at the beginning. Now she's
opening up the state and our numbers are
still rising, it's all bad.

The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa will
has been
situation is
lift restrictions
handled well in
about the same
too quickly
Iowa

The financial impact this has and will have
into the future is my largest concern. Prices
for the end users continue to increase with
most citizens in my rural community earning
less or about the same amount of money.
Investment accounts have plummeted. I'm
just not sure about the future. How and
when will we rebound so that the middle
class isn't harmed the most?

My financial
situation is
worse than
before
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City

Le Mars

Lisbon

Lisbon

Lisbon

Lisbon

Lisbon

Impact on
Your job
life
There's
been no
Manufacturing
impact on
my life
My life has
been
Consulting
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
little
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Consulting
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa won't
has been
situation is
I am busier
lift restrictions That were killing the economy.
handled well in
better than
than before
quickly enough
Iowa
before
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
My workload
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
has remained
worse than
too quickly
in Iowa
about the same
before
Impact on
workload

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

My life has
Health care or been
I am busier
human services impacted a than before
lot

Meatpacking plants ‐ no bueno. More
contact tracers. More free testing.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Hospitals starting up elective procedures and
then businesses opening up can lead to a
strain on the health care system. Not all
elective procedures go as planned and even
with all the restrictions in place, more people
will be exposed and all the work to flatten
the curve will be undone. Opening up
should have been spaced out more and there
arenâ€™t ways to reinforce the guidelines.

City

Lockridge

Lone Tree

Your job

Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted work
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
My greatest concern is school in the fall. We
must have a plan that protects our students
and our staff. This past flu season seriously
impacted our school staff making it difficult
to provide adequate coverage for all the
classes at times. Our crowded classrooms
mean social distancing is not feasible but we
do not currently have sufficient resources to
provide adequate online education either.
The lack of widespread testing is also a
significant concern. Not enough has been
done to ensure the public feels safe & that
testing is available. With the severity of
Covid‐19 and the ease of transmission, it
should be as easy to get a test for it as it is to
get tested for the flu.

People have to get back to work! How are
people to pay house/car
payments/insurance? We have taught our
kids but does anyone â€œsave for a couple
monthsâ€ anymore? Having an
immunosuppressive child that lives with us,
The pandemic
That Iowa won't who has been working from home. WE will
has been
lift restrictions take responsibility and the precautions WE
handled well in
quickly enough need to to keep her healthy. I am a nurse
Iowa
and am getting hours cut due to this. I take a
caution to clean and keep my family healthy.
I/we donâ€™t need nor want the
government dictating where we can go, what
we can do. If we want to go somewhere, we
will protect ourselves!
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City

Lone Tree

Lone Tree

Your job

Retired,
volunteer

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
retired teacher
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

My financial
There's
My workload
situation is
been no
has remained
worse than
impact on
about the same
before
my life

Lone Tree

Lone Tree

Impact on
life

Retired, but
looking for,
preferably, a
part time job
but it's
hopeless.

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Timely health care will not be available for
those in need.
Sick people will expose others because they
cannot afford to stay home from work.
Wet animal markets should find ways to be
more sanitary.
The Reynolds response has been confusing,
non transparent, not science based, and
reckless. I have little or no trust in her
administration's pronouncements or rule
setting. The testIowa program is an
unfolding failure and the opening of the
state is very unwise. People are not taking
the pandemic seriously because of the
Reynolds mixed messages, unwise decisions,
and premature opening. I would like to see
a strong Democratic response. Haven't seen
it yet.

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
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I feel like we're all trapped on the Titanic
with a lunatic at the helm. I can only hope
and pray that Trump dies before he takes us
all down with him.
And I do not trust Gov Reynolds. Her
response to outbreaks at Iowa's meatpacking
plants was appalling. I don't think she
understands how dangerous this disease is.
And I don't think she cares whether any of us
live or die.

City

Long Grove

Lost Nation

Lowden

Impact on
Impact on
Your job
life
workload
My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

Non‐profit
administrative
assistant

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted work
somewhat

Madrid

Madrid

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Ag‐ R&D

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

I've lost some
work

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
too quickly
in Iowa
before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I am concerned for the well‐being of those
essential workers who did not receive ample
protection. Disappointed in the lack of
testing and with the government trying to
hide numbers so they don't look bad. We
never officially closed and then opened up
what restrictions there were much too soon.
I do not feel safe going out without a mask or
in areas where others do not wear
masks/follow any social distancing
precautions.

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The loss of business, carrying state
employees who are off who should get back
to work, health insurance hurting all with
costs. Natural selection will decide our fate.
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
Iâ€™m a Democrat from California but Gov R
has been
lift restrictions
has done a good job. Homelessness and
handled well in
quickly enough
unemployment CA style is not what Iowa
Iowa
needs. Got to open up schools, shops,
healthcare since we can handle it in
hospitals, if not we can pull back

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same about the same
Iowa
425 of 675

My concerns are more for my children and
schools. My work will probably continue at
home for most of the year.

City

Madrid

Manly

Manly

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Online.
impacted a
lot
There's
been no
Education
impact on
my life

Impact on
workload
I've lost some
work

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before
I am busier
than before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

School guidance and funding.

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa

Municipality

We have done alot of harm to our economy
which will be worse than the disease. How
many people will die from starvation
because they can find food. Or go homeless
because they cant pay the rent or mortgage.
The pandemic
My life has
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
All the because the government shut every
has been
been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
thing down.The government cant continue
handled well in
impacted a
quickly enough
about the same about the same
to pay out at this rate. How many people
Iowa
little
have differed critical healthcare because
there afraid to go to the doctor, and will
suffer because of it. We layed off healthcare
workers in a pandemic. That's absurd to me.

Manson

clerical ‐
religious

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa

Mapleton

Stay at home
mom

My life has
My financial
My workload
been
situation is
has remained
impacted a
worse than
about the same
lot
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Manning
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I am concerned with schools getting to start
again in the fall. If the schools are restricted
from opening, parents won't be able to go
back to work and this is unacceptable.

Peopleâ€™s rights and freedoms are being
That Iowa won't
taken away! People need to be able to live
lift restrictions
their lives freely and children need to go to
quickly enough
school!

City

Maquoketa

Maquoketa

Your job

Retired
seasonal USDA
APHIS PPQ
technician
otherwise,
retired

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
My financial
My life has
That Iowa won't
My workload
has been
situation is
been
lift restrictions
has remained
handled well in
better than
impacted
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa
before
somewhat
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

My life has
Health care or been
Maquoketa
human services impacted a
lot
I work for an
electric utility, I
My life has
am a farmer and
been
Marble Rock I own and
impacted a
manage 12
lot
residential living
units.

Marcus

Marengo

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

Manufacturing

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Comments

Iowaâ€™s testing (and tracing contacts,
which currently appears to be nonexistent in
Iowa) is far too little to provide meaningful
data.
Fear of unknown,
Individuals that have risky behaviors that
may subject others to Covid‐19

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
I am concerned for the well being of my
has been
lift restrictions
elderly and vulnerable family members.
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
human services impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
little

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
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My husband has a compromised immune
system. Weâ€™ve both been lucky with work
so far, and have been able to isolate. Iâ€™m
afraid that loosening restrictions will make
us have to choose between work and his
health.

That Iowa won't
Unemployment is a mess. Still waiting for
lift restrictions
payment from a month ago
quickly enough

City

Marion

Marion

Marion

Marion

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa

Retired. Bored

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Retired

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

Education

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Retired

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Store openings. More deaths
Food shortage
Small businesses, closing and big business
taking over and higher prices . Economy bad
I am hoping for a vaccine so my life can
return to normal. Sounds like it will be an
annual vaccine, like the flu. Until then, I will
be staying away from other people.
As a teacher, I am curious how we will start
the school year in the fall. I am concerned
about how publicly funded things like
education will be affected due to lower tax
revenue for the state and federal
government.
I do think people could probably open up
more businesses. If people can shop at Wal‐
Mart, they probably can go into Kohl's and
other stores. The key, though, is that
everyone takes precautions, like wears a
mask or face shield. I don't think we can trust
(as the governor does) that people will do
that. We may need to make some
requirements so most people do the right
thing.
Its so important for everyone to adhere to
the guidelines set forth by the Coronavirus
Task Force and the scientists who are the
experts. Make sure that the states don't
open too soon and we need to have enough
for everyone!

City

Marion

Your job

Retired

Impact on
life

My life has
been
impacted a
little

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
The Gov decision to use politics, align with
Trump,and not use good science has harmed
individuals and the state. As a retired public
health professional I am appalled. As a result
of her poor leadership, people do not take
this seriously. Leadership and example
matter. Few people distance or use masks
here in contrast to my experience in
California earlier this year. Since I am retired
I am not impacted financially , but I will be
when the state is broke and wobbles through
continued outbreaks. If we had N95 masks
and distancing and sanitizer we could
probably go to work with lowered risk.
Itâ€™s annoying, but not hard. We could do
this with the right tools and adaptation. But,
instead the Gov has her head in the sand.
And because of that people in the
community are lazy about safe practices. We
will all pay as a result.
Keep up your good work! Appreciate it.

Marion

Marion

My life has
My workload My financial
Health care or been
has remained situation is
human services impacted a
about the same about the same
lot

Retired

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
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Social distancing is the imperative, all
measures that hindered economic activity
were done to promote social distancing. As
we peel back some of those closures it is
absolutely crucial that the need to continue
social distancing is unambiguous.
Not enough accurate testing. We need
accurate antibody testing to get people back
to work. We need people to wear masks in
indoor places especially.

City

Marion

Marion

Marion

Marion

Marion

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Cosmetology
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
situation is
I am busier
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
than before
too quickly
in Iowa
before
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
I have become situation is
have been done lift restrictions I fear there is no normal.
worse than
unemployed
too quickly
in Iowa
before
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
My workload
situation is
have been done lift restrictions Vote in a new governor 2022
has remained
worse than
too quickly
in Iowa
about the same
before
Impact on
workload

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Now that I'm forced to go back to work I'm
afraid I will get sick, bring it home and give it
to my family.
We are i state of discovery, because we just
cant predict what will happen. I do think
there should be better Federal coordination
and assists.

City

Marion

Your job

Manufacturing

Marion

Retired

Marion

Software
Engineer

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa
My financial
The pandemic
My workload
situation is
has been
has remained
worse than
handled well in
about the same
before
Iowa
431 of 675

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Kim R is putting Iowan lives at risk she is
more concerned about political pals, profits,
and presidential approval.Kim is not a
leader.She threatens Iowans with losing jobs,
as many are infected and dead working in
meat packers. Testing at packers, hospitals,
groceries nursing homes should be
priority.Some Iowans are not following her
limited rules and consequences are
nowhere. Masks should be mandatory. She
put herself and others at risk during her last
2 trips. Kim's lack of effective
communication with health departs. and city
leaders is crystal clear. She spent 26 mil on
testiowa.gov. what did we get for that? The
lab is not approved 3 weeks later. Testing is
not allowed unless you are gravely ill.Where
are the tests?Why is the lab
unapproved?Walmart has no customer
guidelines in Iowa. Corporate was shocked
when I called. Address consistent processes
and expectations. PPE and cleaning products
are in short supply nationwide. Iowa should
be making. We r2 maintain cleanliness

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

I live alone and have a hard time with the
isolation.

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

Layoffs and furloughs at Collins.

City

Marion

Marion

Marion

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Your job

Impact on
life

Retired ‐
Homemaker

My life has
been
impacted a
little

Accounting
services and
Utilities

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
better than
impacted a
about the same
before
little

Education

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
little

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Social worker

Marion

My life has
I have become
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a unemployed
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Comments
I think we are moving much to quickly to
"open up". I'm afraid we will back track and
need to start all over again and I'm not sure
she will do that but just keep pushing to stay
open. Then I'll really be afraid to go out.

This pandemic further illustrates why we
The pandemic
That Iowa won't need to keep spending in check and be
has been
lift restrictions financially responsible so we have flexibility
handled well in
quickly enough when we need it, unlike a (some)
Iowa
neighboring state(s).
That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Marion

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Lift restrictions too soon and re spike

I work in the social worker field. More
people are going to get sick and potentially
die due to the restrictions being lifted too
early. I am not only putting my family at risk
but the risk of other families I work with.
Iowa has not even hit its peak and were
opening things up. Not a very smart idea to
do. Need more testing done. When things
start to move I. The other direction and then
start opening things at a slow rate. Be ready
for round 2 this winter.
I own a small business and it's been
agonizing trying to make decisions that are
both financially sound for my business, yet
also keep me and my employee safe. I feel
like the Governor is trying to push us to open
when it's not safe.

City

Your job

Marion

Engineering

Marion

We are retired
and live in a
senior center
with meals
brought to our
apartment so
we are not
getting together
in groups.
Having
groceries
delivered, etc.
Learning to
enjoy things like
ZOOM to get to
see family from
K.C. to
Minneapolis!

Marion

Marion

Marion

Impact on
Impact on
life
workload
My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
finances
response
restrictions
The response
My financial
That Iowa won't Government overreach and enforced
has been too
situation is
lift restrictions restrictions that should never have been put
aggressive in
worse than
quickly enough in place. See Sweden!!!!!
Iowa
before

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

My life has
been
Retired, age 75.
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

I think SHE only thinks of people "over her"
and not about the health of the people in her
state. Please go slow and let people make
good choices. Maybe let barber/beauty
shops open with lots of supervision! Medical
offices are doing a great job and trying to
"see" people and keep people well at home.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Effect upon low to moderate income
families.

I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Being forced to return to work when you
have high risk health conditions.

I am busier
than before

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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City

Marion

Marion

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Your job
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
human services impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
little

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

Marion

IT

Marion

Cosmetology

Marion

retired
manage rental

Marion

retired

There's
been no
impact on
my life
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
little

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
better than
about the same
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

A resurgence after lifting the bans due to
uninformed people resuming their former
habits. To move ahead successfully we need
strict guidelines for interaction and public
behavior. The guidance we revive now
mainly addresses restaurants and social
gatherings. Businesses besides retail and
restaurant need guidance on how to reopen
safely and how to live in a COVID ‐19 world.
Just because you stayed home doesnâ€™t
mean the virus went away.

That Iowa won't People assuming the government is always
lift restrictions going to be the one to know what is right
quickly enough and handle things correctly

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

The governor is pushing to open Iowa before
the state is ready. The numbers are going up
not down.

That Iowa won't
More should
My workload My financial
I don't feel the governor has the skills to
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
manage this.
quickly enough
about the same about the same in Iowa
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
better than
about the same
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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people who will NOT "play the game". No
masks, families going into stores

City

Marion

Marion

Your job

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
Banking/Lendin been
impacted a than before
g
lot

Education

Marion

Self employed

Marion

agriculture
Why isn't this
the first option?
Did a New
Yorker write this
survey ?

Marion

Impact on
life

Retired

Marion

Retired

Marion

Retired

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

I've lost some
work

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My financial
situation is
better than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
little
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Would be nice to have results driven
answers. Like if we can increase testing and
still see a drop in confirmed cases over two
weeks then we can reopen. It gives
something for us as a society to work
towards together.

Iâ€™m concerned the governor is opening
things too quickly. Our number of new cases
and deaths continue to go up, but weâ€™re
reopening?

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa

The pandemic
That Iowa won't more testing, more testing, more testing ‐
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions everyone that wants a test should be able to
has remained situation is
handled well in
quickly enough get a test including antigen testing.
about the same about the same
Iowa
My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa won't
Food banks dealing directly with food
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
producers
about the same about the same in Iowa
quickly enough
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
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I fear our governor and our president
undervalue the lives of the elderly and
people working in low wage jobs.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Testing validity, testing availability, testing
testing testing

Marion

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Retired Teacher been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
with pension
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Education

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

Marion

Construction

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Marion

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Retired public been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
school teacher. impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Marion

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Viable therapies at minimum needed before
I go out to eat, go to a bar, etc. NOT
comfortable at all.
Essential workers in food and nursing care
are absolutely at risk. Forced labor attitude
over fears of health risk is bullshit.
I would hope the legislature and governor
would continue to focus on enforcing the
safe and healthy practices we have learned
due to the pandemic. Best practices should
continue to be encouraged even when there
is a vaccine available.
When you have been diagnosed with COVID‐
19 and try to get answers my doctor, Linn
County Health and the State Health
Department are not all on the same page
especially when it comes to maybe being
retested to see if your negative. With my
case, which was mild, I quarantined for 14
days, my cough is gone and I am cured?
What?
We need to be more prepared in case this
comes back again and be ready to react
quickly to stop it in its tracks. No opening
things too early which I feel the governor is
doing.
I'm worried about the 2nd wave. I think
iowa is opening too soon.

City

Marion

Marion

Marion

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
been
Retired
impacted a
little
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I've lost some
work

My life has
I've lost some
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a work
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Hope those in charge/power use this as a
lesson for the future and set up a "rainy day
fund" both financial and physical for the next
"pandemic".
I work at UIHC and am concerned that we
will be overwhelmed by COVID ‐19 if
restrictions are lifted too quickly.

That this has only supported large buisness
that stayed open and killed all the small
buisness that sold all the same products‐
there was a way to keep everyone open.
That we were managed too aggressively‐ we
are Iowans we can be given the information
and make the best informed decision for our
family
The restaurant restrictions upon reopening
are harsh on anyone with children‐ we have
8 children, 10 of us in the same household, it
That Iowa won't should be if the party eating is all under the
lift restrictions same roof, then more than 6 is allowed up to
quickly enough 10 to stay consistent with the 10 rule
everywhere else.
I have concerns for our mental health, I have
concerns for our youth, I have concerns for
people being forced to wear masks, I have
concerns of the â€˜no children allowedâ€™
in some buisness, I have concerns for the
over reach of power, I have concerns that a
vaccine is looked at as a savior which it
wonâ€™t with the virus. We have a vaccine
for the flu and we still see numerous deaths.
Itâ€™s not a vaccine solution.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Marion

Education

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Marion

Property
Services

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Marion

Aerospace

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Comments
My husband is an OTR truck driver and he is
unable to receive testing. He has been to
NYC, LA, Chicago, but according to test Iowa
he doesn't qualify. We would like to have
some peace of mind on when he can come
home. He has not been home to stay since
March 14.

We need to go back to normal. People who
That Iowa won't
are scared can stay home, but the rest of us
lift restrictions
want to be back to normal. Also, this is a
quickly enough
political game that NEEDS TO END, NOW!

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

I was sick in March and could not get a test.
We need widespread testing for Covid‐19
AND for antibodies. I am very worried about
economic relief for people who are low
income/have lost jobs due to pandemic. I
feel that reopening the state too early was a
way to transfer the economic burden back to
the unemployed/at risk/ low‐income
citizens. I am currently not affected other
than being inconvenienced, but our most at
risk populations are being sacrificed and
Iâ€™m angry about it.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Marion

Technical
services

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I am horrified that the government will be
ignoring recommendations from the health
professionals regarding school. It is difficult
enough that adults appear to be expendible
in this economic game, but now are children
appear to be at risk in the rush to reopen
school. Also, I am frustrated that retailers
are continuing to collect redemption fees on
all bottle and cans and we are not able to get
rid of them. The only answers we can get is
"just hang on to them". The stockpiling of
these bacteria‐laden items is unreasonable,
nor, is it even an option for those that have
limited living space. If we are no longer
going to recycle these items, remove the
deposit fees on these items.

Marion

Government
security &
aviation.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Not everyone follows the guidelines to social
distance, face mask, no more than 10
people,etc.

Marion

Marion

My life has
My workload My financial
Health care or been
has remained situation is
human services impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

Education

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
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My concern is centered on getting kids back
to school in a safe, thoughtful way. I am also
concerned that kids will now b raised in a
world so afraid from this virus that we make
it worse with more vaccine mandates, less
parent voice, more governmental
interference.

City

Marion

Marion

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
Entertainment/
I have become
been
Event
impacted a unemployed
Production
lot

Education

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

I believe that most answers/solutions lie
somewhere in the middle. Many people
think we should keep things shut things
down and quarantine for an extended period
of time. Some believe that we can't open
soon enough and that economic recovery is
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
worth the cost of life. I believe that we
has been
lift restrictions
should reopen and continue with life as
handled well in
quickly enough
normal as possible, with some restrictions,
Iowa
while still maintaining safe social distancing
and quarantine practices, especially for
those most vulnerable. We should prevent
spread where possible, but accept that it is
not possible to completely eliminate it.

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions tanking economy and soaring food prices
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
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City

Marion

Marion

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

Education

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I wish the politicians would listen to the
scientists, doctors, biologists,
epidemiologists, etc., instead of the
corporations and lobbyists. The people who
understand this pandemic are saying that we
need to maintain restrictions and stay home.
Now that the governor has lifted restrictions,
our healthcare system is going to be
completely overwhelmed with a second
wave of this virus. It is the government's job
to protect us and, quite frankly, the state and
federal government are not doing their job
right now. I am afraid that we are never
going to be able to get back to "normal" if
we don't handle this appropriately right now.
A second wave will turn into a third wave
and so on. Yes, people deserve their
freedom, but I don't think that someone's
ability to have a backyard BBQ, get a haircut,
or have their cousins attend their wedding is
more important than the lives that we have
already lost and will continue to lose.
NOTHING matters more than human lives.

The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa

So many people misinterpreted lockdown to
mean that they expect zero risk when the
lockdowns are lifted. That was never the
intent ‐ we flattened the curve which was
the intent.
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City

Marion

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
Retired/disable been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
d
about the same
before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
As someone in the high risk category, I will
not be leaving the house for quite some time
despite the governor's lifting of restrictions.
I am frustrated at the President and
Governor's responses. Those who have been
exposed ‐ wear a darned mask!!! It's as if
our seniors' lives are not significant. Very
frustrated and upset by the whole handling
by our governor and president.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I think we should be doing things like south
Dakota and should never have bee shut
down to start with.
People have lost businesses, income, and
sanity. I am more concerns for the mental
health of many fellow Americans than the
virus itself.

Marion

Manufacturing

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

There is no reason things are still shut down.
People don't need to be told how to act but
That Iowa won't instead should be able to use their own
lift restrictions minds to make the right choice for their
quickly enough family.
Iowa has overreached its power and done
more harm than good. Covid19 isn't going
away and honestly has been hyped to an
ungodly extreme. Looking even at the R‐
naught number if we were to have a
concern, it would be the measles not Covid.
Life needs to get back to normal. People
need to work. Families need to eat! Enough
is enough!

Marion

Marion

My life has
been
impacted a
little
My life has
My financial
Retired but live
My workload
been
situation is
on stock market
has remained
impacted
worse than
dividends
about the same
somewhat
before

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
The pandemic
Feeding hungry people in Iowa. AND getting
has been
internet to rural kids, so they can
handled well in
homeschool
Iowa
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City

Marion

Marion

Marion

Marion

Marion

Your job

Manufacturing

Impact on
Impact on
life
workload
My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
little

My life has
been
Retired teacher
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I feel as if Governor Reynolds is lifting
restrictions too quickly. As I look around, it
appears that many are behaving as if the
virus is gone. I have been disappointed in
her unwillingness to handle this more
aggressively in our state. We could have
done better....we should have done better,

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
little

My life has
Health care or been
I've lost some
human services impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa
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Concerns that a illness has been politicized.
Concerns that people wrongly feel their
rights have been infringed upon by the steps
that have been taken to limit exposure and
progression of the illness. Small business
owners affected need to have the same
amounts available as unemployment eligible
people.

City

Marion

Marion

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Manufacturing

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Overall, we are ok so far. Not sure how much
longer my job is secure. At 63, Iâ€™m too
young for Medicare, and finding new
employment will be a nightmare. My spouse
is self employed so we would have to rely on
COBRA ‐ high premiums. All that aside, my
employer, Collins, has been very proactive
about protecting us from COVID and has
made it easy to work from home. We feel
secure, have plenty of food and supplies for
now.
â€” Once again COVID layoffs underscore
how unwise it is to tie healthcare to
employment.
â€” Congress should do everything possible
to ensure future relief payments go to the
most deserving and needy individuals and
small businesses, not rich corps.
â€” I am concerned Trump will try to block
vote by mail, as impossible as that sounds.
Vote by mail appears to work efficiently for
the states who currently use it.
â€” I believe FCC should enforce truth in
advertising for politics, same as other
advertisers. Fox etc should not be allowed to
broadcast proven lies.
Thank you

Retired
engineer

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

I am concerned that the governor is hiding
the data including: the number of new cases
by county, the number of deaths, and a
breakdown of the new cases by age,location,
etc.
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Marion

Marion

Marion

Marion

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
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response
restrictions

Education

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

Education

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
impacted a unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot

My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Transportation
impacted a
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I am busier
than before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Dump's people dont care about anyone else.
The stores are marked out one way. They
don't care. Grassley needs to wake up and
protect the whistle blowers.
GOP in Congress needs to take control over
the WH.
#VOTEBLUE
There is no way to know how many Iowans
have had the virus due to low testing. It is
disappointing to have restrictions lifted
without really knowing how many Iowans
have been affected by the virus. The lack of
concern by the Governor is very
disappointing.

As the State is opened up, we must
continuously reinforce the importance of
social distancing, mask‐wearing and frequent
hand‐washing. We canâ€™t become
complacent.
Hard to say what could have been done
The pandemic
My life has
That Iowa won't differently. We knew so little about this
My workload My financial
has been
been
lift restrictions virus. Next virus maybe put more guidelines
has remained situation is
handled well in
impacted
quickly enough in place for elderly and compromised
about the same about the same
Iowa
somewhat
people.

Marion

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted work
somewhat

Marion

City
government.

My financial
More should
That Iowa will
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same in Iowa
too quickly
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City

Marion

Marion

Marion

Marion

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
been
Transportation
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Education
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
I have become situation is
have been done lift restrictions Keep the stay at home order
worse than
unemployed
too quickly
in Iowa
before
Impact on
workload

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
better than
about the same
before

My life has
I am busier
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a than before
lot

My life has
Marshalltow
been
Retired
n
impacted a
little
My life has
Marshalltow
been
Transportation
n
impacted
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Concerned that the government (state and
federal) is not following scientific evidence
and advice with response to the pandemic!

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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There is poor contact tracing, so my
coworkers at Nordstrom are all freaking out
as we are very busy and yet at least three
employees have tested positive, but we
donâ€™t know who or if we have been in
contact. The same is true for the area as a
whole. I learned a pharmacy I had just visited
had a case by pure chance and about
somebody with whom I had attended church
with week after he got out of the hospital (I
shared an appetizer with his daughter about
the same time he got sick, the last time I
went to a restaurant before things got bad).
Not enough testing for essential employees‐
healthcare, firefighters, emt, garbage
haulers, factory workers, transportation
workers, janitors, etc
I have been concerned on how slow the
response has been to get ahead of this crisis
with testing.

Impact on
Impact on
City
Your job
life
workload
My life has
I've lost some
been
Marshalltow
Transportation
impacted work
n
somewhat

Marshalltow
Manufacturing
n

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That the government over stepped by
forcing people to close business and lose
there jobs that is not government role. 80%
can work big businesses can stay open and
small community business get stepped on by
government. That 30% was goi g to kill Iowa
The pandemic
My life has
That Iowa won't or USA and then as you as government think
My workload My financial
has been
been
lift restrictions 100% of everything you do is essential and
has remained situation is
handled well in
impacted a
quickly enough you make no cuts but demanding we pay
about the same about the same
Iowa
lot
more taxes to federal level to bail out states
for there revenue lost and then make people
stand in food lines and beg for there will to
live. Make me sick what government has
done. CUT GOVERNMENT CUT TAXES WE
CAN DO IT BETTER OURSELVES.

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Marshalltow Director of
n
Church nursery impacted a
lot

Marshalltow
Education
n

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Return to work and opening up businesses
while numbers are still climbing.

My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

Governor not following state protocols

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Marshalltow
Education
n

Comments

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

All businesses should mandate that masks be
worn while shopping etc, all employees
should be using ppe. Schools should remain
closed until a vaccine is readily available to
americans. Children should be doing home
schooling so they are not falling behind in
their studies, school districts should be
proving parents with daily online studies for
grade school students. Limit the number of
guest in a restaurant at one time as well as
giving guests 6 ft or more for social
distancing

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

I am concerned that many more lives will be
lost unnecessarily in the name of business.
When our leaders downplay the severity of
the problem our citizens follow suit and take
serious guidelines too lightly. We have lost
one loved one already to this virus, and I fear
too many more families will suffer like ours
has. Please proceed with caution based on
facts, science, and compassion for others.

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

Marshall Co. has possibly been too tight with
testing.
Many people are not social distancing,
wearing masks or obeying directional signs
in stores like Walmart.
Restrictions lifted too soon.
Concerns about equity in educational
opportunities for special education,poverty,
and ELL populations.

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
Marshalltow Health care or been
has remained
better than
n
human services impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

Marshalltow
Education
n

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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City

Your job

Marshalltow
Education
n

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
little

My life has
been
Marshalltow
Education
impacted a
n
lot
My life has
Marshalltow Health care or been
n
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Marshalltow
Retired
impacted a
n
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I feel like this survey will provide very
misleading results because it is unlikely to
reach those who have been affected the
most by the corona virus‐the elderly, the
vulnerable, the poor and the immigrant is
not going to respond to this survey. Whose
going to ask them about their lives during
the pandemic?
I am concerned that people are not being
educated enough about how serious covid is

We all need to be wearing masks.

Testing program is a debacle. The risk of a
second wave is high. Meat packing plants
need supervision.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

I'm retired. But I
do a heck of a
lot more
cleaning
surfaces,
doorknobs,
vacuuming
carpets, and
Marshalltow laundry after
going to the
n
grocery store
than I've ever
done before.
Wiping down
groceries may
take up to 45
minutes. This is
insane.

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Marshalltow
Ecology
n

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I think every business that opens up should
have to enforce a 'no mask‐no service'
policy. People in this town aren't wearing
masks very much. Only one business I know
of so far enforces the 'no mask‐no service' ‐
Menard's. And if someone shows up without
a mask, Menards will sell them one for 99
cents ‐ so no excuses. Testing MUST increase
and Iowa needs to use a legitimate testing
entity. And the testing parameters should be
more inclusive. Too many stories of people
WITH symptoms being turned away from a
test. Why? The governor had better start
giving us all the facts daily and implementing
proven protocols so as to protect as many
Iowans as possible. This hit or miss stuff is
going to get people killed.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Concerns that restrictions have been lifted
when there has not been a downward trend
of the virus.

Mason City

Parole Officer

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Also I question if testing is sufficient and the
no bid contract to test Utah and the validity
of that testing.
I'm also concerned about being required to
return to the office and meet with clients
without adequate testing. I worry about
getting the virus when I help care for my
elderly father.
Thanks!

Mason City

Mason City

My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
I am a janitor
been
prison for Nivc
impacted
Services.
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before
My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

I've lost some
work

The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa
The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
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That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

The governor is more concerned about
making the complainers happy and getting
re‐elected than our safety.

That Iowa won't
I really don't know. What to say no idea . I
lift restrictions
just live here and Iowa.
quickly enough

City

Mason City

Mason City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

Delivery

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Mental health staff burnout!!! I'm a social
worker, 2 college degrees, 20+ years
experience. I'm getting paid the bare
minimum, lowest legally allowed to pay a
salaried employee. We are tired of being
overworked and underpaid.
We do these jobs from our hearts, but make
such little money. When will government
stand up for us??
I keep getting more and more clients on my
caseload. I had a bad nervous breakdown a
few weeks ago due to too much work stress.
I can't even afford therapy because our
health insurance is so bad. Please help us!!!!!
I'm suffering, struggling to get by.
That the pandemic will get worse with the
restrictions lifted
If it is truly beneficial to wear masks, and it
can help us to open the state, I wish there
was more direction for everyone to wear
them.

Mason City

Volunteer
program

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa
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I think we need to think about how to
prepare for future pandemics/ emergencies,
like having enough PPE stockpile. And pay
close attention/work to resolve the everyday
problems in our society that are exacerbated
at this time, such as hunger, substance
abuse, mental health, poverty, etc.

City

Your job

Mason City

Retired

Mason City

Real Estate

Mason City

Mason City

Education

Construction

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
My workload
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
has remained
worse than
too quickly
in Iowa
about the same
before
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
I've lost some situation is
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
work
too quickly
in Iowa
before
Impact on
workload

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
better than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Not enough testing and tracing

Testing. Just read where someone whoâ€™s
test was ruined was refused another test.
OMG
I feel like we need to test everyone, that is
the only wait to isolate and contain the
spread. I know this is not an option because
tests are still not readily available. Other
countries that are less developed are able to
make this happen, Iâ€™m not sure why the
US is not.
My concern is itâ€™s clear Reynolds cares
more about what her GOP handlers want
than Iowans health. Itâ€™s clear when she
doesnâ€™t mention deaths and ignores the
fact our daily infected trend is rising even
with fewer tests being done. I read a really
great write up about how the overall issue
they are trying to avoid is Americans getting
used to and realizing â€œsocialismâ€ ie:
unemployment benefits, and the now glaring
issue of low wages will stick and right wing
Americans will start to wake up to the fact
they have been lied to.
There was a point during a recent presser
where I said out loud â€œoh, she legit just
doesnâ€™t give a damnâ€
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Impact on
life

Impact on
workload
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restrictions

Mason City

Retired because
of a double lung
transplant I had
in August.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Mason City

race director,
high school
booster mom,
homemaker

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Mason City

Retired

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
better than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
The governor has mishandled this from the
beginning and still is. I know that Floyd
county didnâ€™t have anyone with the virus
because they werenâ€™t checking anyone
for it. My god daughter is #5 in Floyd county
and is a RN so that how I know. So this just
shows how the governor is trying to twist the
numbers in her favor. All she is concerned
about is the economy and the all mighty
dollar. I ask her on her page with no answer
How much is a Iowans life worth. Today is
the third highest death toll at 17 yesterday
was 18 day before was 19. This is not better
itâ€™s worse.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The local YMCA is open and is having
exercise classes, why can't the indoor pool
be opened for lap swimming?

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Raise the minumum wage now! Paid sick
leave for full & part time workers.
Equality of healthcare for ALL Iowans. Take
educating young Iowans seriously with
improved funding. Improve internet services
for ALL of Iowa. Improve the lives of Iowans
first, not corporations.
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Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload
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restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Law

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Mason City

Probation

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Mason City

My life has
I have become
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a unemployed
lot

Mason City

Mason City

Education

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
So many. Not closing everything right away
has put us way behind. Now opening
everything too quickly. This is going to cost
lives and delay economic recovery. And lack
of transparency with testing and numbers.
Causing mistrust and suspicion. And no strict
directive from Governor or legislator about
wearing masks and following CDC safety
protocols. And why canâ€™t people in Iowa
seem to get tested when they are showing
symptoms?
To be cautious, to be respectful to those who
have lost employment, family members and
hope. I believe we need to encourage over
seas companies to return. Stop trade with
China. To quit allowing the minority of
squeaky wheels determine what is best for
the greater good.
My major concern is that the governor's
office is going to place more restrictions on
municipalities and localities to prevent them
from putting mitigation strategies in place to
benefit their communities in order to score
political points with this administration.
Local leaders are an unpredictable bunch,
but I feel that we can allow them some
leeway if it moves toward protecting folks
rather than away.

City

Your job

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My life has
That Iowa won't
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions None
has remained situation is
impacted a
quickly enough
about the same about the same in Iowa
little

Mason City

Retired

Mason City

Self employed.
Very very small
in home
business that I
was forced to
close.

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
little

Mason City

Restaurant or
hospitality

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Mason City

Retired.
Didnâ€™t see
spot for this
type of impact.

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Retired
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Retired
impacted a
little
My life has
been
Retired
impacted
somewhat

The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

The governor is doing a great job considering
this is new to all of us!!! I wouldn't want to
be in her shoes.

Mental health of those our age In Care
centers is greatly impacted. Not sure how it
could have been done differently but they
have no activities or contact with the outside

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

continue social distancing and wear masks
also need to give essential workers hazard
pay and we all need another stimulus
payment or two!

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Fear that the president did very little. And
did not do enough testing. And was too
worried about himself!

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Concerns for economy to return. Special
concerns for farmers and ranchers and the
loses many incurred

My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly

I think we will see a resurgence as people
become less stringent in their response. We
need to protect ourselves to protect others.
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City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Your job

Education

Manufacturing

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
My life has
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
has been
been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
handled well in
impacted a
quickly enough
about the same about the same
Iowa
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I feel some of the umbers given each day are
a bit confusing to all!!
If people follow the rules, we git not have as
many issues. Granted Iâ€™m lucky to still
have one of my part time jobs, but itâ€™s
still tough.

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa

I am concerned there has not been enough
testing done and not enough evidence
showing that Iowa is ready to open things
up. Cerro Gordo County has not been
affected yet, but I believe our time is coming.

My life has
been
Rental property
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Marketing
impacted a
lot
My life has
Home daycare
been
provider of 17
impacted a
years
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before
I am busier
than before

I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The pandemic
My financial
has been
situation is
handled well in
about the same
Iowa
My financial
More should
situation is
have been done
worse than
in Iowa
before

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough
That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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It is always better to be safe than sorry.
Keep the stay at home policy.

Outbreaks are going to spike in the next
month

City

Your job

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Real Estate and
my own
property
management

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

My life has
been
Retired
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
little
My life has
been
Retired
impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa

How do you know if the Governor is lifting
too soon or not soon enough.
This is an uncharted territory as far as I can
tell. The fact that we have no idea when a
vaccine or treatment will be ready is the
question so to speak. Also, I do not believe
enough people take it seriously.

That Iowa won't No one should be allowed in a public place
More should
have been done lift restrictions without a facemask. If we want to mitigate
quickly enough our loses we ALL need to do our oart
in Iowa
I've lost some
work

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa

I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
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People not taking this seriously..

The reported numbers reported are
confusing seemingly changing the process
numerous times.

City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a than before
lot

My life has
been
Transportation
impacted a
little
My life has
been
Retired
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

Don't really agree with all the restrictions
made but I feel some need to stay in place
for quite some time and be enforced.

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

People not using masks and respecting social
distancing.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
human services impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Construction

Comments

All the free money unemployed are getting it
is not fair they don't want to work because
they are making bank shopping everyday
making more than they did working. I am
That Iowa won't
More should
My financial
living check to check while being at risk
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
everyday at work so they can excessive shop.
quickly enough
about the same in Iowa
I feel this extra stimulus for unemployed was
excessive now they don't want to go back to
work but these are same people that believe
it is ok for me to work and serve them

The response
My financial
has been too
I am busier
situation is
aggressive in
than before
about the same
Iowa
The pandemic
My financial
My workload
has been
situation is
has remained
handled well in
worse than
about the same
Iowa
before

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly
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Governmental uniformity non‐existent.
Knowledge of pandemic procedure absent.
Complete unpreparedness for pandemic
situations. US should be ashamed of
themselves ! As a healthcare provider Iâ€™m
ashamed and appalled!
I think the worst is yet to come‐we are
working through our backlog of work but
new projects are not coming in the door.
People are holding off.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa

I'm a conspiracy theorist, I suppose. I think
this virus has been created to ruin the
Republican party, and President Trump.
I also think that the dumbocrap liberals are
in it up to their ear tips. PLEASE say NO to
socialism/communism!

Mason City

Owner of
Beauty Salon

Mason City

Farming. Inputs
have gone up,
prices we get
have dropped.
No processing
plants open.

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

Office work

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Mason City

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Mason City

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Getting the economy going without going
faster than we should and making matters
worse.

A lot of over reaction
That Iowa won't Unnecessary closing of some businesses
lift restrictions Life needs to return to normal!
quickly enough The death rate in Iowa appears to be normal
and no increase over previous years.

My life has
been
I have become
impacted a unemployed
lot

Restaurant or
hospitality

Comments
Slow Unemployment and zero
communication dealing with
unemployment,Governor waiting til last
minute to re‐open Salons. I feel she is
opening salons too soon. Many supplies are
unavailable to us. No communication from
SBA. Local Credit Union(Cent) not provoding
PPE Loams. No availability of funds to small
businesses, money given to wealthy
established businrsses owned by high profile
families that shouldn't have applied.

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

Mason City

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

If it is so safe to go about your business and
practice Social Distance, why are
government buildings and banks still closed
for walk in customers?

City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
Municipal
been
wastewater
impacted
operator
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa will
My workload
has been
situation is
lift restrictions Masks should be required in public buildings
has remained
handled well in
worse than
too quickly
about the same
Iowa
before
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same about the same
Iowa
Impact on
workload

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
Probation/parol been
has remained
better than
impacted a
e
about the same
before
lot

My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I am busier
than before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Iâ€™m afraid for my family. I have 4 children
at home ages 1 month‐9 years old. Iâ€™m on
maternity leave and will not have sick or
vacation time to take if any of us fall ill once I
return to work. My 81 year old grandmother
provides childcare for my older children. She
has other risk factors as well. My husband
has asthma. We need to stay home.

City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

Rights being taken away. Total overreaction
due to liberals like Fauci and media
overplaying this to topple our economy in
hopes of eliminating Trump. Seems
Democrats would rather ruin America than
work with our President to make America
what it used to be. I hope our Iowa
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
Democrats donâ€™t plan to turn Iowa into
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
California. Use some common sense.
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same
Please!!! Governor Reynolds has done a
Iowa
good job for the information she has had
along the way. This is uncharted territory
and hindsight will be 20‐20. We need to
open Iowa up completely. The virus needs to
run its course and the hospitals have had
plenty of time to prepare now.

Education

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Opening doors to learn at school in the fall
feels overwhelming with many challenges to
keep all ages of children/staff safe. The
governor has opened up the state too
quickly, I believe. The CDC's
recommendations being hidden by the
White House is of grave concern.

Education

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
lot

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

When and if a â€œsecond waveâ€ will hit.
How to tackle the resumption of education.

Education

My financial
situation is
worse than
before
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Restaurant or
hospitality

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Mason City

Restaurant or
hospitality

My life has
My financial
More should
That Iowa will
I have become
been
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
impacted a unemployed
about the same in Iowa
too quickly
lot

Mason City

My life has
Health care or been
I've lost some
human services impacted work
somewhat

Mason City

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa
464 of 675

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
The virus will come back with a vengence
with lifting restrictions. Although Menards
and Target never closed and the social
distancing was not fully realized. we are
confined and not to gather in 10 or more.
How does this make sense. As the land of
the free, there are those who feel we are
oppressed by the restrictions. At the
Northwestern Steakhouse, we are closed and
have been since March 21st. We tried
curbside but were not confindent of all
people's safety. We are now looking to go
back to work with the curbside only and the
meat shortage and price is a concern. We
did recieve the PPP but will only be able to
use 1 of the 2 months allowable time for
payroll. We also received a nice grant from
the North Iowa Corridor. We feel very
fortunate that we had a savings and very
forgiving debtors. We could not have held
up much longer without a menu change.
Can you look into the meat pricing and food
chain? We are looking forward to serving
the world again.
I would like to see it made mandatory that
all restaurant staff wear masks. And for staff
and clients when we are in stores/shops, to
try to continue to minimize spread for at
least 90 days. Starting June 1st.

Need more testing, contact tracing and PPE

City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Impact on
Impact on
Your job
life
workload
My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

Manufacturing

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Very concerned about the economy. So glad
that she is lifting more restrictions. We all
The pandemic
That Iowa won't are smart we need to continue to social
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions distance, wash our hands and wear masks
has remained situation is
handled well in
quickly enough where necessary. We need to make sure we
about the same about the same
Iowa
are keeping our elderly safe. Schools need to
open in August.
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
Restrictions should be based upon regional
has been
I've lost some
lift restrictions
situation is
numbers of Covid‐19; not all the same.
handled well in
work
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa

My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Retired
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Volunteer.

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
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Our governor hasnâ€™t been vigilant enough
and is lifting restrictions too soon.
We need to pay those essential workers
more moneyâ€”cooks, clerks, servers,
stockers, slaughterhouse laborers, childcare,
nurses, hospital cleanersâ€”and those
workers should have paid sick days. We
learned that teachers have a big , important
jobâ€”we should respect them. And way too
many people donâ€™t have access to good,
fast internet!!!

City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Your job

Retired from
education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before
My financial
situation is
worse than
before

I've lost some
work

I've lost some
work

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Everyone needs to be tested. In the coming
months, keep testing everyone. State needs
to follow guidelines from CDC, if the
guidelines will ever get released by the
Trump admin. Follow the science, the data,
the scientist, and the doctors. The
administrations don't like to test, b/c the
rising numbers make them look bad.
What about sending workers back to work
when the plants have not installed
mitigations, but workers cannot stay home
for fear of the virus, b/c they will lose their
jobs and Reynolds will take away their
unemployment.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly
466 of 675

We will keep surging instead of decreasing
cases. We will face a 2nd large wave later
that we will not be prepared for and lose
many more citizens and businesses to the
pandemic. We will not be able to restock the
PPE supply‐ we are already having to reuse
n95 and have them up to 5 times then be
sent to be reprocessed for use again.

City

Mason City

Your job
Health care or
human services

Mason City

Education

Mason City

Health care or
human services

Mason City

Health care or
human services

Mason City

Health care or
human services

Mason City

Education

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
The pandemic
My financial
has been
I am busier
situation is
handled well in
than before
about the same
Iowa
The response
My workload My financial
has been too
has remained situation is
aggressive in
about the same about the same
Iowa
My financial
More should
situation is
have been done
worse than
in Iowa
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
We haven't got a strong enough system of
testing and tracing and the governor is
wanting to push re‐opening just as the virus
is really starting to show up in Iowa.

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

The Board of Education should give a
directive on preschool for the fall i.e. limited
class sizes and times.

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

Opening way to fast. I did not realized how
many people truest are uneducated and has
there head in the sand.

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

Mandatory masks statewide tighter
restrictions should have been issued

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
little

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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I worry for the children and families as Head
Start and schools reopen in the fall; if we
reopen with restrictions in place (groups of
10, social distancing) how will this effect
those families with lower incomes get/find
child care for times not in school. Iâ€™m
also concerned about programs/schools
having everything in place to meet
health/safety measures prior to opening.
My other concern is if another wave hits, will
there be as many financial supports as there
are now, or will we be in a worse place?

City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
been
Retired
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot

Education

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

There's
My workload My financial
been no
has remained situation is
impact on
about the same about the same
my life

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I am concerned about a 2nd wave if we open
too early. Hoping fairs, etc will be canceled

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Why did mental health facilities with direct
care units be provided PPE & not receive any
hazard pay to pay for the PPE?

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

Highly concerned of schools starting in fall
and cases still on the rise, how are we going
to protect our children in school? How are
we going to protect the lives of all children?
How do we stop parents from sending their
children to school â€œunder coverâ€ with
IBP, TYlENOL, other cold medicine? We know
this happens because they do it it (strep,
tonsillitis, influenza, upper respiratory, and
other illnesses and still send their children to
school. Even Though there is protocols put in
place and a handbook sent with every parent
and other information shared children are
still sent to school ill. And mostly do for the
reason employers will take action against the
parents for whatever reason or the parents
need the money and canâ€™t afford not to
go into work itâ€™s burning the candles at
both ends and we all know what happens in
the middle. I now will worry about all the
other childrenâ€™s families and their loved
ones, the staff in our building and their loved
ones, Now what about my family?
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City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Your job

Education

Impact on
Impact on
life
workload
My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My life has
In home Respite been
impacted a
care
lot

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

If it is safe for people to start returning to
restaurants and to start opening up why is
the city and state officials not open? If its
safe enough why can't i go pay my water bill
at city hall? The possibility of a food shortage
is scary but the lives of the people in the
meat processing plants are important as
well. I wish i knew the answer. Something
has to change i have no idea what.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I have a huge concern for families I work
with in Head Start who have lost work or do
not have day care during this time. This
brings on extra stress and less eyes on those
at risk children. While some parents still
have to work during the day they may not
have budgeted for extra food and daycare
cost and are under larger amounts of stress
with who can or is willing to watch their child
and feed them. While there is a large push to
stay home, I have not heard in Mason City
regarding extra mental health/daycare
supports unless you are an essential worker.
From my work experience, Blue caller
workers who maybe under educated may
not seek out those supports if they do not
hear or see them being offered.
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City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Your job

Retired

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
People should abide with the
recommendations of health experts to wear
masks and maintain social distance. Too
many Iowans have a cavalier attitude about
these actions and do not comply with them

Attending church, getting my hair, nails &
toes done. Not critical or life threatening ‐
but have missed those things. We have 4
salons at Willowbrook, 2 are single
operators, one has 2 gals and the other has
several ‐ I suppose it's hard to say some can
be open and others closed ‐ but I think
something could have been worked out with
the salons that have more than 2. I realize
The pandemic
My life has
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
we all need to eat ‐ but you could be in a
has been
been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Retail or grocery
store with hundreds of people and that was
handled well in
impacted a
quickly enough
about the same about the same
not regulated until later when the stores
Iowa
little
started counting how many entered. Fleet
Farm was open to many people. Missed
attending church ‐ we start going back this
Sunday. You all have a "tough" job ‐ and
overall I think things have been handled very
well considering this is something totally
new and foreign to all of us. Keep up the
good work Amanda!
My life has
That Iowa will We need testing, can't believe Cerro Gordo
More should
My financial
been
I've lost some
retired
have been done lift restrictions county has staied at 14 cases this long,
situation is
impacted a work
unless there is no testing..
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot
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City

Mason City

Mason City

Your job

Restaurant or
hospitality

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I worry that there is not enough testing
done. I currently work a full time job and
relied on my part time job to help make ends
meet......I was told to file unemployment but
came to $46 over the requirement and am
not working as much as I can at my other job
but still not making what I did; and doing
what I can to stay afloat. I know I am lucky to
have employment but also being in the
grocery store/restaurant business....there
are those that do not take this seriously.
There is not enough testing being done on
that front. I feel our governor did not take a
full stance on what is going on....more or less
decided to go with what some in Washington
wanted instead of what the people that
voted her in and pay her salary should need
or have. Don't you find something wrong
with that?

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa

My first concern is the health of our fellow
citizens. After that I am concerned about
what the long term affect on our economy
and business might be. I am hopeful that
this "wake‐up call" will help us all to be more
aware of what is fair, honest and helpful to
all concerned.

My financial
situation is
worse than
before
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Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload
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Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Mason City

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted work
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

disapointing that I can lose 40% of my
income (Mercy reduced my hours to 24 hrs a
week vs 40) and I dont qualify for
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
unemployment. if you dont qualify for state
has been
lift restrictions
unemployment, you dont qualify for federal
handled well in
quickly enough
unemployment. it would be nice if our
Iowa
representatives would try to help those of us
who have fallen through the cracks.

Mason City

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted work
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

If we are going to start opening, businesses
need to require staff and customers to wear
masks.

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

Just wish more people would take this
seriously and wear masks as advised. We
need to keep updated on how this goes with
things opening up in case things start spiking
upwards.

I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Retired

My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Education
impacted
somewhat

My financial
I have become situation is
unemployed
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same about the same
Iowa
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The state grants appear to have been given
primarily to GOP supporters. Also some of
the richest families in Iowa. How could
Sukups possibly have hardship?
My fear is that lifting the restrictions too
early will cause another way and more
spread. Most places wont restrict unless it is
required.

City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Your job

Retired

Education

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions not using science to dictate our response
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My life has
been
retired
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
little
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa

The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa
My financial
More should
My workload
situation is
have been done
has remained
worse than
in Iowa
about the same
before
I am busier
than before

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions Lives and livelyhood of family and friends.
quickly enough
That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
I have become situation is
better than
unemployed
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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How will this affect school openings in the
fall? As an early childhood educator, I am
wondering how we can run as normal a
schedule as possible, when we do not use
desks and cannot realistically keep children 6
ft. apart. I also am wondering how I could do
my job effectively while wearing a mask.
While I agree with not opening our local
swimming pool in June, I feel that making
the decision to close it for the entire summer
right now may be too aggressive.

Letting people who work in the heath care
have a raise too
That restrictions will be lifted to soon causing
a large increase in cases and we will have to
go backwards to restrictions for longer.

City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
Health care or been
has remained
better than
human services impacted
about the same
before
somewhat
My life has
been
Manufacturing
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Education
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Restaurant or been
impacted
hospitality
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat

I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I am retired so the pandemic has not
affected me as near as much as those who
need to be employed and those with
children at home.I know we need to get
people back to work but I still feel we need
to follow the advice from the science and
medical fields and make decisions based on
their recommendations.
I understand that is virus can be deadly to
individuals with underlying medical
conditions. However, there are other viruses
that are claiming the lives of more people
every year. Why is it pandemic for this
virus???
Need more testing and transparency in
metrics for decisions.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa
The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa

I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before
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That Iowa won't Open it back up. New studies in multiple
lift restrictions countries show most deaths have a vitamin
quickly enough D deficiency.
That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Teach
independent
living skills to
special needs
adults. Also fill
in cook at BeJe
Clark.

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Mason City

Restaurant or
hospitality

There's
My workload My financial
been no
has remained situation is
impact on
about the same about the same
my life

Mason City

Health care or
human services

Mason City

I am busier
than before

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

More should
have been done
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
No Day Hab for my special needs daughter.
Hours cut at work. Working in an
environment where people are already sick,
possibly with COVID. Exposing my family. My
husband is also an essential sacrifice as we
call our working situations. My hours have
been cut enough that I can't afford health
care but I work about 4 hours to much and it
will kick me off my disability but with COVID
I am required to go in when they call or be
fired and not get COVID compensation if
there is going to be any and in the meantime
I'm scared to order my medications for fear I
will now be billed for them.I can't afford to
live and I can't afford to bury myself if I die. I
draw the line though at planned parenthood.
I do not want any part of blood money. Bills
that are passed for relief that also gives
money to butcher babies. I will also not take
an immunization with a micro chip in it.I also
realize that since this doesn't help your
agenda my voice won't even be heard. That's
one thing this virus has taught me

I am concerned about people who have lost
The pandemic
That Iowa won't jobs, and that unemployment benefits are
has been
lift restrictions better income than employment,
handled well in
quickly enough encouraging people to live off the
Iowa
government.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Caring for the "least" ‐ those with housing,
food, and mental health needs, parents with
young children, teenagers, college students.

City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I feel people have forgotten that the purpose
of shutting down was to avoid overwhelming
our healthcare system. It was never to keep
people from getting this virus. We have to
The pandemic
My life has
That Iowa won't learn to live with this virus. I encourage
My workload My financial
has been
Health care or been
lift restrictions those who are high risk or uncomfortable to
has remained situation is
handled well in
human services impacted a
quickly enough stay home. It does bother me, as an nurse
about the same about the same
Iowa
lot
who is still seeing patients, that those who
are on unemployment are pulling in higher
paychecks than me while getting the
opportunity to stay home.

semi retired

Insurance

Retired

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
little

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa
The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa

My life has
Health care or been
I've lost some
human services impacted work
somewhat

Retail @ Fleet
Farm

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat

My financial
situation is
better than
before

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions Fear of the unknown about the virus.
quickly enough
That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa
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Our country shifted to much PPE production
to China. It left the U.S. to vulnerable to the
virus.

While we have concerns that our team
members are generally underpaid, it
concerns me that our nonessential workers
could earn more being furloughed and
receiving unemployment benefits than our
essential workers could earn, even with
incentive pay.

City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
been
Public
Administration impacted a
little
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
little
My life has
been
Tourism
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Some restaurants are not following the 50 %
guidelines. Otherwise most are masking and
being smart about things when out and
about

I am busier
than before

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Opening up before protective equipment can
be obtained

I am busier
than before

The pandemic
My financial
has been
situation is
handled well in
about the same
Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

I admit, as a Democrat, I was not previously a
Kim Reynolds fan. Her handling of the
pandemic, however, has pleasantly surprised
me.
I have no suggestions for improvement but I
would like to congratulate the Iowa
legislature in governor for handling this
emergency thanks to you all for the hard
work you have put into keeping us safe

Auto collision
repair. Auto
mechanical
repair

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Mason City

I am disabled.

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa

That people remain calm, follow the
recommendations, stop panic buying and
plan ahead for such things.

Mason City

I was a Credit
Specialist when
I was let go
because I didn't
have wifi to
work at home.

My life has
been
I have become
impacted a unemployed
lot

My financial
situation is
better than
before

That the governor is trump's buddy and we
are not protecting some people at all. She is
no longer giving us county updates. I loved
your email about it.

Mason City

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Mason City
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My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted than before
somewhat

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

Concerns I have are going back out into the
field to work one‐on‐one with consumers
and employers; potentially exposing myself
and many others to COVID‐19 before we
have enough medical information. I would
feel better if there were a vaccine that
worked availed before going back out into
the field.

The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa

I don't know whether we need restrictions
lifted more quickly or more slowly. We have
slowed the surge, but we have not been able
to stop it. Medically, our treatments are
supportive, but nothing has really changed in
the virus' ability to infect and devastate.
Until a vaccine has been developed, our
treatments will have to remain reactive. I
am especially concerned its effect on
children and their need for social interaction,
both in school and elsewhere; but even that
pales at the need for their safety. I am
concerned that, despite this being a global
pandemic, international development and
cooperation to develop a vaccine is not
apparent to the public. I am also concerned
that the financial impact will take years to
recover, and that many of us who approach
retirement will not be able to recoup losses
in retirement savings in the midst of an
economic downturn. I think the turnaround
from this pandemic will be slow, and painful
to many.
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City

Mason City

Mason City

Your job

Manufacturing

Financial
services

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

It will probably take years to determine
whether the shut‐down was really the best
decision or not. We successfully flattened
the pandemic curve, but really disregarded
other curves (unemployment, social welfare,
mental health, economic devastation, other
health issues, etc.).
I realize we had to do something to slow it,
but it may turn out this wasn't the best way.
I am extremely concerned about what we
have done to our country. It could take many
The pandemic
That Iowa won't years to make up for what has happened
My financial
has been
lift restrictions (jobs, employment, business failures, etc.).
situation is
handled well in
quickly enough We are spending trillions of $$ as if it's
about the same
Iowa
pocket change and that debt will be a legacy
of this that will also be a huge problem down
the road. At some point our country will go
bankrupt and the current pandemic could
look like a minor issue in comparison. I hate
to sound like doom and gloom, but societal
issues and debt are a real concern to most
people.
It will be an interesting case study a few
years down the road when all the data is
gathered.

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

I have all aspect of news on all day with
work. I am glad we did not take the "military
That Iowa won't
state" approach many other states did.
lift restrictions
Fundamental over‐reach was bad enough
quickly enough
from the government and it's impacts will be
felt well into the next generation.

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
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Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
Retail or grocery
impacted than before
somewhat
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The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa

Mason City

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Mason City

My life has
Health care or been
I've lost some
human services impacted a work
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Mason City

Education

Comments

That like most topics, itâ€™s been too
difficult to figure out what measures really
need to be taken. People in public wear
gloves and masks but donâ€™t treat them
The pandemic
That Iowa won't properly, as if theyâ€™re a magic talisman
My financial
has been
lift restrictions thatâ€™s going to ward off any issues. If we
situation is
handled well in
quickly enough could find some solidarity in precautions it
about the same
Iowa
could really help. Iâ€™m doing what I can,
that helps keep me feel comfortable, and
Iâ€™m just hoping that others are doing the
same and not being judge‐mental of others.

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
little

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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I feel the hype and thanks for the front line
people is great. But we are watching
everyone thats unemployed have a increase
in pay. And all the "hazard" pay that other
businesses are paying. And call it selfish but
we are tired of having it shoved in our face.
Sometimes thank you is not enough.
Hospitals and first responders should be
receiving an additional financial support.
Even if it were no taxes to be paid for a year.

I am concerned that people will become
complacent about wearing a mask, social
distancing, and sanitation. I will not go into
stores that do not require these safety
measures. It was difficult to answer some of
these questions as I am retired, therefore I
answered how my activities were affected.

City

Your job

Mason City

Church

Mason City

Retired

Impact on
Impact on
life
workload
My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
too quickly
in Iowa
before
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
too quickly
in Iowa
before

Education

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

church

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Mason City

Retired

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

Mason City

My life has
I've lost some
Computer repair been
impacted work
& Service
somewhat

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

My life has
Health care or been
I am busier
human services impacted than before
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Complete transparency regarding COVID
numbers. A program needs to beset up to
test everyone in the state.Also it is time to
set up an Iowa public health insurance
option. If John Deere can self insure the state
of Iowa should be able to do the same. I am
tired of paying double for less care!
When the governor consults withe the
religious community she should be more
comprehensive.
Because I am retired, the affects were mostly
social. None of my groups are meeting, and I
haven't been around many people. Glad I
have TV, a phone, and my computer.

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly

The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa will
has been
situation is
lift restrictions
handled well in
about the same
too quickly
Iowa
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Mental Heath‐ not being addressed. How
this has affected them. When the Gov
closed the state many agencies pulled their
people from seeing this population leaving
them to not only struggling but trying to
navigate a pandemic.

City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Mason City

Your job

Education

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I am a retired
teaching
theologian.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

I continue to be concerned about our nursing
homes and senior residences. (We live in
Prairie Place and connected with Good
Shepherd here in Mason City). We must
continue to social distance and care not only
for our own "freedom" but for each other‐‐
everyone here in Iowa and Globally.

Retired

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

mandatory wearing masks. Being able to
understand the numbers affected and
where.

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

Concerns:
‐Kids going back to school (at all levels
through college) if not done safely will be a
catastrophe.
‐People abandoning safety precautions such
as distancing and masking.
‐Transparency of GKR's actions and those of
her 'teams' Testing, testing, testing we need
EVERYONE tested!
‐What is the state plan WHEN the second
wave hits???
‐Funding of state's primary responsibility to
education.
‐Medical professionals wearing out mentally,
emotionally and physically.
‐Taxes; raise them if needed.
‐Long term effect on state agencies such as
Parks, Department of Cultural Affairs, State
Historical Society

United States
Postal Service
(until, well you
know, a certain
person and his
political party
kill it.)

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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City

Your job

Mason City

Education

Mason City

Retired

Mason City

Mason City

I'm retired.

Education

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
little

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

Too many people don't take it seriously. No
vaccine!!!
I'm concerned the Governor is understating
the seriousness and breadth of the Covid‐19
problem in Iowa. Ignoring or pretending it's
not widespread won't make it go away.
As a teacher, my income has not changed.
However, my husband is self‐employed, and
we have received zero assistance for his
business. He applied for several grants and
loans at both the federal and state level. It is
frustrating to see businesses that do not
need the financial assistance to stay afloat
receive money, but we receive nothing.
I'm also concerned about the situation at our
schools in the fall. Hopefully our district is
able to develop a plan that continues to slow
the spread of the virus.
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City

Mason City

Your job

Mason City

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
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response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
lot

Mason City

Mason City

Impact on
life

Retired

Education

My life has
been
impacted a
little
My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I'm really concerned that we're reopening
too soon! I see so many people throughout
Mason City not wearing masks, not
practicing social distancing ‐ it really is
frightening. Very FEW people are doing
what's been asked of them yet the Governor
insists that all is well. I'm really afraid our
COVID numbers will spike in June because of
the relaxation of stay at home and
corresponding guidelines. People just don't
think that they need to protect others ‐ they
seemingly think (that's the way they are
behaving) that this is all over. FAR FROM
IT!!!!

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

So much is unknown. We hope and pray all
take precautions, and protect themselves.
We understand people need to get back to
work, be careful, and do as the Governor's
say. Thanks for all the Legislative Staff does.
Thanks for your hard work, and input. God
bless. Praying once things get better, that it
doesn't come back again. Hard for the whole
world no matter who you are.

The pandemic
My financial
has been
situation is
handled well in
about the same
Iowa
My financial
More should
situation is
have been done
better than
in Iowa
before
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That Iowa won't
lift restrictions Voting by mail will allow too much fraud
quickly enough
That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

Release names of cities in each county virus
is found.

City

Mason City

Your job

retired

Impact on
workload

Service

Mechanicsvil
Education
le

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Maurice

Maxwell

Impact on
life

I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough

My life has
My financial
My workload
been
situation is
has remained
impacted a
better than
about the same
lot
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
we want real numbers from governor: want
to know number of new cases each day and
number of deaths in each county, and in the
state as a whole
Governor should strongly encourage ALL
Iowans to wear masks
When we are out we see very few wearing
masks besides ourselves
Federal lack of leadership is frightening and
appalling
The government has done NOTHING but
destroy our constitutional liberties. WHY
can't the political leaders see that this is
100% a manufactured epidemic?
Are they naive?
Are being financially influenced or just plain
ignorant?
A growing number of people are seeing this
whole ordeal for what it really is. Is there
ANY elected official with courage enough to
stand up and say ENOUGH?
http://farmwars.info/?p=15746&fbclid=IwA
R3mlRboDJXr4bykmIBcq4M2xnEBuDg1Ku5rL
SQ7BIoDN0qJD5dcP6Z8HZM
Don't shut down the economy. Encourage
and educate people to: wash their hands,
cover there sneezes and coughs
appropriately, stay at home if you are sick,
eat healthy foods and exercise for a stronger
immune system.

Impact on
City
Your job
life
My life has
Mechanicsvil Secretary/assist been
impacted a
le
ant librarian
lot
My life has
been
Mechanicsvil
Housekeeping
impacted a
le
little
My life has
been
Mediapolis Education
impacted a
little
My life has
Health care or been
Meservey
human services impacted
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa won't Open Iowa without masks!
More should
I have become situation is
have been done lift restrictions Tell the truth about what is really happening
worse than
unemployed
quickly enough here!
in Iowa
before
Impact on
workload

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

I feel like nothing should be lifted just yet.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
The pandemic
That Iowa will
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same about the same
Iowa
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I work with individuals with ID. It has been
particularly hard on them not being able to
work on their small group crews and not
earning any extra income.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I know that by being "locked up" it weakens
your immune system. Then when we are
"released" the positive cases will ramp up.
We need to be out. People need to go to
work & not be dependent on the
government to take care of them. I am not
saying Covid isn't real or dangerous. I just
don't think it is as bad as the media is making
it. I quit listening to the news during the
Presidential race because of the liberals
controlling the main stream media. I think
The pandemic
My life has
That Iowa won't
My financial
that this has become more political than
has been
I have become
been
lift restrictions
situation is
anything and the left hates Trump so much,
handled well in
impacted a unemployed
quickly enough
about the same
they don't care what they have to do to
Iowa
little
make him look bad. I personally am not
nervous but the way people act out in public
does bother me. If you are not wearing a
mask, they look at you like you are a freak. If
I'm not sick, I don't need a mask. If I were
sick, I would stay home. Masks keep you
from spreading germs, not getting them. You
can get sick by touching a surface & then
touching your eyes. If you're scared stay
home. I am over it.

Middle
Amana

Education

Milford

My financial
My life has
My workload
retired and
situation is
been
has remained
among the older
worse than
impacted a
about the same
population
before
lot

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly
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Oh, the opening is way too soon. The science
and data tell us that Iowa is very unsafe. the
employees of the packing plants are no less
than slaves to corporate. shameful and one
of our saddest historic moments

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Retired

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Milo

Retired

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Mingo

Local
government

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
little

Education

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Milford

Modale

Monticello

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa

My financial
More should
That Iowa will
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same in Iowa
too quickly

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
It appears to me that too many people are
NOT taking it as seriously now that some
restrictions have been limited. From
Dickinson county, the weekends have been
like the all clear bell has rung. Tons od
people here, little or no social distancing,
restaurants are packed with people, serving
drinks at bar with no food! Going to turn us
into a hot spot!
The new norm. Guidelines can and will be
violated. Itâ€™s now up to us as individuals
as to what precautions We should now be
taking. Still, as one, wonder about the
number of deaths due to natural causes
during this time and if, to a degree, COVID‐
19 was blown out of proportion. Maybe, just
me!
I believe the governor is doing a good job at
slowly bringing life back to normal, lifting
restrictions in a way that seem to make
sense and allow for a safe economic and
health recovery.
Returning to teach in the fall. We all
experienced trauma, we all will need to
decompress and heal. Internet for all‐like
how the telephone is a necessity needs to be
a priority.
Education and how unprepared the team
handled Internet access. Iowa should have
been able to switch temporarily, especially in
the smaller schools. Teachers should have
been allowed to teach by satellite. Don't
understand the inability

City

Your job

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
We need better leadership with plans based
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
on science and data not political loyalty.
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Montrose

Retired

Montrose

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted than before
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa
The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Montrose

Bar

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Montrose

I'm retired, nice
to see we were
NOT even
considered in
your survey!!!

There's
My workload My financial
been no
has remained situation is
impact on
about the same about the same
my life

I think the governor has handled the
pandemic reasonable well. I do hate to see
restrictions lifted to quickly since it is just
hitting IA. I wish there was more testing!!!!!

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions Quit inflating the numbers.
quickly enough

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
The whole bloody thing is a SCAM, but Ya'll
has been
lift restrictions
know that.
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Before we reopen, we need tests. Every
person who wants to get tested should be
able to. All health care workers should be
tested when they show up for work every
time. Without tests, we can't keep
asymptomatic carriers who work in nursing
homes & other critical jobs from passing it to
vulnerable people. As we have seen now too
many times, once an asymptomatic person
spreads the virus in a nursing home & then
days later the 1st resident shows symptoms,
it's too late. Too many have already been
exposed. I have 4 young kids & live in a rural
area. Last week, we ended up in urgent care
1 day & the ER the next day. We all had been
coughing for several days but none of us had
a fever. The hospital just crossed their
fingers we didn't have the virus b/c there
weren't tests for us. I'm grateful for the care,
but I wish they didn't have to gamble that we
didn't have it to preserve their limited
protective equipment for when our county
has community spread.

Mount Ayr

Research

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Mount Ayr

We are retired.
Not going to
grandchildrenâ€
™s activities and
our usual
running around
has stopped.

My life has
My financial
My workload
been
situation is
has remained
impacted a
better than
about the same
little
before

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly

Listen to the scientists and doctors and leave
the politics out.
Tell us the truth. We can handle it. Be
compassionate and show empathy towards
our hard working essential workers.

Rental houses

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

children, economy, effects social distancing
will have on people.

Mount Ayr
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City

Mount Ayr

Your job

Construction

Impact on
Impact on
life
workload
My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
too quickly
in Iowa
before

Mount
Pleasant

Education

My financial
situation is
better than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Mount
Pleasant

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
Health care or been
has remained
worse than
human services impacted a
about the same
before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Mount
Pleasant

Construction

Mount
Pleasant

Homeless
Veteran
Advocate

Mount
Pleasant

Corrections

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Iowa and itâ€™s politicians have chosen to
put money and economy over life. The lives
of my family are at risk and that is
unforgivable and I plan on voting blue in
every election to come due to the sheer
ignorance of my Republican leaders during
this pandemic.

TESTING, TESTING, TESTING, TESTING,
TESTING, TESTING
This is the only way to get this straightened
out and make people feel safe to go out in
public

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Lack of testing and lack of a stay‐at‐home
order.

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

not enough ppe (n95) to high risk
employees. Corrections for example.
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City

Your job

Mount
Pleasant

Education

Mount
Pleasant

Agriculture/
government

Mount
Pleasant

Retired

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

While the stimulus package went to fully
employed adults, our daughter, a December
honors graduate of one of our state
universities received no help at all. She is
unemployed due to this pandemic, yet
receives no unemployment because of a
bloated outdated system, and received no
help from our government. We want young
educated people to stay in our state, but we
treat them as an afterthought.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Lack of high speed internet!! We can't work
from home and do home school without it.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

We need to kick out the Republicans!

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
little

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Now is the time for the Basic Mandatory
Income, universal healthcare, small business
support, and federal support for state and
local government.
Mount
Pleasant

Retired

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

The virus is killing the poor, sick, old,
black/Latino, incarcerated. No wonder the
greedy, mean Republicans are pushing
premature reopening.
The struggle is health vs. profit. Which
America will we be?
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City

Mount
Pleasant

Mount
Pleasant

Mount
Pleasant

Mount
Pleasant

Mount
Pleasant

Mount
Pleasant

Mount
Pleasant

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
My workload My financial
Health care or been
has remained situation is
human services impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Retired
impacted a
little
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

The pandemic
My financial
has been
situation is
handled well in
about the same
Iowa
The response
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
has been too
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
aggressive in
quickly enough
about the same about the same
Iowa

I am busier
than before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Ensuring hospitals have adequate PPE to
take care of patients after we lift restrictions
and we see more covid positive patients. and
education of the general public on stopping
the spread e.g. why wearing gloves in the
grocery store doesn't stop contamination.
That people on the front lines r making less
than the people staying at home not working
and now r not wanting to go back to work.
They make more money than I do
Open the state! Anyone that wants to stay
home can. The rest of us won our freedom
back.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

A second wave that will be worse than the
first.

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

Testing. As a parent I'm scared of having to
send our children back to daycare not
knowing if they will come into contact with
the virus. We need testing!

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa

Retired

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Retired

My life has
More should
My workload My financial
That Iowa will
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly
lot
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Federal government and hopefully the State
won't over spend money. The money needs
to be paid back. We need to open things up
but we need to do it slowly. We don't want
to have a big increase in deaths.

City
Mount
Pleasant

Mount
Pleasant

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
Your job
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
The response
My financial
My life has
That Iowa won't
has been too
situation is
I am busier
been
lift restrictions
Retail or grocery
aggressive in
worse than
impacted a than before
quickly enough
Iowa
before
lot
I am retired and
The pandemic
My life has
That people don't respect the way the
My workload My financial
a widow of 23
has been
been
government has given us the guidance they
has remained situation is
years. Have
handled well in
impacted
feel will help control this pandemic.
about the same about the same
been sewing
Iowa
somewhat
Olson masks.

Mount
Pleasant

IT

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Mount
Pleasant

My life has
I am busier
Communication been
impacted than before
s
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Mount
Pleasant

Education

My life has
been
I've lost some
impacted a work
lot

My financial
More should
That Iowa will
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same in Iowa
too quickly
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Our governor is a moron. The federal
guidelines are insufficient and they admit
more will die than is necessary because our
country has no leadership that cares about
the people, but yet our fearless governor is
completely willing to sacrifice 20% of
infected to serious covid symptoms and
death ahead of schedule! I am disgusted.

I think more should be done to encourage
people to wear a mask when in close
proximity to others like stores, etc. Public
service announcements etc. explaining why
this is important and that if everyone would
cooperate and do this one simple measure
things could open up sooner and the sickness
and death would be reduced. I am very
thankful that Rich is my state senator and I
have confidence he will do the right thing.

City

Mount
Pleasant

Your job

Retired

Mount
Pleasant

Restaurant or
hospitality

Mount
Pleasant

Manufacturing

Mount
Pleasant

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Mount
Pleasant

Mount
Pleasant

Impact on
life

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Lack of Federal and State leadership and
guidance is our biggest problem. Lack of
following the medical field in how to set
guidelines. This upcoming election can solve
the ignorance at the Federal level, but we
are stuck for awhile with the incompetence
at the State level. Get out and vote!

Note: If restrictions are lifted protective
practices should be required with in reason
of the particular activity. I am aware there
would be those who will "cheat" and if so
The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa won't should be reported. We are not "staying at
My workload
has been
situation is
lift restrictions home" and use all the protective measures
has remained
handled well in
worse than
quickly enough that are deemed effective. Just good
about the same
Iowa
before
common sense. I do witness some who are
out and about that are not. We will continue
to do what seems reasonable activity.
Thanks for doing this.
How this is going to effect my childrenâ€™s
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
view on the world. Will they think our
I have become situation is
have been done lift restrictions
government doesnâ€™t care about us? Will
worse than
unemployed
too quickly
in Iowa
they live with fear?
before
My main concern is that my employer wasn't
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
legally required to tell it's employees that
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
there had been confirmed cases of COVID‐19
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
in the plant.

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
My financial
been
situation is
impacted
about the same
somewhat
My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
little

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
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I am fearful it will be around for awhile and
people will not follow rules

City

Your job

Mount
Pleasant

Education

Mount
Pleasant

property
inspector

Mount
Pleasant

Education

Mount
Pleasant

Agriculture

Mount
Pleasant

Education

Mount
Pleasant

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Need to use medical data to make decisions
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
rather than politics
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
Why dont you give the people the
information and let them to make a choice
as to what to do. Many business people
The response
My financial
My life has
That Iowa won't have suffered because of the government
has been too
I have become situation is
been
lift restrictions closing things down. We still do live in the
aggressive in
worse than
impacted a unemployed
quickly enough USA right! Home of the free and land of the
Iowa
before
lot
brave. Maybe if all of government wasnt
getting a paycheck things might of played
out differently!!!!!
I worry about opening things up to soon. I
also worry about going back to school this
The pandemic
My life has
That Iowa will
My workload My financial
fall with 23 kids in my room. I have 4 tables
has been
been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
which would fill them at capacity of 5 or 6
handled well in
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same
kids at a table. There's very little room to
Iowa
lot
social distance.
My financial
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
I've lost some situation is
been
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
impacted work
too quickly
in Iowa
before
somewhat
I believe the Governor acted responsibly
without over reacting. She trusted Iowans to
The pandemic
My financial
My life has
That Iowa won't
My workload
do the right thing while trying to keep things
has been
situation is
been
lift restrictions
has remained
handled well in
running. Iâ€™m over all the precautions.
better than
impacted a
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa
before
Letâ€™s move forward and see what
lot
happens.
The pandemic
My life has
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
has been
been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
handled well in
impacted
quickly enough
about the same about the same
Iowa
somewhat
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City
Mount
Pleasant

Mount
Pleasant

Mount
Pleasant

Mount
Pleasant

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Adult class
...interpreting impacted a
little
My life has
been
Financial
impacted a
little

Education

Impact on
workload
I've lost some
work

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa won't
has been
situation is
lift restrictions
handled well in
worse than
quickly enough
Iowa
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa won't
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions The fear the media has projected
has remained situation is
quickly enough
about the same about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa

The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough
As I've communicated with you, government
does not get to increase their authority
because of an "emergency". Thankfully,
Governor Reynolds has not acted in the way
many other governors have, but she was
being pressured to follow in the tyrannical
dictates of others. I expect you, as my
senator in Des Moines, to continue to raise
concerns about our liberty, speak out against
That Iowa won't other states trying to get bailouts from
lift restrictions Iowans tax dollars and be a voice of reason in
quickly enough all of this hysteria.
More and more data proves that the risk to
young healthy adults is minimal. Protect the
most at risk and let the rest of us make
decisions for our own safety. We do not
need government telling us how to live, that
is not the relationship between government
and the people outlined in our State and US
Constitutions.
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Impact on
City
Your job
life
My life has
been
Mount
Retired
impacted a
Pleasant
little
My life has
been
Mount Union Event Marketing
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Mount
retired
impacted a
Vernon
little
My life has
been
Mount
Retired
impacted a
Vernon
lot
My life has
been
Mount
Construction
impacted a
Vernon
little

Muscatine

Homeschool
mom and stay
at home wife

Muscatine

City
government,
maintenance

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
My workload
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
has remained
worse than
too quickly
in Iowa
about the same
before
The response
My financial
That Iowa won't
has been too
I've lost some situation is
lift restrictions
aggressive in
worse than
work
quickly enough
Iowa
before
The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa won't
My workload
has been
situation is
lift restrictions
has remained
handled well in
worse than
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa
before
Impact on
workload

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Concerned with "too quick" opening and not
enough closing to start with.
I feel that the initial response was good but
quickly became too much. We need to re‐
open Iowa and resume operations as quickly
as possible

Not following the White House guidelines to
reopen the state by waiting for case
numbers to drop plus 14 days.

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions over reach by the government
has remained situation is
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same about the same
Iowa
The government has overreached its bounds
The response
My financial
My life has
That Iowa won't and my liberties and freedom have been
My workload
has been too
situation is
been
lift restrictions stole from me. The restrictions that have
has remained
aggressive in
worse than
impacted a
quickly enough been placed on our nation are
about the same
Iowa
before
lot
unconstitutional!
My life has
My financial
More should
That Iowa will
I am busier
been
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
impacted a than before
about the same in Iowa
too quickly
lot
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City

Muscatine

Muscatine

Nashua

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

My life has
My financial
My workload
Health care or been
situation is
has remained
human services impacted
worse than
about the same
somewhat
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Comments
Testing! I believe everyone with or without
symptoms must be tested in order to get
control. We have no idea who may be
infected. Testing everyone seems to be
whatâ€™s needed! I hope Dr Fauciâ€™s
expertise and recommendations will be
followed by Iowaâ€™s leaders!!

Numbers of deaths are not accurate they are
inflated with COVID being assigned as cause
of death when patients actually died of other
comorbitity . We are creating panic when
unnecessary. Small businesses are suffering
unduly. We need truth not media hype .
That Iowa won't Others are profiting by creating vaccines that
lift restrictions will not be properly tested . We should be
quickly enough researching effective treatment and testing
instead. Mask wearing is ineffective and
should not be required as it worsens the
situation. We should lift the quarantine.
Studies comparison of states and countries
with limited or no lockdown should be highly
considered. Our liberty has been broached

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

I don't believe we are being given ALL the
facts. I think that the governor is more
worried about money than people.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

People need to be allowed to work. Small
businesses need to be allowed to continue to
perform business or risk never opening
again. We make goat milk soap and make
sales from our website but generate most of
our income from farmers markets. Due to
the nature of our product we will not be
attending any markets this year and can only
hope we receive enough website sales to
maintain insurance, website, and LLC fees.
The pandemic
My life has
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
(People pick up soap, hold it to their nose
has been
been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
and put it back for the next person to sniff.
handled well in
impacted a
quickly enough
about the same about the same
We canâ€™t produce enough samples to
Iowa
little
have individual disposable testers). I love
that Iowa did not issue the stay at home
order nearly all the other states did and left
us to use common sense. We donâ€™t need
our elected representatives to babysit us!
My other concern is all the pork barrelling
the democrats are doing to relief bills. Leave
the extras out amd make it specifically a
relief for US taxpaying citizens!

Neola

Goat farmer

Nevada

My life has
Health care or been
I have become
human services impacted a unemployed
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
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We need to get back to work, I need to
ensure my family will have food on the table.
I hate to raise my kids thinking the
government needs to take care of us.

City

Nevada

Nevada

New
Hampton

New
Hartford

New London

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Retired.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Retired

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
little

My life has
been
Fitness center
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Retirement/Fina been
impacted a
ncial
lot
Department of
Corrections

New London Religious

I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Lack of PPE's and testing for residents in our
State. Risk of exposure due to premature
loosening of restrictions. Lack of
transparency, lack of support for essential
front line workers, complete ineptitude by
Kim Reynolds. Spineless "leadership" which
has resulted in needless deaths and
suffering. Continuing to be the laughingstock
of our nation.
Unnecessary lives lost due to negligent and
borderline criminal leadership. Loss of
critical businesses in our communities due to
lack of support and misappropriation of
funds. Healthcare infrastructure becoming
overwhelmed.
People are not following guidelines.
Restaurants are full here ‐ not 50 percent at
all. Priorities on what and when to open are
very skewed.

There's
My workload My financial
been no
has remained situation is
impact on
about the same about the same
my life

I believe Iowa has been one of the less strict
The pandemic
That Iowa won't states in the US and I am grateful for that. I
has been
lift restrictions canâ€™t help but think by being
handled well in
quickly enough quarantined, we have done more harm than
Iowa
good.

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Community not social distancing not wearing
masks

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Retired,
New London education
before

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

Military and
New London
Education

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
New London
human services impacted than before
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Essential workers should get hazardous pay.
While people who could collect
unemployment got paid a living wage, the
essential workers were more at risk and paid
less (some of that due to republicans
defeated efforts to raise the minimum wage.
Rural Iowans were at a great disadvantage if
they did not have internet‐ children could
not participate in school lesson.
Pathway to citizenship, we have essential
workers Who have no protection, healthcare
or rights.
Research into the connection of factory
farms, mass processing of livestock and
pandemic viruses.
Affordable Healthcare that is not tied to
employment.
Enough workers to test and trace this Covid‐
19 virus and future ones. They will need the
equipment ; swabs, testing kits and
protective wear.

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Testing is still an issue. I believe every
Healthcare Worker, Care facility employees,
Correctional Employees should be tested at
some point. You can be the
carrier of Covid 19.

City

Your job

New London Manufacturing

New London Religious

New London

New London

New Vienna

New Virginia

Newhall

Impact on
Impact on
life
workload
My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

My life has
been
Education
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
Restaurant or been
impacted
hospitality
somewhat
My life has
been
Insurance
impacted a
little

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa
The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa
The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa

My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Comments
The Governor has taken a reactive approach
to the pandemic, instead of being proactive,
and saving the lives of Iowans. She has put
Profit over the People.
not enough testing for the 3.1 million
Iowans; stimulus payments to corporations
should not have been given; PPE needs to be
available to the public; cant find enough PPE
for work
How will my job be affected and my job
responsibilities change

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions Long term impacts
quickly enough

That Iowa won't
we are crushing our economy out of a sense
lift restrictions
of unfounded fear.
quickly enough

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

The long term facilities were hit hard, better
strategies should have been in place earlier
to protect those living and working there.
Lack of respect people in general have for
following the mask and distancing rules,
tougher penalties should have been in force
for violaters. It was never about freedom
and rights being violated it should have been
about the protection of all American people.

City

Newhall

Newhall

Newton

Newton

Your job

Manufacturing

retired and on a
pension ‐
substitute
teacher

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I have serious concerns about the goals of
Governor Reynolds, it seems to me that she
is only looking out for the economy and not
the people of Iowa. From what i have seen
none of the CDC guide lines for reopening
have been met and yet here we are. The
numbers are still rising substantially and
Deaths keep happening at an alarming rate
for a virus and we are opening back up. It has
become apparent that Iowans are not smart
enough to self regulate and need firmer
guidance than they have been given.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I worry horribly that what we call essential
workers are becoming expendable workers.
We need health care guarantees for them
and paid sick leave. My son in retail has me
constantly worried. I truly feel that the dept.
of health should say no shirt, no shoes, no
mask no service. Face coverings are at times
below 20% in a store. Why are we unwilling
to protect each other? What has happened
to people?

My life has
My financial
I am busier
Health care or been
situation is
human services impacted a than before
about the same
lot
Retired.
Continue to be
My financial
My life has
My workload
an advocate for
situation is
been
has remained
State
better than
impacted
about the same
Representative
before
somewhat
Wes
Breckenridge.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Not enough testing.

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly

The restrictions should continue and should
be tighter. My fear is, the governor is taking
them off too soon. People who work with
the public should be required to wear a mask
and watch their social distancing closer.
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City

Newton

Newton

Newton

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Retired. :)

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Printing

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Small businesses will close. People will
become careless because our leaders are not
displaying social distancing and masks. More
will become infected. My idea is that Trump
should resign. Stupid Moron!

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions Open up business!!!!!
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Currently I am pregnant and a RN in an ER.
My husband is a paramedic as well. We are
risking our lives and our childâ€™s life to
help others. We enjoy our jobs, thatâ€™s
why we continue to fight for the health of
others. However, weâ€™ve seen little to no
compensation for this. My concern is for the
safety, healthy, and well‐being of frontline
staff. The pandemic is both mentally and
physically exhausting. Itâ€™s my concern
that after this pandemic, we will lose many
healthcare workers due to burn out and/or
mental and physical exhaustion. We
appreciate the support of our community,
but at some point this may not be enough to
keep us continuing doing what we love. Our
community has done a great job at re‐
opening slowly even though restrictions are
starting to lift. I am hoping we recover from
pandemic. However, there is added stress
for me as I am also trying to protect my
unborn child. I hope that the governor
considers giving back to frontline workers in
some way.

City

Newton

Newton

Your job

Graphics

Manufacturing

Nora Springs Retired

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Too many are not wearing masks! Too many
are holding gatherings at their homes.
Too many are not social distancing and
staying home!

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I just feel we should have had a stricter at
home policy, or actually activated a shelter in
place policy. I feel there are not enough
people taking it seriously, too many people
rejecting wearing masks, too many people
are still out and about when itâ€™s non
essential. My husband and I are both
extremely healthy but unfortunately our 3
month old son is not, he is high risk and due
for open heart surgery in June. We have not
left the house except to go straight to his
medical appts in Iowa city and then straight
home. We know we are doing our part for
our son, but feel others do not have the
means to take it as seriously as they should.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Nora Springs
human services impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
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State to hire people to do contact tracking of
coved cases.
Continue daily testing of people working in
confined spaces, such as factories.
Unemployed people are bringing home more
money right now then the people who are
on the front lines working through this
pandemic. The people on the front lines get
NOTHING. Nothing to show their
appreciation, nothing to show they are
important, and no extra compensation for
risking their loved every day. Bonuses/extra
paid time off/and raises are whatâ€™s
needed for front line workers.

City

Your job

County
Nora Springs
Government

North
English

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
been
North Liberty Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
North Liberty
human services impacted a
lot

Comments

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

I would like to see the county breakdown by
age group again on the coronavirus.iowa.gov
website. Although I will continue to be
cautious it's nice to know which age levels
have cases. There are pros and cons to
everything and the Governor is not able to
please everyone. People need to use
common sense and take the initiative to
follow the restrictions. I know people have
lost jobs and are on unemployment but why
do they get the extra $600 when our
frontline workers, who are most at risk, are
not receiving anything extra? I don't have
answers to these questions but commend
anyone in a leadership capacity. This has
been a difficult time and they do not have an
easy role!

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

We are far too concerned with economical
growth versus the health of the state. I will
continue to stay home not because I fear the
virus but I fear those who are not taking it
seriously

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

My financial
I am busier
situation is
than before
worse than
before
My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Last semester of college, and I am short 6
weeks of clinical rotations. Can't write the
boards until that is complete, and who
knows when that will be.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

North Liberty

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I understand that many people want to open
back up because they want to work and need
the money. We also lost our jobs. We also
need the money, but I am more worried
about the virus lingering for months which
will actually make it harder for my husband
and I to find new jobs, not easier. I do not
understand why the more populated parts of
Iowa are opening back up when we haven't
even peaked yet. It's idiotic and dangerious.

Child care
North Liberty
provider

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

What measurements are being used to lift
restrictions? Can we handle a surge in cases
based on the easing of these restrictions?

North Liberty Retired

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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We need universal health care, we need a
better safety net for economic , mentally and
physically challenged Iowans. We need to
rethink our food supply‐ locally raised and
grown. We need a plan for living with COVID
19 which does not leave health care workers
without PPE, a plan for tracking those
exposed to the virus. We need the federal
government to be held accountable. We
need to acknowledge that living and making
a living are not opposites but a challenge for
all of use to address.

City

Your job

North Liberty Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Mixed feelings about Governor's response.
Some things were done ok ‐‐ some not ‐‐‐
should have required "essential" businesses
to use masks and gloves (at least when
encouraged by CDC), and lead by example
with this... Not enough transparency to
public, either. Attitude toward meatpacking
workers unethical ‐‐‐ no unemployment for
people trying to protect their lives?? AND by
the way, even though economically
devastating to not open up meat packers,
eating meat is NOT essential...
I do have a concern that, as a state worker, I
will eventually be furloughed for some
amount of time, and it would be great to
have the hierarchy above me at least present
the possible "what ifs" and "whens" in
various scenarios going forward so I can
better plan for the future...Large healthcare
institutions seemed pretty well prepared,
especially when compared to 'the
government'.

North Liberty Education

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly

I am concerned about my daughter who is a
paraeducator and has been laid off. She
applied for unemployment about 3 1/2
weeks ago and has not received any money
and she has a mortgage and bills to pay.

North Liberty

My life has
been
I've lost some
impacted a work
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My employer was allowed to cut my pay by
20%, and I can't do anything about it. Even
though we have not lost any revenue as a
result.

My financial
situation is
worse than
before
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
North Liberty
human services impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

My life has
Graphic
I've lost some
been
North Liberty Design/Marketi
impacted work
ng
somewhat

North Liberty IT

North Liberty Education

County
North Liberty government
office

North Liberty Retired

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
little
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Masks should be required to be worn by all
in public places. As a healthcare
professional, I am concerned about lifting
requirements too quickly before our cases
have decreased, leading to a second spike
that is potentially worse than the first. I see
way too many people around Johnson
county out and about already, not social
distancing and not being aware that there is
still a very real risk.
What social safety nets are we going to
improve and/or create? I'm tired of hearing
the narrative that service workers wanting to
stay on unemployment are lazy when it's
really about their concerns about health and
how underpaid they are.
Another wave due to this lifted restrictions.
We havenâ€™t even flattened the curve yet.
Sheâ€™s more concerned about money than
the folks of Iowa.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

I see many people not masking. I wish the
governor would have imposed a stay at
home order.

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

I'm unsure of the above question ‐ it's an
unknown but small businesses need to re‐
open. People are hurting financially.

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
better than
about the same
before

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
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The public will not heed social distancing and
will go back to business as usual and there
will be many more cases.

City

Your job

North Liberty Retired

North Liberty

911 and Law
Enforcement

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Governor didn't issue stay at home order,
poor to no testing available, wasted funds on
bad Corona virus testing out of Utah. Is
trying to please Trump and Republican
funding. Poor handling of packing plants and
other plants. General poor leadership from
Governor!!

The state government has called 911
dispatchers â€œessential workersâ€ and
â€œfirst respondersâ€ during this pandemic
and we are. Unfortunately our state leaders
fail 911 dispatchers and even though they
call us these things, the legally treat us as
My life has
That Iowa won't secretaries or admin employees. The state of
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions Iowa has very little respect for 911
has remained situation is
impacted a
quickly enough dispatchers. They have stripped our rights to
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
bargain our union contracts. 911 dispatchers
need to legally be recognized as â€œFirst
Respondersâ€ and not just called that when
it is convenient. We might not have direct
physical contact with the public but we are
the very first line/contact.

My life has
My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
Health care or been
North Liberty
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
human services impacted a
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly
lot
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Delicate balance between economy and
public health. If we would have stuck to plan
of hardcore lockdown for 4‐5 weeks and
contained virus while building up testing, we
would have had shorter duration of impact
on economy. Now, we will continue to slow
roll the economy and, likely, have fits /
spurts of clamping down and opening back
up.

City

Your job

Managing
online
businesses
North Liberty
affiliate
marketing
promotions.

North Liberty legal

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
There should be a middle‐ground, common
sense option to reopening (and closures)
that is not politicized in any way. I worry
about business but I also worry about
misinformation based on politicized data. I
might get laid off. I can't visit my family. I'm
tired of take‐out food in styrofoam. Mostly
I'm just tired.

I am concerned that people seem to have
shifted from a "flatten the curve" mentality,
where our goal was to not overwhelm the
hospitals, to a "eliminate the virus" mentality
and do not want to return to normal until the
virus is gone, which I do not believe to be
realistic. Staying inside, not interacting with
other humans, damaging our economy and
That Iowa won't immune systems, not building natural herd
lift restrictions immunity are all long term issues being
quickly enough caused by this response. Only 10% of the
ventilators in Iowa are being used. The
hospitals are not overwhelmed. The
restrictions need to ease so we can let this
run its course quicker. I am also concerned
about the new trend of businesses requiring
masks to enter their facility. Dr. Fauci went
on national news and said they are
ineffective.

City

Your job

Iâ€™m a school
crossing guard
employed by
the city, so
Iâ€™m not
doing that job,
but Iâ€™m also
a mother of 4,
so Iâ€™m busier
North Liberty
than normal
with the kids
home all the
time, managing
online learning
for the K, 2nd
and 4th grader,
zoom music
class for the to

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

I work for the
court system.
My life has
But, I did lose
I've lost some
been
North Liberty my part time job
impacted a work
on hospitality. I
lot
have lost quite a
bit of income.

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

My financial
situation is
better than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Weâ€™re staying home, definitely missing
the social aspects of our lives, but feel itâ€™s
totally worth it. Concerned that people going
out in public now with disregard to social
distancing, proper mask wearing etc., is just
going to make this whole nightmare last
longer. Iâ€™m worried about the small local
business, like our dance studio for instance,
who rely on our in person support (recital
tickets, summer camps, classes), theyâ€™ve
been great to keep us dancing with zoom
through this crazy time, they canâ€™t
support that forever, but also canâ€™t go
back to business as usual as most are
rightfully not comfortable with being
together yet. Iâ€™m concerned about how
unemployment works if I donâ€™t continue
to apply all summer since I wouldnâ€™t have
had hours over the summer anyway, but
wonder what happens if school doesnâ€™t
physically resume in the fall, am I allowed to
continue to receive unemployment benefits
due to Covid19 after the 12 week summer
break? Still so many unknowns.

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

There are so many Iowans that are pitching a
for about having to wear a mask when they
shop, or are near others. Itâ€™s a bit
frightening.
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Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
City
Your job
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
There's
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been no
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
North Liberty Retail or grocery
impact on
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
my life
Accounting, tax
My financial
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
preparation and
situation is
I am busier
been
have been done lift restrictions
North Liberty planning,
worse than
impacted than before
too quickly
in Iowa
business
before
somewhat
consulting
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
North Liberty Retired
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

North Liberty Photography

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
impacted unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
somewhat

North Liberty Education

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

North Liberty Education

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
impacted a unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Because the restrictions are being lifted early
that there will be a second wave of cases and
unfortunately, deaths.
The rush to normal having a small term gain
with a long term loss. And this state is clearly
not aligned with federal CDC
recommendations to 'reopen' but yet we're
still moving forward.

The health of citizens and the economy are
the MOST important. Opening too soon is
very risky due to a possible 2nd wave. Also,
Very disappointed with many who don't
wear masks. Governor and others should be
wearing masks.
I'm concerned that most states aren't really
following the guidelines that were
implemented by the federal government
before opening up, and nobody seems to
care. Our Presidents 'leadership' sucks.

City

Your job

North Liberty Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
North Liberty
human services impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

North Liberty Education

My life has
been
I am busier
impacted a than before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I am concerned that when the public thinks
this is "over", there will be multiple surges in
numbers again as people rush out to try to
return to a sense of normalcy. As a public
school teacher, I'm also concerned about the
school year starting back up "business as
usual". However, there is no way that we'd
be able to maintain social distances ‐ it's
near impossible to keep 24 kids 6 feet from
each other in classrooms. I know that school
districts are proposing different ways of
handling this, but the thought of having to
plan ahead for both in‐person teaching AND
remote teaching at any given moment is a
lot to process.
I'm concerned that the state is opening too
soon and that there are still a large number
of people who, for a varitey of reasons, do
not follow recommendations regarding face
masks and social distancing. I'm concered
that vulnerable populations are going to
continue to be disproportionally impacted.
At the same time, I also have concerns for
the economic viability of small non‐profits
and small businesses whose existence
depends on face to face interactions. I feel
like so much of the worry and concern that I
experience could be minimized if I had
confidence in leadership to the right thing.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
North Liberty Retail or grocery
impacted a work
lot

My life has
Health care or been
North Liberty
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
North Liberty
human services impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I am concerned about the future of this
pandemic and that will only get worse
before it gets better... mostly because most
people in society donâ€™t seem to be taking
the use of social distancing and masks
seriously. If they canâ€™t even do that, it
makes one question if they wash their hands,
sneeze into their elbows, and that they seem
to generally feel â€œwell, it wonâ€™t
happen to me.â€ (But they may very well
carry it someone unknowingly OR they may
in fact, get it). Also, if they canâ€™t follow
simple rules like that, opening places where
they can gather ‐ use public bathrooms in
mass together and the like.... seems non‐
favorable. I would like to make sure we pay
attention to what the data is telling us, what
health professionals are telling us, and
finally, what scientists are telling us ‐ not
people who have TOO MUCH to gain and
nothing to really lose by opening back up ‐
for having the disease spread etc. I
understand the economy needs help, but I
human lives should come first.

My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly
I am busier
than before

My financial
situation is
better than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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I think she should be encouraging social
distancing. Iâ€™ve seen numerous parties
And bonfires... Iowans are not doing the
responsible thing

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I actually have two jobs, educator and
waitress/server and both are/were closed.

North Liberty Education

North Liberty Real Estate

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
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There are some situations that some of us
are waiting to hear about. I am a high school
softball coach. I can't fathom not having
season, but at the same time there is going
to be so much to have to mandate. So many
ifs, and, and buts that I feel it may not be
necessary to cram a season in. I feel bad as a
coach saying this, but so many things to think
about. Teammates or teams testing positive
before or after they are together, travel,
fans, older umpires (which we have a lot of),
who has to mandate all of the rules that
could be put into place to have season. I
could say much more, but I'll leave it at that.

I am concerned that so few leaders are
acknowledging the fact that this epidemic is
disproportionately affecting those over 55
with serious health problems. Focus on
nursing homes and factories where workers
are sharing recycled air, and get everyone
That Iowa won't
else back to living. Instead of fear
lift restrictions
mongering, recognize the sad fact that most
quickly enough
fatalities are happening to sick people, and
that death is a part of life. This disease is not
killing young people, but theyâ€™re all at
home, not in school, not at work, not living.
PROTECT THE SICK AND ELDERLY AND GET
EVERYONE ELSE BACK TO LIFE.

Impact on
Impact on
City
Your job
life
workload
My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
North Liberty
human services impacted work
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
Supporting healthcare workers esp. those
exposed to COVID19 and those caring for
vulnerable populations such as those
working in nursing homes and memory care
Supporting those without paid sick leave
(those who had to choose between an
income and staying safe at home)

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
North Liberty
human services impacted a than before
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Supporting our teachers
Supporting victim services and first
responders
Supporting people staying in their homes
(suspend evictions, manage utilities rates,
etc.)
Supporting the courts working through their
backlogs

North Liberty Manufacturing

North Liberty Education

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly
I've lost some
work

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa
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Impact on
City
Your job
life
My life has
Health care or been
North Liberty
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
North Liberty
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
North Liberty Education
impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload
I am busier
than before

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions More testing before lifting restrictions.
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
North Liberty
human services impacted a than before
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My life has
been
North Liberty Disabled
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
North Liberty Retail or grocery
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
North Liberty Manufacturing
impacted
somewhat

The pandemic
My financial
has been
situation is
handled well in
about the same
Iowa
The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa
My financial
More should
situation is
have been done
worse than
in Iowa
before

I've lost some
work

I've lost some
work

I am retired so couldn't answer the questions
about employment since retirement wasn't
one of the options.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly
That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly
That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

Mental health care of children, parents,
essential workers, unemployed. Even after
everything returns to â€œnormalâ€ there
will be long‐lasting effects from depression,
anxiety, ptsd, and other untreated
conditions.
People haven't been following the
restrictions. I'm concerned that it is going to
get worse because aren't taking this serious
enough.

City

Your job

Banking,
North Liberty specifically a
Credit Union

North Liberty Education

North Liberty Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
little

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

I am busier
than before

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I'm concerned that another wave will come
soon and be stronger as people feel more
comfortable with some restrictions being
lifted. I have seen less mask wearing, more
groups of people (lots of cars parked on
residential streets is a fair indication), and
just more people in general when I go out in
public for necessities. I personally feel the
economy is hurting and I understand having
businesses open to an extent, but there are
few recommendations to continue wearing
masks and how to safely patron businesses.
The burden is being placed on businesses
with no responsibility being placed on the
public to keep their fellow citizen safe if they
choose to go out somewhere. It would be
very easy for an unmasked patron to infect a
business and their patrons if they are
asymptomatic but infected. Its very
concerning that during this pandemic many
do not understand the need or want to
protect others and themselves by taking
precautions. It's better to be safe than sorry
at this time.

City

North Liberty

Your job
HR ‐ Education
company

North Liberty Education

Impact on
Impact on
life
workload
My life has
I have become
been
impacted unemployed
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
too quickly
in Iowa
before

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
Health care or been
has remained
North Liberty
worse than
human services impacted a
about the same
before
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Not being taken seriously enough.
The governor was knowingly exposed in the
WH. Yet she is not in self‐ quarantine or
using a mask. Highly irresponsible example
that she is setting. People will use her
irresponsibility as an excuse to avoid
precautions if they become exposed or sick.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Contact with family in nursing homes has
stopped. My daughter has suffered physical,
mental and emotional consequences. My
parents are fading from reality as well. Let's
get it together and get ahead of this so we
can reunite with family.

PLEASE don't let fear drive decisions. I
appreciate that about how we have
The pandemic
That Iowa won't proceeded so far. Continue to let individuals
has been
lift restrictions make informed decisions. DO NOT
handled well in
quickly enough MANDATE VACCINES. Especially ones that
Iowa
are being sped to "help" a virus that was
blown out of proportion on a global level.

North Liberty

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

Law
North Liberty
enforcement

My life has
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
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the proper "restrictions" and advice based
on medical professionals instead of wanting
to please Trump or the Koch Brothers and
ALEC would have been nice.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

North Liberty Retired

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

North Liberty Non profit

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Until we have massive statewide testing,
tracking and mitigation established we
should NOT open the state.
MASKS MUST BE MANDATORY
EVERYWHERE.
I am 72 hears old and am considered to be in
the vulnerable population. With the state
opening up like the governor has decided my
risk for catching Covid‐19 has increased
tremendously since masks are not
mandatory and we have essentially no
testing capacity. The Test Iowa program
clearly has issues that can be deduced from
the inability of the state Hygienic Lab to
qualify them. I will not sign up with Test
Iowa due to the reports of issues with other
states with the company involved due to the
quality of the test results.
The governor's coronavirus.iowa.gov
website is not reporting information in a
usable form. Last I saw the site does not
show the breakout of cases by day by county
so that I can see the daily change and see
where hot spots are or where deaths
happened.
Survey needs more questions that relate to
vulnerable populations.
We need more testing, both diagnostic and
antibody. And better, more consistent
guidance from the State. Helping those who
do not have ready access to masks get them.
Help our vulnerable populations.

City

North Liberty

Your job

Retired
educator

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

My life has
Fitness & yoga
I've lost some
been
North Liberty instructor (part
impacted work
time)
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
We continue to be socially isolated from the
community ‐ and understand why this is
necessary. We are physically separate from
our kids and grandkids, a great hardship, but
necessary for everyone's health and safety.
We miss our earlier freedoms and mobility
but are willing to forego those niceties for
the sake of our peers.
But the state and the federal government
should be doing:
1. Testing over 50% of the population to
identify and isolate the virus pockets. The
current level of testing is inadequate and of
poor quality.
2. Aggressively develop a vaccine. The WHO
and other countries should be partners, not
adversaries in this development.
3. Identify leverage points in the economy to
lessen the upcoming recession. If people are
unemployed, and if our state and federal
infrastructure is deteriorating and
antiquated, a sensible option might be a
WPA (Depression era work program) style
program.
Thank you for your work in the Legislature.

I worry about peopleâ€™s health and the
economy.

City

North Liberty

Your job

Restaurant or
hospitality

North Liberty Biotechnology

Law
North Liberty
enforcement

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Every time I look at the news, itâ€™s all
about the new number of cases. And it
seems to me that the number increases day
by day, if thatâ€™s the case then why reopen
the state? If our infection rates are growing
then the states reopening could increase the
number of cases drastically.

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Governor Reynolds has been very reckless in
her approach. She should have partnered
with other states when given the chance and
come up with a comprehensive and
aggressive strategy. Data doesn't support
opening Iowa back up and she has not
provided adequate guidance or support for
workers force to return to their jobs. The
Test Iowa program has been a disaster.
Masks should be required everywhere. I
have health issues and I'm horrified by how
quickly Iowa is opening back up. It's
shortsighted and insufficient. State govt
should take a greater role in providing safety
and support for workers. If businesses much
open, safety rules must be required. Also,
more support for educators. Improve
broadband in rural and poor areas for more
access for students. Rent relief for renters.

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

the response was too aggressive in some
ways and ignored some issues. It should
have been different not more or less
aggressive. A number of the restrictions
served no medical or logical purpose, while
some things should have been addressed
and were skipped over.

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
lot
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That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

City

Your job

North Liberty Education

North Liberty Education

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
We need more And more accurate testing!!!!
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
It has been a shocking failure on all levels.
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat

My life has
I have become
Health care or been
North Liberty
human services impacted a unemployed
lot

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa

I understand opening up in phases and
earlier to those who do not have many cases
in their immediate area, but I am concerned
by so many not keeping their space or
wearing a mask. But what will happen when
people go to other areas and how are we
supposed to know if we or someone else is a
carrier of the virus when we don't have
sufficient testing supplies. I know sooner or
later we will, but until that time I hope
people take this epidemic more seriously. So
many lives have been lost and until you
know someone who has passed, people who
aren't adhering to the suggested limits will
not take this seriously. In some ways I'm
concerned that I've been quarantined so
long, that I'll be more susceptible to catching
the virus with my immune system
weakening. I do appreciate having a job that
I can work from home. I just hope we do not
have another wave of this virus in the fall.
That would be the worst case scenario.
Thank you.

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Transparency around testing hasnâ€™t been
what I would have liked to see. Also I am
concerned about unemployment in Iowa
given what the governor has said about not
being able to receive benefits if their
business opens, but employees feel it
isnâ€™t safe.

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly
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Impact on
Impact on
City
Your job
life
workload
My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
North Liberty
human services impacted a than before
lot

My life has
I am busier
Telecommunica been
North Liberty
impacted than before
tions
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

We need more transparency from Governor
Reynolds

The pandemic
My financial
has been
situation is
handled well in
about the same
Iowa

I am concerned we make financial decisions
from both the state and federal level too
quickly. The $600 per week extra given to
people on unemployment is a real problem
because they are making more than when
they were working. The discussion of $12‐
$15 per hour for frontline workers is a recipe
for disaster and setting a precedence for
employers to keep this up going forward. I
believe the federal government should give
more assistance to the states and let them
determine the best course for spending and
supporting their state. One size does not fit
all during this pandemic. Areas that do not
have sufficient broadband is a real problem
for distance learning and business trying to
social distance their employees by letting
them work from home. For the most part I
think the governor has done an exceptional
job managing the state finances and
managing the state through this pandemic.
Working through the budget as a bi‐partisan
legislature will be critical for all Iowans.
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

My life has
Health care or been
North Liberty
human services impacted a
lot

Restaurant or
hospitality

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

A registered
child
North Liberty
development
home

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

North Liberty

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Hiding information from the public doesn't
make us safer ‐ it puts all of us at greater
risk. Additionally, re‐opening too soon will
That Iowa will put healthcare providers and others at
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions unnecessary risk and cost lives. Governor
has remained situation is
Reynolds is putting the financial interests of
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
big business ahead of the lives of human
beings and doesn't seem to care how many
people die as a result of her recklessness.
The lack of credible information early on was
an issue that affected my decision making as
it pertains to my business. The lack of
testing available was atrocious. My 15‐year‐
old son was diagnosed with "presumptive
positive COVID" but a test could not be
My financial
More should
received. I have an immune disease and due
situation is
I am busier
have been done
to a lack of testing to confirm or deny this, I
worse than
than before
in Iowa
was forced to leave my home and stay in a
before
hotel for 12 days. This was a financial
hardship that may have been avoided with
access to testing. I have filled out the survey
for test Iowa and have been turned down
each time.
Even after restrictions are lifted, we as a
society continue to practice safety measure
to protect our most vulnerable. That we
My financial
The pandemic
learn from this pandemic, by creating
That Iowa won't
I've lost some situation is
has been
policies that prevent our education system
lift restrictions
work
worse than
handled well in
from halting. Having a surplus of necessary
quickly enough
before
Iowa
supplies and equipment, thermometers,
cleaning, etc... and most important
procedures to, protect our food source and
the employees.
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I have become
Health care or been
North Liberty
human services impacted a unemployed
lot

North Liberty Education

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Comments

I am most concerned with the talk about
having to continue to isolate healthy people
and restrict their work. Above all, I am
concerned over the talk of a CoVid 19
vaccine being developed that would
somehow solve the problem and that such a
vaccine may become mandatory for persons
to take it. People should have a choice
regarding if they want to take any vaccine or
not and parents, legal gaurdians and persons
with Power of Attorney for health decisions
That Iowa won't
of a dependent adult should be able to say
lift restrictions
no to any vaccine available. My son has
quickly enough
been damaged by vaccines and has a medical
waiver due to the fact that they cause him to
have seizures, much of the damage done by
the vaccines occurred before we obtained
the waiver. There is a lot of research that
indicates that vaccines contribute to many
health issues and if one reads the drug
inserts on the vaccines it lists the
complications and side effects that can and
do occur with each vaccine. People should
have a choice.

My financial
More should
That Iowa will
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same in Iowa
too quickly
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

Because the State and country have not
taken proper actions we are going to be
dealing with this virus for a long time to
come.

City

Your job

I'm 82 and
retired. Friends
and neighbors
have been very
helpful.
However,
North Liberty opening things
up too early as
the Governor
wants really
increases the
risk for us older
folks.
The
administrative
side of
Education. I
North Liberty work in the
Registrar's
office at the
University of
Iowa.

Northwood

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

My life has
Health care or been
I am busier
human services impacted than before
somewhat

My financial
situation is
better than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

The long term risk to the elderly. And if any
potential vaccination will be allocated to
those most at risk. Or will it be just left to the
random distribution so typical of the Trump
era?

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

Unfortunatley the pandemic has become
another highly politicized topic which makes
working together to do what is best more
difficult. Both sides need to work to
recognize that keeping the public safe and
keeping the economy going are equally
important.

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly

The opening up seems too rapid and seems
to contradict what has been seen in other
countries. The data is not correct. The 1 in 40
Iowans tested does not account for people
who have been tested multiple times. The
number is far fewer Iowans if only
accounting for unique residents. The fact
that we are putting the economy in front of
health and welfare is abhorrent and par for
the course for this administration.
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City

Northwood

Norwalk

Norwalk

Norwalk

Norwalk

Oakland

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
been
impacted a
little
My life has
been
Retail or grocery
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Retired
impacted a
little
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat

Embroiderer

Oelwein

retired

Oelwein

Retired

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I am busier
than before

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

I've lost some
work

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Comments
I am retired. That makes me an elder at risk.
How will I remain healthy while staying at
home?

That Iowa won't
The government has been given TOO much
lift restrictions
power.
quickly enough

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

More spread

The shutdown for a virus with a 98% survival
That Iowa won't
rate is ridiculous. It has shown many it's all
lift restrictions
about control and the democratic party is
quickly enough
pushing the fear.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
impacted a unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot

I am concerned with a large outbreak
because of opening too soon. I am also afraid
for people that are high risk that will be
forced to go back to work and become sick.

My financial
My life has
situation is
been
worse than
impacted a
before
lot
My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly

A good leader never pays more attention to
politicians than to people in the medical and
scientific fields. Now and especially in the
future.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That people are believing the politicians and
not the scientists!
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City

Your job

I'm a stay at
home mom.
Shutting
everything
down is not only
an overreach of
government
authority, but
has also been
extremely
Orange City
challenging to
keep my 20
month
corralled. I can't
take him to the
playground,
which is just
insane. Really,
the
playground??? I

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
lot

My life has
Health care or been
Orange City
human services impacted a
little
My life has
merchandising
been
Orchard
grocery stores &
impacted a
Dollar Generals
little
My life has
been
Osage
Retail or grocery
impacted a
lot

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa
My financial
The pandemic
I've lost some situation is
has been
work
better than
handled well in
before
Iowa
My financial
The response
I've lost some situation is
has been too
work
worse than
aggressive in
before
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

The government should have quarantined
the sick and those more prone to illness NOT
the healthy. It's just ludicrous to keep those
That Iowa won't
who are healthy on essentially house arrest.
lift restrictions
quickly enough
Open Iowa up. We are responsible adults.
We do not need the government telling us
how to run our lives.

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough
That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly
That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough

that people will be more mobile and large
gatherings the virus will ramp up and spread
out of control

City

Osage

Osage

Osage

Oskaloosa

Oskaloosa

Your job

Farming

Impact on
life

My life has
been
impacted a
little

My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
Restaurant or been
impacted a
hospitality
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I don't think Covid‐19 was or is as dangerous
as the media has played it up to be. When I
said Iowa handled it well, that was in
comparison to other states. I think the
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
nation grossly over reacted to the virus. I
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
think this was a ploy by "the deep state" to
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same about the same
crash the economy, keep Joe Biden off the
Iowa
campaign trail, and distract citizens from
other things that the federal government has
been doing
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
has been
I've lost some
lift restrictions Dig an economic hole we can't get out of.
situation is
handled well in
work
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa
Life has changed as we knew it. The expense
The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa won't
that most businesses have just to reopen is
has been
I've lost some situation is
lift restrictions
so unreal. The world needs to open fully
handled well in
worse than
work
quickly enough
whatever happens happens.
Iowa
before
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
situation is
I am busier
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
than before
too quickly
in Iowa
before

My life has
My financial
My workload
been
situation is
has remained
impacted a
worse than
about the same
lot
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
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Iâ€™m greatly concerned that the
emergency powers have been an over reach
of power. That many business wonâ€™t
reopen again and people wonâ€™t be able to
That Iowa won't feed their families. Many stuck in their home
lift restrictions arenâ€™t safe, abuse is on the rise. Mental
quickly enough health is on the rise the many. I feel this has
all caused a greater divide and people are
terrified of each other. Moving forward we
need to go back to the days were quarantine
was meant for only the sick or high risk.

City

Oskaloosa

Ottumwa

Ottumwa

Ottumwa

Ottumwa

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
been
I make kids
impacted a
clothing
lot
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
finances
response
restrictions
The response
That Iowa won't Time to lift emergency orders now. Way too
My workload My financial
has been too
lift restrictions many liberties being taken from people. Your
has remained situation is
aggressive in
quickly enough job is to stand by and insure our freedoms.
about the same about the same
Iowa
Impact on
workload

I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
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Iâ€™m retired. Iâ€™m doing more
volunteering. Also, demonstrating as
concerned about workers at JBS.
Low‐income families are going to be hit the
hardest and the recovery will be slowest for
them.

That Iowa won't i think we need to take vitamins and get lots
lift restrictions of sunshine. those fauci guy seems like a
quickly enough weasel

City

Ottumwa

Your job

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

Ottumwa

Student

Oxford

Education

Oxford

Impact on
life

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I think the double standards have been the
most frustrating. Small business closed
(where there was very little foot traffic), but
reducing hours in our town's five open stores
(therefore, bottlenecking all consumers to a
few stores with shorter open business
hours). Salons are far more hygienic and less
busy than that. No outdoor playgrounds for
That Iowa won't kids (who are the lowest risk age group)?!?
lift restrictions Let's just get back to normal here! The media
quickly enough and government‐induced panic was far
worse than any illness. People not able to
have a surgery, get dental care, etc is just as
dangerous as COVID. And don't get me
started on the economy! As a small business
owner, I consider myself lucky that our
business is going to survive for awhile
longer, but I know people who are not that
fortunate.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Opening up too fast ‐ especially since cases
and deaths continue to rise

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Farmers and small business owners hit hard‐
they need more help.
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City

Your job

Oxford

Self‐ employed
Daycare
provider

Oxford

Health care or
human services

Oxford

Health care or
human services

Oxford

Health care or
human services

Oxford

Oxford

Oxford

Oxford

Health care or
human services

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
I have become situation is
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
unemployed
too quickly
in Iowa
before
The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
I am busier
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
than before
too quickly
about the same
Iowa
Impact on
workload

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same about the same
Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I've lost some
work

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The governor appears to be President
Trumpâ€™s minion at this point. I think she
will do whatever he wants regarding opening
the state.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
about the same in Iowa
too quickly
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Iowa's governor has failed to protect Iowans.
Her plan was no plan. Basically she went by
the seat of her pants. Trump mini‐
me.......she should be ashamed. She has lots
of unnecessary deaths on her......not quite
sure how she sleeps at night.

City

Oxford

Your job

Retired

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Oxford

Retired

Oxford

My life has
I've lost some
been
Transportation
impacted a work
lot

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
This pandemic has shown how many stupid
people there are. Most of us know the
severity of it and take all the necessary
precautions, but regretfully there are also
several people who donâ€™t.
I have been doing some horse back riding at
parks with appropriate social distancing. It is
disturbing how many others do not seem
concerned and I heard things like â€œwe
donâ€™t have it hereâ€ at Shimek. There
really does not seem to be understanding
that it IS everywhere and we cannot see it. I
also do not think there is enough education
about the fact that wearing a mask does not
protect the wearer and cloth cannot keep
out the tiny virus. Wearing the mask
protects those around you from having your
drop[lets infect them.
I'm very grateful to be working for city of
Iowa City for the job security and the
retirement that is stable And I am amazed
how much work gets done via the internet
and how very important the internet it is

City

Oxford

Oxford

Oxford

Oxford

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Travel

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Education

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
little

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa

Financial
Industry

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Agriculture

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
My mother suffers from COPD, Asthma and
Immune Deficiency so we are very aware of
her safety and keeping others at bay as best
we can. Its difficult because it doesn't seem
like the government is being strict enough on
the social ban. People are putting others at
risk for selfish reasons and do not care
whose loved ones they put in danger. It is
very upsetting there needs to be better laws
put in place during this time to protect those
who are vulnerable to this virus.

Govt is offering guidance regarding
restrictions on public activity ‐ there will
always be unintended consequences. Some
good‐faith efforts will be taken advantage of
and that is where Govt must have good
oversight. Going forward,the State of Iowa
will have limited resources to access
adequate sources of liquidity so State and
Local Govt programs will have to be
constantly reviewed or even pulled back
until our current economic environment is
fully understood.
Please remember, tax revenue has a direct
link to fiscal policy, you must have one to
enable the other.

City

Oxford

Oxford

Oxford

Oxford
Junction

Pacific
Junction

Palo

Your job

retired

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

The numbers presented are only a
sampling....its hard to find and evaluate
correctly.
The tests are not easily available.
My niece was sent home from the U of I with
a very bad chest cold and told to isolate
because of possible Covid...but no test was
done. She works there and told to take 14
days off!
That makes no sense.

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

At minimum I would like to see masks
required when out and about.

My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

My main concern is people not wearing
masks in public as far as retail stores. I am
working retail right now an feel individuals
are being reckless uncaring about other
individuals health. I feel it should be
mandatory to where a mask in any retail
spaces.

My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before
My financial
I've lost some situation is
work
worse than
before
My financial
I've lost some situation is
work
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa
The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My life has
Insurance/techn been
impacted a
ology
lot
Talent
Acquisition
Specialist for a My life has
company that been
impacted a
designed
enhancements lot
for Ethanol
Plants
My life has
been
Construction
impacted a
lot
My life has
Financial
been
Services
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Construction
impacted
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

I am busier
than before
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That Iowa won't This has been totally mishandled top to
lift restrictions bottom, left and right. I will not vote for any
quickly enough incumbent in November.
That Iowa won't
lift restrictions That our economy may not recover.
quickly enough
That Iowa won't
Hopefully this isn't the new normal every
lift restrictions
time a illness comes up.
quickly enough

City

Palo

Panora

Your job

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
We are retired.
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

Parkersburg Education
Retired, sole
caregiver for my
88 year old
father in his
home 24/7.
Moved in with
him to avoid his
going to a
nursing home.

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My life has
I've lost some
been
Retail or grocery
impacted work
somewhat

Parkersburg Education

Parnell

Impact on
life

I am busier
than before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I read that in Oklahoma, the test results for
the Coronavirus were handled by the
veterinary school at Oklahoma State
University. The school had the equipment
and expertise to do this work. Iowa has a
veterinary school at Ames. Perhaps they
could run the tests and find the results at
their lab.
I am worried that more Iowans will be
exposed to the virus, get sick, and die as a
result of the state opening up public places
and schools.
Keeping social distancing; do not open
businesses too soon without adequate
guidelines that can be monitored ‐ increased
testing ‐ know where the hotspots are in
'iowa
Opening up too quickly and having all of the
sacrifices be in vein. Overloading of the
healthcare system.

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
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Our country, state and civil society are
rapidly imploding due to inept, corrupt and
cynical leadership. We are seeing in real
time the disintegration of our way of life.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Pella

SAHM

There's
My workload My financial
been no
has remained situation is
impact on
about the same about the same
my life

Pella

unemployed,
but did work in
I.T. field for
Iowa Legislature

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
little

Peosta

Peosta

Peosta

Retired

My life has
My workload
been
has remained
impacted a
about the same
lot

My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot

I am busier
than before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Healthy people should not ever be forced to
That Iowa won't stay home. ALSO letâ€™s not forget
lift restrictions everyoneâ€™s favorite line â€œmy body, my
quickly enough choiceâ€ that should apply to this situa on
as well.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

i have no idea about testing. i live with
elderly father and most important to me is
not infecting him... or anyone else for that
matter.
Disappointed with the now limited public
info available about positive cases of COVID
19 for my county of residence. Worried that
the governor is more concerned about the
economy than the many vulnerable elderly
Iowans and will reopen the state to soon.
Disappointed the governor discounted the
research conducted by one of our own state
universities, UI. Disappointed that the
governor cut a deal with an Iowa celebrity
for big bucks to purchase testing for the state
that has a pretty significant margin of error.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
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Peopleâ€™s health, insurance, mental
health, renters, mortgages, etc.
education in fall

City

Peosta

Perry

Perry

Plainfield

Plano

Your job

Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

The governor is withholding data (deaths
and new cases per day by county for
example) so itâ€™s impossible to make
informed decisions. Testing is inadequate
and her briefings so excruciatingly frustrating
I have given up watching. Worried about the
children who are isolated and in neglectful
situations without enough to eat, without
care and love. Their isolation just goes on
longer because the governor botched it so
bad. If stay at home had been done right it
would be gone by now. Iâ€™m also worried
about the Marshallese. We need to b closing
not opening when our case counts are the
highest ever. I know Iâ€™m not in your
district but my representative isnâ€™t
acknowledging my concerns as valid. Thanks

I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I'm concerned that through all of this the
state has become more divided because the
Governor could not rally the people of Iowa
to come together.

I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I am concerned that the pandemic has made
us more divided because the Governor could
not rally the people of Iowa.

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My life has
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a
little
My life has
been
Retail or grocery
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Retired
impacted a
little
My life has
been
Retired
impacted
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
better than
about the same
before

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa

My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly
541 of 675

We need more testing, the meat packing
plants need to be closed, our workers need
more help and we need to stay closed down.

City

Your job

Pleasantville

Polk City

Polk City

Public library

State
government

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
The response
My life has
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
has been too
been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
aggressive in
impacted
quickly enough
about the same about the same
Iowa
somewhat

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Allow playgrounds, pools and other outdoor
activities to be opened. It is appalling what
we are doing to the children of our society
with these restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Year round school to take advantage of times
school can be reopened along with half day
school to accommodate fewer kids in a
building at one time; more outdoor learning
when school/daycares are open; raise taxes
on wealthy; concerned about low income
people and access to unemployment
benefits; concerned about student loans; we
need a state healthcare system if feds
canâ€™t deal with the ACA. Need to find a
way to help families who are caregivers to
disabled or ill as services are not available.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Am medically fragile and deeply concerned
that we donâ€™t know the extent of the
virus, that it will keep increasing, and that
unless we get serious about testing, shutting
things down, and wearing masks, many more
people will become sick a/o die needlessly as
well as overwhelm healthcare. Am
concerned about those who do recover
being left with permanent physical
repercussions. Am terrified that I will catch
it, as have been told that I would not survive.
Am also concerned for the safety of my IWD
coworkers and irate claimants. Am also
concerned about how all of this will affect
the future budget and possible layoffs at the
state and local levels

My financial
situation is
worse than
before
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City

Polk City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a work
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Constitutional rights being ignored, liberal
narrative fed to media ( including social
media) with lack of balanced debate, setting
policy on obviously hyperbolic modeling and
other factors with little to not scientific
support but claiming â€œscienceâ€, no
longer trusting medical or scientific
community, missing out on routine
healthcare, paying people more on
unemployment then making at work,
spending $2T and counting on unwarranted
The pandemic
That Iowa won't response to a virus, social shaming,
has been
lift restrictions conformity, and mind control, messaging
handled well in
quickly enough that leads to people believing breathing air is
Iowa
dangerous and distrusting others just
because they are in the same space, people
being told it is unsafe to go outside, kids
being made to feel fearful and missing out
on developmental and education needs,
being told not to visit with family and
friends, mental health, increase in domestic
violence, economic depression and
unemployment, forced quarantine and
government taking children from homes, the
list goes on!
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City

Prairie City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
My workload My financial
Health care or been
has remained situation is
human services impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Business closures should have been optional.
There is no reason why Wal‐Mart is safer
than a small business that was forced to
close. I have appreciated Iowa's more
conservative approach compared to other
states, and I am glad that things are slowly
opening up now. As a Registered Nurse in a
LTC facility on the outbreak list, I have been
very frustrated and concerned with our
staffing shortages. I feel that more should
That Iowa won't
have been done from the beginning to make
lift restrictions
sure we had adequate staffing and
quickly enough
assistance, expecially in light of so many
hospital and clinic nurses furloughed or
working at testing sites. Unfortunately, our
corporate management seems unconcerned
and unmotivated to assist with our staffing
issues and the residents have suffered. We
need more staff than normal, with so many
residents sick, yet we have less than ever
due to staff getting sick, and less agency staff
available.

City

Readlyn

Your job

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
My workload My financial
Health care or been
has remained situation is
human services impacted a
about the same about the same
little

Red Oak

Education

Redding

Restaurant or
hospitality

Renwick

Impact on
life

Education

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

I am busier
than before

Comments

That we wonâ€™t open up soon enough. As
a nurse weâ€™ve seen respiratory problems
unexplained since November. Staff had
unexplained respiratory problems, my family
etc since then as well. We mostly believe we
were dealing with this way back then. I
believe the masks etc are ridiculous and
serve no point but a security blanket for the
uneducated, fearful individuals. Which then
cause arguments and physiological issues if
That Iowa won't
not worn between those who believe itâ€™s
lift restrictions
a mute point and those who think they are
quickly enough
mandated. We look ridiculous running
around with mask and gloves on. Not to
mention I see gloves and mask all over in
parking lots. Get over the mask. Your
greatest risk is in your home with high viral
load to over exposure. Not a trip to Walmart
and a casual exposure. My kids canâ€™t go
to the park and play , the park is the best
place to be. I just donâ€™t get the rationale
behind it.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I have become
unemployed

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

How will this affect the next school year?

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I am concerned that opeing up is too early.
People in our area is getting too complacent
and going about as if it's no big thing.

My financial
More should
That Iowa will
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same in Iowa
too quickly

Health and safety in the changed culture and
economy.
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City

Richland

Richland

Ringsted

Your job

Corrections

Government

Education

Riverside

Ag business

Riverside

Manufacturing

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
People have to take an Assessment to get
tested. I watched a person take the
assessment 2 differs times both times
answering 2 different ways still not test
worthy, does Iowa even care about the
people who live here?

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa
The pandemic
That Iowa will
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same about the same
Iowa

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before
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Lasting impact on the economy and small
business

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Riverside

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
Transportation
impacted a unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot

Riverside

In home
daycare
provider

Riverside

Riverside

My life has
been
impacted a
little
My life has
been
impacted a
little
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

The pandemic
My financial
has been
situation is
handled well in
about the same
Iowa
The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa
My financial
More should
I've lost some situation is
have been done
worse than
work
in Iowa
before

I am busier
than before
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That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly
That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough
That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I firmly believe Iowa's Governor is more
concerned with $$$$ than lives of Iowans.
We are not expendable.
Concerns? Reynolds' poor management of
Iowa's response. Twenty six million for an
unproven testing system. (Thanks Ashton.)
Using 6 districts to track viral spread until
she switched to 77 v. 22 counties without
justification. Changing the way the IDPH
website displays info, making it difficult to
compare changes. Assuring the public that
the packing plants were safe because their
management said they were. AFTER the
shutdowns, the plants showed the measures
they were taking to protect the employees.
Relaxing restrictions before we meet CDC
recommendations to do do.
We need transparency. We need leaders to
model safe practices.
Good luck when you return to Des Moines.
Mask wearing in public places should be
mandatory. Fines should be issued to those
who do not follow guidelines.

City

Riverside

Your job

I am retired.

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Riverside

Your survey
doesnâ€™t have
a category for
retired. I
canâ€™t correct
my answer to
work load.

Riverside

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Not Enough Testing.....Facemasks should be
mandatory and be worn correctly...I fear we
have not seen the peak..We are getting a
false sense of security....I feel it is driven by
politics...

The collateral damage from shutting down
the economy will have long lasting effects.
The model is Sweden. They quarantined sick
people. They took wise precautions, did not
close schools and allowed herd immunity.
They did not destroy their economy. There
will be an uptick in Covid‐19 cases. And then
fear will raise its ugly head. The pandemic of
fear will set in and then it starts all over
again. Life is a risk. My self‐governance was
That Iowa won't taken from me by this Un‐Constitutional
lift restrictions grab. We are exposed to novel viruses all of
quickly enough the time. We have had a Constitutional
government for 232 years and never once
has it been shut down for a pandemic. The
media is fear mongering 24/7. I am glad that
Kim Reynolds is my governor and not a
dictator like Evers from Wisconsin, who has a
hot line so people can tattletale. Sheriffs are
to protect our Constitutional rights. Lift the
restrictions on Hydroxychloriquine; that
decision should be between the Dr. and the
patient, not a bureaucracy. Thank you.
That Iowa won't I am afraid this will create an economic
lift restrictions nightmare that will take years to recover
quickly enough from if at all.

City

Riverside

Riverside

Riverside

Riverside

Riverside

Riverside

Riverside

Riverside

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Manufacturing
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Church
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Transportation
impacted
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa won't
My workload
has been
situation is
lift restrictions
has remained
handled well in
worse than
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa
before
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
situation is
I am busier
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
than before
too quickly
in Iowa
before
The response
My financial
That Iowa won't
has been too
I have become situation is
lift restrictions
aggressive in
worse than
unemployed
quickly enough
Iowa
before
The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
I am busier
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
than before
too quickly
about the same
Iowa
My financial
That Iowa won't
More should
I have become situation is
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
unemployed
quickly enough
in Iowa
before
Impact on
workload

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
More mental health support. I have children
that are dealing with being inside all the
time and you can see how mentally wearing
it id
Having enough ppe

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Daycare
Provider

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Retired

My life has
been
I am busier
impacted than before
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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My concerns are the businesses that don't
follow the rules that are set in place? I also
have concerns about summer ball. I feel that
smaller schools don't have to right areas to
social distance during a game.
Not enough testing...Everybody that wants a
test should be able to get it..Whatever
happened to Adam Gregg..haven't seen him
since he did that photo op with the truckers
on I 80 handing out sack lunches ..Did the
queen throw him in the dungeon?

City

Your job

Riverside

Construction

Riverside

Robins

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
My life has
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
has been
been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
handled well in
impacted
quickly enough
about the same about the same
Iowa
somewhat

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Environmental
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
consulting/prof
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
essional services
somewhat

Where appropriate, Give money directly to
small businesses to keep people on payroll.
If workload less, these employees can work
on marketing, templates, training, etc. Or
they can volunteer/give back to the
community. By keeping on payroll,
decreased unemployment.

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
Retired writer. been
has remained
better than
Active volunteer impacted a
about the same
before
little

It has changed my view on a health care
policy for all. I think we need to level the
inequality ‐ in at least one way ‐ by making
health care a right, instead of a privilege.
ALSO, I would like to see us go to online
voting and/or a state or national day of
voting recognized as a holiday. AND, I think
if meat processing plant workers are going to
be considered essential to our economy,
they should be paid higher wages.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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City

Robins

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a work
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Iâ€™m concerned that we will reopen
against medical advice as a political stunt,
prolonging the economic impact in the long
run. Iâ€™m concerned that the Test Iowa
program isnâ€™t accurate & our data is not
safe. Iâ€™m worried about viability of arts
nonprofits, the lack of digital access for kids
& adults, and the absence of the social safety
net for vulnerable individuals.
Iâ€™m hopeful that businesses and schools
will reimagine services going forward. There
are opportunities for growth for sure.

Robins

Home,
community
volunteer

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

My financial
situation is
better than
before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa
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My concern is that we â€” as a state and
nation â€” have a clearly‐defined objective.
At first the goal was clear: flatten the curve
to keep the healthcare system from being
overwhelmed. In Iowa we did that. But now
the goal seems less unified and clear. Some
have the goal of remaining distant until a
vaccine is developed. Others have the goal of
returning to â€œnormalâ€. Yet others are
now focused on the economy. Or herd
immunity. Or testing. What is our over‐
arching goal? (I admit I have not kept up with
recent press conferences to hear the tone for
myself. Perhaps the goal is being shared but I
am missing it. But people are not united
toward one common goal.)

City

Robins

Your job

Robins

Robins

Robins

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Education

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

retired

My financial
My life has
situation is
been
worse than
impacted a
before
lot
My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
little
My life has
My financial
been
situation is
impacted a
about the same
little

Robins

Robins

Impact on
life

retired

My life has
I have become
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a unemployed
lot

Manufacturing

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I am very concerned about how we will
return to school safely in the fall. Small
children are not going to be able to us PPE
and social distancing guidelines
appropriately. I am also very concerned
about the commerical airlines recovery as
my husband works in avionics. He may loss
his job unless things improve.
The restrictions were not enough. Too little,
too late. The 26 million should have been
funneled into our state labs to do the testing
and research.
Meat processing workers are bearing the
brunt of the state not caring about workers.
They are dying for someone else's profits.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly

The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa
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That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough

I am a caregiver for a stroke survivor. We
recieve Medicaid. The extra stimulus money
associated with unemployment would have
actually increased my income from a part
time job, and I would have lost health
benefits for our family of four. I didn't make
much with very limited hours, but it made a
difference. I wish it would have been
thought through a little better.

City

Your job

Rock Rapids

Rockford

Rockford

Rockwell

Rockwell

Rockwell

Education

Impact on
Impact on
life
workload
There's
I am busier
been no
impact on than before
my life
My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa won't
has been
situation is
lift restrictions
handled well in
better than
quickly enough
Iowa
before
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Renewable
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
energy we make
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
biodiesel.
lot

There's
been no
IT
impact on
my life
My life has
been
Agriculture
impacted a
little
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot

The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa
The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa
My financial
More should
I've lost some situation is
have been done
work
worse than
in Iowa
before
553 of 675

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough
That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough
That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Governor is influenced by the president to
make irresponsible decisions on behalf of
Iowa. If she goes on her own her decisions
reflect our values not New York City values.
Sad to see her put Iowans lives at risk to bow
to the King.
I think we should have done more from the
start. There were some retail stores that
were busier than before should have been
more restrictions. Could have done a better
with helping small businesses they helped a
lot of businesses but a lot were left out. I
believe the governor reopen the state too
soon. We should have been more prepared
for this. And there's too much divide in this
country I wish we could work together
instead of against each other.

City

Rockwell

Rockwell

Rockwell

Rockwell

Rockwell

Runnells

Rutland

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
Your job
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My life has
That Iowa will Our concern is for farmers not being able to
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions get their livestock to market. Even the
has remained situation is
farming
impacted a
lockers/butchers are full.
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
little
Failure of community mobilization to protect
My life has
That Iowa will others. Instead ridiculous rights objections.
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions Failure if rights of workers to protect
has remained situation is
impacted a
themselves against cooperations vs
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
livelihoods.
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I've lost some
Telecommunica been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
impacted a work
tions
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
little
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Retired
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
Education for the fall and safety of the
children. Research talks of hours being in an
environment making one more likely to
My life has
That Iowa will contract the virus. Also the additional viral
More should
My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions effect with vascular issues for children is of
situation is
impacted a
great concern. The children in Mason City
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot
just stopped with school while other states
continued education of children at home.
Whatâ€™s the plans for Education?
My life has
My financial
That Iowa will
My workload
More should
been
situation is
Retail or grocery
has remained
have been done lift restrictions
impacted
better than
too quickly
about the same
in Iowa
somewhat
before
I'm CONCERNED WITH THE FACT THAT THE
The pandemic
That Iowa won't VIRUS ISN'T THAT DEADLY AND THAT THE
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions COUNTRY WAS SHUT DOWN PREMATURELY.
Transportation
has remained situation is
handled well in
quickly enough With a 90% recovery rate there was no need
about the same about the same
Iowa
to react this way
554 of 675

City

Salem

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Your job
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload
cow/calf
situation is
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained
operation...gen
worse than
impacted
too quickly
in Iowa
about the same
eral farming
before
somewhat

Salem

Education

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

Salem

Food
Distribution

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Salem

Education

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly

Scarville

Non profit
education
foundation.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
little

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Money going to large businesses and those
with connections instead of the people and
small businesses. Build infrastructure now!
Support internet access for all. Encourage
work from home for all who can. Forcing at
risk educators back in the schools is risky.
Fund the schools, postal service, safe water,
food and medical. Now is your chance to
rebuild our country for the betterment of all
instead of only the top 1%. Be safe, be well,
be good to the people. Corporations are not
people.
There was a breakdown from the federal
government to the states. No uniformity
and too many mixed messages. Our PH
leadership does not have the experience to
handle this type of response. Listen to the
experts at the U of I
Address infrastructure. High speed Internet
for all, safewater, testing and health care.
Hog confinement needs adjustment food
industry needs diversified in Iowa. More
organic production of food
Not enough tests. No rhyme or reason as to
whatâ€™s open/closed (it seems anyway).
Decisions out of Governors office to open
despite increasing spread. Seems to be chaos
at the top government level.

City

Schleswig

Scranton

Sergeant
Bluff

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Retail or grocery
impacted
somewhat

Retired, but
very active!

Impact on
workload
I am busier
than before

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Not enough testing and not enough facts
given to the public

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
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Family members are on the front lines in
hospitals with too little PPE. Our small‐
business‐owner son has taken a serious hit
to his livelihood. I wear a mask whenever I
have to go out, but not everyone else does!
Itâ€™s clear that employees at local packing
plants have been sacrificed for profit. Our
governor is reopening our state while our
county has nearly the highest infection rate
in the COUNTRY!! Our president and VP have
failed us in so many ways, I canâ€™t begin to
list them all...how can we expect leadership
from ppl not even intelligent (or respectful)
enough to wear masks? Their utter lack of
concern and respect for others was bad
enough before the pandemic, but now
itâ€™s absolutely reprehensible. I hold them
responsible for every single angry protestor
scene across the nation. This administration
has damaged our country in ways no one
could have imagined, a few months ago
(which is really saying something, given their
track record!) ‐ I seriously wonder if weâ€™ll
ever recover.

City

Sergeant
Bluff

Sergeant
Bluff

Sergeant
Bluff

Sheffield

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Retired

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Private
contractor

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot

I am busier
than before

I am busier
than before

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I am concerned about inequities in how
taxpayer money has been given to
businesses. It is public information and I
believe the names of businesses and how
That Iowa will much money they received should be
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions published in newspapers. Every year the
situation is
names of teachers and their salaries are
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
printed in newspapers. The names of
businesses receiving taxpayer money and
the amount they received should also be
published. Thank you.
This was a total overreaction by the State
and the Federal government. The data does
not support the response, way too
The response
My financial
That Iowa won't overreaching. All of the government is to
has been too
situation is
lift restrictions blame for the economic chaos and fear‐
aggressive in
worse than
quickly enough mongering. This should have been a
Iowa
before
targeted response, not a broad sweep.
Today the numbers still do not support the
response.
The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa
The pandemic
That Iowa will Opening to quickly. How to maintain social
My financial
has been
lift restrictions distancing. Not enough people paying
situation is
handled well in
attention to the precautions
too quickly
about the same
Iowa
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Sheffield

Manufacturing

Sheffield

My life has
I've lost some
been
Transportation
impacted work
somewhat

Sheffield

Sheffield

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
People in rural areas seem to not be
understanding the gravity of the disease and
situation because it has not yet hit our state
like it has others, due to lag. We are, I feel,
in for an unfortunate wave of infections
soon. But many will not listen until too late
and that plagues my mind more than
anything else.

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Both are retired
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Information and a defined plan of how to
handle would have been the best bet.
Everyone was just grasping....but not
ready/able to handle the pandemic at all.
And this should have come down from the
Federal level. Trump failed us then and is
failing us now.

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

How To open up safely? Why are people not
able to pay there rent or did they spend
there money elsewhere. I understand
unemployment or underemployment..itâ€™s
frustrating to me. Iâ€™m tired of hearing
about people saying they want to return to
normal activities but never mention
returning to work as an activity they want to
do. Just go out to eat, get tattoos and have
haircuts. Iâ€™ve been working this whole
time. No days off and no extra pay. With
tests for Covid, I donâ€™t want to drive to
Polk county to get tested and I should be
tested. I work in healthcare and test Iowa is
not working out well so far

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa
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City

Your job

Sheldon

Sheldon

Shellsburg

Shellsburg

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Shellsburg

Shellsburg

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
finances
response
restrictions
The response
That Iowa will
My workload My financial
has been too
lift restrictions Not following the CDC guidelines.
has remained situation is
aggressive in
too quickly
about the same about the same
Iowa
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
has been
I've lost some
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
work
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa
There seems to be little rhyme or reason to
what is closed and what is open, which
makes people think it's a power trip. It is not
The response
My life has
That Iowa won't the government's responsibility to protect
My financial
has been too
I am busier
been
lift restrictions our health. That is each individual's
situation is
aggressive in
impacted a than before
quickly enough responsibility. The fallout from this will be
about the same
Iowa
lot
dire economically and peoples trust in our
government leaders. I had much higher
Hope's from a Republican Governor.

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
There's
been no
impact on
my life

Education

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa

The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa
The response
My financial
has been too
I am busier
situation is
aggressive in
than before
about the same
Iowa
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I am concerned that our tremendous over‐
That Iowa won't reaction to this virus (less deadly than the
lift restrictions flu) will have taken away our privacy for
quickly enough every other scare going forward. Contact
tracing is just code for privacy infringement.
That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

Focus on keeping those in the high risk
category quarantined while allowing others
to take precautions while also working to get
the economy going again.

That Iowa won't The destruction of our economy and our
lift restrictions freedoms over a virus that has been proven
quickly enough to be no worse than the flu.

City

Your job

Shenandoah

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Shellsburg

Shellsburg

Impact on
life

My life has
been
I am disabled
and collect SSDI. impacted a
lot

Social Security
disability.

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Comments

There will be more deaths as a result of the
That Iowa won't
crashed economy than from the virus. I think
lift restrictions
this "pandemic" has revealed that the most
quickly enough
unessential workers are the politicians.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Why the hell
isn't Agriculture
listed? What do
you see when My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
you drive 100
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Shenandoah
impacted a
miles in any
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
little
direction in
Iowa? Get out of
Des Moines
sometime.
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

She needs to tell the truth about the
numbers. We are opening way too early.
Following Trump is just going to get more
people killed and that's exactly what she's
doing. The disability community has not
even been recognized as one of the most
vulnerable. This pandemic has magnified the
colossal cracks in the system of privatized
Medicaid. The disability community is
suffering needlessly because of the lack of in
home care and the pandemic has made the
situation even worse. There also needs to be
stimulus checks at the state level along with
the federal checks. We need to take care of
our people. Profits do not come first.
People not following the 6 ft social
distancing rules and not wearing masks.

Packing plant workers should have additional
protections.

Impact on
City
Your job
life
My life has
been
Shenandoah Retail or grocery
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Shenandoah Education
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
Shenandoah
human services impacted a
lot
Retired clinical
My life has
social
been
Shenandoah worker/special
impacted a
education
lot
administrator

Shenandoah

Agriculture.
Grain elevator

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

More testing

It was not right that camp grounds were
closed and golf courses weren't. I lost all
respect for the people making decisions on
that one and honestly I just started doing my
The pandemic
My life has
That Iowa won't own thing again at that point. It definately
My workload My financial
has been
been
lift restrictions felt like that decision was made with
has remained situation is
handled well in
impacted
quickly enough prejudice in favor of the upper class. Many
about the same about the same
Iowa
somewhat
people voiced their opinion on the topic yet
it still was never addressed or explained
why. I think our governor dropped the ball
big time on that 1
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
Custodian for a been
Shenandoah
school district impacted work
somewhat

Sherrill

Casino

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
impacted a unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot

Sidney

My life has
My workload My financial
Health care or been
has remained situation is
human services impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

Sigourney

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted work
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

My financial
More should
That Iowa will
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same in Iowa
too quickly
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Restrictions lifted too early only because
businesses are not prepared and some
donâ€™t have the safety equipment needed
to open up safely. People not following
guidelines is worrisome! More should have
been done to prevent outbreaks in nursing
homes. Our area around page county in
Iowa have done a great job, but other areas
have been devastated in the care facilities.
Opening to soon cases of covid are gonna get
worse. They need more testing. They need to
stop turning people away that need testing.
I am concerned about the financial stability
of the country. How do we balance the
financial needs of the state vs the needs of
those who might be affected by COVID?
There is no good answer. My rights end
where anotherâ€™s begin. We have to try to
keep workers safe while opening the
country.
Making sure that people can access
unemployment insurance if/when they lose
their job.
Forcing people back to work through
opening up too aggressively may cause
employees fearing for their safety to be
forced to quit (by not showing up) thus
preventing them from accessing
unemployment.

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa won't
More should
I have become situation is
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
unemployed
quickly enough
in Iowa
before
The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa won't
has been
I have become situation is
lift restrictions
handled well in
worse than
unemployed
quickly enough
Iowa
before
The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa won't People who cannot support themselves.
My workload
has been
situation is
lift restrictions Mental health issues stemming from the
has remained
handled well in
worse than
quickly enough shut down.
about the same
Iowa
before
Over reaction by government. Too many
The response
My life has
That Iowa won't orders. Government should provide
My financial
has been too
I am busier
been
lift restrictions information and not mandate adult
situation is
Sioux Center Self employed
aggressive in
impacted a than before
quickly enough decisions. We have to trust adults to be
about the same
Iowa
lot
adults.
The pandemic
My financial
There's
That Iowa won't
My workload
has been
situation is
been no
lift restrictions Let's get back to life
has remained
Sioux Center Construction
handled well in
worse than
impact on
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa
before
my life
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
I am 66 and diabetic. I am vulnerable.
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Sioux City
Retired
Opening too soon risks my health
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
Iowa is a hotbed. I am stuck in another city
My life has
My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will waiting for the curve to flatten as I am over
been
Sioux City
Retired
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions 60 and considered at risk. I cannot return if
impacted a
about the same about the same in Iowa
Woodbury eases restrictions as I am worried
too quickly
lot
about hospital capacity.
My life has
More should
My financial
That Iowa will
Consultant and been
I've lost some
have been done lift restrictions
Sioux City
situation is
property owner impacted work
about the same in Iowa
too quickly
somewhat

Impact on
City
Your job
life
My life has
Health care or been
Sigourney
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
Sioux Center
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Sioux Center
impacted
somewhat

Impact on
workload
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City

Sioux City

Sioux City

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
little
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I am concerned about my investments. I am
concerned about my friends who own small
businesses and local restaurants. I marked
that my financial situation is better but that
is because I am working more vs. spending
money on entertainment and travel. Iâ€™m
retired with a pension but my retirement job
has kept me busier than ever.

My financial
situation is
better than
before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Follow science not re‐election.

Sioux City

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That testing has been so hard to get for
those who arenâ€™t â€œsick enoughâ€.
Now Iâ€™m seeing commercials (from IDPH)
that even if youâ€™re sick and have been
exposed you may not need to be tested!
How will we be able to determine actual
spread when many wonâ€™t get tested.
Seems like a way to minimize our already
outrageous numbers

Sioux City

My life has
Health care or been
I am busier
human services impacted a than before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Sioux City

Construction

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Sioux City

Restaurant or
hospitality

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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City

Sioux City

Your job

Retired now

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
The governor was using the numbers for
each region, and when it hit 9 or 10 she
would order a shelter in place. Then, when
numbers were rising in western Iowa, she
ignored them and never mentioned them
again! I think she is proving she doesnâ€™t
care about our side of the state.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Need to allow counties and cities the
freedom to do what they think is necessary.
The state has been heavy handed in not
allowing common sense restrictions be
implemented. Awarding of contracts needs
oversight; too much taxpayer money is being
spent on specious projects.

Sioux City

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Non profit fund been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
raising
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

I have concerns for my health. I am pretty
much afraid to go anywhere. I am thankful
that I am able to work from home. My
husband works for the City of Sioux City and I
worry about his exposure to the virus if the
City opens its building to the public.

Sioux City

Restaurant or
hospitality

Sioux City

Sioux City

Sioux City

Nonprofit

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My financial
situation is
worse than
before
My financial
I have become situation is
unemployed
worse than
before

I've lost some
work

I am busier
than before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

That Iowa won't The government has made this too large of a
lift restrictions deal. We need to reopen our country. We
quickly enough need to stop living in such constant fear!

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa will
has been
situation is
lift restrictions
handled well in
about the same
too quickly
Iowa
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Lasting mental health scars in the
community...all ages...urban/rural...

City

Sioux City

Sioux City

Sioux City

Sioux City

Sioux City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Restaurant or
hospitality

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

My financial
situation is
better than
before

Education

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa

Education

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

Retired

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
better than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I'm concerned that we are opening to
quickly. The virus is not under control yet
and I have a feeling that Reynolds is going to
open Woodbury soon. That means my
employer will open up more, which is
wonderful, but that means my son has to go
back to daycare, I have no idea if the other
kids there have been isolating like us or if
they've been out and about. So then he is
possibly exposed. Same goes for me at
work. My parents are in their 70's, we cant
chance them getting this
We still need to see where this all goes.
Time will tell if we've opened to aggressively
or not. Not sure how we start a school year
with social distancing, but I'm also not sure
how we dont start school.

Well getting people back to work but also
thinking about work conditions during these
time. I feel they need be more rule or
guideline for healthcare working nursing
with no real doctors degree and also more
educated topic risk management for crisis
response weight out all the options. Not
alway relying on ever changing guideline of
CDC because it not really ethic decisions for
employees that are working .
The federal government is broke and going
broker. We cannot keep spending money
we don't have. Iowa should be very careful
of largess.

City

Sioux City

Sioux City

Sioux City

Sioux City

Sioux City

Sioux City

Sioux City

Your job

Retired

Retired

Education

Impact on
Impact on
life
workload
My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
little

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
real estate
impacted a
little
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat

Philanthropy

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before
My financial
situation is
I am busier
better than
than before
before
My financial
I've lost some situation is
worse than
work
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Excerise social distancing

With the opening of the economy I am afraid
many will stop practicing the safety
procedures.
I hope we are not easing restrictions too
soon. Tyson and other plants are a concern
with so many workers testing positive. We
do share a border and many have homes in
Sioux City. Thank you for your common
sense approach.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions waiting to long.
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
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My concern is my age and an underlying
condition. I'm also concerned for my 89 year
old mother.
I'm looking into sponsoring a public
education campaign.
I'm very concerned about the Governor
lifting restrictions while Woodbury is still a
hotspot.

City

Sioux City

Sioux City

Sioux City

Sioux City

Sioux City

Your job

Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

I babysit for my
granddaughter,
My life has
and because she
been
is not in school, I
impacted
am watching
somewhat
her 4 days a
week.
My life has
been
Education
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Clergy
impacted a
lot

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
We need to be better prepared for
coordinating our response in terms of
supplies for health care workers in every
state, including testing supplies. We need a
committee of experts that focuses on leading
the appropriate responses as quickly as
possible. This committee should be well
funded and work to involve educating
congress and governors so they can have
equal access to understanding the situation
and pre planned ways to respond to the
threat as a nation.

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

We need to be cautious!

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Moving back into social settings too quickly
will cause a ripple and many more
unnecessary illnesses and deaths.

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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More pushback needed against Gov.
Reynolds leadership. Democrats in Iowa
need a statewide voice, a stronger, more
united effort now.

City

Sioux City

Sioux City

Sioux City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

I own a sound
and lighting
production
company for
concerts and
corporate
events.

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

Hvac

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

Education

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I can't answer if the government handled it
correctly or not. I think Iowa shut down too
early,but who knows. When people go back
to work and think things are normal, my
industry will still be waiting. Zero work until
people and companies feel safe in groups. I
applied for the state small business relief
grant and was denied. I don't understand
how zero work opportunities starting March
7 (earlier than most) is not as bad as a
brewery or restaurant that can adjust and do
take out. $750,000 in equipment sitting
around, 4 employees laid off, plus no way to
pay rent or insurance. PPP doesn't make
sense for me. It doesn't cover income for
myself with my LLC.
I think Siouxland District Health failed early
on. Offering nothing but doublespeak. Hiding
the lack of testing available. The 2 head
people seemed clueless for at least a couple
weeks.

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions Long term economic effects
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
I am not seeing people wearing masks or
distancing. There seems to be so little faith
in science and Trump muddies all
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
informational attempts. I am very
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
concerned about a second
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
wave...history...and some people who lack
compassion and empathy. November
matters more than ever before
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City

Sioux City

Sioux City

Sioux City

Sioux City

Sioux City

Sioux City

Sioux City

Sioux City

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Business owner
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Education
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Scientific.
impacted a
little
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Education
impacted
somewhat

Impact on
workload
I've lost some
work

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
too quickly
in Iowa
before

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
The pandemic
My financial
has been
situation is
handled well in
about the same
Iowa
My financial
More should
situation is
have been done
worse than
in Iowa
before

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

I've lost some
work

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough

I've lost some
work

I am busier
than before

Comments
My age and other health issues. Governor
should act according to counties, especially
where the meat packing plants and other
manufacturing areas are.
Concerns:. Schools and the safety of families,
students, and teachers. The struggle to meet
unique (special education) learner needs.

Going back to school for the kids

stay the frick home

Protections should have remained longer

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

How will families work if students are not in
school next year?

City

Sioux City

Sloan

Solon

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Travel Agent

My life has
I have become
been
impacted unemployed
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Public Library
Director

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa

Education

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Would love for restrictions to be lifted but
we donâ€™t have quick, robust access to
testing and then contact tracing needed.
Also, still not enough PPE that hospitals and
office donâ€™t have to ration it.
I think we need to get back to our lives while
being careful about the spread of the virus.
We need to learn how to live with it. We
can't stay in our homes for the next year or
more. We just need to learn to be more
aware of social distancing, washing hands
and staying home from work/social activities
if we feel sick. I am concerned as a part‐time
employee that I don't get sick time. If I don't
go to work, I don't get paid if I am sick.
Mandatory Sick time for part time workers
would be a great help.
My major concern is those individuals who
believe this is a hoax and run around w/o
any precautions and put everyone else at
risk.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
We need way more testing. We need tracing.
We needed to have closed down weeks
sooner and must not delay closing down
again. WAIT until new cases and deaths are
lower before reopening.
We need leadership that mandates the use
of masks and encourages the public to follow
these mandates.
The state needs to provide food assistance to
all who need it.

Solon

Solon

Retired

Financial
Services

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly
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The federal government needs to stop giving
billions of covid dollars to the largest
businesses and corporations while falsely
promising to give enough money to small
businesses and the middle class to allow
them to survive. And, they need to actually
provide the assistance as promised. To many
people have not received their stimulus
checks.
Mandates need to be the same for the entire
state not each county. It's too confusing and
too problematic to have different
requirements for different counties. Just
because one county doesn't have many cases
one day does not mean the virus is not
The antibody test should be available to
everyone so they know what kind of
potential risk they are at returning to work. I
fear people are going to be forced back to
work and our numbers are going to increase
and this last 60 days were for nothing.

City

Your job

Impact on
Impact on
life
workload
My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Solon

farming

Solon

My life has
I've lost some
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a work
lot

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

Solon

Solon

Solon

Solon

Construction

Retired
educator

Education

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
too quickly
in Iowa
before
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Federal and state government did not act
quickly enough and effective enough to slow
the spread of the virus. Easing restrictions
now will be costly very soon.
How do we get out of the economic hole
we've dug for ourselves once the coronavirus
is isolated and normalized, hopefully through
an immunization process.

Why is everything in politics always about
criticizing the leading party? The things that
have been going on with the Democratic
Party are disgraceful and completely
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
wasteful and counter productive......not to
has been
lift restrictions
mention flat out unethical and quite frankly,
handled well in
quickly enough
should be federal crimes! Get off the
Iowa
negative Obama/Clinton failures and help
make the country better! US Citizens are
exhausted with politics and the lying!

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
My financial
situation is
worse than
before
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I worry that my IPERS and Socal Security and
Medicare will be impacted. My personal
retirement accounts have already lost 18% of
their value.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Future spikes impacting the school year in
the fall.
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City

Solon

Solon

Impact on
Impact on
Your job
life
workload
My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
better than
too quickly
in Iowa
before

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
State employee
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

No one is taking this seriously, people aren't
socially distancing, there isn't enough testing
being done, and there has been no tracing
done. Our numbers continue to go up, and
will keep going up until there is a vaccine.
Now is NOT the time to worry about donors
and your pocket, now is the time to worry
about how many American deaths will be
the fault of shitty politicians ignoring their
duty to their constituents.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Solon

Retired, but
manage my
mother's affairs
and our own,
involved
with several
businesses

Solon

My life has
My workload My financial
Health care or been
has remained situation is
human services impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

Solon

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Retired

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

More should
have been done
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
The Governor was slow to protect the elderly
and won't allow Test Iowa
Test Iowa tests for nursing home staff and
residents unless they show symptoms or
have been knowingly exposed. By the time a
nursing home
has an outbreak (3 or more cases) and the
State rushes in to allow testing,
it is too late. The Iowa Dept. of Health did
not recommend that nursing
home staff wear masks until April 1!!!!! The
Dept. leads families to think that nursing
home staff testing is done, but this "testing"
it taking temperatures and a nursing home
staff person can have the virus and no temp.
and spreading the virus everywhere. I am
disappointed that nursing home workers and
residents are not automatically getting Test
Iowa Tests until 3 patients or staff have it.
Families should be notified if there is 1 case.
It is May 13, and the IA Dept. of Health
website showing the number of cases and
where has not been updated since May 6.

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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We need a stronger public health structure
in Iowa. More free clinics, people trained to
do contact tracing so they can be called into
action in this or subsequent pandemics.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Solon

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Not enough citizens wearing masks in public
retail stores not requiring masks and gloves.
Best education system in the country and we
act dumber than hell. The more and longer
we wear PPE's the sooner we won't have
too. Poor modeling from our President and
governor, no wonder we continue to raise
the curve..

Solon

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

I don't want to see abuse of the government
aid.

Solon

Solon

farm

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Education

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Retired

My life has
My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
been
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
impacted
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly
somewhat
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My concern is that the financial impact to my
company may result in layoffs if this goes on
much longer. I feel masks should be
mandatory when in public. Especially if we
are going to open up all businesses. I also
think corrections officers are getting the
shaft and the rights their Union lost should
be restored. I feel they are the forgotten
essential workers and are under valued as
workers and they are in a high risk job for
sickness and injury.
The state and federal government keep
saying that anyone who wants a test can get
it, but when you ask for one they tell you
that you do not meet the criteria. To stop
the spread of the virus, EVERYONE needs to
be tested. Infected people who do not show
any signs are walking around exposing
everyone else.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Solon

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

Solon

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Office/insurance
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
My biggest concern is for my clients ‐ victims
of domestic violence. They are struggling to
receive unemployment and other benefits
they need. They have been forced to choose
between food and rent. When the
moratorium lifts at the end of this month,
they will likely be evicted. This will cause a
significant increase in homelessness for
victims and others that struggle financially.
The long term impacts include the incapacity
to get a new apartment due to evictions,
longterm debt, extra‐large deposits. and
more. On top of this we know domestic
violence increases during times of natural
disaster ‐ our crisis line is already seeing this
increase and increased shelter requests.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Concerned for my job, I am furloughed
currently but who knows if ethonal market
will rebound so I can get called back to work.
Who knows if ethonal will EVER come back
due to the pandemic and my furlough could
end up as unemployed if the plant gets
closed for good.

Solon

Manufacturing

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Still have not received unemployment
benefits which is the only way my wife and I
can make our house payments.
This situation has become more grim
everyday that goes by.
Please help us furloughed employees due to
Covid‐19 receive unemployment benefits in
a timely fashion itâ€™s the only way we will
survive this until the economy returns.

South
English

My life has
I've lost some
been
Transportation
impacted a work
lot

Spencer

Ministry at a
church

Spencer

Education

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Where do we go from here. I'am still trying
That Iowa won't to keep the my employees on the payroll.
lift restrictions But with grain prices and most of are other
quickly enough local factory closed. Its very hard to run a
local trucking co.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I've lost some
work

My financial
More should
That Iowa will
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same in Iowa
too quickly
578 of 675

We a have not even hit our initial peak and
we are still opening up ‐ this will probably
enhance our peak.

City

Your job

Spencer

Jewelry and
fiber arts
design,
independent
artist

Spencer

Education

Spencer

Retired
educator

Spencer

Education

Spirit Lake

Agriculture

Spirit Lake

In Home
Daycare
Provider

Spirit Lake

foundation
charity

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
little
My life has
been
impacted a
little

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

She doesn't listen to the experts. She listens
to the money.
Loss of life and income. Mental Health issues
will need to be dealt with. Education will
never be the same

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before
My financial
I've lost some situation is
worse than
work
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Meat packing plants and ethanol plants need
more help financially and with recruiting
workers

The pandemic
That Iowa won't I believe governor Reynolds is doing a great
has been
lift restrictions job and deserves more gratitude for leading
handled well in
quickly enough our state through such unchartered waters!
Iowa

My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly
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She is doing exactly what Trump wants her
to do. She is afraid to be her own person and
listen to science and health officials.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Concern for the health of Iowans especially
those in the meat packing plants, prisons and
nursing homes

Spragueville Farm

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Concern for how schools will operate and
safety of students, teachers and staff
Concern for the economy
Concern for the lack of leadership and
decision making at the federal level
Concern for the food chain

Springville

Manufacturing

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
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City

Springville

Stanwood

Stanwood

Your job

Education

Manufacturing

Agriculture

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa
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That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough
That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I am very concerned that the governor's,
"Metrics" continue to change, without clear
understanding of what each set of metrics
entail, nor how/why the metrics are changed
to a different set of metrics. She is asked to
explain this over and over in her press
conferences, and instead, she says every
Iowan needs to be responsible. She is also
not responding to areas with increasing
numbers of positive cases, and again does
not answer direct questions about that.
Clearly, enough people are choosing not to
be responsible (such as the 1st Ave. cruises
in Cedar Rapids each weekend), and she
doesn't respond to those events. I am also
very worried about how/when school will
reopen in the Fall, and am also very
concerned that persons with prevailing
health issues will have to self‐identify those
issues with employers, and will risk losing
unemployment benefits if they refuse to
return to work because of those issues, or
due to what they perceive as unsafe
mitigation procedures at work.

City

Your job

Government
State Center
public service

Story City

Sumner

County
Government

Finance

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

The entire state should have been locked
down for at least 4 weeks. MN did this &
have far less cases than IA.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Develop a plan for fall school: either added
precautions or plan for online school
available to all

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
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The use of force to shutter small, rebuilt
That Iowa won't owned businesses borders in
lift restrictions unconstitutional. This was meant to "flatten
quickly enough the curve" for hospitals. It has become a
government power grab.

City

Sumner

Sumner

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
Student/ stay at been
has remained
worse than
impacted
home mom
about the same
before
somewhat

Education

My life has
been
I've lost some
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The ag culture of Iowa has gotten out of
control.On one hand you have the proud
heritage farmers, farms that have been in
the family for many decades but in the other,
no longer can any person start a new farm as
it takes hundreds of thousands if not
$1,000,000. Now, during the pandemic we
can see in pig and cow farmers that large
scale ag is not the best. If the smaller farms
had been able to survive we wouldnâ€™t
have large cow and pig farms worrying about
euthanization of surplus stock. Smaller farms
can hold on longer, less wasting of product in
the long run. If Iowa could put restrictions on
large scale ag maybe the pig farmer would
hv time to spread their manure in a
responsible way rather than pollute ground.
Somewhere along the way, farmers got
greedy. Wouldnâ€™t it be more profitable
for Iowa to hv 100 farmers per county (just
an example) rather than 20?

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly

I'm worried that restrictions are being lifted
too soon & people are not taking Covid‐19
seriously. I live in Bremer County & worried
about all the Tyson employees. I will not be
going shopping in malls or eat in restaurants
until much later. My work hours have been
reduced to 3 days a week at the college I
work at & on unemployment.
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Schools should develop online lessons for
elementary through high school. Maybe
teachers could take videos as they teach to
use online if needed in the future. Have
procedures in place for meat packing plants
to contain possible illness. Why has our
country not been able to keep goods on
shelves? I have never toured a toilet paper
factory but it seems it would be mostly
automated as canning tomatoes or soup. I
believe in trade but our country doesnâ€™t
seem to produce much any more and
arenâ€™t able to be flexible enough to get or
have on hand ppe for medical people or food
for our people. Lastly, I have notice big oil
wasnâ€™t really giving anyone a break
either...not giving any breaks for the lower
income people to even get to a food pantry if
needed... many things like Hulu added
programs during this pandemic but big oil
just wanted more money. Small Farmers
costs remain high but their income has gone
down.

Swaledale

Farm... prices
are down, parts
were left in
entryway.

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Swisher

Sales and
marketing,
rentals,
consulting

My life has
been
I've lost some
impacted a work
lot

The pandemic
That Iowa won't People practicing public health
has been
lift restrictions recommendations when restrictions are
handled well in
quickly enough lifted.
Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before
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City

Swisher

Swisher

Swisher

Swisher

Swisher

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted than before
somewhat

Construction

Finance

Construction

Laundromat

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
little

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
situation is
better than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Comments
Iâ€™m afraid that restrictions to public
places are being lifted too soon. I donâ€™t
see her reasoning with lifting restrictions on
certain places so quickly. Iâ€™m afraid we
are going to see a 2nd wave or an increase in
numbers in 14 days to a month or so. But do
feel for farmers that depend on packing
plants to be open to sell their livestock.
Tough situation. Working in healthcare and
from s farm family I see both sides.

Way too much overreach by Iowa
Government(both parties but mostly the
left)!!! Should use South Dakota as a model.
Government officials should of set the media
That Iowa won't straight on the facts, but instead hid behind
lift restrictions Reynolds. Why was there no hesitation to
quickly enough shut down small businesses across the state
but cesspools like Walmart, Menards and
several other big box stores had NO
restrictions??????? To shut down
Campgrounds.......absolutely STUPID.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
better than
about the same
before
My financial
I've lost some situation is
worse than
work
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

It should be required to wear a face mask in
public locations such as HyVee and Target.
Restaurants should remain as curbside and
drive up only.

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly
585 of 675

Opening to soon and too many people are
dying

City

Swisher

Tiffin

Tiffin

Your job

Legal/banking

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Education

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Education

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
We need more testing and contact tracing
before opening up. Masks should be
required in indoor public places such as retail
stores and salons.
Concerned about how school districts will
handle classes in the fall without putting our
kids at risk but also keeping their education
at the forefront and keeping in mind the
mental stress this isolation puts on
teenagers.
I truly believe this will go on for quite awhile
as it has become a political fiasco.
Republicans still believe that it is just the flu
and PPE is not needed. The rest of us are
following CDC advice and staying home,
wearing masks and doing all we can to keep
everyone safe. Those two differences and
two beliefs will keep this virus alive longer
than it should be. I've never been huge on
political parties when it comes to choosing a
candidate for office. I chose "the person".
Well, "the person" we have in office as
President, is not the person that supports,
listens to or respects the American people.
His statements and actions are narcissistic
and juvenile and frankly speaking.
embarrassing. It scares me how his
leadership is epic fail in so many aspects, to
where I feel we are vulnerable to other
countries who are not our allies. When will
this all end? We can only hope it ends
sooner than later.

City

Tiffin

Tiffin

Tiffin

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
Assessment/edu been
cation industry impacted work
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Concerns about peopleâ€™s mental health
and the scarcity of mental health
professionals even before the pandemic.
Education and healthcare, including mental
health, need more funding to address the
needs.

Fear rules the media. So many other tragic
sad deaths happened in this time that I knew
nothing about without digging to look for
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
cause the only thing the news covered was
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
new cases, which a significant amount of
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same
those cases would live. Also hardly any
Iowa
coverage about the THOUSANDS of lives that
recovered and are no longer positive.

Child care

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
little

Retired

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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City

Tiffin

Tiffin

Tiffin

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Education

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Education

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Manufacturing

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I work in School Nutrition and our school
district does not have a large amount of
free/reduced qualified students. Therefore,
the current regulations state we are not
approved to serve student meals past the
date of 6/30/2020. We began serving 400
lunch meals, 400 breakfast meals per day to
a total of 11 Sites in our school district. Due
to logistics of number of employees,
refrigeration space and timing, we have had
to cap off our meal count to where we are
maxed out serving 1000 breakfast meals and
1000 lunch meals every day! That is 10,000
meals per week we are distributing! I am
worried about our children after June 30th,
what will happen? How will they get the
food they need? We need our Legislators to
rally for us and get our regulations changed
so we may serve meals to children during
this crisis.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
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I worry things will go back to the way they
were too quickly. Free testing for all is
needed until a vaccine is available. Masks in
public & social distancing should be
mandatory until adequate testing & a
vaccine is available. Really worried about a
2nd outbreak. We need to continue being
cautious.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Tiffin

Casino

Tiffin

My life has
My workload My financial
Health care or been
has remained situation is
human services impacted a
about the same about the same
lot

Tiffin

Tiffin

Tiffin

Tiffin

Non profit
museum

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
little

I am busier
than before

Comments
Iâ€™m not concerned with things opening up
but with the lack of clear information/steps
for businesses to do so safely. I donâ€™t feel
the governor has had the best interest of
Iowans & has made decisions based on self
interest.

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

We should lock down and get this nipped.
Gov. Reynolds will not get my vote again.
She is not keeping Iowans safe. And We are
giving to much away for people to not work.
Extra 600 a week is ridiculous for
unemployment.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same about the same
Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
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Test everyone and add a testing site to
Johnson County

City

Tiffin

Your job

Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I worry that this pandemic will accelerate the
pace of partisanship and the desire by some
members of society to place profit over
people. There are paths ahead where the
economy can be helped while also protecting
those who are most vulnerable in society.
Government is not the only tool in doing so,
but it is a powerful force in serving everyone
in society, not just the powerful. IIt should be
a force for blunting the power of the
wealthy, influential and above all ‐ the
selfish. My concern is that our current state
government allows the self interest of the
few to outweigh the pain of the many. This
pandemic is the latest episode in a series
with that theme and is a turning point ‐
undecided which way it will go.

City

Tiffin

Tiffin

Tiffin

Tiffin

Tiffin

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

My life has
been
Construction
impacted a
little
My life has
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
Rental
been
properties
impacted
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa
The pandemic
My financial
has been
I have become
situation is
handled well in
unemployed
about the same
Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Not enough restrictions: definitely not
enough PPE, a healthcare worker should not
have to ever share PPE or make their own. A
disposable face mask should not be reused,
then the governor asked for nurse
Volunteers when we were already working
double shifts to man her Covid
plan...Volunteer??? But they stepped up!
They volunteered their very limited time. We
laid to rest a nephew who I had 15 minutes
with 6 other people in the room to say
goodbye to because of her restrictions yet
Walmart ran rapid with customers...farmers
are getting less for their product but
consumers are spending more in the
store...and reopening the state now, scares
me because healthcare is already stretched
to the limits

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough
That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

My biggest concern is our new normal. I am
afraid if I get this I can infect others such as
my elderly mom or my grand baby.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Too many people not following precautions

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

That as businesses open they will not be able
to control social distancing. Witnessed it
today at health club

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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City

Tiffin

Tiffin

Tiffin

Tiffin

Your job
Information
Technology

Manufacturing

Education

Education

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload
I am busier
than before

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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If the governor thinks Iowans will be
responsible upon reopening, she needs to
take a walk downtown Iowa City.
Why is there no accountability for Governor
Reynolds? Why does IDPH not stand up to
the Governor when it comes to the health of
Iowans?
This pandemic crisis has divided our country
as well as our state and our communities. It
is divided between those who believe the
virus is a serious pandemic and there are
those who believe it is just the flu and no
precautions or safety measures needed. And
the differences are causing extreme tensions
between people. Social media is full of
arguments, dirty looks and comments are
made to people wearing masks. Some are
even using the excuse that wearing a mask is
harmful to you, even though medical
professionals have been wearing them for
decades and not died from doing so. Just sad
state of affairs right now.

City

Tipton

Tipton

Tipton

Your job

Retired

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

My life has
My workload My financial
Retired from VA
been
has remained situation is
Med Center
impacted a
about the same about the same
Iowa City.
lot

Nonprofit
contract work

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Not enough support for the medical
personnel. Horrible treatment of essential
workers, and low wage earners.
Unconscionable that big businesses are
getting help, and regular citizens arenâ€™t.
The perversion of â€œpersonal
responsibilityâ€ into a judgement
assessment on who should get help. Failure
to plan for this to be a long‐term situation.
We need to be very careful reopening so we
don't make matters worse. I think we are
doing well at opening businesses slowly even
though it is putting a lot of people in bad
situations.
Bars should remain closed, that is one place
you will NOT get or keep social distancing.
I'm tired of being cooped up inside and need
a haircut very bad but we need to be
responsible in our actions.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Tipton

I clean houses.
This gives me
money to
purchase my
medication and
groceries.
My life has
Without that my
I've lost some
been
social security is
impacted a work
not enough. I
lot
have had to
borrow money.
Which, at my
age, I wonder if
I will be able to
pay it back....

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I want to enjoy my life. At 78 I don't have
many years left but I sure don't want to
spend them inside and away from my
friends. If they lift the restrictions too soon,
the virus will just keep breeding. I feel the
Governor should have been stricter and
made wearing the mask a priority. As well
as, only have 6 people in a group. This
should have been done from the beginning
across the country. In my opinion, all of this
has not been handled right at all. This
would not have happened if there would
have been a task force in place. Out
leadership does not have a clue as to handle
a situation as this. The country needs
direction and we do not have it. The people
that are working hard to find a vaccine need
to concentrate on just that. They do not
need to receive criticism from the
government....

Tipton

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Testing is the only way to get a handle on
Covid‐19 in order to mitigate the spread of
the virus.

Manufacturing

Tipton

My life has
My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
been
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
impacted a
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly
little

Schools, businesses and organizations need
to make plans to work remotely now
because even if we get through this, another
pandemic is sure to happen. The legislature
needs to make the same provisions.

Tipton

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Not enough is being done to protect the
health of the citizens of Iowa.

Retired

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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City

Tipton

Tipton

Tipton

Tipton

Tipton

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Retired

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
little

Education

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat

Manufacturing

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

Education

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Vegetable
Farmer

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I have concerns that when I go to the grocery
store hardly anyone is wearing a mask. I
have concerns that the Governor is opening
things up too quickly, under pressure from
the RNC, no doubt. I am really concerned for
the employees of the meat packing industry
that have been ordered to work. I feel that
Republicans feel that they are expendable. I
would like to see every one of the
Republicans, including the Governor, spend
one day doing their jobs. No photo ops, just
work.

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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This is like the speed of life 50 years ago.
Families spending more time together,
eating meals and cooking together, slower
pace, and that's not all bad. The down side is
the damn virus

More testing and blanket testing. Many
asymptomatic people are going untested
therefore skewing the actual numbers AND
unknowingly spreading the virus. We should
start testing whole populations (small towns,
city blocks, etc) to get a better
representation of the actual numbers.

City

Tipton

Traer

Traer

Your job

Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
lot

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I think Gov. Reynolds did better than most
governors. I understand 2‐4 weeks to
quarantine to try to make sure our
healthcare system wouldn't be
overwhelmed, but after that, it should have
been opened back up fully. But, for quite a
while, this state/country has known a good
amount about this virus and who the
vulnerable population is. The government
could have thrown money as needed to
That Iowa won't
protect them, but let the other 98+% of the
lift restrictions
population get back to work and life. I'll steal
quickly enough
the term "Governors shouldn't be picking
economic winners and losers". The small
business owners can be trusted to operate
safely according to their business footprint,
and "one size fits all" isn't/wasn't the correct
method. Stop treating me and my fellow
citizens like idiots. I will follow laws, but if
you want to take away liberties, then you
better start passing laws to do it, not
"recommendations"!

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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That we reopen to quickly, spike again, and
this time we have a bigger concern with
what this virus does to children.

City

Truro

University
Park

University
Park

Urbandale

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I have become
been
Transportation
impacted a unemployed
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

The response
My workload My financial
has been too
has remained situation is
aggressive in
about the same about the same
Iowa
The response
My workload My financial
has been too
has remained situation is
aggressive in
about the same about the same
Iowa
I've lost some
work

Comments

Democrats have pushed to keep the
economy closed.
That Iowa won't I will NEVER EVER vote again for you
lift restrictions American communists. You all are terrible
quickly enough people and should de brought up on treason
charges. You've ruined the greatest economy
we've ever seen.
That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough
That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

City

Urbandale

Your job

Retired

Urbandale

Urbandale

Urbandale

Reseller

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Restrictions ARE being lifted too soon. More
needs to be done to minimize the risks to
Iowans, which has to include access to
frequent and reliable testing. Opening up
without sufficient testing, including testing
asymptomatic people, and a clear and
sustained reduction in illness and deaths is
unwise and puts Iowans in danger. My
husband, son and I are all in the vulnerable
category. My husband and I are busier than
before because we are now providing all
care and support for our son in an effort to
minimize all of our risk. Without access to
frequent and reliable testing my adult son
with a disability cannot return to his job or
have support staff return to assist him with
daily tasks and activities. Direct support staff,
whether in a facility or in one's home (home
and community‐based services) must have
access to frequent and reliable testing along
with sufficient PPE.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The pandemic
My financial
has been
I am busier
situation is
than before
handled well in
about the same
Iowa
My financial
More should
I have become situation is
have been done
unemployed
worse than
in Iowa
before
598 of 675

That Iowa won't
Making sure we protect our grandchildren
lift restrictions
especially little Anthony.
quickly enough
That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

Concerned that we will lift restrictions
without considering the actual
facts/numbers and cause a second wave,
resulting in a second shutdown.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Urbandale

Education

Urbandale

I have a small
floral business &
it has come to a
complete stop. I
have had the
business for 38
years. I also
worked 2
My life has
mornings a
I've lost some
been
week at Kohls in
impacted a work
shipping, but
lot
that stopped the
middle of
March.
Although I was
told today
they're opening
this coming
Monday

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Iâ€™m so worried about going to get
groceries and takeout to support my local
businesses because so many people refuse
to wear masks and respect distancing. I
donâ€™t want to infect my family or myself,
but I want to support my community. I am
happy that my church is still doing online
services, but I have noticed that area grocery
stores have seen a huge uptick in foot traffic
and parking lot traffic and am seeing too
many people without masks and too close
since May 1st.

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

I am 71 tomorrow. I hate that I only seey 2&
5 year old grandchildren via skype or
through a front door, BUT there is no way I
want to infect myself or God forbid my
grandkids, my son & my daughter in law. I'd
never forgive myself if that happened.
Although I'm a huge shopper, I grocery
shop.curb side or have Sam's do senior
shopping for me or store do delivery to my
home.
What the Republicans are doing is
HORRIBLE!! They seem to have no regard for
people's lives, especially Seniora. Gov.
Reynolds needs to be gone & no longer
kissing Trumps rear end & still getting
direction from Branstad. Shes always been
his puppet!

My financial
situation is
worse than
before
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That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

City

Urbandale

Urbandale

Urbandale

Urbandale

Urbandale

Your job

Library

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

My life has
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a
little
My life has
Financial
been
Services and
impacted
Legal
somewhat
My life has
been
government
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Banking
impacted
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
better than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The response
My workload My financial
has been too
has remained situation is
aggressive in
about the same about the same
Iowa
My financial
More should
My workload
situation is
have been done
has remained
better than
in Iowa
about the same
before
I am busier
than before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
While I understand the need to address the
economy, I find it very disturbing that we are
not following scientific and medical
protocols that would allow us to re‐open the
state in a much more responsible fashion.
I think until we have adequate testing
capacity, along with more effective
treatment and a vaccine, we should find
more creative ways to help with economic
issues while still placing the highest value on
human life.

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough
That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

It is not safe to open back up yet and too
many people who are afraid of the virus b
are being made to work.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

political leadership at all levels should get
out the way and let health officials run the
response.

My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly
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City

Urbandale

Urbandale

Urbandale

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Education

Construction

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa

Churches should never have been closed.
Too many of our constitutional freedoms
That Iowa won't
have been taken from us. IA did not make as
lift restrictions
many restrictions as other states, but
quickly enough
religious and constitutional rights have been
trampled. This is not right.

Urbandale

SAHM

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Urbandale

Video
production,
event support

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
impacted a unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot

Urbandale

Homemaker

Comments

I would like the infrastructure looked at
across Iowa adding high speed internet so
The pandemic
That Iowa won't that more tech jobs are able to work from
has been
lift restrictions home here in this great state. I live in the
handled well in
quickly enough middle of Des Moines the capitol and my
Iowa
internet speeds are a 10th that of friends in
the United Kingdom and twice the cost.

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
Retired disabled been
has remained
better than
impacted a
veteran
about the same
before
little
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
little

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
lot

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
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This pandemic shut down was stupid
You do not quarantine healthy people. After
That Iowa won't two weeks doctors knew what they were
lift restrictions treating and we should have opened up
quickly enough after that. This virus affects elderly and I'll
people
Healthy are very rarely sick.

City

Urbandale

Urbandale

Your job

Education

Hvac

Urbandale

Financial
industry
recruiting and
fitness industry
(coach/trainer)

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
The response
My workload My financial
has been too
has remained situation is
aggressive in
about the same about the same
Iowa

That Iowa won't I feel that a lot of people are fearful to live
lift restrictions their lives due to fear mongering. The
quickly enough numbers don't support the measures taken.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I do not believe the government should have
determined essential and nonessential
businesses, thus gravely impacting the lives
and finances of many Iowans. While I
appreciate the means to protect lives when
That Iowa won't
we didnâ€™t have much data, it was
lift restrictions
certainly an overreach of rights to shut down
quickly enough
aspects of the economy. I greatly appreciate
Governor Reynoldsâ€™ approach to
reopening the economy and being one of
few states to not impact a mandated
â€œlockdown.â€ I commend her for that!

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Urbandale

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa

Urbandale

There will be another host of problems to
deal with as outcomes from this pandemic.
The pandemic
My life has
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
The cycle of issues and attempts to suppress
has been
been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
will continue. Adult citizens need to take
handled well in
impacted
quickly enough
about the same about the same
responsibility for their actions and given the
Iowa
somewhat
freedom to move and live.

Urbandale
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City

Urbandale

Urbandale

Urbandale

Urbandale

Urbandale

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Education
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Insurance/mark been
impacted a
eting
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

COMMERCIAL
ART AND
PRINTING

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
That Iowa will
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same about the same
Iowa
The pandemic
That Iowa will
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same about the same
Iowa
Impact on
workload

I've lost some
work

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

The response
My workload My financial
has been too
has remained situation is
aggressive in
about the same about the same
Iowa

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

That Iowa won't Please NO MANDATORY vaccines. NO
lift restrictions MANDATORY testing. Protect our
quickly enough fundamental freedoms! My body my choice.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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That we use this opportunity to reassess
supply chain issues (including imports),
workplace safety, and immigration issues
(since many of our "essential" jobs in
healthcare, meat packing and distribution
are performed by immigrant populations
often witout protected status or a path to
citizenship.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Thanks to the governor, who has botched
this entire response by using the idiot
Trump's denial, she has put high risk seniors,
like me, in a category of most likely to DIE. I
will NEVER FORGET OR FORGIVE her for that.
I live in a constant state of fear because of a
governor who thinks seniors are expendable.
SHE IS EVIL. I pray karma will visit her.

Urbandale

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

She caved to business at the expense of her
constituents. I'm not stupid. I get it.
Business must function. But first a total
shutdown. She lacked the courage to take a
strong stand...masks for everyone,
limitations, and some additional time for the
curve to flatten.
Nope she sucked up to the CRIMINAL who
gave her the job. It's all about money for her.
She cares NOTHING for the citizens of Iowa.
Shame on her. We will not forget this. Put on
your Big Girl panties and stand up to the
bullies.

Urbandale

Urbandale

My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Financial
impacted
services
somewhat

My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
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I am worried about the long‐term economic
effects. My two children are unable to pay
off college loans. There needs to be help for
this generation.
Need more contact tracers. Need upper
levels of government to set good examples
of quarantine and mask wearing.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Urbandale

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I have serious concerns about schools
reopening in the fall. We have high‐risk
family members and are planning to
continue distance learning with our children.
We have no choice. We support public
schools and would prefer to keep our
children in our district, but will need to know
their plans. We expect this to be a concern
for other families as well as school staff who
are high risk or have high‐risk family
members.

Urbandale

My life has
been
impacted a
little

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

We need testing and good science based
decision making. Very concerned about the
fall.

retired

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

The pandemic
My financial
has been
situation is
handled well in
about the same
Iowa

That we continue to do our best to keep our
population safe. I have teachers and
grandchildren that I am most concerned
about as we discuss reopening out schools. I
also know that funding for salaries may
become a problem thus increasing
unemployment and the number of
individuals without adequate funds for living
which will lead to bigger social problems.

City employee

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

My financial
situation is
better than
before

I need to move to New Zealand where
people actually work together to create
change.

Urbandale

Urbandale

stay at home
mom

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Urbandale

Education

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Urbandale

City
government

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

Urbandale

Urbandale

retired

Urbandale

Urbandale

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

IT Consulting

My life has
been
impacted a
little
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
better than
about the same
before
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
The governor needs to release the
information used to develop her "metric" for
deciding whether to issue a stay‐at‐home
order. Gov. Reynolds also needs to be more
mindful of experts instead of simply
following ideologically driven desires to
reopen the state.

Nursing home flat out lied to me (about
numbers and hospital transport) causing me
to leave my mom there, where she caught
Covid and died. Many of us have extra food
expenses as well as buriel and never will get
to say proper goodbyes.

The pandemic
That Iowa won't concerned the economy won't rebound we
has been
lift restrictions were doing so well right before all this
handled well in
quickly enough happened
Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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I'm concerned about being asymptomatic
and spreading it accidentally to someone I
love. I'm young and healthy but I have many
people in my life who are high risk. How can
I trust going out in the world if the governor
hasn't set strict guidelines? Anyone could
have it and not know, and be spreading it.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Consulting /
Engineering

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Urbandale

Manufacturing

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

Urbandale

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

Urbandale

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
People are too inundated with conflicting
data regarding the virus. This leads to
frustration, which in turn leads to people
becoming immune to the concerns we
should all share. Our performance in
response to this issue is passable at best and
complacency will only fan the still glowing
embers of a tenuous situation.
When business restri toons are lifted there
wont be a business to go back and work at
because the business claims m.h ed
bankruptcy. Also people will get behind
bvb in there morgage payments and rent and
will be more homeless people

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa

Van Horne

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

I have sought out emergency childcare which
costs more and is less secure than standard
arrangements. My US born child an I do not
qualify for stimulus because my
husbandâ€™s immigration status is still
pending.

Ventura

Mostly retired
but part‐time in
retail and
Church
Treasurer.

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Concerned that the lifting of restrictions so
quickly will cause positive cases and illness
to spike and spread.

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot
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That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

City

Ventura

Ventura

Victor

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Government

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

freelance
writing

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

Retired

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
It will be hard to enforce social distancing
and gathering at campsites. Some will look
at you and laugh or disregard it all together.
I have concerns that our budgets will be
slashed more and we wonâ€™t be able to
sanitize, clean facilities well enough due less
labor hours.
This is going to get worse, not better. The
haphazard rules for restrictions in Iowa has
led to confusion, and now complacency, as I
don't think people understand the risks. I am
moderately affected on a day‐to‐day basis,
but I'm angry at what I perceive to be the
loss of at least a year in my life (no travel, no
visits from family, no local events being
safe), since we haven't eliminated
transmission through more thorough shut‐
down.

Vinton

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

The emergency powers policy in code, the
That Iowa won't economic devastation our state has suffered,
lift restrictions as well as the lack of whole picture thinking
quickly enough for all areas of life when enacting restrictions
and shut down.

Vinton

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

That Iowa won't
My liberties have diminished and I'm fearful
lift restrictions
for what the new normal will be.
quickly enough

Recruiting
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City

Vinton

Vinton

Vinton

Vinton

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
Retail or grocery
impacted work
somewhat

My life has
been
electric utility
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Education
impacted
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa
The pandemic
My financial
has been
I have become situation is
handled well in
worse than
unemployed
Iowa
before

Comments

Open Iowa up. Fear mongering, and taking
constitutional rights away is annoying for a
virus that like the common cold. Our
economy suffered, we are in charge of
That Iowa won't financially helping others who lost their job
lift restrictions because they werenâ€™t considered
quickly enough essential. It was unfair and unjust. This
agenda pushing, right taking, hate on
Americans has to stop. Kids emotional have
been impacted as they are now viewed as
plagues. This is pathetic.
That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough
That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

City

Walford

Your job

Admin to
Financial
Advisor

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
More should
My financial
I have become
been
have been done
situation is
impacted a unemployed
about the same in Iowa
lot
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Closing schools and the varied response by
school districts for finishing the year has had
the most impact on my life and the lives of
my friends and family. It doesn't matter if I
should/could go to my job, my kids are at
home and not in school. My choice was
made by the state. There is VERY little
discussion about this critical decision. I feel
it has had MORE impact than the virus itself.
I could have kept going to my office and
been almost completely social
distanced/isolated but my children need
care, supervision and to continue their
education somehow. Another 3‐4 months
without the possibilities of summer classes,
camps, limited or no daycare, reduced access
to pools, beaches, parks & travel and no
clear plan for how school will be handled in
the fall is huge problem to be addressed
before we can logically talk about returning
to jobs and getting our economy back on
track.

City

Walford

Your job

Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

My life has
Health care or been
Walker
human services impacted
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
Walker
human services impacted
somewhat
My life has
Financial
been
Walker
impacted a
industry
lot
My life has
been
Washington Gallery director
impacted
somewhat

The response
My workload My financial
has been too
has remained situation is
aggressive in
about the same about the same
Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
The state of Iowa is not taking the virus
seriously. Restaurants, salons, etc. weâ€™re
opened when cases were still exceptionally
high, and death tolls rising. While I want to
see the economy recovery, the lives of
Iowans matter MORE. There was serious lack
of compassion and judgement from our
governor. She is more interested in
impressing our abysmal president than
protecting the health and safety of Iowa.
Pathetic. I am also highly disappointed in
Iowans who rushed to CROWD restaurants
and did not take the recommendations
seriously. Walmart, Menards... those places
were packed. Our state will severely pay for
this poor judgement. I am ashamed to live in
Iowa.

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

My financial
More should
That Iowa will
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same in Iowa
too quickly

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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People need to support local business.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Washington Banking

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

We can not live in a bubble for the rest of
eternity. There will be many more viruses
and we can not shut the economy down with
The pandemic
That Iowa won't each one. Our children must get an
My financial
has been
lift restrictions education. Kids are missing interaction with
situation is
handled well in
quickly enough other kids. We need to start thinking of
about the same
Iowa
mental health. We should have the right to
choose to go in public, open or not open a
store.

Washington consulting

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
little

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

The election year will be a difficult one.

More should
My financial
have been done
situation is
about the same in Iowa

I'm concerned about maintaining balance.
PH and many on the far left are very
adamant about things opening up too early,
and on the far right, the screaming is about
the economy and how will we recover. I
think, for the most part, they both need to
shut up and be willing to listen to each other
instead of maintaining the opinion that they
are right and the other side doesn't care
about anyone. We need balance. We can not
maintain life in our own individual bubbles,
but we need to be wary and keep our
vulnerable populations protected. It's a hard
balance to keep, especially when people who
are on the same team won't stop fighting
amongst themselves. Those of us in the
middle (politically and otherwise) are tired of
agreeing and disagreeing with both sides
simultaneously.

Emergency
Washington
Management

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot
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City

Your job

Washington Librarian

education,
healthcare and
Washington
patient care ‐
university life...

Impact on
Impact on
life
workload
My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot
My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My life has
I've lost some
been
Washington Retail or grocery
impacted work
somewhat

Washington Education

Washington Corrections

Religious non‐
Washington
profit

Washington

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Thoughts about our food processing plants
should have started earlier. The meat
shortage is going to be a big problem for
individuals with food intolerance and
restrictions.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

We have not reached our peak with the
cases. Too many will get sick and more could
die. By opening up this soon people will go
back to normal with their behaviors and we
will probably have to shut things down again
when there is another wave of the virus. We
are definitely opening up too quickly.

The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa
The response
My financial
has been too
I've lost some situation is
aggressive in
worse than
work
Iowa
before

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

How school will look in the future and what
we can do to ensure the safety of our
students and teachers.

That Iowa won't
My concern is that my wife's business has
lift restrictions
been closed for over a month.
quickly enough

My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly

We need to make sure people have
resources to weather this type of event ‐
running water, electricity, enough food, a
place to safely shelter.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Opening and easing restrictions too soon.
Des Moines is a Hot Spot right now.
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Impact on
City
Your job
life
My life has
Health care or been
Washington
human services impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Washington Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
Restaurant or been
Washington
impacted
hospitality
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
Washington
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
Washington
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Washington Child care
impacted a
little

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
better than
before
My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
We need more clarity from the SBA on the
has been
lift restrictions
PPP Grant/Loan.
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Re‐infection and the second wave, Iâ€™m
concerned it will result in further loss of
business and re‐closure.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Washington Education

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

wondering if i'm doing enough for my kids.
Wondering what the school year will hold for
next year. Wondering if my family's income
will change as time goes on. Wondering why
no one is asking the teachers how things are
going? How students are or are not
participating? If teachers over all have seen a
decreases in student participation to online
learning as the school year has went on. and
how that is going to impact for the school
year next year. I'm wondering why my
neighbors continue to have parties next door
and how that is affecting our community.
I'm worried about businesses in town. I'm
wondering how i'm going to keep my kids
busy and active this summer without
summer programing such as library, pools,
camps, and vacations.

Washington Childcare

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I feel like my government is lying to me to
suit their own agenda.
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I have become
Health care or been
Washington
human services impacted a unemployed
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
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restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Our state should spend the funds on testing
every one for the virus and the test for
antibodies should be mass distributed to
doctors offices, clinics and hospitals as soon
as possible for them to test their
populations. This will help us to get a good
benchmark for our state. We don't know,
what we don't know and that is a severe
handicap. Every person of all ages needs the
antibodies and virus test done before
opening the state up, going blindly will cause
more deaths of beloved community
members. Thank you!

Washington County office

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
little

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa

Washington Education

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Rather than try reopening too soon, how
about ensuring businesses and or
unemployment are fulfilled financially as
Congress intended to help people stay
home.

Washington Education

My life has
I have become
been
impacted unemployed
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I think that its to soon to open everything
back up at once.

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

I'm 62 ,so close to retirement thoughts! First
I was Furloughed, then after 6 wks I was told
they were re‐structuring and my position
That Iowa won't was eliminated. I had worked at my local
More should
have been done lift restrictions hospital 27 years total. Where do I find
quickly enough employment with benefits at my age during
in Iowa
this pandemic when everyone is letting staff
go! And Cobra will cost over $750. Per
month. I can't do it!

My life has
I have become
Health care or been
Washington
human services impacted a unemployed
lot
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload
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My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
Real estate.
been
Mortgage
impacted a
closings
lot
My life has
been
Real Estate
impacted
somewhat
There's
Health care or been no
human services impact on
my life

I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Washington

Washington

Washington

Comments
Do we have plans to supply more PPE
replenishment as time goes on

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
Washington
human services impacted a than before
lot

Washington

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Where are the serology testing to guide
better community evaluation of the
prevelence of COVID‐19 based on the state
level

I feel like we don't know enough and the
governor is responding to interests other
than the public good on reopening the state.

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
has been
I have become
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
unemployed
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa

Washington Manufacturing

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

Washington Kevin Ward

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
little

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Every factory should have tests available to
test all their employees. Every Nursing home
in Iowa should have all staffing and PPE
needed to properly care for their elderly.
Give food/ retail vouchers instead of cash
stimulus.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
Washington Retail or grocery
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

My life has
been
Camp and
Washington
Retreat Center impacted
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
Washington
human services impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Washington Retail or grocery
impacted a
little

Washington Education

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I had not been able to work at my cleaning
job for fear I would get the virus. The
governor is an idiot and has did a horrible
job. March 15th we had 54 cases now we
have 12,ooo. Reynolds needs to be fired. I
also quit a job for fear of being infected. My
main job Wal Mart warehouse have been
good. The President is so stupid there is no
reason to go there. Trump should resign. As
an essential worker this government in Iowa
failed us.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
I have become situation is
better than
unemployed
before

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly
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My greatest concern is a second wave that
will be worse than the initial. My husband is
immune compromised due to a stroke 18
months ago. With grocery prices going up, as
well as the cost medications, we will soon
have to choose between groceries and meds.
Meds will win because my husband is insulin
dependent.

City

Your job

Washington IT

Impact on
life

Washington

Washington Education

Washington Insurance

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat

My life has
been
Washington Retail or grocery
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Restaurant or been
Washington
impacted a
hospitality
lot

Washington I'm retired

Impact on
workload

Comments
Resurgence. not getting tested for antibodies
when needed. not getting tested at all when
needed. making sure our municipalities have
resources to meet the needs of the
community.
The GOPâ€™ers refuse to consider guidance
from health and medical experts, just like the
tribe in DC. The 2nd wave is on them, and we
canâ€™t let anyone forget.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
little
My life has
been
impacted a
little

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

Let's protect one another, and protect the
worker at the bottom of the pay scale. We
don't need tax breaks. We need solid
unemployment benefits and sick pay, and we
need to not lose them if our employers tells
us to come back to work but we feel at risk.
Thanks for asking!

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
The pandemic
My financial
has been
I've lost some
situation is
handled well in
work
about the same
Iowa
The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa
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That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly
That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

I would have liked to see more information
given as to has/had the virus so people are a
little more aware if they have been around
them

City

Your job

Washington County office

Impact on
life

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

My life has
Health care or been
Washington
human services impacted a
lot

My life has
Health care or been
Washington
human services impacted
somewhat

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Improve cleaning guidelines for care facilities
& classrooms to include monthly cleaning
with a medical grade chemical spray.
The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa won't
Protect the small business owners by setting
has been
I've lost some situation is
lift restrictions
guidelines based on the type of business and
handled well in
better than
work
quickly enough
average customer intake. Do not allow price
Iowa
before
gouging by essential food sources like
grocery stores.
more clear direction from medical
professionals. both my niece and nephew
(separate homes) has "covid like symptoms"
yet each were given different directives from
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
the medical staff.
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
my father couldn't breathe and called 911.
the paramedic assessed him from 6 ft away
and didnt want to get his equipment out
because he didnt want to clean it.
The response
My financial
That Iowa won't
has been too
situation is
I am busier
lift restrictions
aggressive in
worse than
than before
quickly enough
Iowa
before

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
COMMUNICATI been
have been done lift restrictions
Washington
has remained situation is
ONS
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
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You are making a grave mistake by forcing
Iowa to re‐open in the middle of a pandemic.
Iowans blood will be on your hands now.
Doctors and researchers at the university of
Iowa are desperately trying to tell you this
but you are not listening. I've never been so
ashamed of being an Iowa resident as a
result of how poorly Kim Reynolds has
treated COVID‐19. People are dieing. The
virus is still spreading. Open your eyes and
think before you kill us all.

City

Washington

Washington

Washington

Washington

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
been
Farm
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
I babysit for a
teacher relative impacted a
little
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Transportation
impacted
somewhat

Washington Education

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa won't
My workload
has been
situation is
lift restrictions
has remained
handled well in
worse than
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa
before
The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa won't
has been
I've lost some situation is
lift restrictions
handled well in
worse than
work
quickly enough
Iowa
before
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
I've lost some situation is
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
work
too quickly
in Iowa
before
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
I've lost some situation is
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
work
too quickly
in Iowa
before
Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Economic disaster

My family is in agriculture. I am worried we
will not be able to sell hogs, soybeans, and
corn...and for a profit.

My concerns are transparency when it comes
to the "data and metrics" being used to re‐
open the state. There are inconsistencies
with how data is being presented and it is
very difficult to understand exactly how
decisions are being made.
Iowa was divided into regions for a moment,
but that went away....Iowa's data was being
reported by counties, but that went away...
It's incredibly difficult and frustrating to trust
leadership when we are not being shown
exactly how decisions are being made. How
do I know if it's truly "safe"? If the number of
cases are truly going down?

City

Your job

Waterloo

Manufacturing

Waterloo

warehouse
worker

Waterloo

Financial

Waterloo

Botany,
Vegetation
Management

Waterloo

Education

Waterloo

Education

Waterloo

Retired

Waterloo

Restaurant or
hospitality

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
little
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa will
has been
I've lost some situation is
lift restrictions
handled well in
worse than
work
too quickly
Iowa
before
The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa will
that to much manufacturing is done outside
has been
I've lost some situation is
lift restrictions
of the united states
handled well in
worse than
work
too quickly
Iowa
before
People are not being responsible. Not
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
following highly recommended guidelines
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
like wearing masks and no groups. Positive
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
numbers will spike in about 2 weeks.
Impact on
workload

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I've lost some
work

More should
My financial
That Iowa will
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same in Iowa
too quickly
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We are opening up too soon. More deaths
because of this. All should be required to
wear masks in public
I'm afraid that things will open up too early
and there will be a second surge that will be
worse than the first.
For people in low paying jobs that did not
have a financial cushion

It seems that money has been more
important than lives, unfortunately.

City

Waterloo

Waterloo

Waterloo

Waterloo

Waterloo

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
been
Retail or grocery
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Our leaders are uneducated!

Education

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Governor is lifting restrictions before we
have a clear grasp on things. People are
scared and the ones most affected are not
people the governor seems to care about.
The state hasn't even plateaued, let alone
seen a downward shift in cases and we're
already opening, acting as if we can just will
this away.

Education

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

I worry that the government isn't taking the
necessary measures to guarantee the health
and safety of the people, including providing
social safety nets and economic support for
those what have suffered financially.

My life has
My financial
My workload
been
situation is
has remained
impacted a
worse than
about the same
lot
before

I am worried that people are not taking the
pandemic seriously enough in Iowa. If we are
not careful, we will have even more positive
cases and deaths. We need to figure out how
to stimulate the economy without sacrificing
the health of our community. I am also
worried about how I'm going to teach my
classes at UNI next semester. I don't mind
teaching online, but I don't think it is the best
modality for most of my students.

Education

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly
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City

Waterloo

Waterloo

Waterloo

Waterloo

Waterloo

Waterloo

Waterloo

Your job

Education

Entertainment

Education

Education

Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The pandemic
My workload My financial
has been
has remained situation is
handled well in
about the same about the same
Iowa
My financial
More should
I have become situation is
have been done
worse than
unemployed
in Iowa
before

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

My life has
Health care or been
I am busier
human services impacted a than before
lot
My life has
been
Retired
impacted a
little

My financial
situation is
worse than
before
My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Comments
How to balance public health precautions
while ensuring the economy doesn't
implode. Also, how to best support those
who are financially impacted by the closures.
I support government stimulus and aid
packages, but I know money isn't unlimited,
and I worry about how we'll pay for it all.

How do we know it's safe in Iowa?

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly
That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

Stay closed till July.

Concerned about amount of money spent
without bid process on Test Iowa. Concerned
with education continuing to be under
funded. Concerned with impact on long term
care. Concerned with worker rights.

City

Waterloo

Waterloo

Waterloo

Waterloo

Waterloo

Waterloo

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Not enough facts and truth relayed to
people. I am also concerned people think
this is not a big deal. Believe me it is a big
deal. We are having deaths in the hospitals.

I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Opening too quickly and rebounding of
covid19 cases and deaths. Profit over
people.

I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

People need to listen to Dr. Fauci and stay
home with underlying conditions. The
Governor is mot thinking about us. She
waited too long to tell Tyson to close.

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted work
somewhat
My life has
been
Manufacturing
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Cosmetics sales
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Retired /
impacted a
disabled
lot
My life has
been
Construction
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa
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Catching the virus. Everything else is
secondary.

City

Waterloo

Waterloo

Waterloo

Waterloo

Waterloo

Your job

Impact on
life

Free lance
musician.
Relocated late
â€˜16 from
upstate New
York. No AFM
local for greater
Waterloo/cedar
Falls area .
Damn â€right to
workâ€ B.S.
state!!!

My life has
been
impacted a
little

Education

Education

Retired

My life has
been
impacted a
little
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I like to think it will finally rid us of the
â€œidiot in chiefâ€ but...

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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We need to financially support our health
care facilities to keep staff employed, PPE
available, and fully functioning testing
system.
Reynolds and her "Team" have done a Lousy
Job.... Slow, Little Transparency, biased
reporting, lNo visual data displays showing
trends, etc ot's of useless fluff in updates to
avoid REAL issues, Test Iowa is a joke........
Look to the Governor and Health Director in
Ohio for What should have happened...

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

Waterloo

Retired from
arts
management/pr
oduction

Waterloo

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted a work
lot

Waterloo

Waterloo

Waterloo

Waterloo

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
been
Retired
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Cleaning
impacted a
specialist
lot
My life has
been
retired..
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Retired, but on
been
City Council of
impacted a
Waterloo
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
We have had unwise leadership
Possibly much illness, suffering and deaths
could have been prevented
Iowaâ€™s most marginalized populations
have been impacted the most, emotionally,
physically and economically
We have virtually no transparency from the
Governor, whether it's support for her
claims, claims & death detail, the no‐bid
contract with inexperienced testing outfit &
how it is performing, why she dropped the
regional approach, etc. We have sacrificed
much in the last 2 months, and now it looks
like we haven't flattened due to policy & are
risking a big second wave.
A big resurgence of the virus when
restrictions are lifted.
The president. Wish we had a calm real
speaker in the house. Had representatives
who aren't afraid to defy him. The native
Americans not getting their relief money.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Just more testing made available to all who
want it.(Just like our fearless leader in
Washington D.C. always says)

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Science needs to lead the way, not political
talking points or monied interests
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City

Waterloo

Your job

Corrections ‐
victim services

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Waterloo

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted than before
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Waterloo

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Waterloo

Full time
university
student

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I am concerned that long‐term care facilities
for the elderly have not had the resources
they need for prolonged mitigation
strategies, while also finding creative ways
for family involvement/visits/contact. Right
now, some testing is going on (finally) and it
is hoped those infected will be further
quarantined, yet I worry that testing will not
be done regularly to ensure infections
remain low.
with so many people working and doing
school work from home are there options to
increase internet speeds/access; students
need access that is more equitable,
transportation and in home supports for
various populations have created much
hardship, employment services will be a
significant need

The governor started lifting restrictions while
we had 2 of the biggest hot spots in the US
and the amount of cases was still on the rise.
I believe there will be a second spike in cases
that could have been prevented if everyone
remained inside for a few weeks longer.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Waterloo

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
human services impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

This was irresponsible and unforgivable. She
has spoken out of both sides of her mouth.
Has â€œledâ€ us with sarcasm and disgust. I
understand Iowa needs to open up but this is
too rapid too much freedom too soon.
Not enough knowledge, no downward trend,
now a â€œsister virusâ€ aggressively
attacking our children.
She is delusional if she thinks Iowans are
social distancing OR wearing a mask! She
sees what she wants to and says only what
fits in her agenda.

Waterloo

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
human services impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Profits over people and too early re‐opening
will have negative consequences; lack of
transparency with double speak at the
podium and switching the web site to hide
the significant spread

Waterloo

My husband is a
essential
worker. John
Deere either
doesn't have
parts or orders.
Big lay offs are
coming!

I am disabled, immuno compromised. it's
scary to see people who do not wear PPE or
practice social distancing!! My anxiety has
been horrible!! The State is not doing
enough testing! There are many studies that
show large percentages of asymptomatic
people in the population. So far Governor
Reynolds has shown she's in over her head

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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City

Waterloo

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted work
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Farm

Waterloo

I am retired.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Waterloo

My life has
I am busier
Finance/insuran been
impacted a than before
ce
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Comments
Our state, Kim Reynolds specifically, is not
taking this health crisis seriously. We
shouldn't be opening up in any capacity now,
it should be the reverse. Black Hawk county
case numbers are still increasing. The state
should be imposing mask mandates and stay‐
at‐home orders until the data show that our
case numbers in Iowa are decreasing. I'm
angry with how this situation is being
handled, sad for the lives that have already
been lost, and worried for how many lives
we are yet to lose.

That this response becomes the new normal
That Iowa won't anytime a new virus shows up putting small
lift restrictions businesses and family farms in danger of
quickly enough closing permanently and leading to even
greater government intrusion into our lives.

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted a
about the same
before
lot

Waterloo

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

I am elderly so afraid to go out in public. I
wear a mask but so many do not. And with
Blackhawk county such a hotspot this has be
very worried.
The virus has not gone away ‐ as people go
back out to the community the virus will
strike again. 1. What has the governor done
to replenish medical supplies (PPE,
ventilators, medications). 2. Why is there
not a requirement to wear masks/face
coverings? 3. There should be an audit done
on the testing company. 4. There should be
a complete review of the metrics the
governor was using in the early stages of the
crisis.

City

Waterloo

Waterloo

Waterloo

Waterloo

Waterloo

Waterloo

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
been
Retired
impacted a
little
My life has
Fork lift service been
impacted a
and sales
lot
My life has
been
retired
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Retired teacher
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Government
impacted
somewhat

Impact on
workload
I am busier
than before

I've lost some
work

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
Not enough testing, lifting social distance to
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
soon
better than
too quickly
in Iowa
before
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

We opened too soon and will pay a heavy
price

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
better than
about the same
before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
human services impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
little
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My death, shortages, loss of loved ones,
financial ruin for small businesses, big
business greed, educational deprivation for
students, mental health crisis
People aren't taking responsibility for
themselves. It's very disappointing.
I feel like not many have been concerned or
taken the proper precautions during this
time. With more businesses opening many
think life is back to normal and social
distancing and masks are no longer needed.
Even when things were locked down there
was too many things open and too many
people acting like normal. I will not be
leaving my house until there is a vaccine if
work allows.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Waterloo

Education

Waterloo

My life has
I have become
Health care or been
human services impacted a unemployed
lot

Waterloo

Waterloo

Waterloo

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Comments
Easing restrictions too soon will endanger
our communities and damage our economy.
We must pressure our national leaders to
ensure health coverage, hazard pay, and paid
leave for essential workers if they contract
COVID‐19. We also need to demand national
leaders take all available measures to
guarantee financial relief goes to small
businesses and family farms instead of large
corporations.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
There's
been no
Manufacturing
impact on
my life

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

The pandemic
has been
handled well in
Iowa
The pandemic
My financial
has been
situation is
handled well in
about the same
Iowa

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough

I am busier
than before

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough
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Health of our community, Public Safety
challenges, Healing of community and state
and being prepared for the next wave. PTSD
with healthcare workers and 1st response
members and other workers effected by this.
stock pile supplies OSHA enforcement
HEALTHCARE for those with disabilities and
Seniors MCO are a big part of the problem.
so many more issues. Small business
support, be honest and trustworthy to
Iowans

City

Waterloo

Your job

Customer
Support
Representative
for Essential
National
Company.

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
My biggest concern has been the Governor's
unwillingness to make her
'recommendations' more than that. Too
many people refuse to follow
recommendations that keep them and/or
others safer (for whatever reason). At least
when they violate, law enforcement can
enforce and stop the behavior. It risks too
many of us unnecessarily. Examples seen
from inside my car, outside my home and
from my infrequent trips to get food or
necessities, are visible examples. A friend is
surrounded with homes that are rented out
to students who gather regularly by the
dozens, partying as if there is no pandemic.
As someone who has asthma, is 62 and has
cancer, I want to know I can trust our state
will require and enforce rules that place the
higher premium on life and not on
commerce as we try to get more commerce
up and running. Balancing commerce with
the belief that there is a percentage of death
that is acceptable is not okay.

Waterloo

Retired. Fixed
income and
getting less
from Social
Security than I
put in

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat

The pandemic
That Iowa won't County health departments should have
My financial
has been
lift restrictions been prepared to quarantine the infected
situation is
handled well in
quickly enough people and not the entire county.
about the same
Iowa
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Waterloo

Manufacturing

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Waterloo

Network
support

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

Waterloo

Waterloo

Waterloo

My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Manufacturing
impacted a
little
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

I've lost some
work

I've lost some
work

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Concerns; Opened to soon, people not
obeying social distancing, not enough done
to protect the elderly in care facilities, not
enough done to protect returning workers.
Ideas; Stay closed down longer, develop plan
for when vaccine is available & get the most
vulnerable vaccinated first, aggressive plan
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
in place for surge areas, plan for future 2nd
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
wave, COVID 19 will not disappear and Iowa
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
needs to be relentless & proactive in all
areas of addressing the disease and it's
sickening to see politicians making decisions
knowing more Iowans will die because of
those decisions with little to no empathy and
a long party lines, I look forward to voting
them out
Not enough testing. Also, if the federal govt
can increase the deficit, so can the state to
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
help small businesses. Force a lock down,
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
spend money to support everyone, then test
worse than
too quickly
in Iowa
and trace for 30 days to end the virus in
before
Iowa.
I believe masks should be required if
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
everything is going to be open. The only way
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
for masks to work efficiently and effectively
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
is for everyone to wear one‐
The response
Strong overreaction to a virus. There have
My financial
That Iowa won't
has been too
other terrible viruses and didn't have
situation is
lift restrictions
aggressive in
everything shutdown. Too many people are
about the same
quickly enough
Iowa
being financially destroyed by this.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
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City

Waterloo

Your job

Restaurant or
hospitality

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Waterloo

Waterloo

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
impacted a unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot

That Iowa won't
We need to do more education, less media
lift restrictions
hype
quickly enough

My life has
been
Entertainment
impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted
somewhat

My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before

Waterloo

Health care or
human services

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Waterloo

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted than before
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Waterloo

Waterloo

Comments

Thanks for the no fault unemployment for all
workers and operators. There is something
wrong. We ended bar service March 17
That Iowa won't 2020, we had a state liquor license renewal
More should
have been done lift restrictions sent April 3 2020. We still are not allowed to
quickly enough have full bar service and it is May 15th. ABD
in Iowa
should pro rate license fees for the time
licenses where not functional. This is wrong
for the state to extort from these operators.

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

Manufacturing

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

I am torn. If they stop all gatherings people
will just get mad and do whatever they want.
Like shutting down all the pools this year.
But starting up things too soon will be bad
for peoples lives.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
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I would like to see internet access treated as
a utility on the same level as running water
and electricity.

There are so many people that will need help
meeting their basic needs (rent, utilities,
food, mortgages and car payments,
insurance, etc.) and there will be inadequate
resources to help them.

City

Your job

Waterloo

Waterloo

Waterloo

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I couldn't answer all questions. We are
retired.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

I work at UNI and am extremely concerned
that the Administration will push for a
"normal" return to campus life in the fall to
minimize its financial loss. It will want
dorms, sororities and fraternities full of
students and the Dome filled to capacity for
football games for the sake of revenue,
disregarding the very real possibility of
endangering everyone's health. I would not
be surprised if the UNI Administration
discourages faculty and staff from wearing
face masks and gloves because these PPE
will give students the message that being on
campus is not safe. A few years ago I was
infected with a virus when a student came
into my office and sneezed on me. That
infection, while serious, would pale in
comparison to a COVID‐19 infection from a
sneeze. Everyone‐‐faculty, staff AND
students‐‐should be required to be
vaccinated for the COVID‐19 virus when a
tested, reliable vaccine is approved.

Education

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat

Restaurant or
hospitality

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
little

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa
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City

Waterloo

Your job

Education

Waterloo

Retail or grocery

Waterloo

Office manager
for construction
company

Waterloo

Home

Waterloo

Transportation

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
I have become situation is
better than
unemployed
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
My concern is that the state is lifting
restrictions too quickly and not following
recommendations of health officials.
Reviving the economy will only happen if we
have widespread testing and contact tracing
which will give more residents more
confidence.
I think the governor really blew this one.
very disappointed

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

I've lost some
work

The pandemic
My financial
has been
situation is
handled well in
about the same
Iowa
The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa
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That Iowa won't
I'm concerned about mental health problems
lift restrictions
and the economic outlook on the future.
quickly enough
That Iowa won't
The virus is real the pandemic is a media
lift restrictions
driven hoax
quickly enough

City

Waterloo

Waterloo

Your job

Manufacturing

Photographer

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

My life has
I have become
been
impacted unemployed
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I've worked at tyson in Waterloo ia since
they opened and my sister who works there
n as long as me contracted the virus from
tyson n is back working again because she
has to cuz she is only 1 in her house hold so
she has to go back to work ,I'm afraid for her
n tyson said I can be off for another month
but with no pay. How am I supposed to pay
my Bill's .the dr put me In quarantine for 14
days . I dont want to risk my family I live in a
multifamily home where there's multiple
people w underlying heart problems n a 20
month old I think tyson needs to be paying
me something I'm trying to retire from there
but am a few months short of being able to..
my daughter she gets max food stamps but
dont get extra cuz she gets the max ,how fair
is that to raise everyone's but the max
people like they dont need extra too
remember there already a big family but
they dont deserve extra food stamps only
the person who is applying for themselves
they get the extra stamps ,tell me how this is
fair

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The CDC classifies me as "severely
immunocompromised" because of a health
condition and I'm scared to go back to work.
My work as a photographer ‐ especially for
weddings ‐ requires me to be with a lot of
people that I don't know if they've been
taking recommended precautions. I also
don't feel there has been near enough
testing.
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City

Waterloo

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Volunteer as I
am retired. I
volunteer at a
hospital and
have not been
able to do any My life has
I've lost some
work there since been
impacted a work
sometime in
lot
March.

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I I have a sister who died from cancer during
all of this, no visitation, no funeral, no
nothing. How is that right? I understand the
need to be careful, but there are so many
people I see out and about not taking any
steps to be careful. No masks, no distancing.
THE PEOPLE WHO DO NOT FOLLOW
DISTANCING AND MASK WEARING IN
PUBLIC SHOULD BE FINED. They have no
right to infect the rest of us. They have no
right to sue the government.
So many people especially those on the front
lines have give so much.
I'm sure our taxes will all go up due to all the
money the federal and state governments
have spent. My income as a retiree will not
go up.

It is mentally
frustrating not
to be with
people.

All the issues with the places where elder
stay. So I just got the bill for Long Term Care
and now it has gone up over $125.00 per
quarter. Seems like price gouging to me.

Waterloo

My life has
Health care or been
I've lost some
human services impacted work
somewhat

The pandemic
My financial
That Iowa will
has been
situation is
lift restrictions
handled well in
about the same
too quickly
Iowa
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City

Waterloo

Your job

Education

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I am a 68 year old high risk geezer. I know
what to do and do it the best I can and go to
businesses that are following safe practices.
I am disappointed in federal and state
leadership (not you) in how they seem to
cover their tracks instead of thinking forward
and giving one size fits all solutions. For
example, Scheels is open (because they sell
guns?). They sell clothing and other gear just
like the specialty stores that are closed.
Target and Walmart sell essentials but also
sell furniture and other things that the
smaller stores that are closed sell. If the
businesses that are closed can reopen and
follow specific safety guidelines they should
be allowed to do so and should be
monitored and assisted financially to do so.
I can't go to the dentist for routine care but
can go to a chiropractor who follo basically
no COVID protocols ( and calls the whole
thing a scam). Again, what are the
guidelines and who monitors them and
provides financial assistance if needed?
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City

Waterloo

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
human services impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I am a nurse in LTC. The outbreaks in nursing
home are becoming out of control. I worry
for my health, my CNAâ€™s Heath and the
health and death of the elderly. I worry that
the E.R. Will become overwhelmed and the
hospitals will be overwhelmed with the sick
now that the Governor opened Iowa. We
already donâ€™t have enough staff. It will
only get worse. When I go out to the store,
no one is wearing masks. I feel like if the
Governor opened Iowa she should made it
mandatory that everyone wears a mask to
help prevent people from spreading the
virus. Tyson should of never been reopened
and the employees should of get
compensation for working in an
unsatisfactory work conditions. Tyson should
be held accountable for putting people at
risk and making them sick..they should be
fined!! The government should be held
accountable for not providing enough PPE to
healthcare workers. Iowa should not be
open!!

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Waterloo

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Waterloo

My life has
My workload My financial
More should
That Iowa will
been
has remained situation is
have been done lift restrictions
impacted a
about the same about the same in Iowa
too quickly
lot

Accounting
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I am a disabled person living in my home. I
rely on caregivers to provide my daily needs
2‐3 times/day. I cannot â€œselfâ€
quarantine. I am on Medicaid and home‐
based support services. Itâ€™s hard to keep
caregivers due to low Medicaid wages. But
now it is even harder. They either must stay
home with their families, or they get sick.
(They are not getting tested because they do
not meet the current symptom list at
TestIowa.com, but are still asked to
quarantine 14 days, meaning I would not
have care at least that long.) They also leave
because they are being recruited by staffing
agencies to work in long‐term care facilities
at higher wages than Medicaid allows. The
governor says we must take care of our most
vulnerable Iowans in facilities, but never says
anything about the thousands of us that live
in our homes. We seem to have been
forgotten! Neither us, nor our caregivers, are
getting the care, wages, or respect that we
deserve. Nor, are we getting the PPE and
testing that we need.

City

Waterloo

Waterloo

Waterloo

Waterloo

Waterloo

Your job
Retired. My
husband still
works. He had
to take 3 weeks
off because of
serious
underlying
health issues, so
it has been
three weeks of
no income. He
applied for
unemployment
and I believe he
will receive it
through PUA.
He just returned
to work today,
so

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

My life has
been
Lawyer
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
United States
been
Postal Service impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Mad as hell that it took Gov. Reynolds so
long to close the Waterloo,Iowa Tysonâ€™s
plant. She turned a blind eye!! Oh wait she
never did close it!! Tyson closed themselves.
Gov. Reynolds was more concerned about
having to euthanize the pigs than the lives of
people that worked at Tysonâ€™s and the
people of our community ðŸ˜¡
Thank you for teaming up with Waterloo city
officalsðŸ’–ðŸ‘ðŸ¼

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Too little support for minimum wage
workers. Too little testing. State did not
follow guidelines in reopening.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Lack of testing and cost of Test Iowa which is
worthless

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Risky landscape when bans are lifted.

I am busier
than before

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly
643 of 675

More testing available

City

Waterloo

Waterloo

Waterloo

Your job

retired

retired

Restaurant or
hospitality

Waterloo

Waterloo

Retired

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
better than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Testing. Our neighbors have an almost 2
year old daughter who was born 4 months
premature. Has lung issues. last week her
primary care doctor sent her to the Mercy
One testing and she could not get tested!
Her oxygen level was not bad enough! This
is ridiculous.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

Balancing the risk to our health with the
need to have an income.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Itâ€™s caused me so much anxiety.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Depression, anxiety, mental disorganization
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City

Waterloo

Waterloo

Waterloo

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Education

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Education

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

Education

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
The governor should base her decisions on
research based science. She seems to be
influenced strongly by economics, especially
conservatively minded economics that mimic
the president. I have maintained much
stricter quarantine measures than her
policies recommend and will continue to do
so until the sources I trust say it is safe. I
trust the CDC, I trust large scientific studies.
I trust data that isn't skewed to look more
promising by including populations far away
from mine or with significant demographic
differences than mine.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
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My husband is in a local nursing home ‐ so
concerned for him and other residents ...
also have adult children working in health
care as well as grandchildren enrolled at UNI ‐
‐ concerned about safety for all ‐ concerned
that Tyson increased Covid cases in Black
Hawk County ‐ want us all to be safe ‐ I have
self‐quarantined for 70 days.

City

Waterloo

Waukee

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I've been VERY disappointed in our
governor"s handling of the State's response
to the coronavirus. I have felt like she has
prioritized the economic concerns of the
wealthy over the health and well‐being of
the poor and less empowered. The testing
(which is a key component of a safe return to
some normalcy of activity) has been handled
terribly...unavailable, unreliable and messy!
We have been told there are tests for
everyone, but the reality is they are
inaccessible. Opening up the State while case
numbers rise is crazy. I fear a resurgence
that will leave many more sick, afraid and
and possibly dead, as well as potentially lead
to a worse economic outcome.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Waukee

Insurance

Waukee

My life has
I have become
Health care or been
human services impacted a unemployed
lot

Waukee

Waukee

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Sales

My life has
been
I have become
impacted a unemployed
lot

Education

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
As a pregnant woman, I am extremely fearful
of contracting Covid‐19. The looser
restrictions are, and the earlier they are
lifted, practically guarantees increased
spread among our population, lengthening
the impact of this virus. I will be self
quarantining until case numbers in Iowa, and
particularly Polk and Dallas Counties, drop
significantly. I worry that if restrictions are
lifted too soon (as I feel they are), we will be
seeing a worse outbreak in the fall. I urge
our government leaders to take firm action
to ensure the safety of our most vulnerable
populations. The benefits the economy
might see are not worth the deaths of fellow
Iowans. People before profit!

Poor communication
My concern is that we open the state to soon
and then we have to shut everything back
down as the spike happens. Also we worry
that a lot of people are not taking the social
distancing seriously either because they
donâ€™t understand the information or
because the information we receive from the
Governor is confusing.
We should have a phased a approach to
reopening and some counties should remain
closed ! This open up everything attitude is
irresponsible dangerous! We need to be in
this together and the Governor is sending
the wrong message!

City

Waukee

Waukee

Waukee

Waukee

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Still need to look at available Ppe.. not
reusing it!

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Many of my neighbors and community
members are NOT social distancing and
traveling all over the state.

My workload
has remained
about the same

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

More should
My workload My financial
have been done
has remained situation is
about the same about the same in Iowa
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getting that vaccine developed.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I have become
been
impacted a unemployed
lot

Waverly

Cosmetologist

Waverly

My life has
I've lost some
been
Home Day Care
impacted work
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

More should
have been done
in Iowa

That families fostering or kinships are not
concerns are not being considered because
DHS is trained only to put parental rights
first. This will lead to a decrease in homes for
children most vulnerable. The virus does not
care if you are caring for children. Foster
families are being asked to do more than
ever. Abuse on children should be a concern
for the abuser, but unfortunately it isnâ€™t.
Child abuse is not a public crime. We ask
children to forgive their abusers and push for
reunification at all cost. Now more than
ever, not only children, but their placements
are depending on the DHS to protect, advise,
comfort, guide and support them. It might
be time to make parents accountable for the
well being of their children. We canâ€™t ask
foster homes to completely expose their
families to the virus, if we are not making
sure bio families are doing their part. These
are unprecedented times. Children should
be placed in safe, stable and permanent
homes because this is their right!

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

Concerned about other people not taking
precautions
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City

Your job

Waverly

farming

Waverly

Family child
care

Waverly

Waverly

Waverly

Waverly

Waverly

Waverly

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Manufacturing
impacted a
little
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
little
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
Church
been
employee as a
impacted a
bookkeeper
lot
My life has
been
Education
impacted
somewhat

I am busier
than before

I am busier
than before

I've lost some
work

I am busier
than before

My financial
situation is
worse than
before
My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

Concerns concerning the inability of farmers
to market livestock that have reached
slaughter weight, and the resulting shortage
of meat supply.
Concerns regarding the loss of classroom
education time and how students will
respond when schools are able to reopen

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Food and other supplies to keep the kids in
my care safe.

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa
The pandemic
My financial
has been
situation is
handled well in
about the same
Iowa

The shutdown caused a disruption in the
That Iowa won't
food supply chain. This will kill millions.
lift restrictions
quickly enough
Dumb idea.
More information should have been
That Iowa won't
gathered about the severity of the virus
lift restrictions
before the knee jerk reaction created by
quickly enough
other states' poor decisions.
That Iowa won't
We need to go back to work and normal
lift restrictions
activities.
quickly enough

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I've lost some
work

The pandemic
My financial
has been
situation is
handled well in
about the same
Iowa

My financial
More should
That Iowa will
I have become
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
unemployed
about the same in Iowa
too quickly
650 of 675

I think she is managing the entire approach is
excellent, so neither response gives me the
choice I would make

Economics

City

Waverly

Waverly

Wellman

Wellman

Wellman

Your job

Utility

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
little

My life has
been
Retired
impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Retired.
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
Retired
impacted
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Comments

Food and health are my number one priority!
The pandemic
That Iowa won't We cannot let all this food go to waste. Hogs
My financial
has been
lift restrictions and Cattle have to be saved from waste.
situation is
handled well in
quickly enough Bring in refrigerated semi's anything and
about the same
Iowa
save this food and our Farmers!

My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
worse than
about the same
before
I am busier
than before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

People not doing what they should.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Not enough testing has been done. Too
many hotspots. Numbers are not going
down. We will continue to stay home.

City

Wellman

Wellman

Wellman

Your job

Utilities‐lp gas

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

My life has
Restaurant and been
beauty industry impacted a
lot
Air Monitoring My life has
for DNR ....Clean been
impacted a
Air Act =
lot
Essential

My financial
I have become situation is
worse than
unemployed
before
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
better than
about the same
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I donâ€™t think the governor is being
transparent, and that the testing results are
not accurate. Am very concerned about the
ongoing spread of the virus. I do not believe
that there will be an effective vaccine ‐ there
has never been an effective vaccine for any
other coronavirus. Also very concerned
about the economic impact. If more people
took this seriously I would be more
comfortable with the phased opening up of
businesses. If the government would be
more honest and science based, I feel more
people would be on the same page ‐
meaning less vitriol and craziness out of the
White House.

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions Na
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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I am afraid it could get worse if things relax
too much too soon.

City

Wellman

Wellsburg

Wellsburg

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Automotive
repair

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Education

My life has
I have become
been
impacted unemployed
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Manufacturing

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

West Branch Cleaning.

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
I am very concerned about the strain on low
paid essential workers, and that employers
will put the employees health in danger and
not be held accountable. I am also
concerned about our lack of testing capacity,
and frustrated that our governor has
downplayed the importance of testing &
contact tracing instead of acknowledging
that it was a problem that contributed to the
unmitigated spread of covid19. I would like
to have seen us hit a peak in Iowa before
opening up instead of opening restaurants
and nail salons while the daily death toll
remains high.Just because our hospitals have
room for more sick people does not mean
we should fill them.
The economy. How people will be able to
afford and pay Bill's. Grocery prices are
crazy. People need more help. Quit giving
tax breaks to the corporations. Fight for ALL
IOWANS. NOT THE ONES THAT CONTRIBUTE
BIG to line one's pockets.
I am out on WI for the time being. Health
concerns due to Corona.
Concerns: No health care. Price of groceries,
utilities, rent, etc. Health of my family
members. Ideas: More testing on a local
level for those who must work. Hazard pay
for essential workers. Especially low wage
workers, but others as well. Obviously,
treatment of covid 19 should be free.

Impact on
Impact on
City
Your job
life
workload
My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
West Branch
human services impacted a work
lot
My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
West Branch
human services impacted a than before
lot

West Branch Education

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
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EMS needs to be recognizable as an essential
service, sad the Governor and President
ignored EMS even though the canâ€™t
survive the pandemic without us. Looking at
what other states did for EMS and ours
ignored us as usual.
That we open up too quickly and that we
have insufficient testing available.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
West Branch Retail or grocery
impacted a than before
lot

Nonprofit
agriculture
West Branch
(Zach, you really
should list ag)

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Comments

I think itâ€™s ridiculous so many are making
way more on unemployment than they
made at their job. I think there should have
been a different way for calculating so they
only make up to regular wages. Whereâ€™s
the extra wages for essential earners? Most
of us donâ€™t even make the $15 per hour
that was given on top of the figured
unemployment rate. Whereâ€™s our extra
That Iowa won't
wages for being exposed everyday? I see
lift restrictions
something is possibly in the works for
quickly enough
healthcare workers but what about other
essential workers? A lot of nurses and other
healthcare workers are laid off or reduced
hours and not even dealing with the covid
admits but theyâ€™ll still get the extra
stimulus planned just for health workers?
Doesnâ€™t seem fair to the rest of us that
are in retail not knowing what weâ€™re
coming in contact with and busier than ever.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

As the leader of a nonprofit that has lost
revenue due to lack of events, I worry about
us getting lost in the shuffle (it took a lot of
lobbying to get nonprofits included with
small business in the last bill) and never
being able to reach and increase supporters
like we used to.

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

West Branch Education

Comments

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

We should be looking at helping small
businesses survive this pandemic through
local grants and shop local promotions. EMS
really needs assistance during this time to
aid with sustainability. It appears that even
though call volume is down, the number of
patients that are critical have jumped up.
Also, EMS agencies have been struggling
with low revenue for such a long time, the
now increase in demand and preparedness is
forcing agencies to either sacrifice safety or
to spend on equipment that was not
budgeted. Either way, this is a large strain.
We need sustainable EMS agencies.

My financial
More should
That Iowa will
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same in Iowa
too quickly

What will this do to the future of education
in Iowa? How do we catch kids up without
overwhelming out already shorthanded
schools. Teachers are underpaid,
undervalued, and truth be told put in no win
situations daily as it is.. How can our older
loved ones stay safe until a vaccine is found?
My husband works in a prison where there is
absolutely no support. Currently he is forced
to work overtime 3 days a week and they do
not honor family. Once I go back to work he
is not ALLOWED to pull his weight with the
kids bc his job says we need to have a plan.
Which means I HAVE to do it all. I can't just
send my kids anywhere in the middle of a
pandemic. Not to mention, they have him
working with covid patients with absolutely
NO medical background and VERY limited
resources.

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
Health care or been
has remained
West Branch
worse than
human services impacted a
about the same
before
lot

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
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City

Your job

Retired‐ funds
have been
West Branch
reduced
considerably.

West Branch IT

West Branch Education

West Branch

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Governor Reynolds seems more interested in
political damage control than in safeguarding
the health and safety of Iowans. She has
released progressively less information
about covid 19 testing, deaths, and cases. Do
we all need to become amateur
immunologists? Why does she ignore the
suggestions of UIHC experts in her
statements? Why is she making less info
available? Why do we not know how many
deaths have occurred in each county‐ why is
this a secret? What metrics and data is she
actually using, and why will she not disclose
that important information? What is more
important‐ supporting Republican talking
points based on minimal or deceptie info, or
the health and safety of Iowans? Her actions
speak more clearly than her words.
Irresponsible.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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26 million spent on a failed system. Not
following science, facts, and the numbers .
Not enough testing. Pathetic response to a
major health concern. Governor is not up to
the challenge. Many Iowans are
uninformed, uneducated, and don't practice
excepted Covid measures. Good Luck!

City

Your job

Automotive
West Branch
Technician

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

658 of 675

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
There aee multiple failures on every level of
government. Lack of testing, IA should've
been on an actual lockdown, regardless if we
were doing essentially the same thing. I work
in a shop that is closest to the V.A. Hospital &
UIHC. I work on cars 4 workers of both
hospitals, & people who have been coming
in haven't been taking serious measures In
masks & gloves. I was laid off for 3 weeks.
I'm going through about 100 pairs of gloves a
week. "Lockdown" is a powerful phrase that
could've made an impact that would've
probably made more ppl be conscious about
protecting themselves & others. The
pandemic has exposed all the problems of
our healthcare system & how we operate
economically, & who gets priority. Look at
Bernie's campaign & what he's been saying
& fighting for, forever, we'd be in a much
better position to deal w/ this. Medicare‐for‐
all, living wage, stop offshoring MFG jobs,
PTO, hazard pay, etc. Trillions for Big Corps.
& crumbs for some of us in 1x payment of
$1200.

City

Your job

At the moment I
am employed
by my college
and they are
paying me for
West Branch the hours I had
planned to work
before the
pandemic. Part‐
time up to 30
hours a week.

West Branch

West Branch Education

West
Chester

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I'm concerned about the economic impact
and I'm also concerned about how this is
going to affect me when I go back to college
classes. I just hope I'll be able to get a good
job.

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa

Unsure

Nanny government will never solve our
problems ‐ personal responsibility and
freedom will find the way to get past it.
Government needs to do the data collection
The pandemic
My life has
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
and give guidelines and allow for
has been
been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
government job
modification of licensing, but mainly each
handled well in
impacted
quickly enough
about the same about the same
individual has to take his own situation and
Iowa
somewhat
make his own decisions about what he/she is
willing to do, what is not worth the risk, and
figure out how to do what has to be done.
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City

West Des
Moines

Your job

Museum

West Des
Moines

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
been
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
impacted a unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
lot

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Health and safety

West Des
Moines

West Des
Moines

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

West Des
Moines

Comments
Lack of PPE and testing. Not enough support
for LTC facilities. Failure to mandate mask
wearing and follow task force guidelines for
gradual reopening. Ever‐changing
â€œmetricsâ€ and website presen ng
confused statistics. Governors need to
please Trump rather than protect the lives of
Iowans.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Health care or been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
human services impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

West Des
Moines

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

Government

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

Education

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat
660 of 675

One person I am guardian for had to be
hospitalized for something other than covid
19 and it was a struggle because I couldn't be
there and he is not an accurate respondent. I
understand Mercy's policy, but they need to
make exceptions for people that need extra
assistance if they tested negative for Covid
19.
Medicaid funded providers were already at
financial brink with shortage of staff‐any
further reductions will significantly impact
their ability to remain open
Insufficient testing & contract testing.
Forcing people back to work without
sufficient PPE & no accountability for those
in power when workforces are decimated‐
Tyson Foods, etc
The restrictions and lifted restrictions are not
clearly defined. As the parent of a teenager,
she keeps asking daily if we're still on
lockdown and why because all of her friends
are getting together in public places.

City
West Des
Moines

West Des
Moines

West Des
Moines

West Des
Moines

West Des
Moines

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
been
Education
impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot

Legal

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Deep concerns in opening our schools.

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Masks should be required to enter stores.
Restaurants should still be carry out or pick
up only

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Accurate testing, more testing,
quicker test results, tracing. I know people
have been playing soccer in grimes with the
goal of having 20 people or more and itâ€™s
supposedly with the â€œokayâ€ of cops.
Restrict and enforce the limit of people
gathering.

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
lift restrictions
too quickly

Education

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Without know exactly how the virus will
react in the body, it makes me very
concerned about putting my young family at
risk. When itâ€™s no longer a choice to stay
isolated, I fear the potential consequences of
the situation and how they will further effect
my family. Itâ€™s a confusing and dangerous
time when the governor cares more about
the dollar and less about following science
and common sense.

Manufacturing

My life has
been
I have become
impacted a unemployed
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

That the term â€œessential workerâ€ will be
used too liberally, and that employers will
use that to force people to working unsafe
environments.
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City

West Des
Moines

West Des
Moines

West Des
Moines

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Financial

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Real estate

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Testing should be available to everyone at
any time of the day, every single day, if they
want it, until a vaccine is available. Mass
testing will be the only way to reduce
deaths. The government needs to listen to
the scientists, not the president, on how to
move forward.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

SAHM (and
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
Rph), spouse is a
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
trial lawyer,
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
working from
lot
home.
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We will never confidently get back to
anything resembling normalcy until we have
significant testIng and contact tracing. Our
governor doesnâ€™t seem to have even the
most basic understanding of public health.
She was chosen because she is a follower,
we need a leader. Never in my most cynical
thoughts of early February, did I think that
our public health response to this crisis
would be so poor. Poor governance is
expensive...in terms of loss of life, suffering,
trauma of caring for Covid patients, the cost
of haphazardly sort‐of‐shutting down our
economy, the squandering of the weeks of
isolation that should have been used to
assemble a public health response to
manage the pandemic. Our kids will lose at
least another semester of school. So much
pain and suffering could have been
prevented if we had a leader who was not
afraid of making tough decisions.

City

West Des
Moines

Your job

Real Estate

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Since day ONE literally, the outbreak was an
issue in senior care facilities, where we
already knew from several areas prior to us
showing that this is where it was hitting
hardest. WHY on earth wouldn't 100%
complete dedication be put into these places
to ensure they didn't die in the manner they
did! Yes, they were the first to be on
lockdown but with the numerous staff
members who were still completely free‐
range, bringing it in at alarming rates, there
was still not enough done. You can't just
leave it up to the individual companies to do
what is responsible. Look at all the
infractions most of these places incur in
general without a pandemic taking place.
My God what kind of degree do you have to
have to realize you have to put solid
procedures in place and ENFORCE IT.
Military was utilized in many other ways,
why couldn't they have helped more with
the care facilities.
Testing is a big fat joke!! Running out of
characters...To Be Continued.....

City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Real Estate

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Continued from lack of adequate characters
on previous survey....
The testing has been a BIG fat joke! From the
beginning, the president and our governor
told us we would have enough tests that
anyone could get tested. For the love...if this
is furthest from the truth. And if we have so
many beds available, why are people still
being turned away who show OBVIOUS
symptoms of COVID and have respiratory
issues. Treating early on could literally be
the difference in someones life or DEATH.
Day by day we listen to the same song and
dance. "We are continuing to monitor and
review data..." the only thing that's being
monitored about it is watching it go up and
up and should be up drastically more than it
is but of course with the testing being so
restricted and CONTROLLED, so are the stats.
I know any decisions about his can't be easy,
but it is easy to see that there have been and
continue to be very poor ones. Still way
more to say but out of room yet again....

West Des
Moines

Retired

My life has
been
impacted
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

too many spikes ahead ..more deaths

West Des
Moines

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Perhaps politicians should just implement
guidelines made by infectious disease
specialists. Governor Reynolds seems to
have re‐election as her number one concern
during this pandemic.

West Des
Moines
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City
West Des
Moines

West Des
Moines

Your job

Construction

Retired

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
There's
That Iowa won't If you dont want to go out after 2 months
My workload My financial
has been
been no
lift restrictions then stay home but let's get opened up
has remained situation is
handled well in
impact on
quickly enough agian..
about the same about the same
Iowa
my life

My financial
My life has
My workload
situation is
been
has remained
worse than
impacted
about the same
before
somewhat

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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I believe as our case numbers and deaths
continue to rise we are getting less
information from our governor. The
numbers by county are no longer on the
website. Iowa seems to be on the national
news every night due to our rising numbers
and yet the governor is opening even more
counties this Friday. Even Mayor of Des
Moines is frustrated because he canâ€™t get
case numbers, etc for Des Moines area only.
And I have heard from more than 1 Iowa
senior who sincerely feels Governor
Reynolds really doesnâ€™t seem concerned
because itâ€™s just old people dying.
The other REALLY BIG CONCERN of many
people is the rise of grocery store items. The
farmers are losing money, so who is reaping
the monetary rewards from Grocery Store
rising prices? Doesnâ€™t take a rocket
scientist to figure out itâ€™s HyVee and
Fareway corporate that are getting away
with this highway, price gouging robbery.
Why doesnâ€™t Fed buy the grain from
those farmers and GIVE it to farmers so they
can feed not kill livestock?

City

West Des
Moines

West Des
Moines

West Des
Moines

Your job

Field Rep

Print sales

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My life has
I have become
been
impacted unemployed
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Release the data from the long term care
centers/nursing homes. How many are
The pandemic
That Iowa won't dying in each center ‐ both of Covid &
has been
lift restrictions regular causes. It seems as 80‐90% our
handled well in
quickly enough deaths are resulting from LTCâ€˜s and no
Iowa
one at an LTC is dying of anything else. That
is a HUGE problem.

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
lot

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
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That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough

I had a full time, part time and a temp job
because I'm a single mom of twins (non
custodial parent is $8000 behind of support).
I permanently lost the full time/main income
job. I will need to replace that soon. My
mom has alzheimers and in a nursing facility ‐
I'm concerned I can't get in and the lack of
oversight. I understand keeping COVID out,
but people don't always make the right
choice unless they have to. I have twins who
will be going into their senior year. If there is
a second wave, how will this affect
graduation and future life plans. Is there a
clear plan for Iowa schools. Lastly ‐ when
there is a vaccine I want this to go to who the
Gov considered essential and that it should
be free. Manufacuring plants, meat packing,
medical staff, cleaning people should all be
at the front of the line AND get this for no
charge. This is important or she will truly be
signing death certificates to meet the desire
to feed the world.

City

West Des
Moines

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted work
somewhat

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Concerns about being a smal business owner
who did not receive any assistance. We were
able to remain open but the public is less
inclined to go out. The amount of gear and
That Iowa won't
anxiety by the public is too high to offset
lift restrictions
reopening.
quickly enough
All that to say, Gov Reynolds is doing a great
job with all that is happening across the
country.

West Des
Moines

West Des
Moines

West Des
Moines

My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Financial
impacted a
services
lot

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

Stay in until a vaccine is found.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
I have become
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
unemployed
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
My financial
My workload
situation is
has remained
better than
about the same
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

West Des
Moines

My life has
I've lost some
Health care or been
human services impacted work
somewhat

My financial
More should
That Iowa will
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same in Iowa
too quickly

West Des
Moines

My life has
I've lost some
been
Retail or grocery
impacted work
somewhat

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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More testing should be done, more financial
support for front line workers and non‐
essential workers and businesses that were
laid off or closed.
The Governor started out okay but faltered
when she began to feel business pressure to
reopen. She has moved too fast and has not
been open enough about the data she keeps
saying she is using.
Not enough was done early on ‐ there
should've been a state lockdown earlier
rather than tiptoeing around the need. Then
on the other side of the coin lifting
restrictions too soon. As usual with
politicians no common sense.

City

Your job

West Des
Moines

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My financial
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload
situation is
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained
worse than
impacted
too quickly
in Iowa
about the same
before
somewhat
My financial
situation is
worse than
before

My life has
been
impacted a
lot

West Des
Moines

West Des
Moines

My life has
My workload My financial
Health care or been
has remained situation is
human services impacted a
about the same about the same
lot

West Des
Moines

Business to
business with
education
agencies.

West Des
Moines

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

I'm retired, so the impact on my finances has
been in my investments. I am extremely
disappointed in how the governor has
handled the pandemic ‐ not being candid
with the truth, and opening up way too
quickly.

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

I would like to see antibody testing for all.
This will really help people feel comfortable
going in public again, and would encourage
workers to use the proper level of protection
with their customers. (ie: Someone without
antibodies will be more inclined to wear a
face mask, etc) Direct Support Professionals
should be compensated more for their work
or we won't have a workforce to care for
Iowans with disabilities.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

Opening up too soon will cause a backlash
this Fall. We can absorb this Spring's hit, but
another would be devastating.

I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

I am busier
than before

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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City

West Des
Moines

West Des
Moines

West Des
Moines

West Des
Moines

Your job

Caregiver

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My life has
I have become
been
Retail or grocery
impacted a unemployed
lot

Retired

Banking

My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
I am busier
impacted a than before
little

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
My biggest concern right now is that the
Governor has lifted the restrictions much too
soon. I think that a â€œStay in Placeâ€ order
at the beginning of this pandemic would
have made all the difference in the world for
Iowa. It would not have prevented people
from getting infected or dying, but it would
have decreased the numbers we have now
significantly. If the number of people getting
infected and those who are dying as a result
keeps climbing daily, I fear that we are
headed for another round of this virus soon.
The next time it arrives at our doorstep, it
will be so much worse than it is now.

Small businesses need additional grant
money. We were forced to close and the
grant we applied for was for loss incurred
prior to 3/31/2020. At that point we had no
The pandemic
That Iowa won't idea we would be closed until mid May!
has been
lift restrictions Uggggg.... Iâ€™m forever grateful for the
handled well in
quickly enough unemployment being opened up for small
Iowa
business owners however that does nothing
for our actual business that is still paying all
of our fixed expenses with no revenue
coming in.

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
My financial
situation is
better than
before

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa
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Open America back up

City
West Des
Moines

Your job

Agriculture

West Des
Moines

West Liberty Education

West Liberty Nonprofit

Impact on
life
My life has
been
impacted a
lot
My life has
been
impacted a
lot

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I am busier
than before

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted a work
lot

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted a than before
lot

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa

The pandemic
That Iowa will
My financial
has been
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
too quickly
about the same
Iowa

I am concerned about the pandemic
exploding in numbers after opening the
state. I am also concerned about the
economy and people being able to work and
keep their jobs. Not everyone is as fortunate
as I am, and I'm not sure how long my job
can continue with state appropriations
possibly being cut to the UI (where I work). I
am also concerned about people who don't
feel the need to wear masks to protect
others. I'm not sure the pandemic is seen as
the threat that it truly is.

My financial
More should
That Iowa will
situation is
have been done lift restrictions
about the same in Iowa
too quickly

The Governor acted too slowly and now even
though all numbers are up, we are reopening
the state. Essentially meaning WHEN you get
sick with this we have hospital beds and
ventilators now for you so let's reopen, but
the Remdesivier is limited so you probably
won't get it. But, oh yeah, mainly older
people are dying so let's open the state.
Some businesses want to reopen regardless,
but workers I know don't feel safe going
back!! What can you do??
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City

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

West Liberty

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Definitely that businesses are being allowed
to open too fast just that the governor feels
she is doing exactly what Trump wants.
My biggest concern is that the GOP is not
taking Dr Fauci seriously and will fire him
and leave nobody that knows science in the
admin.

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
West Liberty Market research
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

It's obvious that many people do not have
the capacity to feel empathy for people
unlike them.

West Liberty Education

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

My biggest current concerns are a) an
increase in COVID‐19 cases due to people
going back to â€œnormalâ€ and b) less
access to mental healthcare for those
affected before/during the pandemic.

West Point

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

I should note I am retired.

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
little

West Point

P&C Insurance

West Point

My life has
I am busier
Health care or been
human services impacted a than before
lot

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
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Wild broad spending by our politicians.
Money just thrown out there whether
someone truly needs it or not and little to no
oversight. Also am concerned about
politicians taking advantage of situations like
this to push their pet programs, much as
Nancy Pelosi did and is doing.
State employees who are core staff or not
working from should be compensated. I
mean people on unemployment get $600 a
week to not work. If not money, extra paid
time off or shortened work week because it
is stressful!

City

West Point

Westfield

Westfield

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Your job
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
Retail or grocery
impacted
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
somewhat

Clean houses
part time.

My life has
I've lost some
been
impacted work
somewhat

The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough

Manufacturing

My life has
I am busier
been
impacted than before
somewhat

The response
My financial
has been too
situation is
aggressive in
about the same
Iowa

That Iowa won't
lift restrictions
quickly enough

My life has
been
Westfield
Education
impacted
somewhat
My life has
Convenience
been
Williamsburg store with take
impacted a
out food.
lot
My life has
been
Williamsburg Education
impacted a
lot

That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
I've lost some
work

My financial
situation is
worse than
before

I've lost some
work

That Iowa will
More should
My financial
have been done lift restrictions
situation is
too quickly
about the same in Iowa

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
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Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

We should have never shut down businesses
or quarantined healthy people. Yes, be
smart, wash hands, cough inside your shirt or
elbow, lock down nursing homes, give good
information to elderly and immune
compromised. What has been done is a
travesty, based off faulty models or Chinese
information. Now many governors are
power hungry and we will all see lasting
effects to all the bad decisions made. Cure
was worse than disease.
Legislatators, Governor, and supposed
medical experts have hurt us with confusion,
too many rules, and shutting healthy people
up at home and businesses down. This has
been unconstitutional....
It has become apparent that affordable WiFi
is a necessity. Especially poor and rural
areas.
mostly that people are not social distancing
as they should. Also, no education as to
properly wear/change gloves as to not cause
cross contamination.
Testing for everyone and what the results
mean

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
State's
Concern about
Comments
City
Your job
life
workload
finances
response
restrictions
My life has
That Iowa will States need to listen to and adhere to
More should
My workload My financial
County support been
have been done lift restrictions science and medicine ‐ not the President
has remained situation is
Williamsburg
impacted a
staff
who only has his reelection at heart.
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
little
Lifting restrictions doesn't mean that the
virus is under control. It means that there is
now a hospital bed available for you.
My financial
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
Opening schools too soon won't just be
situation is
I am busier
been
have been done lift restrictions
Williamsburg Ministry
impacting the children and their health, but
worse than
impacted a than before
too quickly
in Iowa
everyone who works for the school and
before
lot
everyone who lives with them as well. Lives
are on the line.
The pandemic
My financial
My life has
That Iowa will
has been
I've lost some situation is
been
lift restrictions
Williamsburg Construction
handled well in
worse than
impacted work
too quickly
Iowa
before
somewhat
The response
My life has
That Iowa won't
My financial
has been too
I am busier
been
lift restrictions
situation is
Williamsburg Agriculture
aggressive in
impacted a than before
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa
little
Stay at home
mom. Even
Iâ€™m super mixed on everything thatâ€™s
though that
been/being done. The biggest affect on me is
doesnâ€™t
that my sonâ€™s surgery scenario is
My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
make me
different. I now have to go alone instead of
been
Wilton
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
technically
with my husband. Do I understand why? Yes.
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
EMPLOYED, my lot
Am I still upset about it? Also yes. My baby is
â€œjobâ€ has
only one, and going through this alone is
terrifying.
changed
drastically.
My life has
That Iowa will No transparency on the metrics: it would be
More should
My financial
been
I've lost some
Wilton
Transportation
have been done lift restrictions better if we ALL knew what was being
situation is
impacted work
measured.
too quickly
about the same in Iowa
somewhat
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City

Wilton

Wilton

Wilton

Wilton

Winfield

Winterset

Winterset

Impact on
Your job
life
My life has
been
Transportation
impacted a
little
My life has
Personal
been
services/househ
impacted a
old cleaning
lot
My life has
been
Retired
impacted a
little

Retired

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My financial
has been
I've lost some
lift restrictions
situation is
handled well in
work
quickly enough
about the same
Iowa
My financial
That Iowa will
More should
I have become situation is
have been done lift restrictions
worse than
unemployed
too quickly
in Iowa
before
The pandemic
That Iowa won't
My workload My financial
has been
lift restrictions
has remained situation is
handled well in
quickly enough
about the same about the same
Iowa
Impact on
workload

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot

My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot
My life has
been
Coach at
impacted
daycares
somewhat
My life has
Health care or been
human services impacted a
lot

My financial
I am busier
situation is
than before
worse than
before
My financial
I have become situation is
better than
unemployed
before
My financial
I've lost some situation is
worse than
work
before

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments

Should have imposed restrictions
sooner,mask wearing,etc sooner.
Intense focus on the coronavirus ignores co‐
morbidity. Accordingly, the lethality is badly
distorted. AÅ› a result unnecessary fear is
generated. Thank you for asking.
We need test & contact trace. Our small
Wilton community had it in the steel mill,
phone co., Egg Hatchery and little or no
testing done so it hit our nursing home and
assisted living so hard. Recently at Casey's .
So tired of the secrecy at local, county and
state level. Iowa City labs should have been
brought in immediately not "know nothing
Utah". Worry whether our Musc. jail
housing inmates from other counties is
staying on top of this.

That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
That Iowa will
More should
have been done lift restrictions
too quickly
in Iowa
More should
That Iowa will
have been done lift restrictions
in Iowa
too quickly
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Inability for our healthcare system to handle
ongoing cases and second spike‐ especially in
rural areas that were already medically
underserved

City

Winterset

Your job

Impact on
life

Impact on
workload

Coronavirus Impact Survey
Impact on
State's
Concern about
finances
response
restrictions

My life has
My workload My financial
Health care or been
has remained situation is
human services impacted
about the same about the same
somewhat

The response
has been too
aggressive in
Iowa

Winterset

Winterset

Winterset

The pandemic
That Iowa will
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
too quickly
Iowa

Construction

Construction

My life has
My workload My financial
been
has remained situation is
impacted a
about the same about the same
little

Dates: May 12‐25, 2020
Comments
Concerned about the huge financial impact
this has had on the agency I work for due to
Day Habilitation be shut down causing loss in
revenue but expenses have sky rocketed
with over time and cost to provide supplies
to staff and person served.

We need to open up as quickly as possible.
This was an over‐reaction. Iowa probably
had no choice politically however I am happy
that the governor did what she could to
resist the severe lockdowns that other states
That Iowa won't experienced. I am concerned about the lack
lift restrictions of access to health care which has resulted. I
quickly enough am concerned that families cannot feed their
families when they WANT to work but
cannot. This reaction was fear‐based
because inaccurate information and we have
not adjusted our response enough based on
the new data.

The pandemic
That Iowa won't
has been
lift restrictions
handled well in
quickly enough
Iowa

My life has
That Iowa will
More should
My workload My financial
been
have been done lift restrictions
has remained situation is
impacted a
too quickly
about the same about the same in Iowa
lot
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Very concerned about Governorâ€™s lack of
response to LTC, packing plants & being
reactive, rather than proactive which will
cause more illness & deathsâ€”will
ultimately make our economic recovery
slower. We need better access to accurate
testing, especially in LTC as well as contact
tracing.

